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Foreword
This Technical Specification has been produced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).
The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal
TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an
identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows:
Version x.y.z
where:
x the first digit:
1 presented to TSG for information;
2 presented to TSG for approval;
3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control.
y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections,
updates, etc.
z the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document.
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Scope

The present document defines the Stage 2 system architecture for the 5G System. The 5G System provides data
connectivity and services.
This specification covers both roaming and non-roaming scenarios in all aspects, including interworking between 5GS
and EPS, mobility within 5GS, QoS, policy control and charging, authentication and in general 5G System wide
features e.g. SMS, Location Services, Emergency Services.
ITU-T Recommendation I.130 [11] describes a three-stage method for characterisation of telecommunication services,
and ITU-T Recommendation Q.65 [12] defines Stage 2 of the method.
TS 23.502 [3] contains the stage 2 procedures and flows for 5G System and it is a companion specification to this
specification.
TS 23.503 [45] contains the stage 2 Policy Control and Charging architecture for 5G System and it is a companion
specification to this specification.
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3

Definitions and abbreviations

3.1

Definitions

For the purposes of the present document, the terms and definitions given in TR 21.905 [1] and the following apply. A
term defined in the present document takes precedence over the definition of the same term, if any, in TR 21.905 [1].
5G Access Network: An access network comprising a NG-RAN and/or non-3GPP AN connecting to a 5G Core
Network.
5G Core Network: The core network specified in the present document. It connects to a 5G Access Network.
5G QoS Flow: The finest granularity for QoS forwarding treatment in the 5G System. All traffic mapped to the same
5G QoS Flow receive the same forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling policy, queue management policy, rate shaping
policy, RLC configuration, etc.). Providing different QoS forwarding treatment requires separate 5G QoS Flow.
5G QoS Identifier: A scalar that is used as a reference to a specific QoS forwarding behaviour (e.g. packet loss rate,
packet delay budget) to be provided to a 5G QoS Flow. This may be implemented in the access network by the 5QI
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referencing node specific parameters that control the QoS forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling weights, admission
thresholds, queue management thresholds, link layer protocol configuration, etc.).
5G System: 3GPP system consisting of 5G Access Network (AN), 5G Core Network and UE.
Allowed NSSAI: NSSAI provided by the Serving PLMN during e.g. a Registration procedure, indicating the S-NSSAIs
values the UE could use in the Serving PLMN for the current registration area.
Allowed Area: Area where the UE is allowed to initiate communication as specified in clause 5.3.2.3.
AMF Region: An AMF Region consists of one or multiple AMF Sets.
AMF Set: An AMF Set consists of some AMFs that serve a given area and Network Slice. Multiple AMF Sets may be
defined per AMF Region and Network Slice(s).
Application identifier: An identifier that can be mapped to a specific application traffic detection rule.
AUSF Group ID: This refers to one or more AUSF instances managing a specific set of SUPIs.
Configured NSSAI: NSSAI provisioned in the UE applicable to one or more PLMNs.
DN Access Identifier (DNAI): Identifier of a user plane access to one or more DN(s) where applications are deployed.
Endpoint Address: An address used by a NF service consumer to access the NF service (i.e. to invoke service
operations) provided by a NF service provider. An Endpoint Address is represented in the syntax of Uniform Resource
Identifier (e.g. part of Resource URI of the NF service API).
Expected UE Behaviour: Set of parameters provisioned by an external party to 5G network functions on the foreseen
or expected UE behaviour, see clause 5.20.
Forbidden Area: An area where the UE is not allowed to initiate communication as specified in clause 5.3.2.3.
GBR QoS Flow: A QoS Flow using the GBR resource type or the Delay-critical GBR resource type and requiring
guaranteed flow bit rate.
Initial Registration: UE registration in RM-DEREGISTERED state as specified in clause 5.3.2.
Local Area Data Network: a DN that is accessible by the UE only in specific locations, that provides connectivity to a
specific DNN, and whose availability is provided to the UE.
Local Break Out (LBO): Roaming scenario for a PDU Session where the PDU Session Anchor and its controlling
SMF are located in the serving PLMN (VPLMN).
Mobility Pattern: Network concept of determining within the AMF the UE mobility parameters as specified in
clause 5.3.2.4.
Mobility Registration Update: UE re-registration when entering new TA outside the TAI List as specified in
clause 5.3.2.
MPS-subscribed UE: A UE having a USIM with MPS subscription.
NGAP UE association: The logical per UE association between a 5G-AN node and an AMF.
NGAP UE-TNLA-binding: The binding between a NGAP UE association and a specific TNL association for a given
UE.
Network Function: A 3GPP adopted or 3GPP defined processing function in a network, which has defined functional
behaviour and 3GPP defined interfaces.
NOTE 2: A network function can be implemented either as a network element on a dedicated hardware, as a
software instance running on a dedicated hardware, or as a virtualised function instantiated on an
appropriate platform, e.g. on a cloud infrastructure.
Network Instance: Information identifying a domain. Used by the UPF for traffic detection and routing.
Network Slice: A logical network that provides specific network capabilities and network characteristics.
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Network Slice instance: A set of Network Function instances and the required resources (e.g. compute, storage and
networking resources) which form a deployed Network Slice.
Non-GBR QoS Flow: A QoS Flow using the Non-GBR resource type and not requiring guaranteed flow bit rate.
NSI ID: an identifier for a Network Slice instance.
NF instance: an identifiable instance of the NF.
NF service: a functionality exposed by a NF through a service based interface and consumed by other authorized NFs.
NF service instance: an identifiable instance of the NF service.
NF service operation: An elementary unit a NF service is composed of.
NG-RAN: A radio access network that supports one or more of the following options with the common characteristics
that it connects to 5GC:
1) Standalone New Radio.
2) New Radio is the anchor with E-UTRA extensions.
3) Standalone E-UTRA.
4) E-UTRA is the anchor with New Radio extensions.
Non-Allowed area: Area where the UE is allowed to initiate Registration procedure but no other communication as
specified in clause 5.3.2.3.
Non-Seamless Non-3GPP offload: The offload of user plane traffic via non-3GPP access without traversing either
N3IWF or UPF.
PDU Connectivity Service: A service that provides exchange of PDUs between a UE and a Data Network.
PDU Session: Association between the UE and a Data Network that provides a PDU connectivity service.
PDU Session Type: The type of PDU Session which can be IPv4, IPv6, IPv4v6, Ethernet or Unstructured.
Periodic Registration Update: UE re-registration at expiry of periodic registration timer as specified in clause 5.3.2.
(Radio) Access Network: See 5G Access Network.
Requested NSSAI: NSSAI provided by the UE to the Serving PLMN during registration.
Service based interface: It represents how a set of services is provided/exposed by a given NF.
Service Continuity: The uninterrupted user experience of a service, including the cases where the IP address and/or
anchoring point change.
Service Data Flow Filter: A set of packet flow header parameter values/ranges used to identify one or more of the
packet (IP or Ethernet) flows constituting a Service Data Flow.
Service Data Flow Template: The set of Service Data Flow filters in a policy rule or an application identifier in a
policy rule referring to an application detection filter, required for defining a Service Data Flow.
Session Continuity: The continuity of a PDU Session. For PDU Session of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type "session
continuity" implies that the IP address is preserved for the lifetime of the PDU Session.
Subscribed S-NSSAI: S-NSSAI based on subscriber information, which a UE is subscribed to use in a PLMN
UDM Group ID: This refers to one or more UDM instances managing a specific set of SUPIs.
UDR Group ID: This refers to one or more UDR instances managing a specific set of SUPIs.
UPF Service Area: The area within which PDU Session associated with the UPF can be served by (R)AN nodes via a
N3 interface between the (R)AN and the UPF without need to add a new UPF in between or to remove/re-allocate the
UPF.
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Uplink Classifier: UPF functionality that aims at diverting Uplink traffic, based on filter rules provided by SMF,
towards Data Network.

3.2

Abbreviations

For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations given in TR 21.905 [1] and the following apply. An
abbreviation defined in the present document takes precedence over the definition of the same abbreviation, if any, in
TR 21.905 [1].
5GC
5GS
5G-AN
5G-EIR
5G-GUTI
5G-S-TMSI
5QI
AF
AMF
AS
AUSF
BSF
CAPIF
CP
DL
DN
DNAI
DNN
DRX
ePDG
EBI
FAR
FQDN
GFBR
GMLC
GPSI
GUAMI
HR
LADN
LBO
LMF
LRF
MCX
MDBV
MFBR
MICO
MPS
N3IWF
NAI
NEF
NF
NGAP
NR
NRF
NSI ID
NSSAI
NSSF
NSSP
NWDAF
PCF
PEI
PER
PFD

5G Core Network
5G System
5G Access Network
5G-Equipment Identity Register
5G Globally Unique Temporary Identifier
5G S-Temporary Mobile Subscription Identifier
5G QoS Identifier
Application Function
Access and Mobility Management Function
Access Stratum
Authentication Server Function
Binding Support Function
Common API Framework for 3GPP northbound APIs
Control Plane
Downlink
Data Network
DN Access Identifier
Data Network Name
Discontinuous Reception
evolved Packet Data Gateway
EPS Bearer Identity
Forwarding Action Rule
Fully Qualified Domain Name
Guaranteed Flow Bit Rate
Gateway Mobile Location Centre
Generic Public Subscription Identifier
Globally Unique AMF Identifier
Home Routed (roaming)
Local Area Data Network
Local Break Out (roaming)
Location Management Function
Location Retrieval Function
Mission Critical Service
Maximum Data Burst Volume
Maximum Flow Bit Rate
Mobile Initiated Connection Only
Multimedia Priority Service
Non-3GPP InterWorking Function
Network Access Identifier
Network Exposure Function
Network Function
Next Generation Application Protocol
New Radio
Network Repository Function
Network Slice Instance Identifier
Network Slice Selection Assistance Information
Network Slice Selection Function
Network Slice Selection Policy
Network Data Analytics Function
Policy Control Function
Permanent Equipment Identifier
Packet Error Rate
Packet Flow Description
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PPF
PPI
PSA
QFI
QoE
(R)AN
RQA
RQI
SA NR
SBA
SBI
SD
SEAF
SEPP
SMF
SMSF
S-NSSAI
SSC
SST
SUCI
SUPI
TNL
TNLA
TSP
UDM
UDR
UDSF
UL
UL CL
UPF
URSP
VID
VLAN
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Paging Policy Differentiation
Paging Proceed Flag
Paging Policy Indicator
PDU Session Anchor
QoS Flow Identifier
Quality of Experience
(Radio) Access Network
Reflective QoS Attribute
Reflective QoS Indication
Standalone New Radio
Service Based Architecture
Service Based Interface
Slice Differentiator
Security Anchor Functionality
Security Edge Protection Proxy
Session Management Function
Short Message Service Function
Single Network Slice Selection Assistance Information
Session and Service Continuity
Slice/Service Type
Subscription Concealed Identifier
Subscription Permanent Identifier
Transport Network Layer
Transport Network Layer Association
Traffic Steering Policy
Unified Data Management
Unified Data Repository
Unstructured Data Storage Function
Uplink
Uplink Classifier
User Plane Function
UE Route Selection Policy
VLAN Identifier
Virtual Local Area Network

4

Architecture model and concepts

4.1

General concepts

The 5G System architecture is defined to support data connectivity and services enabling deployments to use techniques
such as e.g. Network Function Virtualization and Software Defined Networking. The 5G System architecture shall
leverage service-based interactions between Control Plane (CP) Network Functions where identified. Some key
principles and concept are to:
-

Separate the User Plane (UP) functions from the Control Plane (CP) functions, allowing independent scalability,
evolution and flexible deployments e.g. centralized location or distributed (remote) location.

-

Modularize the function design, e.g. to enable flexible and efficient network slicing.

-

Wherever applicable, define procedures (i.e. the set of interactions between network functions) as services, so
that their re-use is possible.

-

Enable each Network Function to interact with other NF directly if required. The architecture does not preclude
the use of an intermediate function to help route Control Plane messages (e.g. like a DRA).

-

Minimize dependencies between the Access Network (AN) and the Core Network (CN). The architecture is
defined with a converged core network with a common AN - CN interface which integrates different Access
Types e.g. 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.

-

Support a unified authentication framework.
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-

Support "stateless" NFs, where the "compute" resource is decoupled from the "storage" resource.

-

Support capability exposure.

-

Support concurrent access to local and centralized services. To support low latency services and access to local
data networks, UP functions can be deployed close to the Access Network.

-

Support roaming with both Home routed traffic as well as Local breakout traffic in the visited PLMN.

4.2

Architecture reference model

4.2.1

General

This specification describes the architecture for the 5G System. The 5G architecture is defined as service-based and the
interaction between network functions is represented in two ways.
-

A service-based representation, where network functions (e.g. AMF) within the Control Plane enables other
authorized network functions to access their services. This representation also includes point-to-point reference
points where necessary.

-

A reference point representation, shows the interaction exist between the NF services in the network functions
described by point-to-point reference point (e.g. N11) between any two network functions (e.g. AMF and SMF).

Service-based interfaces are listed in clause 4.2.6. Reference points are listed in clause 4.2.7.
Network functions within the 5GC Control Plane shall only use service-based interfaces for their interactions.
NOTE 1: The interactions between NF services within one NF are not specified in this Release of the specification.
NOTE 2: UPF does not provide any services in this Release of the specification, but can consume services provided
by 5GC Control Plane NFs.

4.2.2

Network Functions and entities

The 5G System architecture consists of the following network functions (NF). The functional description of these
network functions is specified in clause 6.
-

Authentication Server Function (AUSF)

-

Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF)

-

Data Network (DN), e.g. operator services, Internet access or 3rd party services

-

Unstructured Data Storage Function (UDSF)

-

Network Exposure Function (NEF)

-

Network Repository Function (NRF)

-

Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF)

-

Policy Control Function (PCF)

-

Session Management Function (SMF)

-

Unified Data Management (UDM)

-

Unified Data Repository (UDR)

-

User Plane Function (UPF)

-

Application Function (AF)

-

User Equipment (UE)

-

(Radio) Access Network ((R)AN)
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-

5G-Equipment Identity Register (5G-EIR)

-

Security Edge Protection Proxy (SEPP)

-

Network Data Analytics Function (NWDAF)

4.2.3
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Non-roaming reference architecture

Figure 4.2.3-1 depicts the non-roaming reference architecture. Service-based interfaces are used within the Control
Plane.

Nnssf

NRF

NEF

NSSF

Nausf

SMF

AMF

N4

N2

UE

Naf

Nsmf

Namf

AUSF

Nudm

Npcf

Nnrf

Nnef

AF

UDM

PCF

N3

(R)AN

N6

UPF

DN

N9

Figure 4.2.3-1: 5G System architecture
Figure 4.2.3-2 depicts the 5G System architecture in the non-roaming case, using the reference point representation
showing how various network functions interact with each other.

AUSF

NSSF

N13

UDM

N12
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AMF
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SMF

N14
N1
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(R)AN

PCF

N5

AF

N15
N4

N2

N3

N7

UPF

N6

DN

N9

Figure 4.2.3-2: Non-Roaming 5G System Architecture in reference point representation
NOTE 1: N9, N14 are not shown in all other figures however they may also be applicable for other scenarios.
NOTE 2: For the sake of clarity of the point-to-point diagrams, the UDSF, NEF and NRF have not been depicted.
However, all depicted Network Functions can interact with the UDSF, UDR, NEF and NRF as necessary.
NOTE 3: The UDM uses subscription data and authentication data and the PCF uses policy data that may be stored
in UDR (refer to clause 4.2.5).
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NOTE 4: For clarity, the UDR and its connections with other NFs, e.g. PCF, are not depicted in the point-to-point
and service-based architecture diagrams. For more information on data storage architectures refer to
clause 4.2.5.
NOTE 5: For clarity, the NWDAF and its connections with other NFs, e.g. PCF, are not depicted in the point-topoint and service-based architecture diagrams. For more information on network data analytics
architecture refer to clause 4.2.9.
Figure 4.2.3-3 depicts the non-roaming architecture for UEs concurrently accessing two (e.g. local and central) data
networks using multiple PDU Sessions, using the reference point representation. This figure shows the architecture for
multiple PDU Sessions where two SMFs are selected for the two different PDU Sessions. However, each SMF may also
have the capability to control both a local and a central UPF within a PDU Session.
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N10

N5

N10
AMF

N11

PCF
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N11
N1

SMF

(R)AN

N3

N4

UPF

N6

DN

N4
N3

N9
UPF

N6

DN

N9

Figure 4.2.3-3: Applying non-roaming 5G System architecture for multiple PDU Session in reference
point representation
Figure 4.2.3-4 depicts the non-roaming architecture in the case of concurrent access to two (e.g. local and central) data
networks is provided within a single PDU Session, using the reference point representation.
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Figure 4.2.3-4: Applying non-roaming 5G System architecture for concurrent access to two (e.g. local
and central) data networks (single PDU Session option) in reference point representation
Figure 4.2.3-5 depicts the non-roaming architecture for Network Exposure Function, using reference point
representation.
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Figure 4.2.3-5: Non-roaming architecture for Network Exposure Function in reference point
representation
NOTE 1: In figure 4.2.3-5, Trust domain for NEF is same as Trust domain for SCEF as defined in TS 23.682 [36].
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NOTE 2: In figure 4.2.3-5, 3GPP Interface represents southbound interfaces between NEF and 5GC Network
Functions e.g. N29 interface between NEF and SMF, N30 interface between NEF and PCF, etc. All
southbound interfaces from NEF are not shown for the sake of simplicity.

4.2.4

Roaming reference architectures

Figure 4.2.4-1 depicts the 5G System roaming architecture with local breakout with service-based interfaces within the
Control Plane.
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DN
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Figure 4.2.4-1 Roaming 5G System architecture- local breakout scenario in service-based interface
representation
NOTE 1: In the LBO architecture. The PCF in the VPLMN may interact with the AF in order to generate PCC
Rules for services delivered via the VPLMN. The PCF in the VPLMN uses locally configured policies
according to the roaming agreement with the HPLMN operator as input for PCC Rule generation. The
PCF in VPLMN has no access to subscriber policy information from the HPLMN.
Figure 4.2.4-3 depicts the 5G System roaming architecture in the case of home routed scenario with service-based
interfaces within the Control Plane.
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Figure 4.2.4-3 Roaming 5G System architecture - home routed scenario in service-based interface
representation
Figure 4.2.4-4 depicts 5G System roaming architecture in the case of local break out scenario using the reference point
representation.
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Figure 4.2.4-4: Roaming 5G System architecture - local breakout scenario in reference point
representation
NOTE 2: The NRF is not depicted in reference point architecture figures. Refer to Figure 4.2.4-7 for details on
NRF and NF interfaces.
NOTE 3: For the sake of clarity, SEPPs are not depicted in the roaming reference point architecture figures.
The following figure 4.2.4-6 depicts the 5G System roaming architecture in the case of home routed scenario using the
reference point representation.
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Figure 4.2.4-6: Roaming 5G System architecture-Home routed scenario in reference point
representation
For the roaming scenarios described above each PLMN implements proxy functionality to secure interconnection and
hide topology on the inter-PLMN interfaces.

VPLMN
NF

vNRF

N27

VPLMN

hNRF

HPLMN

Figure 4.2.4-7: NRF Roaming architecture in reference point representation
NOTE 4: For the sake of clarity, SEPPs on both sides of PLMN borders are not depicted in figure 4.2.4-7.

4.2.5

Data Storage architectures

As depicted in Figure 4.2.5-1, the 5G System architecture allows any NF to store and retrieve its unstructured data
into/from a UDSF (e.g. UE contexts). The UDSF belongs to the same PLMN where the network function is located. CP
NFs may share a UDSF for storing their respective unstructured data or may each have their own UDSF (e.g. a UDSF
may be located close to the respective NF).
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UDSF

Figure 4.2.5-1: Data storage architecture for unstructured data from any NF
NOTE 1: 3GPP will specify (possibly by referencing) the N18/Nudsf interface.
As depicted in Figure 4.2.5-2, the 5G System architecture allows the UDM, PCF and NEF to store data in the UDR,
including subscription data and policy data by UDM and PCF, structured data for exposure and application data
(including Packet Flow Descriptions (PFDs) for application detection, AF request information for multiple UEs) by the
NEF. UDR can be deployed in each PLMN and it can serve different functions as follows:
-

UDR accessed by the NEF belongs to the same PLMN where the NEF is located.

-

UDR accessed by the UDM belongs to the same PLMN where the UDM is located if UDM supports a split
architecture.

-

UDR accessed by the PCF belongs to the same PLMN where the PCF is located.

NOTE 2: The UDR deployed in each PLMN can store application data for roaming subscribers.
UDR
UDM
Subscription Data

Nudr
PCF

Data Access Provider

Policy Data

Structured Data
for exposure

NEF

Application Data

Figure 4.2.5-2: Data storage architecture
NOTE 3: There can be multiple UDRs deployed in the network, each of which can accommodate different data sets
or subsets, (e.g. subscription data, subscription policy data, data for exposure, application data) and/or
serve different sets of NFs. Deployments where a UDR serves a single NF and stores its data, and, thus,
can be integrated with this NF, can be possible.
NOTE 4: The internal structure of the UDR in figure 4.2.5-2 is shown for information only.
The Nudr interface is defined for the network functions (i.e. NF Service Consumers), such as UDM, PCF and NEF, to
access a particular set of the data stored and to read, update (including add, modify), delete, and subscribe to
notification of relevant data changes in the UDR.
Each NF Service Consumer accessing the UDR, via Nudr, shall be able to add, modify, update or delete only the data it
is authorised to change. This authorisation shall be performed by the UDR on a per data set and NF service consumer
basis and potentially on a per UE, subscription granularity.
The following data in the UDR sets exposed via Nudr to the respective NF service consumer and stored shall be
standardized:
-

Subscription Data,
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-

Policy Data,

-

Structured Data for exposure,

-

Application data: Packet Flow Descriptions (PFDs) for application detection and AF request information for
multiple UEs, as defined in clause 5.6.7.

The service based Nudr interface defines the content and format/encoding of the 3GPP defined information elements
exposed by the data sets.
In addition, it shall be possible to access operator specific data sets by the NF Service Consumers from the UDR as well
as operator specific data for each data set.
NOTE 5: The content and format/encoding of operator specific data and operator specific data sets are not subject
to standardization.
NOTE 6: The organization of the different data stored in the UDR is not to be standardized.

4.2.6

Service-based interfaces

The 5G System Architecture contains the following service-based interfaces:
Namf:

Service-based interface exhibited by AMF.

Nsmf:

Service-based interface exhibited by SMF.

Nnef:

Service-based interface exhibited by NEF.

Npcf:

Service-based interface exhibited by PCF.

Nudm:

Service-based interface exhibited by UDM.

Naf:

Service-based interface exhibited by AF.

Nnrf:

Service-based interface exhibited by NRF.

Nnssf:

Service-based interface exhibited by NSSF.

Nausf:

Service-based interface exhibited by AUSF.

Nudr:

Service-based interface exhibited by UDR.

Nudsf:

Service-based interface exhibited by UDSF.

N5g-eir: Service-based interface exhibited by 5G-EIR.
Nnwdaf: Service-based interface exhibited by NWDAF.

4.2.7

Reference points

The 5G System Architecture contains the following reference points:
N1:

Reference point between the UE and the AMF.

N2:

Reference point between the (R)AN and the AMF.

N3:

Reference point between the (R)AN and the UPF.

N4:

Reference point between the SMF and the UPF.

N6:

Reference point between the UPF and a Data Network.

NOTE 1: The traffic forwarding details of N6 between a UPF acting as an uplink classifier and a local data network
are not specified in this Release of the specification.
N9:

Reference point between two UPFs.
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The following reference points show the interactions that exist between the NF services in the NFs. These reference
points are realized by corresponding NF service-based interfaces and by specifying the identified consumer and
producer NF service as well as their interaction in order to realize a particular system procedure.
N5:

Reference point between the PCF and an AF.

N7:

Reference point between the SMF and the PCF.

N24:

Reference point between the PCF in the visited network and the PCF in the home network.

N8:

Reference point between the UDM and the AMF.

N10:

Reference point between the UDM and the SMF.

N11:

Reference point between the AMF and the SMF.

N12:

Reference point between AMF and AUSF.

N13:

Reference point between the UDM and Authentication Server function the AUSF.

N14:

Reference point between two AMFs.

N15:

Reference point between the PCF and the AMF in the case of non-roaming scenario, PCF in the visited
network and AMF in the case of roaming scenario.

N16:

Reference point between two SMFs, (in roaming case between SMF in the visited network and the SMF
in the home network).

N17:

Reference point between AMF and 5G-EIR.

N18:

Reference point between any NF and UDSF.

N22:

Reference point between AMF and NSSF.

N23:

Reference point between PCF and NWDAF.

N24:

Reference point between NSSF and NWDAF.

N27:

Reference point between NRF in the visited network and the NRF in the home network.

N31:

Reference point between the NSSF in the visited network and the NSSF in the home network.

NOTE 2: in some cases, a couple of NFs may need to be associated with each other to serve a UE.
In addition to the reference points above, there are interfaces/reference point(s) between SMF and the charging system
(CDF and OCS). The reference point(s) are not depicted in the architecture illustrations in this specification.
NOTE 3: The functionality of these interface/reference points are defined in TS 32.240 [41].
N32:

Reference point between SEPP in the visited network and the SEPP in the home network.

NOTE 4: The functionality of N32 reference point is defined in TS 33.501 [29].
N33:

Reference point between NEF and AF.

N40:

Reference point between SMF and the CHF.

NOTE 5: The reference points from N40 up to and including N49 are reserved for allocation and definition in
TS 23.503 [45].
N50:

Reference point between AMF and the CBCF.

NOTE 6: The Public Warning System functionality of N50 reference point is defined in TS 23.041 [46].
The reference points to support SMS over NAS are listed in clause 4.4.2.2.
The reference points to support Location Services are listed in clause 4.4.4.2.
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Support of non-3GPP access
General Concepts to Support Non-3GPP Access

The 5G Core Network supports the connectivity of the UE via non-3GPP access networks, e.g. WLAN access.
Only the support of non-3GPP access networks deployed outside the NG-RAN (referred to as "standalone" non-3GPP
accesses) is described in this clause.
In this Release of the specification, 5G Core Network only supports untrusted non-3GPP accesses.
Non-3GPP access networks shall be connected to the 5G Core Network via a Non-3GPP InterWorking Function
(N3IWF). The N3IWF interfaces the 5G Core Network CP and UP functions via N2 and N3 interfaces, respectively.
The N2 and N3 reference points are used to connect standalone non-3GPP accesses to 5G Core Network control-plane
and user-plane functions respectively.
A UE that accesses the 5G Core Network over a standalone non-3GPP access shall, after UE attachment, support NAS
signalling with 5G Core Network control-plane functions using the N1 reference point.
When a UE is connected via a NG-RAN and via a standalone non-3GPP access, multiple N1 instances shall exist for the
UE i.e. there shall be one N1 instance over NG-RAN and one N1 instance over non-3GPP access.
A UE simultaneously connected to the same 5G Core Network of a PLMN over a 3GPP access and a non-3GPP access
shall be served by a single AMF if the selected N3IWF is located in the same PLMN as the 3GPP access.
When a UE is connected to a 3GPP access of a PLMN, if the UE selects the N3IWF and the N3IWF is located in a
PLMN different from the PLMN of the 3GPP access, e.g. in a different VPLMN or in the HPLMN, the UE is served
separately by the two PLMNs. The UE is registered with two separate AMFs. PDU Sessions over the 3GPP access are
served by V-SMFs different from the V-SMF serving the PDU Sessions over the non-3GPP access.
The PLMN selection for the 3GPP access does not depend on the N3IWF selection. If a UE is registered over a non3GPP, the UE performs PLMN selection for the 3GPP access independently of the PLMN to which the N3IWF
belongs.
A UE shall establish an IPSec tunnel with the N3IWF to attach to the 5G Core Network over untrusted non-3GPP
access. The UE shall be authenticated by and attached to the 5G Core Network during the IPSec tunnel establishment
procedure. Further details for UE attachment to 5G Core Network over untrusted non-3GPP access are described in
clause 4.12.2 in TS 23.502 [3].
It shall be possible to maintain the UE NAS signalling connection with the AMF over the non-3GPP access after all the
PDU Sessions for the UE over that access have been released or handed over to 3GPP access.
N1 NAS signalling over standalone non-3GPP accesses shall be protected with the same security mechanism applied
for N1 over a 3GPP access.
User plane QoS differentiation between UE and N3IWF is supported as described in clause 5.7 and TS 23.502 [3]
clause 4.12.5.
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Architecture Reference Model for Non-3GPP Accesses
Non-roaming Architecture for Non-3GPP Accesses

Figure 4.2.8.2.1-1: Non-roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access
NOTE 1: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.1-1 only shows the architecture and the network functions
directly connected to non-3GPP access, and other parts of the architecture are the same as defined in
clause 4.2.
NOTE 2: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.1-1 supports service based interfaces for AMF, SMF and other
NFs not represented in the figure.
NOTE 3: The two N2 instances in Figure 4.2.8.2.1-1 apply to a single AMF for a UE which is simultaneously
connected to the same 5G Core Network over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.
NOTE 4 The two N3 instances in Figure 4.2.8.2.1-1 may apply to different UPFs when different PDU Sessions are
established over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.

4.2.8.2.2

LBO Roaming Architecture for Non-3GPP Accesses, N3IWF in same PLMN as
3GPP access

Figure 4.2.8.2.2-1: LBO Roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access - N3IWF in
the VPLMN
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NOTE 1: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.2-1 only shows the architecture and the network functions
directly connected to support non-3GPP access, and other parts of the architecture are the same as defined
in clause 4.2.
NOTE 2: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.2-1 supports service based interfaces for AMF, SMF and other
NFs not represented in the figure.
NOTE 3: The two N2 instances in Figure 4.2.8.2.2-1 apply to a single AMF for a UE which is connected to the 5G
Core Network over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access simultaneously.
NOTE 4: The two N3 instances in Figure 4.2.8.2.2-1 may apply to different UPFs when different PDU Sessions are
established over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.

4.2.8.2.3

Home-routed Roaming Architecture for Non-3GPP Accesses, N3IWF in same
PLMN as 3GPP access

VPLMN

HPLMN
N11

AMF

N2

vSMF

3GPP Access

N16

hSMF

N4

N4
N3

UPF

N9

UPF

Data
Network

N2
N1

N3

N3IWF

Non-3GPP
Networks

NWu
Y1
UE

Y2

N1

Untrusted Non3GPP Access

Figure 4.2.8.2.3-1: Home-routed Roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access N3IWF in the same VPLMN as 3GPP access
NOTE 1: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.3-1 only shows the architecture and the network functions
directly connected to support non-3GPP access, and other parts of the architecture are the same as defined
in clause 4.2.
NOTE 2: The two N2 instances in Figure 4.2.8.2.3-1 apply to a single AMF for a UE which is connected to the 5G
Core Network over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access simultaneously.
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LBO Roaming Architecture for Non-3GPP Accesses, N3IWF in different PLMN
from 3GPP access

Figure 4.2.8.2.4-1: LBO Roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access - N3IWF in
the different PLMN from the 3GPP access
NOTE 1: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.4-1 only shows the architecture and the network functions
directly connected to support non-3GPP access, and other parts of the architecture are the same as defined
in clause 4.2.
NOTE 2: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.4-1 supports service based interfaces for AMF, SMF and other
NFs not represented in the figure.
NOTE 3: The two N2 instances in Figure 4.2.8.2.4-1 apply to two different AMFs for a UE which is connected to
the 5G Core Network over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access simultaneously.
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Home-routed Roaming Architecture for Non-3GPP Accesses, N3IWF in different
PLMN from 3GPP access
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Figure 4.2.8.2.5-1: Home-routed Roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access N3IWF in the different VPLMN from the 3GPP access
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Figure 4.2.8.2.5-2: Home-routed Roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access N3IWF in HPLMN and different PLMN in 3GPP access
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NOTE 1: The reference architecture in figure 4.2.8.2.5-1 and figure 4.2.8.2.5-2 only shows the architecture and the
network functions directly connected to support non-3GPP access, and other parts of the architecture are
the same as defined in clause 4.2.
NOTE 2: The two N2 instances in figure 4.2.8.2.5-1 and figure 4.2.8.2.5-2 apply to two different AMFs for a UE
which is connected to the 5G Core Network over 3GPP access and non-3GPP access simultaneously.

4.2.8.3

Non-3GPP Access Reference Points

The description of the reference points specific for the non-3GPP access:
N2, N3, N4, N6: these are defined in clause 4.2.
Y1

Reference point between the UE and the non-3GPP access (e.g. WLAN). This depends on the non-3GPP
access technology and is outside the scope of 3GPP.

Y2

Reference point between the untrusted non-3GPP access and the N3IWF for the transport of NWu traffic.

NWu

Reference point between the UE and N3IWF for establishing secure tunnel(s) between the UE and
N3IWF so that control-plane and user-plane exchanged between the UE and the 5G Core Network is
transferred securely over untrusted non-3GPP access.

4.2.9

Network Analytics architecture

As depicted in Figure 4.2.9-1, the 5G System architecture allows any NF to request network analytics information from
NWDAF. The NWDAF belongs to the same PLMN where the network function that consumes the analytics
information is located.

Any NF

Nnwdaf

NWDAF

Figure 4.2.9-1: Network Analytics architecture
The Nnwdaf interface is defined for the network functions, such as PCF and NSSF, to request subscription to network
analytics delivery for a particular context, to cancel subscription to network analytics delivery and to request a specific
report of network analytics for a particular context. In this Release of the specification, supported network analytics are
the load level and the context is a slice instance reaching a threshold value.

4.3

Interworking with EPC

4.3.1

Non-roaming architecture

Figure 4.3.1-1 represents the non-roaming architecture for interworking between 5GS and EPC/E-UTRAN.
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Figure 4.3.1-1: Non-roaming architecture for interworking between 5GS and EPC/E-UTRAN
NOTE 1: N26 interface is an inter-CN interface between the MME and 5GS AMF in order to enable interworking
between EPC and the NG core. Support of N26 interface in the network is optional for interworking. N26
supports subset of the functionalities (essential for interworking) that are supported over S10.
NOTE 2: PCF + PCRF, PGW-C + SMF and UPF + PGW-U are dedicated for interworking between 5GS and EPC,
which are optional and are based on UE MM Core Network Capability and UE subscription. UEs that are
not subject to 5GS and EPC interworking may be served by entities not dedicated for interworking, i.e.
either by PGW/PCRF or SMF/UPF/PCF.
NOTE 3: There can be another UPF (not shown in the figure above) between the NG-RAN and the UPF + PGW-U,
i.e. the UPF + PGW-U can support N9 towards an additional UPF, if needed.
NOTE 4: Figures and procedures in this specification that depict an SGW make no assumption whether the SGW is
deployed as a monolithic SGW or as an SGW split into its control-plane and user-plane functionality as
described in TS 23.214 [32].

4.3.2

Roaming architecture

Figure 4.3.2-1 represents the Roaming architecture with local breakout and Figure 4.3.2-2 represents the Roaming
architecture with home-routed traffic for interworking between 5GS and EPC/E-UTRAN.
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Figure 4.3.2-1: Local breakout roaming architecture for interworking between 5GS and EPC/E-UTRAN
NOTE 1: There can be another UPF (not shown in the figure above) between the NG-RAN and the UPF + PGW-U,
i.e. the UPF + PGW-U can support N9 towards the additional UPF, if needed.
NOTE 2: S9 interface from EPC is not required since no known deployment exists.
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Figure 4.3.2-2: Home-routed roaming architecture for interworking between 5GS and EPC/E-UTRAN

4.3.3
4.3.3.1

Interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and E-UTRAN
connected to EPC
Non-roaming architecture

Figure 4.3.3-1 represents the non-roaming architecture for interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and EPC/EUTRAN.
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Figure 4.3.3-1: Non-roaming architecture for interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and
EPC/E-UTRAN
NOTE 1: There can be another UPF (not shown in the figure above) between the N3IWF and the UPF + PGW-U,
i.e. the UPF + PGW-U can support N9 towards an additional UPF, if needed.
NOTE 2: N26 interface is not precluded, but it is not shown in the figure because it is not required for the
interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and EPC/E-UTRAN.

4.3.3.2

Roaming architecture

Figure 4.3.3.2-1 represents the Roaming architecture with local breakout and Figure 4.3.3.2-2 represents the Roaming
architecture with home-routed traffic for interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and EPC/E-UTRAN.
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Figure 4.3.3-1: Local breakout roaming architecture for interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP
access and EPC/E-UTRAN
NOTE 1: There can be another UPF (not shown in the figure above) between the N3IWF and the UPF + PGW-U,
i.e. the UPF + PGW-U can support N9 towards the additional UPF, if needed.
NOTE 2: S9 interface from EPC is not required since no known deployment exists.
NOTE 3: N26 interface is not precluded, but it not shown in the figure because it is not required for the
interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and EPC/E-UTRAN.
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Figure 4.3.3.2-2: Home-routed roaming architecture for interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP
access and EPC/E-UTRAN
NOTE 4: N26 interface is not precluded, but it not shown in the figure because it is not required for the
interworking between 5GC via non-3GPP access and EPC/E-UTRAN.

4.3.4
4.3.4.1

Interworking between ePDG connected to EPC and 5GS
Non-roaming architecture

Figure 4.3.4.1-1 represents the non-roaming architecture for interworking between ePDG/EPC and 5GS.
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Figure 4.3.4.1-1: Non-roaming architecture for interworking between ePDG/EPC and 5GS
NOTE 1: The details of the interfaces between the UE and the ePDG, and between EPC nodes (i.e. SWm, SWx,
S2b and S6b), are documented in TS 23.402 [43].

4.3.4.2

Roaming architectures

Figure 4.3.4.2-1 represents the Roaming architecture with local breakout and Figure 4.3.4.2-2 represents the Roaming
architecture with home-routed traffic for interworking between ePDG/EPC and 5GS.
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Figure 4.3.4.2-1: Local breakout roaming architecture for interworking between ePDG/EPC and 5GS
NOTE 1: The details of the interfaces between the UE and the ePDG, and between EPC nodes (i.e. SWm, SWd,
SWx, S2b and S6b), are documented in TS 23.402 [43].
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Figure 4.3.4.2-2: Home-routed roaming architecture for interworking between ePDG/EPC and 5GS
NOTE 2: The details of the interfaces between the UE and the ePDG, and between EPC nodes (i.e. SWm, SWd,
SWx, S2b and S6b), are documented in TS 23.402 [43].

4.4

Specific services

4.4.1

Public Warning System

The Public Warning System architecture for 5G System is specified in TS 23.041 [46].

4.4.2
4.4.2.1

SMS over NAS
Architecture to support SMS over NAS

Figure 4.4.2.1-1 shows the non-roaming architecture to support SMS over NAS using the Service-based interfaces
within the Control Plane.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-1: Non-roaming System Architecture for SMS over NAS
Figure 4.4.2.1-2 shows the non-roaming architecture to support SMS over NAS using the reference point representation.

UE
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N21
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AMF

N20

SMSF
(SMS Function)

to/from
SMS-GMSC/IWMSC
SMS Router

Figure 4.4.2.1-2: Non-roaming System Architecture for SMS over NAS in reference point
representation
NOTE 1: SMS Function (SMSF) may be connected to the SMS-GMSC/IWMSC/SMS Router via one of the
standardized interfaces as shown in TS 23.040 [5].
NOTE 2: UDM may be connected to the SMS-GMSC/IWMSC/SMS Router via one of the standardized interfaces
as shown in TS 23.040 [5].
NOTE 3: Each UE is associated with only one SMS Function in the registered PLMN.
NOTE 4: SMSF re-allocation while the UE is in RM-REGISTERED state is not supported in this Release of the
specification. When serving AMF is re-allocated for a given UE, the source AMF includes SMSF
identifier as part of UE context transfer to target AMF.
NOTE 5: To support MT SMS domain selection by IP-SM-GW/SMS Router, IP-SM-GW/SMS Router may
connect to SGs MSC, MME and SMSF via one of the standardized interfaces as shown in TS 23.040 [5].
Figure 4.4.2.1-3 shows the roaming architecture to support SMS over NAS using the Service-based interfaces within the
Control Plane.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-3: Roaming architecture for SMS over NAS
Figure 4.4.2.1-4 shows the roaming architecture to support SMS over NAS using the reference point representation.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-4: Roaming architecture for SMS over NAS in reference point representation

4.4.2.2
N1:

Reference point to support SMS over NAS
Reference point for SMS transfer between UE and AMF via NAS.

Following reference points are realized by service based interfaces:
N8:

Reference point for SMS Subscription data retrieval between AMF and UDM.

N20:

Reference point for SMS transfer between AMF and SMS Function.

N21:

Reference point for SMS Function address registration management and SMS Management Subscription
data retrieval between SMS Function and UDM.

4.4.2.3
Nsmsf:

4.4.3

Service based interface to support SMS over NAS
Service-based interface exhibited by SMSF.

IMS support

IMS support for 5GC is defined in TS 23.228 [15].
The 5G System architecture supports Rx interface between PCF and P-CSCF to enable IMS service. See TS 23.228 [15]
and TS 23.203 [4].
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Location services
Architecture to support Location Services

Location Service feature is optional and restricted to regulatory services in this Release of the specification.
Figure 4.4.4.1-1 shows architectural support for location services for non-roaming scenarios using service-based
interface representation, where applicable. Only entities directly relevant to location services are shown.
NOTE 1: The reference point Le is shown for completeness only.
NOTE 2: If an inter-GMLC scenario is required the reference points Lr defined in TS 23.271 [55] can be used.

LMF

UDM

Nlmf

Nudm
Ngmlc

Namf

N2
UE

Le

vGMLC

AMF

LRF

LCS
Client

Le

NG-RAN

Figure 4.4.4.1-1: Non-roaming reference architecture for Location Services
Figure 4.4.4.1-2 shows architectural support for location services for non-roaming scenarios, using the reference point
representation showing how various network functions interact with each other.
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UDM
NLh
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NLg
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Le

External
Client
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LRF
5GC

Figure 4.4.4.1-2: Non-roaming reference architecture for Location Services in reference point
representation

4.4.4.2

Reference point to support Location Services

N1:

Reference point between UE and AMF via NAS.

N2:

Reference point between NG-RAN and AMF.

Le:

Reference point between a GMLC and a LCS Client.

Following reference points are realized by service based interfaces:
NLg:

Reference point between a GMLC and an AMF.

NLs:

Reference point between an AMF and LMF.
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Reference point between an GMLC and UDM.

Service Based Interfaces to support Location Services

Ngmlc:

Service-based interface exhibited by GMLC.

Nlmf:

Service-based interface exhibited by LMF.

Namf:

Service-based interface exhibited by AMF.

Nudm:

Service-based interface exhibited by UDM.
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Application Triggering Services

See TS 23.502 [3] clause 5.2.6.1.
Application trigger message contains information that allows the network to route the message to the appropriate UE
and the UE to route the message to the appropriate application. The information destined to the application, excluding
the information to route it, is referred to as the Trigger payload. The Trigger payload is implementation specific.
NOTE:

The application in the UE may perform actions indicated by the Trigger payload when the Triggered
payload is received at the UE. For example initiation of immediate or later communication with the
application server based on the information contained in the Trigger payload, which includes the PDU
Session Establishment procedure if the related PDU Session is not already established.

5

High level features

5.1

General

Clause 5 specifies the high level functionality and features of the 5G System for both 3GPP and Non-3GPP access and
for the interoperability with the EPC defined in TS 23.401 [26].

5.2

Network Access Control

5.2.1

General

Network access is the means for the user to connect to 5G CN. Network access control comprises the following
functionality:
-

Network selection,

-

Identification and authentication,

-

Authorisation,

-

Access control and barring,

-

Policy control,

-

Lawful Interception.

5.2.2

Network selection

In order to determine to which PLMN to attempt registration, the UE performs network selection. The network selection
procedure comprises two main parts, PLMN selection and access network selection. The requirements for the PLMN
selection are specified in TS 22.011 [25] and the procedures are in TS 23.122 [17]. The access network selection part
for the 3GPP access networks is specified in TS 36.300 [30] for E-UTRAN and in TS 38.300 [27] for the NR.

5.2.3

Identification and authentication

The network may authenticate the UE during any procedure establishing a NAS signalling connection with the UE. The
security architecture is specified in TS 33.501 [29]. The network may optionally perform an PEI check with 5G-EIR.
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Authorisation

The authorisation for connectivity of the subscriber to the 5GC and the authorization for the services that the user is
allowed to access based on subscription (e.g. Operator Determined Barrings, Roaming restrictions, Access Type and
RAT Type currently in use) is evaluated once the user is successfully identified and authenticated. This authorization is
executed during UE Registration procedure.

5.2.5

Access control and barring

When the UE needs to transmit an initial NAS message, the UE shall request to establish an RRC Connection first and
the NAS shall provide the RRC establishment related information to the lower layer. The RAN handles the RRC
Connection with priority during and after RRC Connection Establishment procedure, when UE indicates priority in
Establishment related information
Under high network load conditions, the network may protect itself against overload by limiting access attempts from
UEs. Depending on network configuration, the network may determine whether certain access attempt should be
allowed or blocked based on categorized criteria, as specified in TS 22.261 [2] and TS 24.501 [47].

5.2.6

Policy control

Network access control including service authorization may be influenced by Policy control, as specified in clause 5.14.

5.2.7

Lawful Interception

For definition and functionality of Lawful Interception, please see TS 33.106 [35].

5.3

Registration and Connection Management

5.3.1

General

The Registration Management is used to register or deregister a UE/user with the network, and establish the user
context in the network. The Connection Management is used to establish and release the signalling connection between
the UE and the AMF.

5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Registration Management
General

A UE/user needs to register with the network to receive services that requires registration. Once registered and if
applicable the UE updates its registration with the network (see TS 23.502 [3]):
-

periodically, in order to remain reachable (Periodic Registration Update); or

-

upon mobility (Mobility Registration Update); or

-

to update its capabilities or re-negotiate protocol parameters.

The Initial Registration procedure involves execution of Network Access Control functions as defined in clause 5.2 (i.e.
user authentication and access authorization based on subscription profiles in UDM). As result of the Registration
procedure, the identifier of the serving AMF serving the UE in the access through which the UE has registered will be
registered in UDM.
The registration management procedures are applicable over both 3GPP access and Non-3GPP access. The 3GPP and
Non-3GPP RM states are independent of each other, see clause 5.3.2.4.

5.3.2.2
5.3.2.2.1

5GS Registration Management states
General

Two RM states are used in the UE and the AMF that reflect the registration status of the UE in the selected PLMN:
-

RM-DEREGISTERED.
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RM-REGISTERED.

5.3.2.2.2

RM-DEREGISTERED state

In the RM-DEREGISTERED state, the UE is not registered with the network. The UE context in AMF holds no valid
location or routing information for the UE so the UE is not reachable by the AMF. However, some parts of UE context
may still be stored in the UE and the AMF e.g. to avoid running an authentication procedure during every Registration
procedure.
In the RM-DEREGISTERED state, the UE shall:
-

attempt to register with the selected PLMN using the Initial Registration procedure if it needs to receive service
that requires registration (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.2).

-

remain in RM-DEREGISTERED state if receiving a Registration Reject upon Initial Registration (see
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.2).

-

enter RM-REGISTERED state upon receiving a Registration Accept (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.2).

When the UE RM state in the AMF is RM-DEREGISTERED, the AMF shall:
-

when applicable, accept the Initial Registration of a UE by sending a Registration Accept to this UE and enter
RM-REGISTERED state for the UE (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.2); or

-

when applicable, reject the Initial Registration of a UE by sending a Registration Reject to this UE (see
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.2).

5.3.2.2.3

RM-REGISTERED state

In the RM-REGISTERED state, the UE is registered with the network. In the RM-REGISTERED state, the UE can
receive services that require registration with the network.
In the RM-REGISTERED state, the UE shall:
-

perform Mobility Registration Update procedure if the current TAI of the serving cell (see TS 37.340 [31]) is not
in the list of TAIs that the UE has received from the network in order to maintain the registration and enable the
AMF to page the UE;

-

perform Periodic Registration Update procedure triggered by expiration of the periodic update timer to notify the
network that the UE is still active.

-

perform a Registration Update procedure to update its capability information or to re-negotiate protocol
parameters with the network;

-

perform Deregistration procedure (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.3.1), and enter RM-DEREGISTERED state,
when the UE needs to be no longer registered with the PLMN. The UE may decide to deregister from the
network at any time.

-

enter RM-DEREGISTERED state when receiving a Registration Reject message or a Deregistration message.
The actions of the UE depend upon the 'cause value' in the Registration Reject or Deregistration message. See
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.

When the UE RM state in the AMF is RM-REGISTERED, the AMF shall:
-

perform Deregistration procedure (see TS 23.502 [3] clauses 4.2.2.3.2, 4.2.2.3.3), and enter RMDEREGISTERED state for the UE, when the UE needs to be no longer registered with the PLMN. The network
may decide to deregister the UE at any time;

-

perform Implicit Deregistration at any time after the Implicit Deregistration timer expires. The AMF shall enter
RM-DEREGISTERED state for the UE after Implicit Deregistration;

-

when applicable, accept or reject Registration Requests or Service Requests from the UE.
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5GS Registration Management State models
Registration Reject

Registration Update Accept

Deregistration
Registration Reject

RM-DEREGISTERED

RM-REGISTERED
Registration Accept

Figure 5.3.2.2.4-1: RM state model in UE
Registration Reject

Registration Update Accept

Deregistration
Registration Reject

RM-DEREGISTERED

RM-REGISTERED
Registration Accept

Figure 5.3.2.2.4-2: RM state model in AMF

5.3.2.3

Registration Area management

Registration Area management comprises the functions to allocate and reallocate a Registration area to a UE.
Registration area is managed per access type i.e., 3GPP access or Non-3GPP access.
When a UE registers with the network over the 3GPP access, the AMF allocates a set of tracking areas in TAI List to
the UE. When the AMF allocates registration area, i.e. the set of tracking areas in TAI List, to the UE it may take into
account various information (e.g. Mobility Pattern and Allowed/Non-Allowed Area (refer to clause 5.3.4.1)). An AMF
which has the whole PLMN as serving area may alternatively allocate the whole PLMN ("all PLMN") as registration
area to a UE in MICO mode (refer to clause 5.4.1.3).
The 5G System shall support allocating a Registration Area using a single TAI List which includes tracking areas of any
NG-RAN nodes in the Registration Area for a UE.
A single TAI dedicated to Non-3GPP access, the N3GPP TAI, is defined in a PLMN and applies within the PLMN.
When a UE registers with the network over the Non-3GPP access, the AMF allocates a registration area that only
includes the N3GPP TAI to the UE.
When generating the TAI list, the AMF shall include only TAIs that are applicable on the access where the TAI list is
sent.
For all 3GPP Access RATs in NG-RAN and for Non-3GPP Access, the 5G System supports the TAI format as
specified in TS 23.003 [19] consisting of MCC, MNC and a 3-byte TAC only.
The additional aspects for registration management when a UE is registered over one access type while the UE is
already registered over the other access type is further described in clause 5.3.2.4.

5.3.2.4

Support of a UE registered over both 3GPP and Non-3GPP access

For a given serving PLMN there is one RM context for a UE for each access, e.g. when the UE is consecutively or
simultaneously served by a 3GPP access and by a non-3GPP access (via an N3IWF) of the same PLMN. UDM
manages separate/independent UE Registration procedures for each access.
When served by the same PLMN for 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses, an UE is served by the same AMF except in the
temporary situation described in clause 5.17 i.e. after a mobility from EPS while the UE has PDU Sessions associated
with non-3GPP access.
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An AMF associates multiple access-specific RM contexts for an UE with:
-

a 5G-GUTI that is common to both 3GPP and Non-3GPP accesses. This 5G-GUTI is globally unique.

-

a Registration state per access type (3GPP / Non-3GPP)

-

a Registration Area per access type: one Registration Area for 3GPP access and another Registration Area for
non 3GPP access. Registration Areas for the 3GPP access and the Non-3GPP access are independent.

-

timers for 3GPP access:

-

-

a Periodic Registration timer; and

-

a Mobile Reachable timer and an Implicit Deregistration timer.

timers for non-3GPP access:
-

a UE Non-3GPP Deregistration timer; and

-

a Network Non-3GPP Implicit Deregistration timer.

The AMF shall not provide a Periodic Registration Timer for the UE over a Non-3GPP access. Consequently, the UE
need not perform Periodic Registration Update procedure over Non-3GPP access. Instead, during the Initial
Registration procedure and Re-registration, the UE is provided by the network with a UE Non-3GPP Deregistration
timer that starts when the UE enters non-3GPP CM-IDLE state.
When the 3GPP access and the non-3GPP access for the same UE are served by the same PLMN or equivalent PLMNs,
the AMF assigns the same 5G-GUTI for use over both accesses (which presumes that there is control and user plane
connectivity between nodes of the registered PLMN and its equivalent PLMN). Such a 5G-GUTI may be assigned or
re-assigned over any of the 3GPP and Non-3GPP accesses. The 5G-GUTI is assigned upon a successful registration of
the UE, and is valid over both 3GPP and Non-3GPP access to the same PLMN or equivalent PLMN for the UE. Upon
performing an initial access over the Non-3GPP access or over the 3GPP access while the UE is already registered with
the 5G System over another access of the same PLMN or equivalent PLMN, the UE provides the native 5G-GUTI for
the other access. This enables the AN to select an AMF that maintains the UE context created at the previous
Registration procedure via the GUAMI derived from the 5G-GUTI, and enables the AMF to correlate the UE request to
the existing UE context via the 5G-GUTI..
If the UE is performing registration over one access and intends to perform registration over the other access in the
same PLMN or equivalent PLMN (e.g. the 3GPP access and the selected N3IWF are located in the same PLMN), the
UE shall not initiate the registration over the other access until the Registration procedure over first access is completed.
NOTE:

To which access the UE performs registration first is up to UE implementation.

When the UE is successfully registered to an access (3GPP access or Non-3GPP access respectively) and the UE
registers via the other access:
-

if the second access is located in the same PLMN or equivalent PLMN (e.g. the UE is registered via a 3GPP
access and selects a N3IWF located in the same PLMN), the UE shall use for the registration to the PLMN
associated with the new access the 5G-GUTI that the UE has been provided with at the previous registration or
UE configuration update procedure for the first access in the same PLMN or equivalent PLMN. Upon successful
completion of the registration to the second access, if the network included a 5G-GUTI in the Registration
Accept, the UE shall use the 5G-GUTI received in the Registration Accept for both registrations. If no 5G-GUTI
is included in the Registration Accept, then the UE uses the 5G-GUTI assigned for the existing registration also
for the new registration.

-

if the second access is located in a PLMN different from the registered PLMN of the first access (i.e. not the
registered PLMN or an equivalent PLMN of the registered PLMN), (e.g. the UE is registered to a 3GPP access
and selects a N3IWF located in a PLMN different from the PLMN of the 3GPP access, or the UE is registered
over Non-3GPP and registers to a 3GPP access in a PLMN different from the PLMN of the N3IWF), the UE
shall use for the registration to the PLMN associated with the new access a 5G-GUTI only if it has got one
previously received from a PLMN that is not the same and not equivalent to the PLMN the UE is already
registered with. If the UE does not include a 5G-GUTI, the SUCI shall be used for the new registration. Upon
successful completion of the registration to the second access, the UE has the two 5G-GUTIs (one per PLMN).
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When a UE 5G-GUTI assigned during a Registration procedure over 3GPP (e.g. the UE registers first over a 3GPP
access) is location-dependent, the same UE 5G-GUTI can be re-used over the Non-3GPP access when the selected
N3IWF function is in the same PLMN as the 3GPP access. When an UE 5G-GUTI is assigned during a Registration
procedure performed over a Non 3GPP access (e.g. the UE registers first over a non-3GPP access), the UE 5G-GUTI
may not be location-dependent, so that the UE 5G-GUTI may not be valid for NAS procedures over the 3GPP access
and, in this case, a new AMF is allocated during the Registration procedure over the 3GPP access.
When the UE is registered first via 3GPP access, if the UE registers to the same PLMN via Non-3GPP access, the UE
shall send the GUAMI obtained via 3GPP access to the N3IWF, which uses the received GUAMI to select the same
AMF as the 3GPP access.
The Deregistration Request message indicates whether it applies to the 3GPP access the Non-3GPP access, or both.
If the UE is registered on both 3GPP and Non-3GPP accesses and it is in CM-IDLE over Non-3GPP access, then the
UE or AMF may initiate a Deregistration procedure over the 3GPP access to deregister the UE only on the Non-3GPP
access, in which case all the PDU Sessions which are associated with the Non-3GPP access shall be released.
If the UE is registered on both 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses and it is in CM-IDLE over 3GPP access and in CMCONNECTED over non-3GPP access, then the UE may initiate a Deregistration procedure over the non-3GPP access
to deregister the UE only on the 3GPP access, in which case all the PDU Sessions which are associated with the 3GPP
access shall be released.
Registration Management over Non-3GPP access is further defined in clause 5.5.1.

5.3.3

Connection Management

5.3.3.1

General

Connection management comprises the functions of establishing and releasing a NAS signalling connection between a
UE and the AMF over N1. This NAS signalling connection is used to enable NAS signalling exchange between the UE
and the core network. It comprises both the AN signalling connection between the UE and the AN (RRC Connection
over 3GPP access or UE-N3IWF connection over N3GPP access) and the N2 connection for this UE between the AN
and the AMF.

5.3.3.2
5.3.3.2.1

5GS Connection Management states
General

Two CM states are used to reflect the NAS signalling Connection of the UE with the AMF:
-

CM-IDLE

-

CM-CONNECTED

The CM state for 3GPP access and Non-3GPP access are independent of each other, i.e. one can be in CM-IDLE state
at the same time when the other is in CM-CONNECTED state.

5.3.3.2.2

CM-IDLE state

A UE in CM-IDLE state has no NAS signalling connection established with the AMF over N1. The UE performs cell
selection/cell reselection according to TS 38.304 [50] and PLMN selection according to TS 23.122 [17].
There are no AN signalling connection, N2 connection and N3 connections for the UE in the CM-IDLE state.
If the UE is both in CM-IDLE state and in RM-REGISTERED state, the UE shall, unless otherwise specified in
clause 5.3.4.1:
-

Respond to paging by performing a Service Request procedure (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.3.2), unless the UE
is in MICO mode (see clause 5.4.1.3);

-

perform a Service Request procedure when the UE has uplink signalling or user data to be sent (see
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.3.2). Specific conditions apply for LADN, see clause 5.6.5.
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When the UE state in the AMF is RM-REGISTERED, UE information required for initiating communication with the
UE shall be stored. The AMF shall be able to retrieve stored information required for initiating communication with the
UE using the 5G-GUTI.
NOTE:

In 5GS there is no need for paging using the SUPI/SUCI of the UE.

The UE shall enter CM-CONNECTED state whenever an AN signalling connection is established between the UE and
the AN (entering RRC Connected state over 3GPP access, or at the establishment of the UE-N3IWF connectivity over
non-3GPP access). The transmission of an Initial NAS message (Registration Request, Service Request or
Deregistration Request) initiates the transition from CM-IDLE to CM-CONNECTED state.
When the UE states in the AMF are CM-IDLE and RM-REGISTERED, the AMF shall:
-

perform a network triggered Service Request procedure when it has signalling or mobile-terminated data to be
sent to this UE, by sending a Paging Request to this UE (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.3.3), if a UE is not
prevented from responding e.g. due to MICO mode or Mobility Restrictions.

The AMF shall enter CM-CONNECTED state for the UE whenever an N2 connection is established for this UE
between the AN and the AMF. The reception of initial N2 message (e.g., N2 INITIAL UE MESSAGE) initiates the
transition of AMF from CM-IDLE to CM-CONNECTED state.
The UE and the AMF may optimize the power efficiency and signalling efficiency of the UE when in CM-IDLE state
e.g. by activating MICO mode (see clause 5.4.1.3).

5.3.3.2.3

CM-CONNECTED state

A UE in CM-CONNECTED state has a NAS signalling connection with the AMF over N1. A NAS signalling
connection uses an RRC Connection between the UE and the NG-RAN and an NGAP UE association between the AN
and the AMF for 3GPP access. A UE can be in CM-CONNECTED state with an NGAP UE association that is not
bound to any TNLA between the AN and the AMF. See clause 5.21.1.2 for details on the state of NGAP UE association
for an UE in CM-CONNECTED state. Upon completion of a NAS signalling procedure, the AMF may decide to
release the NAS signalling connection with the UE.
In the CM-CONNECTED state, the UE shall:
-

enter CM-IDLE state whenever the AN signalling connection is released (entering RRC Idle state over 3GPP
access or when the release of the UE-N3IWF connectivity over non-3GPP access is detected by the UE), see
TS 38.331 [28] for 3GPP access.

When the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-CONNECTED, the AMF shall:
-

enter CM-IDLE state for the UE whenever the logical NGAP signalling connection and the N3 user plane
connection for this UE are released upon completion of the AN Release procedure as specified in TS 23.502 [3].

The AMF may keep a UE CM state in the AMF in CM-CONNECTED state until the UE de-registers from the core
network.
A UE in CM-CONNECTED state can be in RRC Inactive state, see TS 38.300 [27]. When the UE is in RRC Inactive
state the following applies:
-

UE reachability is managed by the RAN, with assistance information from core network;

-

UE paging is managed by the RAN.

-

UE monitors for paging with UE's CN (5G S-TMSI) and RAN identifier.

5.3.3.2.4

5GS Connection Management State models
AN signaling connection
released

CM- IDLE

CM- CONNECTED
AN signaling connection
established
(Initial NAS message)

Figure 5.3.3.2.4-1: CM state transition in UE
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N2 Context released

CM-IDLE

CM-CONNECTED
N2 Context established

Figure 5.3.3.2.4-2: CM state transition in AMF
When a UE enters CM-IDLE state, the UP connection of the PDU Sessions that were active on this access are
deactivated.
NOTE:

5.3.3.2.5

The activation of UP connection of PDU Sessions is documented in clause 5.6.8.

CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state

RRC Inactive state applies to NG-RAN.
The AMF, based on network configuration may provide assistance information to the NG-RAN, to assist the NG-RAN's
decision whether the UE can be sent to RRC Inactive state.
Editor's note: It is FFS if the UE provides indication of support for RRC inactive state on NAS or AS layer.
The "RRC Inactive Assistance Information" includes:
-

UE specific DRX values;

-

The Registration Area provided to the UE;

-

Periodic Registration Update timer;

-

If the AMF has enabled MICO mode for the UE, an indication that the UE is in MICO mode;

-

Information from the UE permanent identifier, as defined in TS 38.304 [50], that allows the RAN to calculate the
UE's RAN paging occasions.

The RRC Inactive Assistance Information mentioned above is provided by the AMF during N2 activation with the
(new) serving NG-RAN node (i.e. during Registration, Service Request, Handover) to assist the NG RAN's decision
whether the UE can be sent to RRC Inactive state. RRC Inactive state is part of RRC state machine, and it is up to the
RAN to determine the conditions to enter RRC Inactive state. If any of the parameters included in the RRC Inactive
Assistance Information changes as the result of NAS procedure, the AMF shall update the RRC Inactive Assistance
Information to the NG-RAN node.
When the UE is in CM-CONNECTED state, if the AMF has provided RRC Inactive assistance information, the RAN
node may decide to move a UE to CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state.
The state and "endpoints" (in case of Dual Connectivity configuration) of the N2 and N3 reference points are not
changed by the UE entering CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state. A UE in RRC inactive state is aware of the
RAN Notification area and periodic RAN Notification Area Update timer.
The 5GC network is not aware of the UE transitions between CM-CONNECTED with RRC Connected and CMCONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, unless the 5GC network is notified via N2 notification procedure in
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.8.3.
At transition into CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, the NG-RAN configures the UE with a periodic RAN
Notification Area Update timer taking into account the value of the Periodic Registration Update timer value indicated
in the RRC Inactive Assistance Information, and uses a guard timer with a value longer than the RAN Notification Area
Update timer value provided to the UE.
If the periodic RAN Notification Area Update guard timer expires in NG-RAN, the NG-RAN shall initiate AN Release
procedure as specified in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.6.
When the UE is in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, the UE performs PLMN selection procedures as
defined in TS 23.122 [17] for CM-IDLE.
When the UE is CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, the UE may resume the RRC Connection due to:
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-

Uplink data pending;

-

Mobile initiated NAS signalling procedure;

-

As a response to RAN paging;

-

Notifying the network that it has left the RAN Notification Area;

-

Upon periodic RAN Notification Area Update timer expiration.
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If the UE resumes the connection in a different NG-RAN node within the same PLMN or equivalent PLMN, the UE AS
context is retrieved from the old NG-RAN node and a procedure is triggered towards the CN (see TS 23.502 [3],
clause 4.8.2).
NOTE 1: With Dual Connectivity configuration if the UE resumes the RRC connection in the Master RAN node,
the Secondary RAN node configuration is defined in TS 38.300 [27].
If the RAN paging procedure, as defined in TS 38.300 [27], is not successful in establishing contact with the UE the
procedure shall be handled by the network as follows:
-

If NG-RAN has at least one pending NAS PDU for transmission, the RAN node shall initiate the AN Release
procedure (see TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.6,) to move the UE CM state in the AMF to CM-IDLE state and
indicate to the AMF the NAS non-delivery.

-

If NG RAN has only pending user plane data for transmission, the NG-RAN node may keep the N2 connection
active or initiate the AN Release procedure (see TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.6) based on local configuration in NGRAN.

NOTE 2: The user plane data which triggers the RAN paging can be lost, e.g. in the case of RAN paging failure.
If a UE in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state performs cell selection to GERAN/UTRAN/E-UTRAN, it shall
follow idle mode procedures of the selected RAT as specified in clause 5.17.
In addition, a UE in CM-CONNECTED state with RRC Inactive state shall enter CM-IDLE state and initiates the NAS
signalling recovery (see TS 24.501 [47]) in the following cases:
-

If RRC resume procedure fails,
If the UE receives Core Network paging,

-

If the periodic RAN Notification Area Update timer expires and the UE cannot successfully resume the RRC
Connection,

-

In any other failure scenario that cannot be resolved in RRC Inactive state and requires the UE to move to CMIDLE state.

When UE is in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, if RAN has received Location Reporting Control message
from AMF with the Reporting Type indicating single stand-alone report, the RAN shall perform RAN paging before
reporting the location to AMF.
When UE is in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, if RAN has received Location Reporting Control message
from AMF with the Reporting Type indicating continuously reporting whenever the UE changes cell, the RAN shall
send a Location Report message to AMF including UE's last known location with time stamp.
When the UE is CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state. If the AMF receives
Nudm_UEContextManagement_DeregistrationNotification from UDM, the AMF shall initiate AN Release procedure
as specified in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.6.
When UE is in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, if RAN has received Location Reporting Control message
from AMF with the Reporting Type of the Area Of Interest based reporting, the RAN shall send a Location Report
message to AMF including UE presence in the Area Of Interest (i.e., IN, OUT, or UNKNOWN) and the UE's last
known location with time stamp.
When the UE is in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, if the old NG-RAN node that sents the UE into RRC
Inactive state receives the downlink N2 signalling, it initiates the RAN paging as defined in TS 38.300 [27]. If the UE
resumes the RRC Connection towards a different NG-RAN node, the old NG-RAN node includes the "UE Context
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Transfer" indication into a response container to the NF (e.g. AMF or SMF) that generates such N2 downlink
signalling. Then the NF shall reattempt the same procedure when the path switch from the old NG-RAN node to the
new NG-RAN node is complete.

5.3.3.3
5.3.3.3.1

NAS signalling connection management
General

NAS signalling connection management includes the functions of establishing and releasing a NAS signalling
connection.

5.3.3.3.2

NAS signalling connection establishment

NAS signalling connection establishment function is provided by the UE and the AMF to establish a NAS signalling
connection for a UE in CM-IDLE state. The AMF shall provide the list of recommended cells/ TAs / NG-RAN node
identifiers for paging, if the NG-RAN had provided that information in an earlier AN Release Procedure in the AN (see
clause 4.2.6 of 3GPP TS 23.502 [3]).
When the UE in CM-IDLE state needs to transmit an NAS message, the UE shall initiate a Service Request, a
Registration or a Deregistration procedure to establish a NAS signalling connection to the AMF as specified in
TS 23.502 [3], clauses 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. If the NAS signalling connection is to be established via an NG-RAN node, but
the AMF detects that this UE has already established a NAS signalling connection via old NG-RAN node, the AMF
shall release the old established NAS signalling connection by triggering AN Release Procedure.
Based on UE preferences, UE subscription, Mobility Pattern and network configuration, the AMF may keep the NAS
signalling connection until the UE de-registers from the network.

5.3.3.3.3

NAS signalling connection Release

The procedure of releasing a NAS signalling connection is initiated by the AN node (either 5G (R)AN node or N3IWF)
or the AMF. The NG-RAN node may include the list of recommended cells/ TAs / NG-RAN node identifiers for
paging, during the AN Release Procedure in the AN (see clause 4.2.6 of 3GPP TS 23.502 [3]). The AMF stores this
information, if provided by the NG-RAN.
The UE considers the NAS signalling connection is released if it detects the AN signalling connection is released. The
AMF considers the NAS signalling connection is released if it detects the N2 context is released.

5.3.3.4

Support of a UE connected over both 3GPP and Non-3GPP access

The AMF manages two CM states for an UE: a CM state for 3GPP access and a CM state for Non-3GPP access. An N2
interface can serve the UE for either 3GPP access or for Non 3GPP access. UE connected over both 3GPP and Non3GPP has got two N2 interfaces, one for each access. A UE may be in any combination of the CM states between 3GPP
and Non-3GPP access, e.g. a UE may be CM-IDLE for one access and CM-CONNECTED for the other access, CMIDLE for both accesses or CM-CONNECTED for both accesses.
When the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-IDLE for 3GPP access and CM-CONNECTED for Non-3GPP access, the
AMF shall perform a network triggered Service Request procedure, when it has downlink data to be sent to this UE for
3GPP access, by sending either the Paging Request via 3GPP access or the NAS notification via Non-3GPP access to
this UE (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.3.3).
Connection Management over Non-3GPP access is further defined in clause 5.5.2.

5.3.4
5.3.4.1
5.3.4.1.1

UE Mobility
Mobility Restrictions
General

Mobility Restrictions restrict mobility handling or service access of a UE. The Mobility Restriction functionality is
provided by the UE (only for mobility restriction categories provided to the UE), the radio access network and the core
network.
Mobility Restrictions only apply to 3GPP access, they do not apply to non-3GPP access.
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Service Area restrictions for CM-IDLE state and, for CM-CONNECTED state when in RRC Inactive state are executed
by the UE based on information received from the core network. Mobility Restrictions for CM-CONNECTED state
when in RRC-Connected state are executed by the radio access network and the core network.
In CM-CONNECTED state, the core network provides Mobility Restrictions to the radio access network within
Handover Restriction List.
Mobility Restrictions consists of RAT restriction, Forbidden Area, Service Area Restrictions and Core Network type
restriction as follows:
-

RAT restriction:
Defines the 3GPP Radio Access Technology(ies), a UE is not allowed to access in a PLMN. In a restricted RAT
a UE is based on subscription not permitted to initiate any communication for this PLMN. For CMCONNECTED state, when radio access network determines target RAT and target PLMN during Handover
procedure, it should take per PLMN RAT restriction into consideration. The RAT restriction is enforced in the
network, and not provided to the UE.

-

Forbidden Area:
In a Forbidden Area, the UE, based on subscription, is not permitted to initiate any communication with the
network for this PLMN. The UE behaviour in terms of cell selection, RAT selection and PLMN selection
depends on the network response that informs the UE of Forbidden Area.

NOTE 1: The UE reactions to specific network responses are described in TS 24.501 [47].
-

Service Area Restriction:
Defines areas in which the UE may or may not initiate communication with the network as follows:
-

Allowed Area:
In an Allowed Area, the UE is permitted to initiate communication with the network as allowed by the
subscription.

-

Non-Allowed Area:
In a Non-Allowed Area a UE is service area restricted based on subscription. The UE and the network are not
allowed to initiate Service Request or SM signalling to obtain user services (both in CM-IDLE and in CMCONNECTED states). The UE shall not use the entering of a Non-Allowed Area as a criterion for Cell
Reselection or a trigger for PLMN Selection. The RRC procedures while the UE is in CM-CONNECTED
with RRC Inactive state are unchanged compared to when the UE is in an Allowed Area. The RM procedures
are unchanged compared to when the UE is in an Allowed Area. The UE in a Non-Allowed Area shall
respond to core network paging with Service Request and RAN paging.

-

Core Network type restriction:
Defines whether UE is allowed to connect to 5GC for this PLMN.

NOTE 2: The Core Network type restriction can be used e.g. in network deployments where the E-UTRAN
connects to both EPC and 5GC as described in clause 5.17.
For a given UE, the core network determines the Mobility restrictions based on UE subscription information, UE
location and local policy. The Mobility Restriction may change due to e.g. UE's subscription, location change and local
policy. Optionally the Service Area Restrictions or the Non-Allowed Area may in addition be fine-tuned by the PCF
e.g. based on UE location, PEI and network policies. Service Area Restrictions may be updated during a Registration
procedure or UE Configuration Update procedure.
If the network sends Service Area Restrictions to the UE, the network sends only either an Allowed Area, or a NonAllowed Area, but not both at the same time, to the UE. If the UE has received an Allowed Area from the network, any
TA not part of the Allowed Area is considered by the UE as non-allowed. If the UE has received a Non-Allowed Area
from the network, any TA not part of the Non-Allowed Area is considered by the UE as allowed. If the UE has not
received any Service Area Restrictions, any TA in the PLMN is considered as allowed.
If the UE has overlapping areas between Forbidden Areas, Service Area Restrictions, or any combination of them, the
UE shall proceed in the following precedence order:
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The evaluation of Forbidden Areas shall take precedence over the evaluation of Service Area Restrictions.

The UE and the network shall override any Forbidden Area, Non-Allowed area restrictions and Core Network type
restriction whenever access to the network for regulatory prioritized services like Emergency services and MPS.

5.3.4.1.2

Management of Service Area Restrictions

A Service Area Restriction may contain one or more (e.g. up to 16) entire tracking areas. The UE's subscription data in
the UDM includes a Service Area Restriction which may contain either Allowed or Non-Allowed Areas–specified by
using explicit tracking area identities and/or other geographical information (e.g., longitude/latitude, zip code, etc). The
geographical information used to specify allowed or non-allowed area is only managed in the network, and the network
will map it to a list of TAs before sending Service Area Restriction information to the UE. The Allowed Area may also
be limited by a maximum allowed number of tracking areas, or the allowed area may alternatively be configured as
unlimited i.e. it may contain all tracking areas of the PLMN. The registration area of a UE in the non-allowed area
should consist of a set of TAs which belongs to a non-allowed area of the UE. The registration area of a UE in the
allowed area should consist of a set of TAs which belongs to an allowed area of the UE. The AMF provides the Service
Area Restriction in the form of TA(s), which may be a subset of full list stored in UE's subscription data, to the UE
during the Registration procedure.
NOTE:

As the finest granularity for Service Area Restrictions are at TA level, subscriptions with limited
geographical extent, like subscriptions for Fixed Wireless Access, will be allocated one or a few TAs and
will consequently be allowed to access services in a larger area than in e.g. a FWA system.

The UDM stores the Service Area Restrictions of a UE as part of the UE's subscription data. The PCF in the serving
network may (e.g. due to varying conditions such as UE's location, application in use, time and date) further adjust
Service Area Restrictions of a UE, either by expanding an allowed area or by reducing a non-allowed area or by
increasing the maximum allowed number of tracking areas. The UDM and the PCF may update the Service Area
Restrictions of a UE at any time. For the UE in CM-CONNECTED state the AMF updates the UE and RAN
immediately. For UE in CM-IDLE state the AMF may page the UE immediately or store the updated service area
restriction and update the UE upon next signalling interaction with the UE.
During registration, if the Service Area Restrictions of the UE is not present in the AMF, the AMF fetches from the
UDM the Service Area Restrictions of the UE that may be further adjusted by the PCF. The serving AMF shall enforce
the Service Area Restrictions of a UE. A limited allowed area given by a maximum allowed number of tracking areas,
may be dynamically assigned by the AMF adding, any not yet visited (by the UE) tracking areas to the Allowed area
until the maximum allowed number of tracking areas is reached.
When the AMF assigns a limited allowed area to the UE, the AMF shall provide the UE with Service Area Restrictions
which consist of either Allowed Areas or Non-Allowed Areas. The Allowed Areas included in the Service Area
Restrictions can be pre-configured and/or dynamically assigned by AMF.
For a UE in CM-CONNECTED state the AMF shall indicate the Service Area Restrictions of this UE to the RAN,
using a Handover Restriction List.
The UE shall store the received Service Area Restrictions and, if there is previously stored Service Area Restrictions,
replace them with the newly received information.
Upon change of serving AMF due to mobility, the old AMF may provide the new AMF with the Service Area
Restrictions of the UE that may be further adjusted by the PCF.
The network may perform paging for a UE to update Service Area Restrictions with Generic UE Configuration Update
procedure (see in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.4).
In the case of roaming, the Service Area Restrictions are transferred from the UDM via the serving AMF to the serving
PCF in the visited network. The serving PCF in the visited network may further adjust the Service Area Restrictions.

5.3.4.2

Mobility Pattern

The Mobility Pattern is a concept that may be used by the AMF to characterise and optimise the UE mobility. The AMF
determines and updates Mobility Pattern of the UE based on subscription of the UE, statistics of the UE mobility,
network local policy, and the UE assisted information, or any combination of them. The statistics of the UE mobility
can be historical or expected UE moving trajectory.
The Mobility Pattern can be used by the AMF to optimize mobility support provided to the UE, for example,
Registration area allocation.
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Radio Resource Management functions

To support radio resource management in RAN the AMF provides the parameter 'Index to RAT/Frequency Selection
Priority' (RFSP Index) to RAN across N2. The RFSP Index is mapped by the RAN to locally defined configuration in
order to apply specific RRM strategies, taking into account any available information in RAN. The RFSP Index is UE
specific and applies to all the Radio Bearers. Examples of how this parameter may be used by the RAN:
-

to derive UE specific cell reselection priorities to control idle mode camping.

-

to decide on redirecting active mode UEs to different frequency layers or RATs.

The HPLMN may set the RFSP Index taking into account the Subscribed S-NSSAIs. The AMF receives the subscribed
RFSP Index from the UDM (e.g., during the Registration procedure). For non-roaming subscribers, the AMF chooses
the RFSP Index in use according to one of the following procedures, depending on operator's configuration:
-

the RFSP Index in use is identical to the subscribed RFSP Index, or

-

the AMF chooses the RFSP Index in use based on the subscribed RFSP Index, the locally configured operator's
policies, the Allowed NSSAI and the UE related context information available at the AMF, including UE's usage
setting, if received during Registration procedures (see clause TS 23.502 [3]).

NOTE:

One example of how the AMF can use the "UE's usage setting," is to select an RFSP value that enforces
idle mode camping on E-UTRA for a UE acting in a "Voice centric" way, in the case voice over NR is
not supported in the specific Registration Area and it contains NR cells.

The AMF may report to the PCF the subscribed RFSP Index received from the UDM for further evaluation as described
in clause 6.1.2.1 in TS 23.503 [45]. When receiving the authorized RFSP Index from the PCF, the AMF shall replace
the subscribed RFSP Index with the authorized RFSP Index.
For roaming subscribers the AMF may choose the RFSP Index in use based on the visited network policy, but can take
input from the HPLMN into account (e.g., an RFSP Index value pre-configured per HPLMN, or a single RFSP Index
value to be used for all roamers independent of the HPLMN).
The RFSP Index in use is also forwarded from source to target RAN node when Xn or N2 is used for intra-NG-RAN
handover.
The AMF stores the subscribed RFSP Index value received and the RFSP Index value in use. During the Registration
Update procedure, the AMF may update the RFSP Index value in use (e.g. the AMF may need to update the RFSP
Index value in use if the UE related context information in the AMF has changed). When the RFSP Index value in use is
changed, the AMF immediately provides the updated RFSP Index value in use to NG-RAN node by modifying an
existing UE context or by establishing a new UE context in RAN or by being configured to include the updated RFSP
Index value in use in the NGAP DOWNLINK NAS TRANSPORT message if the user plane establishment is not
needed. During inter-AMF mobility procedures, the source AMF forwards both RFSP Index values to the target AMF.
The target AMF may replace the received RFSP Index value in use with a new RFSP Index value in use that is based on
the operator's policies and the UE related context information available at the target AMF.
In order to enable UE idle mode mobility control and priority-based reselection mechanism considering availability of
Network Slices at the network and the Network Slices allowed for a UE, an RFSP is derived as described in
clause 5.3.4.3, considering also the Allowed NSSAI for the UE.

5.3.4.4

UE mobility event notification

5G System supports the functionality of tracking and reporting UE mobility events.
The AMF provides the UE mobility related event reporting to NF that has been authorized to subscribe to the UE
mobility event reporting service. Any NF service consumer such as SMF, PCF or NEF that wants to be reported on the
UE location is able to subscribe to the UE mobility event notification service to the AMF with the following
parameters:
-

Event reporting type that specifies what to be reported on UE mobility (e.g. UE location, UE mobility on Area of
Interest).

-

Area Of Interest that specifies a geographical area within 3GPP system. The Area Of Interest is represented by a
list of Tracking Areas, list of cells or list of (R)AN node identifiers. In the case of LADN, the event consumer
(e.g. SMF) provides the LADN DNN to refer the LADN service area as the Area Of Interest. In the case of PRA,
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the event consumer (e.g. SMF or PCF) may provide an identifier for Area Of Interest to refer predefined area as
the Area Of Interest.
-

Event Reporting Information: event reporting mode, number of reports, maximum duration of reporting, event
reporting condition (e.g. when the target UE moved into a specified Area Of Interest).

-

Notification address (i.e. Endpoint Address of NF service consumer to be notified to).

-

The target of event reporting that indicates a specific UE, a group of UE(s) or any UE (i.e. all UEs). Further
details on the information provided by the NF service consumer are provided in clause 4.15 of TS 23.502 [3].

If an NF service consumer subscribes to the UE mobility event notification service provided by AMF for reporting of
UE presence in Area Of Interest, the AMF tracks UE's location considering UE's CM state and using NG-RAN
procedures (if RRC Inactive state applies to NG-RAN) in order to determine the UE presence in the Area Of Interest, as
described in clause 4.15.4.2 of TS 23.502 [3]. Upon detecting the change of the UE presence in the Area Of Interest, the
AMF notifies the UE presence in the Area Of Interest and the new UE location to the subscribed NF consumer.
When the AMF is changed, the subscription of mobility event is transferred from the old AMF. The new AMF may
decide not to notify the SMF with the current status related to the subscription of mobility event if the new AMF
determines that, based on MM Context of the UE, the event is reported by the old AMF.
In the network deployment where a UE may leave or enter the Area Of Interest without any notification to the 5GC in
CM-CONNECTED state (i.e. in the case that RRC Inactive state applies to the NG-RAN), the AMF may initiate the
NG-RAN location reporting as described in clause 5.4.7 or N2 Notification as described in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.8.3 to
track the UE presence in the Area Of Interest.

5.4

3GPP access specific aspects

5.4.1

UE reachability in CM-IDLE

5.4.1.1

General

Reachability management is responsible for detecting whether the UE is reachable and providing UE location (i.e.
access node) for the network to reach the UE. This is done by paging UE and UE location tracking. The UE location
tracking includes both UE registration area tracking (i.e. UE registration area update) and UE reachability tracking ((i.e.
UE periodic registration area update)). Such functionalities can be either located at 5GC (in the case of CM-IDLE state)
or NG-RAN (in the case of CM-CONNECTED state).
The UE and the AMF negotiate UE reachability characteristics for CM-IDLE state during registration and Registration
Update procedures.
Two UE reachability categories are negotiated between UE and AMF for CM-IDLE state:
1. UE reachability allowing Mobile Terminated data while the UE is CM-IDLE state.
-

The UE location is known by the network on a Tracking Area List granularity

-

Paging procedures apply to this category.

-

Mobile originating and mobile terminated data apply in this category for both CM-CONNECTED and CMIDLE state.

2. Mobile Initiated Connection Only (MICO) mode:
-

Mobile originated data applies in this category for both CM-CONNECTED and CM-IDLE state.

-

Mobile terminated data is only supported when the UE is in CM-CONNECTED state.

Whenever a UE in RM-REGISTERED state enters CM-IDLE state, it starts a periodic registration timer according to
the periodic registration timer value received from the AMF during a Registration procedure.
The AMF allocates a periodic registration timer value to the UE based on local policies, subscription information and
information provided by the UE. After the expiry of the periodic registration timer, the UE shall perform a periodic
registration. If the UE moves out of network coverage when its periodic registration timer expires, the UE shall perform
a Registration Update when it next returns to the coverage.
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The AMF runs a Mobile Reachable timer for the UE. The timer is started with a value longer than the UE's periodic
registration timer whenever the CM state for the UE in RM-REGISTERED state changes to CM-IDLE. If the AMF
receives an elapsed time from RAN when RAN initiate UE context release indicating UE unreachable, the AMF should
deduce a Mobile Reachable timer value based on the elapsed time received from RAN and the normal Mobile
Reachable timer value. The AMF stops the Mobile Reachable timer, if the UE CM state in the AMF moves to CMCONNECTED state. If the Mobile Reachable timer expires, the AMF determines that the UE is not reachable.
However, the AMF does not know for how long the UE remains not reachable, thus the AMF shall not immediately deregister the UE. Instead, after the expiry of the Mobile Reachable timer, the AMF should clear the PPF and shall start an
Implicit De-registration timer, with a relatively large value. The AMF shall stop the Implicit De-registration timer and
set the PPF if the AMF moves the UE CM state in the AMF to CM-CONNECTED state.
NOTE:

If the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-IDLE, then AMF considers the UE always unreachable if the UE is
in MICO mode (refer to clause 5.4.1.3).

If the PPF is not set, the AMF does not page the UE and shall reject any request for delivering DL signalling or data to
this UE.
If the Implicit De-registration timer expires before the UE contacts the network, the AMF implicitly de-register the UE.
As part of deregistration for a particular access (3GPP or non-3GPP), the AMF shall request the UE's related SMF to
release the PDU Sessions established on that access.

5.4.1.2

UE reachability allowing mobile terminated data while the UE is CM-IDLE

The AMF considers a UE in RM-REGISTERED state to be reachable by CN paging if the UE CM state in the AMF is
CM-IDLE state unless the UE applies MICO mode.

5.4.1.3

Mobile Initiated Connection Only (MICO) mode

A UE may indicate preference for MICO mode during Initial Registration or Registration Update procedure. The AMF,
based on local configuration, Expected UE Behaviour if available, UE indicated preferences, UE subscription
information and network policies, or any combination of them, determines whether MICO mode is allowed for the UE
and indicates it to the UE during Registration procedure. If the UE does not indicate preference for MICO mode during
Registration procedure, the AMF shall not activate MICO mode for this UE.
The UE and the AMF re- negotiate the MICO mode at every subsequent Registration procedure. When the UE is in
CM-CONNECTED, the AMF may deactivate MICO mode by triggering Registration Update procedure through UE
Configuration Update procedure as described in clause 4.2.4 in TS 23.502 [3].
The AMF assigns a registration area to the UE during the Registration procedure. When the AMF indicates MICO
mode to a UE, the registration area is not constrained by paging area size. If the AMF serving area is the whole PLMN,
based on local policy, and subscription information, may decide to provide an "all PLMN" registration area to the UE.
In that case, re-registration to the same PLMN due to mobility does not apply.
If Mobility Restrictions are applied to a UE in MICO mode, the AMF needs to allocate an Allowed Area/Non-Allowed
Area to the UE as specified in clause 5.3.4.1.
When the AMF indicates MICO mode to a UE, the AMF considers the UE always unreachable while the UE CM state
in the AMF is CM-IDLE. The AMF rejects any request for downlink data delivery for UE in MICO mode and whose
UE CM state in the AMF is CM-IDLE with an appropriate cause. For MT-SMS over NAS, the AMF notifies the SMSF
that UE is not reachable, then the procedure of the unsuccessful Mobile terminating SMS delivery described in
clause 4.13.3.9 in TS 23.502 [3] is performed. The AMF also defers location services, etc. The UE in MICO mode is
only reachable for mobile terminated data or signalling when the UE is in CM-CONNECTED.
A UE in MICO mode need not listen to paging while in CM-IDLE. A UE in MICO mode may stop any access stratum
procedures in CM-IDLE, until the UE initiates transition from CM-IDLE to CM-CONNECTED due to one of the
following triggers:
-

A change in the UE (e.g. change in configuration) requires an update of its registration with the network.

-

Periodic registration timer expires.

-

MO data pending.
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MO signalling pending (e.g. SM procedure initiated).

If a registration area that is not the "all PLMN" registration area is allocated to a UE in MICO mode, then the UE
determines if it is within the registration area or not when it has MO data or MO signalling and performs Registration
Update if it is not within the registration area.
A UE initiating emergency service shall not indicate MICO preference during Registration procedure. When the MICO
mode is already activated in the UE, the UE and AMF shall locally disable MICO mode after PDU Session
Establishment procedure for Emergency Services is completed successfully. The UE and the AMF shall not enable
MICO mode until the AMF accepts the use of MICO mode in the next registration procedure. To enable an emergency
call back, the UE should wait for a UE implementation-specific duration of time before requesting the use of MICO
mode after the release of the emergency PDU session.

5.4.2

UE reachability in CM-CONNECTED

For a UE in CM-CONNECTED state:
-

the AMF knows the UE location on a serving (R)AN node granularity.

-

the NG-RAN notifies the AMF when UE becomes unreachable from RAN point of view.

UE RAN reachability management is used by RAN for UEs in RRC Inactive state, see TS 38.300 [27]. The location of
a UE in RRC Inactive state is known by the RAN on a RAN Notification area granularity. A UE in RRC Inactive state
is paged in cells of the RAN Notification area that is assigned to the UEs. The RAN Notification area can be a subset of
cells configured in UE's Registration Area or all cells configured in the UE's Registration Area. UE in RRC Inactive
state performs RAN Notification Area Update when entering a cell that is not part of the RAN Notification area that is
assigned to the UE.
At transition into RRC Inactive state RAN configures the UE with a periodic RAN Notification Area Update timer
value and the timer is restarted in the UE with this initial timer value. After the expiry of the periodic RAN Notification
Area Update timer in the UE, the UE in RRC Inactive state performs periodic RAN Notification Area Update, as
specified in TS 38.300 [27].
To aid the UE reachability management in the AMF, RAN uses a guard timer with a value longer than the RAN
Notification Area Update timer value provided to the UE. Upon the expiry of the periodic RAN Notification Area
Update guard timer in RAN, the RAN shall initiate the AN Release procedure as specified in TS 23.502 [3]. The RAN
may provide the elapsed time since RAN's last contact with the UE to AMF.

5.4.3
5.4.3.1

Paging strategy handling
General

Based on operator configuration, the 5GS supports the AMF and NG-RAN to apply different paging strategies for
different types of traffic.
In the case of UE in CM-IDLE state, the AMF performs paging and determines the paging strategy based on e.g. local
configuration, what NF triggered the paging and information available in the request that triggered the paging.
In the case of UE in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, the NG-RAN performs paging and determines the
paging strategy based on e.g. local configuration, and information received from AMF as described in clause 5.4.6.3
and SMF as described in clause 5.4.3.2.
In the case of Network Triggered Service Request from SMF, the SMF determines the 5QI and ARP based on the
downlink data or the notification of downlink data received from UPF. The SMF includes the 5QI and ARP
corresponding to the received downlink PDU in the request sent to the AMF. If the UE is in CM IDLE, the AMF uses
e.g. the 5QI and ARP to derive different paging strategies as described in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.3.3.
NOTE:

5.4.3.2

The 5QI is used by AMF to determine suitable paging strategies.

Paging Policy Differentiation

Paging policy differentiation is an optional feature that allows the AMF, based on operator configuration, to apply
different paging strategies for different traffic or service types provided within the same PDU Session. In this Release of
the specification this feature applies only to PDU Session of IP type.
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When the 5GS supports the Paging Policy Differentiation (PPD) feature, the DSCP value (TOS in IPv4 / TC in IPv6) is
set by the application to indicate to the 5GS which Paging Policy should be applied for a certain IP packet. For example,
as defined in TS 23.228 [15], the P-CSCF may support Paging Policy Differentiation by marking packet(s) to be sent
towards the UE that relate to a specific IMS services (e.g. conversational voice as defined in IMS multimedia telephony
service).
It shall be possible for the operator to configure the SMF in such a way that the Paging Policy Differentiation feature
only applies to certain HPLMNs, DNNs and 5QIs. In the case of HR roaming, this configuration is done in the SMF in
the VPLMN.
NOTE 1: Support of Paging Policy Differentiation in the case of HR roaming requires inter operator agreements
including on the DSCP value associated with this feature.
In the case of Network Triggered Service Request and UPF buffering downlink data packet, the UPF shall include the
DSCP in TOS (IPv4) / TC (IPv6) value from the IP header of the downlink data packet and an indication of the
corresponding QoS Flow in the data notification message sent to the SMF. When PPD applies, the SMF determines the
Paging Policy Indicator (PPI) based on the DSCP received from the UPF.
In the case of Network Triggered Service Request and SMF buffering downlink data packet, when PPD applies, the
SMF determines the PPI based on the DSCP in TOS (IPv4) / TC (IPv6) value from the IP header of the received
downlink data packet and identifies the corresponding QoS Flow from the QFI of the received downlink data packet.
The SMF includes the PPI, the ARP and the 5QI of the corresponding QoS Flow in the N11 message sent to the AMF.
If the UE is in CM IDLE, the AMF uses this information to derive a paging strategy, and sends paging messages to NGRAN over N2.
NOTE 2: Network configuration needs to ensure that the information used as a trigger for Paging Policy Indication
is not changed within the 5GS.
NOTE 3: Network configuration needs to ensure that the specific DSCP in TOS (IPv4) / TC (IPv6) value, used as a
trigger for Paging Policy Indication, is managed correctly in order to avoid the accidental use of certain
paging policies.
The SMF may configures the UPF in such a way that traffic with the same QoS but different paging differentiation
requirements is transferred in different QoS Flows. In addition, the SMF may indicate over N2 to the NG-RAN the
Paging Policy Indicator (PPI) for a QoS Flow (QFI) so that for a UE in RRC Inactive state the NG-RAN may enforce
specific paging policies in the case of NG-RAN paging, based on 5QI, ARP and this PPI associated with the QFI of an
incoming DL PDU.

5.4.3.3

Paging Priority

Paging Priority is a feature that allows the AMF to include an indication in the Paging Message sent to NG-RAN that
the UE be paged with priority. The decision by the AMF whether to include Paging Priority in the Paging Message is
based on the ARP value in the message received from the SMF for an IP packet waiting to be delivered in the UPF. If
the ARP value is associated with select priority services (e.g., MPS, MCS), the AMF includes Paging Priority in the
Paging Message. When the NG-RAN receives a Paging Message with Paging Priority, it handles the page with priority.
The AMF while waiting for the UE to respond to a page sent without priority receives another message from the SMF
with an ARP associated with select priority services (e.g., MPS, MCS), the AMF sends another Paging message to the
(R)AN including the Paging Priority. For subsequent messages, the AMF may determine whether to send the Paging
message with higher Paging Priority based on local policy.
For a UE in RRC Inactive state, the NG-RAN determines Paging Priority based on the ARP associated with the QoS
Flow as provisioned by the operator policy, and the Core Network Assisted RAN paging information from AMF as
described in clause 5.4.6.3.

5.4.4
5.4.4.1

UE Radio Capability handling
UE radio capability information storage in the AMF

The UE Radio Capability information contains information on RATs that the UE supports (e.g. power class, frequency
bands, etc). Consequently, this information can be sufficiently large that it is undesirable to send it across the radio
interface at every transition of UE CM state in the AMF from CM-IDLE to CM-CONNECTED. To avoid this radio
overhead, the AMF shall store the UE Capability information during CM-IDLE state for the UE and RM-
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REGISTERED state for the UE and the AMF shall if it is available, send its most up to date UE Radio Capability
information to the RAN in the N2 REQUEST message.
The AMF deletes the UE radio capability when the UE RM state in the AMF transitions to RM-DEREGISTERED.
The UE Radio Capability is maintained in the core network, even during AMF reselection.
If the UE's NG-RAN UE Radio Capability information changes while in CM-IDLE state, the UE shall perform the
Registration procedure with the Registration type set to Mobility Registration Update indicating "UE Radio Capability
Update". When the AMF receives Registration Update Request with "UE Radio Capability Update", it shall delete any
UE Radio Capability information that it has stored for the UE.
If the trigger to change the UE's NG-RAN UE Radio Capability information happens when the UE is in CMCONNECTED state, the UE shall first enter CM-IDLE state and then perform the Registration procedure with the
Registration type set to Mobility Registration Update indicating "UE Radio Capability Update".
The RAN stores the UE Radio Capability information, received in the N2 message or obtained from the UE, for the
duration of the UE staying in RRC connected or RRC Inactive state.

5.4.4.2

Void

5.4.4.2a

UE Radio Capability Match Request

If the AMF requires more information on the UE radio capabilities support to be able to set the IMS voice over PS
Session Supported Indication (see clause 5.16.3), then the AMF may send a UE Radio Capability Match Request
message to the NG-RAN. This procedure is typically used during the Registration Procedure or when AMF has not
received the Voice Support Match Indicator (as part of the 5GMM Context).

5.4.4.3

Paging assistance information

The paging assistance information contains UE radio related information that assists the RAN for efficient paging. The
Paging assistance information contains:
-

UE radio capability for paging information:
-

-

The UE Radio Capability for Paging Information may contain UE Radio Paging Information provided by the
UE to the NG-RAN node, and other information derived by the NG-RAN node (e.g. band support
information) from the UE Radio Capability information.

Information On Recommended Cells And RAN nodes For Paging
-

Information sent by the NG-RAN, and used by the AMF when paging the UE to help determining the NG
RAN nodes to be paged as well as to provide the information on recommended cells to each of these RAN
nodes, in order to optimize the probability of successful paging while minimizing the signalling load on the
radio path.

The RAN provides this information during N2 release.

5.4.4a

UE MM Core Network Capability handling

The UE MM Core Network Capability is split into the S1 UE network capability (mostly for E-UTRAN access related
core network parameters) and the Core Network Capability (mostly to include other UE capabilities related to 5GCN or
interworking with EPS) as defined in TS 24.501 [47] and contains non radio-related capabilities, e.g. the NAS security
algorithms etc. The S1 UE network capability is transferred between all CN nodes at AMF to AMF, AMF to MME,
MME to MME, and MME to AMF changes. The 5GMM capability is transferred only at AMF to AMF changes.
In order to ensure that the UE MM Core Network Capability information stored in the AMF is up to date (e.g. to handle
the situation when the USIM is moved into a different device while out of coverage, and the old device did not send the
Detach message; and the cases of inter-RAT Registration Area Update), the UE shall send the UE MM Core Network
Capability information to the AMF during the Initial Registration and Mobility Registration Update procedure within
the NAS message.
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The AMF shall store always the latest UE MM Core Network Capability received from the UE. Any UE MM Core
Network Capability that an AMF receives from an old AMF/MME is replaced when the UE provides the UE MM Core
Network Capability with Registration signalling.
If the UE's UE MM Core Network Capability information changes (in either CM-CONNECTED or in CM-IDLE state),
the UE shall perform a Registration Update ('type' different to 'periodic') when it next returns to NG-RAN coverage. See
clause 4.2.2 of TS 23.502 [3].
The UE shall indicate in the UE 5GMM Core Network Capability if the UE supports:
-

Attach in EPC with Request type "Handover" in PDN CONNECTIVITY Request message (TS 23.401 [26],
clause 5.3.2.1).

-

EPC NAS.

-

SMS over NAS.

-

LCS.

5.4.4b

UE 5GSM Core Network Capability handling

The UE 5GSM Core Network Capability is included in PDU Session Establishment Request.
The UE shall indicate in the UE 5GSM Core Network Capability whether the UE supports:
-

"IP", "IPv4", "IPv6", "IPv4v6" or "Ethernet" PDU Session Type;

-

Reflective QoS;

-

Multi-homed IPv6 PDU Session (only if the Requested PDU Type was set to "IPv6" or "IPv4v6").

The 5GSM Core Network Capability is transferred, if needed, from V-SMF to H-SMF at PDU Session Establishment.
The 5GSM Core Network Capability is also included in the PDU Session Modification if the Reflective QoS and/or
Multi-homed IPv6 PDU Session is present, and at inter-system change from EPC to 5GC.
The UE shall provide the UE Integrity Protection Data Rate capability in the 5GSM Capability IE. The UE Integrity
Protection Data Rate capability indicates the maximum data rate up to which the UE can support UP integrity
protection.

5.4.5

DRX (Discontinuous Reception) framework

The 5G System supports DRX architecture which allows Idle mode DRX cycle is negotiated between UE and the AMF.
The Idle mode DRX cycle applies in CM-IDLE state and in CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state.
If the UE wants to use UE specific DRX parameters, the UE shall include its preferred values consistently in every
Initial Registration and Mobility Registration procedure.
The AMF shall determine Accepted DRX parameters based on the received UE specific DRX parameters and the AMF
should accept the UE requested values, but subject to operator policy the AMF may change the UE requested values.
The AMF shall respond to the UE with the Accepted DRX parameters.
For details of DRX parameters, see TS 38.300 [27].
The UE shall apply the DRX cycle broadcast in the cell bv the RAN unless it has received Accepted DRX parameters
from the AMF in which case the UE shall apply either the DRX cycle broadcast in the cell or the Accepted DRX
parameters, as defined in TS 38.304 [50] and TS 36.304 [52].
The Periodic Registration procedure does not change the UE's DRX settings.
In CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state, the UE applies either the DRX cycle negotiated with AMF, or the DRX
cycle broadcast by RAN or the UE specific DRX cycle configured by RAN, as defined in TS 38.300 [27] and
TS 38.304 [50].
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Core Network assistance information for RAN optimization

5.4.6.1

General

Core Network assistance information for RAN aids the RAN to optimize the UE state transition steering and the RAN
paging strategy formulation in RRC Inactive state. The Core Network assistance information includes the information
set, Core Network assisted RAN parameters tuning, which assist RAN optimize the UE RRC state transition and CM
state transition decision. It also includes the information set, Core Network assisted RAN paging information, which
assist RAN to formulate an optimized paging strategy when RAN paging is triggered.

5.4.6.2

Core Network assisted RAN parameters tuning

Core Network assisted RAN parameters tuning aids the RAN to minimize the UE state transitions and achieve optimum
network behaviour. How the RAN uses the CN assistance information is not defined in this specification.
Core Network assisted RAN parameters tuning may be derived by the AMF per UE in the AMF based on collection of
UE behaviour statistics and/or other available information about the expected UE behaviour (such as subscribed DNN,
SUPI ranges, or other information). If the Expected UE Behaviour parameters of the UE is available (as described in
clause 4.15.6.3, TS 23.502 [3]), the AMF may use this information for selecting the CN assisted RAN parameter values.
If the AMF is able to derive the Mobility Pattern of the UE (as described in clause 5.3.4.2), the AMF may take the
Mobility Pattern information into account when selecting the CN assisted RAN parameter values.
The Expected UE Behaviour parameters can be provisioned by external party via the NEF, as described in clause 5.20.
The CN assistance information provides the RAN with a way to understand the UE behaviour for these aspects:
-

"Expected UE activity behavior", i.e. the expected pattern of the UE's changes between CM-CONNECTED
and CM-IDLE states. This may be derived e.g. from the statistical information, or Expected UE Behaviour or
from subscription information;

-

"Expected HO behavior", i.e. the expected interval between inter-RAN handovers. This may be derived by
the AMF e.g. from the Mobility Pattern information;

-

"Expected UE mobility", i.e. whether the UE is expected to be stationary or mobile. This may be derived e.g.
from the statistical information or Expected UE Behaviour parameters or from subscription information;

-

"Expected UE moving trajectory" which may be derived e.g. from the statistical information or Expected UE
Behaviour parameters or from subscription information.

The AMF decides when to send this information to the RAN as "Expected UE Behaviour" carried in N2 request over
the N2 interface (see TS 38.413 [34]).
NOTE:

5.4.6.3

The calculation of the CN assistance information, i.e. the algorithms used and related criteria, and the
decision when it is considered suitable and stable to send to the RAN are vendor specific.

Core Network assisted RAN paging information

Core Network assisted RAN paging information aids the RAN to formulate a RAN paging policy and strategy in RRC
Inactive state, besides the PPI and QoS information associated to the QoS Flows as indicated in clause 5.4.3.
CN assisted RAN paging information may be derived by the AMF per UE and/or per PDU Session based on collection
of UE behaviour statistics and/or other available information about the Expected UE behaviour (such as subscribed
DNN, SUPI ranges, Multimedia priority service), and/or information received from other network functions when
downlink signalling is triggered.
The CN assisted RAN paging information consists of a service priority (values 1 to 256) which provides AN with a way
to understand how important the downlink signalling is. The AMF derives this service priority based on available
information as described above. The method to derive the service priority is implementation depended and can be
controlled by operator.
The Core Network may provide the CN assisted RAN paging information to RAN in different occasions, e.g. during
downlink N1 and N2 message delivery, etc.
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NG-RAN location reporting

NG-RAN supports the NG-RAN location reporting for the services that require accurate cell identification (e.g.
emergency services, lawful intercept, charging) or for the UE mobility event notification service subscribed to the AMF
by other NFs. The NG-RAN location reporting may be used by the AMF when the target UE is in CM-CONNECTED
state.
The AMF may request the NG-RAN location reporting with event reporting type (e.g. UE location or UE presence in
Area of Interest), reporting mode and its related parameters (e.g. number of reporting).
If the AMF requests UE location, the NG-RAN reports the current UE location (or last known UE location with time
stamp if the UE is in RRC Inactive state) based on the requested reporting parameter (e.g. one-time reporting or
continuous reporting).
If the AMF requests UE presence in the Area Of Interest, the NG-RAN reports the UE location and the indication (i.e.
IN, OUT or UNKNOWN) when the NG-RAN determines the change of UE presence in Area Of Interest.
The AMF may re-request the NG-RAN location reporting to the target NG-RAN node after successful handover if
required. In other word, source NG-RAN node doesn't have to transfer the requested NG-RAN location reporting
information to target NG-RAN node.
The detailed procedure for NG-RAN location reporting is described in clause 4.10 of TS 23.502 [3].

5.5

Non-3GPP access specific aspects

5.5.1

Registration Management

The UE shall enter RM-DEREGISTERED state and the AMF shall enter RM-DEREGISTERED state for the UE on
non-3GPP access as follows:
-

at the UE and at the AMF, after performing an Explicit Deregistration procedure;

-

at the AMF, after the Network non-3GPP Implicit Deregistration timer has expired.

-

at the UE, after the UE non-3GPP Deregistration timer has expired.

NOTE:

This is assumed to leave sufficient time to allow the UE to re-activate UP connections for the established
PDU Sessions over 3GPP or non-3GPP access.

Whenever a UE registered over non-3GPP access enters CM-IDLE state for the non-3GPP access, it starts the UE non3GPP Deregistration timer according to the value received from the AMF during a Registration procedure.
Over non-3GPP access, the AMF runs the Network non-3GPP Implicit Deregistration timer. The Network non-3GPP
Implicit Deregistration timer is started with a value longer than the UE's non-3GPP Deregistration timer, whenever the
CM state for the UE registered over non-3GPP access changes to CM-IDLE for the non-3GPP access.
For an UE that is registered over Non-3GPP access, a change of the point of attachment (e.g. change of WLAN AP)
shall not lead the UE to perform a Registration Update procedure.
A UE shall not provide 3GPP-specific parameters (e.g. indicate a preference for MICO mode) during registration over a
non-3GPP access.

5.5.2

Connection Management

A UE that successfully establishes an NWu connection over an Untrusted Non-3GPP access transitions to CMCONNECTED state for the Untrusted Non-3GPP access.
In the case of Untrusted Non-3GPP access to 5GC, the NWu signalling is released either as a result of an Explicit
Deregistration procedure or an AN Release procedure. In addition, the N3IWF may explicitly release the NWu
signalling connection due to NWu connection failure, as determined by the "dead peer detection" mechanism in IKEv2
defined in RFC 7296 [60]. Further details on how NWu connection failure is detected is out of scope of 3GPP
specifications. The release of the NWu signalling connection between the UE and the N3IWF shall be interpreted as
follows:
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-

By the N3IWF as a criterion to release the N2 connection.

-

By the UE as a criterion for the UE to transition to CM-IDLE. A UE registered over non-3GPP access remains in
RM-REGISTERED state, unless the NWu connection release occurs as part of a Deregistration procedure over
non-3GPP access in which case the UE enters the RM-DEREGISTERED state. When the UE in RMREGISTERED transitions to CM-IDLE, the UE non-3GPP Deregistration timer starts running in the UE. The
UE non-3GPP Deregistration timer stops when the UE moves to CM-CONNECTED state or to the RMDEREGISTERED state.

NOTE 1: When moved to CM-IDLE state over one access, the UE can attempt to re-activate UP connections for
the PDU Sessions over other access, per UE policies and depending on the availability of these accesses.
NOTE 2: The release of the NWu at the UE can occur as a result of explicit signalling from the N3IWF, e.g. IKE
INFORMATION EXCHANGE or as a result of the UE detecting NWu connection failure, e.g. as
determined by the "dead peer detection" mechanism in IKEv2 as defined in RFC 7296 [60]. Further
details on how the UE detects NWu connection failure is out of scope of 3GPP specifications.
In the case of Untrusted Non-3GPP access, when the AMF releases the N2 interface, the N3IWF shall release all the
resources associated with the UE including the NWu connection with the UE. A release of the N2 connection by the
AMF shall set the CM state for the UE in the AMF to CM-IDLE.
NOTE 3: It is assumed that a UE configured to receive services from a 5GC over non-3GPP access that is RMDEREGISTERED or CM-IDLE over the non-3GPP access will attempt to establish an NWu connection
and transition to CM-CONNECTED state whenever the UE successfully connects to a non-3GPP access
unless prohibited by the network to make a NWu connection (e.g. due to network congestion).
An UE cannot be paged on Untrusted Non-3GPP access.
When a UE registered simultaneously over a 3GPP access and a non-3GPP access moves all the PDU Sessions to one
of the accesses, whether the UE initiates a Deregistration procedure in the access that has no PDU Sessions is up to the
UE implementation.
Release of PDU Sessions over the non-3GPP access does not imply the release of N2 connection.
When the UE has PDU Sessions routed over the non-3GPP access and the UE state becomes CM-IDLE for the non3GPP access, these PDU Sessions are not released to enable the UE to move the PDU Sessions over the 3GPP access
based on UE policies. The core network maintains the PDU Sessions but deactivates the N3 user plane connection for
such PDU Sessions.

5.5.3
5.5.3.1

UE Reachability
UE reachability in CM-IDLE

An UE cannot be paged over Untrusted Non-3GPP access.
If the UE states in the AMF are CM-IDLE and RM-REGISTERED for the non-3GPP access, there may be PDU
Sessions that were last routed over the non-3GPP access and without user plane resources. If the AMF receives a data
notification with a Non-3GPP Access Type indication from an SMF for a PDU Session corresponding to a UE that is
CM-IDLE for non-3GPP access, and the UE is registered over 3GPP access in the same PLMN as the one registered
over non-3GPP access, a Network Triggered Service Request may be performed over the 3GPP access independently of
whether the UE is CM-IDLE or CM-CONNECTED over the 3GPP access. In this case, the AMF provides an indication
that the procedure is related to pending down link data for non-3GPP access, as specified in clause 5.6.8.
NOTE:

5.5.3.2

The UE behaviour upon such network triggered Service Request is specified in clause 5.6.8.

UE reachability in CM-CONNECTED

For a UE in CM-CONNECTED state:
-

the AMF knows the UE location on a N3IWF node granularity.

-

the N3IWF releases the N2 connection when UE becomes unreachable from N3IWF point of view, i.e. upon
NWu release.
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The 5GC supports a PDU Connectivity Service i.e. a service that provides exchange of PDUs between a UE and a data
network identified by a DNN. The PDU Connectivity Service is supported via PDU Sessions that are established upon
request from the UE.
The Subscription Information for each S-NSSAI may contain multiple DNNs and one default DNN. When the UE does
not provide a DNN in a NAS Message containing PDU Session Establishment Request for a given S-NSSAI, the
serving AMF determines the DNN for the requested PDU Session by selecting the default DNN for this S-NSSAI if a
default DNN is present in the UE's Subscription Information; otherwise the serving AMF selects a locally configured
DNN for this S-NSSAI. If the DNN provided by the UE is not supported by the network and AMF can not select an
SMF by querying NRF, the AMF shall reject the NAS Message containing PDU Session Establishment Request from
the UE with a cause indicating that the DNN is not supported.
Each PDU Session supports a single PDU Session type i.e. supports the exchange of a single type of PDU requested by
the UE at the establishment of the PDU Session. The following PDU Session types are defined: IPv4, IPv6, IPv4v6,
Ethernet, Unstructured.
PDU Sessions are established (upon UE request), modified (upon UE and 5GC request) and released (upon UE and
5GC request) using NAS SM signalling exchanged over N1 between the UE and the SMF. Upon request from an
Application Server, the 5GC is able to trigger a specific application in the UE. When receiving that trigger message, the
UE shall pass it to the identified application in the UE. The identified application in the UE may establish a PDU
Session to a specific DNN, see clause 4.4.5.
SMF may support PDU Sessions for LADN where the access to a DN is only available in a specific LADN service area.
This is further defined in clause 5.6.5.
The SMF is responsible of checking whether the UE requests are compliant with the user subscription. For this purpose,
it retrieves and requests to receive update notifications on SMF level subscription data from the UDM. Such data may
indicate per DNN and per S-NSSAI:
-

The allowed PDU Session Types and the default PDU Session Type.

-

The allowed SSC modes and the default SSC mode.

-

QoS Information (refer to clause 5.7): the subscribed Session-AMBR, Default 5QI and Default ARP.

-

The static IP address/prefix.

-

The subscribed User Plane Security Policy.

-

the Charging Characteristics to be associated with the PDU Session. Whether this information is provided by the
UDM to a SMF in another PLMN (for PDU Sessions in LBO mode) is defined by operator policies in the
UDM/UDR.

NOTE 1: The content of the Charging Characteristics as well as the usage of the Charging Characteristics by the
SMF are defined in TS 32.240 [41].
An UE that is registered over multiple accesses chooses over which access to establish a PDU Session. As defined in
TS 23.503 [45], the HPLMN may send policies to the UE to guide the UE selection of the access over which to
establish a PDU Session.
NOTE 2: In this Release of the specification, at any given time, a PDU Session is routed over only a single access
network.
An UE may request to move a PDU Session between 3GPP and Non 3GPP accesses. The decision to move PDU
Sessions between 3GPP access and Non 3GPP access is made on a per PDU Session basis, i.e. the UE may, at a given
time, have some PDU Sessions using 3GPP access while other PDU Sessions are using Non 3GPP access.
In a PDU Session Establishment Request message sent to the network, the UE shall provide a PDU Session ID. PDU
Session ID is unique per UE and is the identifier used to uniquely identify one of an UE's PDU Sessions. PDU Session
ID shall be stored in the UDM to support handover between 3GPP and non-3GPP access when different PLMNs are
used for the two accesses. The UE may also provide:
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-

A PDU Session Type.

-

S-NSSAI.

-

The DNN (Data Network Name).

-

The SSC mode (Service and Session Continuity mode defined in clause 5.6.9.2).

Table 5.6.1-1: Attributes of a PDU Session
PDU Session attribute
S-NSSAI
DNN (Data Network Name)
PDU Session Type
SSC mode

May be modified later during
the lifetime of the PDU Session
No
No
No
No

Notes
(Note 1) (Note 2)
(Note 1) (Note 2)
(Note 1)
(Note 2)
The semantics of Service and
Session Continuity mode is
defined in clause 5.6.9.2

PDU Session Id
No
User Plane Security
No
(Note 3)
Enforcement information
NOTE 1: If it is not provided by the UE, the network determines the parameter based on default
information received in user subscription. Subscription to different DNN(s) and SNSSAI(s) may correspond to different default SSC modes and different default PDU
Session Types
NOTE 2: S-NSSAI and DNN are used by AMF to select a SMF to handle a new session. Refer to
clause 6.3.2.
NOTE 3: User Plane Security Enforcement information is defined in clause 5.10.3.

Subscription Information may include a wildcard DNN per subscribed S-NSSAI: when a wildcard DNN is associated
with a subscribed S-NSSAI, the subscription allows, for this S-NSSAI, the UE to establish a PDU Session using any
DNN value.
NOTE 3: The SMF is made aware whether the DNN of a PDU Session being established corresponds to an
explicitly subscribed DNN or corresponds to usage of a wildcard subscription. Thus the SMF can reject a
PDU Session establishment if the DNN of the PDU Session is not part of explicitly subscribed DNN(s)
and local policies in the SMF require UE to have a subscription to this DNN.
An UE may establish multiple PDU Sessions, to the same data network or to different data networks, via 3GPP and via
and Non-3GPP access networks at the same time.
An UE may establish multiple PDU Sessions to the same Data Network and served by different UPF terminating N6.
A UE with multiple established PDU Sessions may be served by different SMF.
The SMF shall be registered and deregistered on a per PDU Session granularity in the UDM.
The user plane paths of different PDU Sessions (to the same or to different DNN) belonging to the same UE may be
completely disjoint between the AN and the UPF interfacing with the DN.
NOTE 4: User Plane resources for PDU Sessions of a UE, except for regulatory prioritized service like Emergency
Services and MPS, can be deactivated by the SMF if the UE is only reachable for regulatory prioritized
services.
NOTE 5: The handling if the UE goes out of the SMF service area is not specified in this Release of the
specification.

5.6.2

Interaction between AMF and SMF

The AMF and SMF are separate Network Functions.
N1 related interaction with SMF is as follows:
-

The single N1 termination point is located in AMF. The AMF forwards SM related NAS information to the SMF
based on the PDU Session ID in the NAS message. Further SM NAS exchanges (e.g. SM NAS message
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responses) for N1 NAS signalling received by the AMF over an access (e.g. 3GPP access or non-3GPP access)
are transported over the same access.
-

The serving PLMN ensures that subsequent SM NAS exchanges (e.g. SM NAS message responses) for N1 NAS
signalling received by the AMF over an access (e.g. 3GPP access or non-3GPP access) are transported over the
same access.

-

SMF handles the Session management part of NAS signalling exchanged with the UE.

-

The UE shall only initiate PDU Session Establishment in RM-REGISTERED state.

-

When a SMF has been selected to serve a specific PDU Session, AMF has to ensure that all NAS signalling
related with this PDU Session is handled by the same SMF instance.

-

Upon successful PDU Session Establishment, the AMF and SMF stores the Access Type that the PDU Session is
associated.

N11 related interaction with SMF is as follows:
-

The AMF reports the reachability of the UE based on a subscription from the SMF, including:
-

The UE location information with respect to the area of interest indicated by the SMF.

-

The SMF indicates to AMF when a PDU Session has been released.

-

Upon successful PDU Session Establishment, AMF stores the identification of serving SMF of UE and SMF
stores the identification of serving AMF of UE including the AMF set. When trying to reach the AMF serving
the UE, the SMF may need to apply the behaviour described for "the other CP NFs" in clause 5.21.

N2 related interaction with SMF is as follows:
-

Some N2 signalling (such as handover related signalling) may require the action of both AMF and SMF. In such
case, the AMF is responsible to ensure the coordination between AMF and SMF. The AMF may forward the SM
N2 signalling towards the corresponding SMF based on the PDU Session ID in N2 signalling.

-

SMF shall provide PDU Session Type together with PDU Session ID to NG-RAN, in order to facilitate NGRAN to apply suitable header compression mechanism to packet of different PDU type. Details refer to
TS 38.413 [34].

N3 related interaction with SMF is as follows:
-

Selective activation and deactivation of UP connection of existing PDU Session is defined in clause 5.6.8.

N4 related interaction with SMF is as follows:
-

When it is made aware by the UPF that some DL data has arrived for a UE without downlink N3 tunnel
information, the SMF interacts with the AMF to initiate Network Triggered Service Request procedure. In this
case, if the SMF is aware that the UE is unreachable or if the UE is reachable only for regulatory prioritized
service and the PDU Session is not for regulatory prioritized service, then the SMF shall not inform DL data
notification to the AMF

The AMF is responsible of selecting the SMF per procedures described in clause 6.3.2. For this purpose, it gets
subscription data from the UDM that are defined in that clause. Furthermore, it retrieves the subscribed UE-AMBR
from the UDM to send it to the (R)AN as defined in clause 5.7.2
AMF-SMF interactions to support LADN are defined in clause 5.6.5.
In order to support charging data collection and to fulfill regulatory requirement (in order to provide NPLI - Network
Provided Location Information- as defined in TS 23.228 [15]) related with with the set-up, modification and release of
IMS Voice calls or with SMS transfer the following applies
-

At the time of the PDU Session Establishment, the AMF provides the SMF with the PEI of the UE if the PEI is
available at the AMF.

-

When it forwards UL NAS or N2 signalling to a peer NF (e.g. to SMF or to SMSF) or during the UP connection
activation of a PDU Session, the AMF provides any User Location Information it has received from the 5G-AN
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as well as the Access Type (3GPP - Non 3GPP) of the AN over which it has received the UL NAS or N2
signalling. The AMF also provides the corresponding UE Time Zone. In addition, in order to fulfill regulatory
requirement (i.e. providing Network Provided Location Information (NPLI), as defined in TS 23.228 [15]) when
the access is non-3GPP, the AMF may also provide the last known 3GPP access User Location Information with
its age, if the UE is still attached to the same AMF for 3GPP access (i.e. valid User Location Information).
The User Location Information, the access type and the UE Time Zone may be further provided by SMF to PCF. The
PCF may get this information from the SMF in order to provide NPLI to applications (such as IMS) that have requested
it.
The User Location Information may correspond to
-

In the case of a 3GPP access: a Cell-Id.

-

In the case of non-3GPP access: an UE local IP address (used to reach the N3IWF) and optionally UDP or TCP
source port number (if NAT is detected).

When the SMF receives a request to provide Access Network Information reporting while there is no action to carry out
towards the 5G AN or the UE (e.g. no QoS flow to create / Update / modify), the SMF may request User Location
Information from the AMF;

5.6.3

Roaming

In the case of roaming the 5GC supports following possible deployments scenarios for a PDU Session:
-

"Local Break Out" (LBO) where the SMF and all UPF(s) involved by the PDU Session are under control of the
VPLMN.

-

"Home Routed" (HR) where the PDU Session is supported by a SMF function under control of the HPLMN, by
a SMF function under control of the VPLMN, by at least one UPF under control of the HPLMN and by at least
one UPF under control of the VPLMN. In this case the SMF in HPLMN selects the UPF(s) in the HPLMN and
the SMF in VPLMN selects the UPF(s) in the VPLMN. This is further described in clause 6.3.

NOTE 1: The use of an UPF in the VPLMN e.g. enables VPLMN charging, VPLMN LI and minimizes the impact
on the HPLMN of the UE mobility within the VPLMN (e.g. for scenarios where SSC mode 1 applies).
Different simultaneous PDU Sessions of an UE may use different modes: Home Routed and LBO. The HPLMN can
control via subscription data per DNN and per S-NSSAI whether a PDU Session is to be set-up in HR or in LBO mode.
In the case of PDU Sessions per Home Routed deployment:
-

NAS SM terminates in the SMF in VPLMN.

-

The SMF in VPLMN forwards to the SMF in the HPLMN SM related information.

-

The SMF in the HPLMN receives the SUPI of the UE from the SMF in the VPLMN during the PDU Session
Establishment procedure.

-

The SMF in HPLMN is responsible to check the UE request with regard to the user subscription and to possibly
reject the UE request in the case of mismatch. The SMF in HPLMN obtains subscription data directly from the
UDM.

-

The SMF in HPLMN may send QoS requirements associated with a PDU Session to the SMF in VPLMN. This
may happen during the PDU Session Establishment procedure and after the PDU Session is established. The
interface between SMF in HPLMN and SMF in VPLMN is also able to carry (N9) User Plane forwarding
information exchanged between SMF in HPLMN and SMF in VPLMN. The SMF in the VPLMN may check
QoS requests from the SMF in HPLMN with respect to roaming agreements.

In home routed roaming case, the AMF selects an SMF in the VPLMN and a SMF in the HPLMN as described in
clause 6.3.2 and TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.3.2.2.3.3, and provides the identifier of the selected SMF in the HPLMN to the
selected SMF in the VPLMN.
In roaming with LBO, the AMF selects a SMF in the VPLMN as described in clause 6.3.2 and TS 23.502 [3]
clause 4.3.2.2.3.2. In this case, when handling a PDU Session Establishment Request message, the SMF in the VPLMN
may reject the N11 message (related with the PDU Session Establishment Request message) with a proper N11 cause.
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This triggers the AMF to select both a new SMF in the VPLMN and a SMF in the HPLMN in order to handle the PDU
Session using home routed roaming.

5.6.4
5.6.4.1

Single PDU Session with multiple PDU Session Anchors
General

In order to support selective traffic routing to the DN or to support SSC mode 3 as defined in clause 5.6.9.2.3, the SMF
may control the data path of a PDU Session so that the PDU Session may simultaneously correspond to multiple N6
interfaces. The UPF that terminates each of these interfaces is said to support PDU Session Anchor functionality. Each
PDU Session Anchor supporting a PDU Session provides a different access to the same DN. Further, the PDU Session
Anchor assigned at PDU Session Establishment is associated with the SSC mode of the PDU Session and the additional
PDU Session Anchor(s) assigned within the same PDU Session e.g. for selective traffic routing to the DN are
independent of the SSC mode of the PDU Session.
NOTE:

Selective traffic routing to the DN supports, for example, deployments where some selected traffic is
forwarded on an N6 interface to the DN that is "close" to the AN serving the UE.

This may correspond to
-

The Usage of UL Classifier functionality for a PDU Session defined in clause 5.6.4.2.

-

The Usage of an IPv6 multi-homing for a PDU Session defined in clause 5.6.4.3.

5.6.4.2

Usage of an UL Classifier for a PDU Session

In the case of PDU Sessions of type IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 or Ethernet, the SMF may decide to insert in the data path
of a PDU Session an "UL CL" (Uplink classifier). The UL CL is a functionality supported by an UPF that aims at
diverting (locally) some traffic matching traffic filters provided by the SMF. The insertion and removal of an UL CL is
decided by the SMF and controlled by the SMF using generic N4 and UPF capabilities. The SMF may decide to insert
in the data path of a PDU Session a UPF supporting the UL CL functionality during or after the PDU Session
Establishment, or to remove from the data path of a PDU Session a UPF supporting the UL CL functionality after the
PDU Session Establishment. The SMF may include more than one UPF supporting the UL CL functionality in the data
path of a PDU Session.
The UE is unaware of the traffic diversion by the UL CL, and does not involve in both the insertion and the removal of
UL CL. In the case of a PDU Session of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type, the UE associates the PDU Session with either a
single IPv4 address or a single IPv6 Prefix or both of them allocated by the network.
When an UL CL functionality has been inserted in the data path of a PDU Session, there are multiple PDU Session
Anchors for this PDU Session. These PDU Session Anchors provide different access to the same DN. In the case of a
PDU Session of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type, only one PDU Session Anchor is IP anchor point for the IPv4 address
and/or IPv6 prefix of the PDU Session provided to the UE.
NOTE 0: The mechanisms for packet forwarding on the N6 reference point between the PDU Session Anchor
providing local access and the DN are outside the scope of this specification.
The UL CL provides forwarding of UL traffic towards different PDU Session Anchors and merge of DL traffic to the
UE i.e. merging the traffic from the different PDU Session Anchors on the link towards the UE. This is based on traffic
detection and traffic forwarding rules provided by the SMF.
The UL CL applies filtering rules (e.g. to examine the destination IP address/Prefix of UL IP packets sent by the UE)
and determines how the packet should be routed. The UPF supporting an UL CL may also be controlled by the SMF to
support traffic measurement for charging, traffic replication for LI and bit rate enforcement (Session-AMBR per PDU
Session).
NOTE 1: The UPF supporting an UL CL may also support a PDU Session Anchor for connectivity to the local
access to the data network (including e.g. support of tunnelling or NAT on N6). This is controlled by the
SMF.
Additional UL CLs (and thus additional PDU Session Anchors) can be inserted in the data path of a PDU Session to
create new data paths for the same PDU Session. The way to organize the data path of all UL CLs in a PDU Session is
up to operator configuration and SMF logic and there is only one UPF supporting UL CL connecting to the (R)AN via
N3 interface.
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The insertion of an ULCL in the data path of a PDU Session is depicted in Figure 5.6.4.2-1.
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Figure 5.6.4.2-1 User plane Architecture for the Uplink Classifier
NOTE 2: It is possible for a given UPF to support both the UL CL and the PDU Session Anchor functionalities.

5.6.4.3

Usage of IPv6 multi-homing for a PDU Session

A PDU Session may be associated with multiple IPv6 prefixes. This is referred to as multi-homed PDU Session. The
multi-homed PDU Session provides access to the Data Network via more than one PDU Session Anchor. The different
user plane paths leading to the different PDU Session Anchors branch out at a "common" UPF referred to as a UPF
supporting "Branching Point" functionality. The Branching Point provides forwarding of UL traffic towards the
different PDU Session Anchors and merge of DL traffic to the UE i.e. merging the traffic from the different PDU
Session Anchors on the link towards the UE.
The UPF supporting a Branching Point functionality may also be controlled by the SMF to support traffic measurement
for charging, traffic replication for LI and bit rate enforcement (Session-AMBR per PDU Session). The insertion and
removal of a UPF supporting Branching Point is decided by the SMF and controlled by the SMF using generic N4 and
UPF capabilities. The SMF may decide to insert in the data path of a PDU Session a UPF supporting the Branching
Point functionality during or after the PDU Session Establishment, or to remove from the data path of a PDU Session a
UPF supporting the Branching Point functionality after the PDU Session Establishment.
Multi homing of a PDU Session applies only for PDU Sessions of IPv6 type. When the UE requests a PDU Session of
type "IPv4v6" or "IPv6" the UE also provides an indication to the network whether it supports a Multi-homed IPv6
PDU Session.
The use of multiple IPv6 prefixes in a PDU Session is characterised by the following:
-

The UPF supporting a Branching Point functionality is configured by the SMF to spread the UL traffic between
the IP anchors based on the Source Prefix of the PDU (which may be selected by the UE based on routing
information and preferences received from the network).

-

IETF RFC 4191 [8] is used to configure routing information and preferences into the UE to influence the
selection of the source Prefix.

NOTE 1: This corresponds to Scenario 1 defined in IETF RFC 7157 [7] "IPv6 Multi-homing without Network
Address Translation". This allows to make the Branching Point unaware of the routing tables in the Data
Network and to keep the first hop router function in the IP anchors.
-

The multi-homed PDU Session may be used to support make-before-break service continuity to support SSC
mode 3. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6.4.3-1.

-

The multi-homed PDU Session may also be used to support cases where UE needs to access both a local service
(e.g. local server) and a central service (e.g. the internet), illustrated in Figure 5.6.4.3-2.
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The UE shall use the method specified in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.3.5.3, to determine if a multi-homed PDU
Session is used to support the service continuity case shown in Figure 5.6.4.3-1, or if it is used to support the
local access to DN case shown in Figure 5.6.4.3-2.
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Figure 5.6.4.3-1: Multi-homed PDU Session: service continuity case
NOTE 2: It is possible for a given UPF to support both the Branching Point and the PDU Session Anchor
functionalities.
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Figure 5.6.4.3-2: Multi-homed PDU Session: local access to same DN
NOTE 3: It is possible for a given UPF to support both the Branching Point and the PDU Session Anchor
functionalities.

5.6.5

Support for Local Area Data Network

The access to a DN via a PDU Session for a LADN is only available in a specific LADN service area. A LADN service
area is a set of Tracking Areas. LADN is a service provided by the serving PLMN. It includes:
-

LADN service applies only to 3GPP accesses and does not apply in Home Routed case.

-

The usage of LADN DNN requires an explicit subscription to this DNN or subscription to a wildcard DNN.

-

Whether a DNN corresponds to a LADN service is an attribute of a DNN.

The UE is configured to know whether a DNN is a LADN DNN and association between application and LADN DNN.
NOTE 1: The procedure for configuring the UE (i.e. whether a DNN is a LADN DNN and association between
application and LADN DNN) is not defined in this release of the specifications.
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LADN service area and LADN DNN are configured in the AMF on a per DN basis, i.e. for different UEs accessing the
same LADN, the configured LADN service area is the same regardless of other factors (e.g. UE's Registration Area or
UE subscription).
NOTE 2: If a LADN is not available in any TA of an AMF's service area, the AMF is not required to be configured
with any LADN related information for that DNN.
LADN Information (i.e. LADN Service Area Information and LADN DNN) is provided by AMF to the UE during the
Registration procedure or UE Configuration Update procedure. For each LADN DNN configured in the AMF, the
corresponding LADN Service Area Information includes a set of Tracking Areas that belong to the Registration Area
that the AMF assigns to the UE (i.e. the intersection of the LADN service area and the assigned Registration Area). The
AMF shall not create Registration Area based on the availability of LADNs.
NOTE 3: It is thus possible that the LADN Service Area Information sent by the AMF to the UE contains only a
sub-set of the full LADN service area as the LADN service area can contain TA(s) outside of the
registration area of the UE or outside of the area served by the AMF.
When the UE performs a successful (Re)registration procedure, the AMF may provide to the UE, based on local
configuration (e.g. via OAM) about LADN, on UE location, and on UE subscription information received from the
UDM about subscribed DNN(s), the LADN Information for the list of LADN available to the UE in that Registration
Area in the Registration Accept message. The list of LADN is determined as following:
-

If neither LADN DNN nor an indication of requesting LADN Information is provided in the Registration
Request message, the list of LADN is the LADN DNN(s) in subscribed DNN list except for wildcard DNN.

-

If the UE provides LADN DNN(s) in the Registration Request message, the list of LADN is LADN DNN(s) the
UE requested if the UE subscribed DNN(s) includes the requested LADN DNN or if a wildcard DNN is included
in the UE's subscription data.

NOTE 4: It is assumed that an application can use only one LADN DNN at a time.
-

If the UE provides an indication of requesting LADN Information in the Registration Request message, the list
of LADN is all the LADN DNN(s) configured in the AMF if the wildcard DNN is subscribed, or the LADN
DNN(s) which is in subscribed DNN list and no wildcard DNN is subscribed.

During the subsequent Registration Update procedure, if the network does not provide LADN Information for a DNN,
the UE deletes any LADN Information for that DNN.
When the LADN Information for the UE in the 5GC is changed, the AMF shall update LADN Information to the UE
through UE Configuration Update/Registration procedure as described in clause 4.2.4/4.2.2.2.2 in TS 23.502 [3].
When receiving PDU Session Establishment with LADN DNN or Service Request with the established PDU Session
corresponding to LADN, the AMF determines UE presence in LADN service area and forwards it to the SMF if the
requested DNN is configured at the AMF as a LADN DNN.
Based on the LADN Service Area Information in the UE, the UE determines whether it is in or out of a LADN service
area. If the UE does not have the LADN Service Area Information for a LADN DNN, the UE shall consider it is out of
the LADN service area.
The UE takes actions as follows:
a) When the UE is out of a LADN service area, the UE:
-

shall not request to activate UP connection of a PDU Session for this LADN DNN;

-

shall not establish/modify a PDU Session for this LADN DNN;

-

need not release any existing PDU Session for this LADN DNN unless UE receives explicit SM PDU
Session Release Request message from the network.

b) When the UE is in a LADN service area, the UE:
-

may request a PDU Session Establishment/Modification for this LADN DNN;

-

may request to activate UP connection of the existing PDU Session for this LADN DNN.
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The SMF supporting a DNN is configured with information about whether this DNN is a LADN DNN or not.
When receiving SM request corresponding an LADN from the AMF, the SMF determines whether the UE is inside
LADN service area based on the indication (i.e. UE Presence in LADN service area) received from the AMF. If the
SMF does not receives the indication, the SMF considers that the UE is outside of the LADN service area. The SMF
shall reject the request if the UE is outside of the LADN service area.
The SMF subscribes to "UE mobility event notification" for reporting UE presence in Area of Interest by providing
LADN DNN to the AMF as described in clauses 5.6.11 and 5.3.4.4.Based on the notification about the UE presence in
LADN service area notified by AMF (i.e. IN, OUT, UNKNOWN), the SMF takes actions as follows based on
operator's policy:
a) When SMF is informed that the UE presence in a LADN service area is OUT, the SMF shall:
-

release the PDU Session immediately; or

-

deactivate the user plane connection for the PDU Session with maintaining the PDU Session and ensure the
Downlink Data Notification is disabled and the SMF may release the PDU Session if the SMF is not
informed that the UE moves into the LADN service area after a period.

b) When SMF is informed that the UE presence a LADN service area is IN, the SMF shall:
-

ensure that Downlink Data Notification is enabled.

-

trigger the Network triggered Service Request procedure for a LADN PDU Session to active the UP
connection when the SMF receives downlink data or Data Notification from UPF.

c) When the SMF is informed that the UE presence in a LADN service area is UNKNOWN, the SMF may:
-

ensure that Downlink Data Notification is enabled.

-

trigger the Network triggered Service Request procedure for a LADN PDU Session to active the UP
connection when the SMF receives downlink data or Data Notification from UPF.

5.6.6

Secondary authentication/authorization by a DN-AAA server during
the establishment of a PDU Session

At PDU Session Establishment to a DN:
-

The DN-specific identity (TS 33.501 [29]) of a UE may be authenticated/authorized by the DN.

NOTE 1: the DN-AAA server may belong to the 5GC or to the DN.
-

If the UE provides authentication/authorization information corresponding to a DN-specific identity during the
Establishment of the PDU Session, and the SMF determines that authentication/authorization of the PDU
Session Establishment is required based on the SMF policy associated with the DN, the SMF passes the
authentication/authorization information of the UE to the DN-AAA server via the UPF if the DN-AAA server is
located in the DN. If the SMF determines that authentication of the PDU Session Establishment is required but
the UE has not provided authentication/authorization information, then the SMF rejects the PDU Session
Establishment.

NOTE 2: If the DN-AAA server is located in the 5GC and reachable directly, then the SMF may communicate with
it directly without involving the UPF.
-

The DN-AAA server may authenticate/authorize the PDU Session Establishment.

-

When DN-AAA server authorizes the PDU Session Establishment, it may send DN authorization data for the
established PDU Session to the SMF. The DN authorization data for the established PDU Session may include
one or more of the following:
-

a reference to a locally configured authorization data in the SMF.

-

a DN profile index to retrieve the SM or QoS policy from the PCF.

-

a list of allowed MAC addresses for the PDU Session; this shall apply only for PDU Session of Ethernet
PDU type and is further described in clause 5.6.10.2.
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-

a list of allowed VIDs for the PDU Session; this shall apply only for PDU Session of Ethernet PDU type and
is further described in clause 5.6.10.2.

-

PDU-Session AMBR for the PDU Session.

SMF policies may require DN authorization without DN authentication. In that case, when contacting the DN-AAA
server for authorization, the SMF provides the GPSI of the UE if available.
Such DN authentication and/or authorization takes place for the purpose of PDU Session authorization in addition to:
-

The 5GC access authentication handled by AMF and described in clause 5.2.

-

The PDU Session authorization enforced by SMF with regard to subscription data retrieved from UDM.

Based on local policies the SMF may initiate DN authentication and/or authorization at PDU Session Establishment.
The UE provides information required to support user authentication by the DN over NAS SM.
NOTE 3: The way for the UE to acquire such information is not defined.
When SMF adds a PDU Session Anchor (such as defined in clause 5.6.4) to a PDU Session DN authentication and / or
authorization is not carried out, but SMF policies may require SMF to notify the DN when a new prefix or address has
been added to or removed from a PDU Session or N6 traffic routing information has been changed for a PDU Session.
When SMF gets notified from UPF with the addition or removal of MAC addresses to/from a PDU Session, the SMF
policies may require SMF to notify the DN.
Indication of PDU Session Establishment rejection is transferred by SMF to the UE via NAS SM.
If the DN-AAA sends DN authorization data for the established PDU Session to the SMF and dynamic PCC applies to
the PDU Session, the SMF requests the PCF to validate the DN authorization data for the established PDU Session. If
the DN-AAA does not send DN authorization data for the established PDU Session, the SMF may use locally
configured information.
At any time, a DN-AAA server may revoke the authorization for a PDU Session or update DN authorization data for a
PDU Session. According to the request from DN-AAA server, the SMF may release or update the PDU Session.
At any time, a DN-AAA server or SMF may trigger Secondary Re-authentication procedure for a PDU Session
established with Secondary Authentication as specified in clause 11.1.3 in TS 33.501 [29].

5.6.7

Application Function influence on traffic routing

The content of this clause applies to non-roaming and to LBO deployments i.e. to cases where the involved entities (AF,
PCF, SMF, UPF) belong to the VPLMN or AF belongs to a third party with which the VPLMN has an agreement. AF
influence on traffic routing does not apply in the case of Home Routed deployments. PCF shall not apply AF requests
targeting "all users" to PDU Sessions established in Home Routed mode.
An AF may send requests to influence SMF routeing decisions for traffic of PDU Session. The AF requests may
influence UPF (re)selection and allow routeing user traffic to a local access to a Data Network (identified by a DNAI)
The AF may issue requests on behalf of applications not owned by the PLMN serving the UE.
If the operator does not allow an AF to access the network directly, the AF shall use the NEF to interact with the 5GC,
as described in clause 6.2.10.
The AF may be in charge of the (re)selection or relocation of the applications within the local DN. Such functionality is
not defined. For this purpose, the AF may request to get notified about events related with PDU Sessions.
The AF requests are sent to the PCF via N5 (in the case of requests targeting specific on-going PDU Sessions of
individual UE(s), for an AF allowed to interact directly with the 5GC NFs) or via the NEF. The AF requests that target
existing or future PDU Sessions of multiple UE(s) or of any UE are sent via the NEF and may target multiple PCF(s), as
described in clause 6.3.7.2. The PCF(s) transform(s) the AF requests into policies that apply to PDU Sessions. When the
AF has subscribed to UP path management event notifications from SMF(s) (including notifications on how to reach a
GPSI over N6), such notifications are sent either directly to the AF or via an NEF (without involving the PCF).For AF
interacting with PCF directly or via NEF, the AF requests may contain the information as described in the Table 5.6.71:
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Table 5.6.7-1: Information element contained in AF request
Information Name
Traffic Description

Potential Locations of
Applications
Target UE Identifier(s)

Spatial Validity Condition

AF transaction identifier
Traffic Routing
requirements
Application Relocation
Possibility

Temporal Validity
Condition
Notification Type

Applicable for PCF or NEF
Defines the target traffic to be
influenced, represented by the
combination of DNN and
optionally S-NSSAI, and
application identifier or traffic
filtering information.
Indicates potential locations of
applications, represented by a
list of DNAI(s).
Indicates the UE(s) that the
request is targeting, i.e. an
individual UE, a group of UE
represented by Internal Group
Identifier, or any UE accessing
the combination of DNN, SNSSAI and DNAI(s).
Indicates that the request
applies only to the traffic of
UE(s) located in the specified
location, represented by areas
of validity.
The AF transaction identifier
refers to the AF request.
N6 traffic routing information
corresponding to each DNAI.
Indicates whether an
application can be relocated
once a location of the
application is selected by the
5GC.
Time interval(s) or duration(s).

Applicable for NEF only
The target traffic can be
represented by AF-ServiceIdentifier, instead of combination
of DNN and optionally S-NSSAI.

Category
Mandatory

The potential locations of
applications can be represented
by AF-Service-Identifier.
GPSI can be applied to identify
the individual UE, or External
Group Identifier can be applied to
identify a group of UE.

Conditional
(NOTE 1)

Mandatory

The specified location can be
represented by a list of
geographic zone identifier(s).

Optional

N/A

Mandatory

N/A

Optional

N/A

Optional

N/A

Optional

Indicates whether the type of
N/A
Optional
AF subscription to notification is
for early notification and/or for
late notification.
NOTE 1: The potential locations of applications and traffic routing requirements may be absent only if the request is
for subscription to notifications about UP path management events only.

For each information element mentioned above in the AF request, the detailed description is as follows:
1) Information to identify the traffic. The traffic can be identified in the AF request by
-

-

Either a DNN and possibly slicing information (S-NSSAI) or an AF-Service-Identifier
-

When the AF provides an AF-Service-Identifier i.e. an identifier of the service on behalf of which the AF
is issuing the request, the 5G Core maps this identifier into a target DNN and slicing information (SNSSAI)

-

When the NEF processes the AF request the AF-Service-Identifier may be used to authorize the AF
request.

an application identifier or traffic filtering information (e.g. 5 Tuple). The application identifier refers to an
application handling UP traffic and is used by the UPF to detect the traffic of the application

When the AF request is for influencing SMF routing decisions, the information is to identify the traffic to be
routed.
When the AF request is for subscription to notifications about UP path management events, the information is to
identify the traffic that the events relate to.
2) Information about the N6 traffic routing requirements for traffic identified as defined in 1). This is provided
implicitly by reference, in the form of a list of routing profile IDs, corresponding each to a DNAI, if the details
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of the N6 routing requirements are preconfigured in the 5GC. Otherwise, it is provided explicitly by value, in the
form of a list of DNAIs and associated N6 traffic routing information. Based on the information about the N6
traffic routing requirements the PCF determines traffic steering policy IDs sent to SMF that each corresponds to
a steering behaviour which is preconfigured on the SMF or UPF.
NOTE 1: The N6 traffic routing requirements are related to the mechanism enabling traffic steering in the local
access to the DN. They are expected to correspond to local rules configured in the UPFs in order to
support traffic steering. The routing profile IDs refer to a pre-agreed policy between the AF and the 5GC.
This policy may refer to different steering policy ID(s) sent to SMF and e.g. based on time of the day etc.
NOTE 2: The mechanisms enabling traffic steering in the local access to the DN are not defined.
3) Potential locations of applications towards which the traffic routing should apply. The potential location of
application is expressed as a list of DNAI(s). If the AF interacts with the PCF via the NEF, the NEF may map
the AF-Service-Identifier information to a list of DNAI(s). The DNAI(s) may be used for UPF (re)selection.
4) Information on the UE(s). This may correspond to:
-

Individual UEs identified using GPSI, or an IP address/Prefix or a MAC address.

-

groups of UEs identified by an External Group Identifier as defined in TS 23.682 [36] when the AF interacts
via the NEF, or Internal-Group Identifier (see clause 5.9.7) when the AF interacts directly with the PCF.

-

any UE accessing the combination of DNN, S-NSSAI and DNAI(s).
When the PDU Session type is IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6, and the AF provides an IP address and/or an IP
Prefix, or when the PDU Session type is Ethernet and the AF provides a MAC address, this allows the PCF
to identify the PDU Session for which this request applies and the AF request applies only to that specific
PDU Session of the UE. In this case, additional information such as the UE identity may also be provided to
help the PCF to identify the correct PDU Session.
Otherwise the request targets multiple UE(s) and shall apply to any existing or future PDU Sessions that
match the parameters in the AF request.
When the AF request targets an individual UE and GPSI is provided within the AF request, the GPSI is
mapped to SUPI according to the subscription information received from UDM.
When the AF request targets any UE or a group of UE, the AF request is likely to influence multiple PDU
Sessions possibly served by multiple SMFs and PCFs.
When the AF request targets a group of UE it provides one or several group identifiers in its request. The
group identifiers provided by the AF are mapped to Internal-Group identifiers. Members of the group have
this Group Identifier in their subscription. The Internal-Group Identifier is stored in UDM, retrieved by SMF
from UDM and passed by SMF to PCF at PDU Session set-up. The PCF can then map the AF requests with
user subscription and determine whether an AF request targeting a Group of users applies to a PDU Session.

When the AF request is for influencing SMF routing decisions, the information is to identify UE(s) whose traffic
is to be routed.
When the AF request is for subscription to notifications about UP path management events, the information is to
identify UE(s) whose traffic the events relate to.
5) Indication of application relocation possibility. This indicates whether an application can be relocated once a
location of the application is selected by the 5GC. If application relocation is not possible, the 5GC shall ensure
that for the traffic related with an application, no DNAI change takes place once selected for this application.
6) Temporal validity condition. This is provided in the form of time interval(s) or duration(s) during which the AF
request is to be applied.
When the AF request is for influencing SMF routing decisions, the temporal validity condition indicates when
the traffic routing is to apply.
When the AF request is for subscription to notifications about UP path management events, the temporal validity
condition indicates when the notifications are to be generated.
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7) Spatial validity condition on the UE(s).location. This is provided in the form of validity area(s). If the AF
interacts with the PCF via the NEF, it may provide a list of geographic zone identifier(s) and the NEF maps the
information to areas of validity based on pre-configuration. The PCF in turn determines area(s) of interest based
on validity area(s).
When the AF request is for influencing SMF routing decisions, the spatial validity condition indicates that the
request applies only to the traffic of UE(s) located in the specified location.
When the AF request is for subscription to notifications about UP path management events, the spatial validity
condition indicates that the subscription applies only to the traffic of UE(s) located in the specified location.
8) Type of notifications regarding UP path management events.
The AF subscription can be for early notification and/or late notification. In the case of a subscription for early
notification, the SMF sends the notification before the UP path is configured. In the case of a subscription for
late notification, the SMF sends the notification after the UP path is configured.
The AF subscription can request to receive information associating the GPSI with the IP address(es) of the UE
and/or with actual N6 traffic routing to be used to reach the UE on the PDU Session; in this case the
corresponding information is sent by SMF regardless of whether a DNAI applies to the PDU Session.
9) An AF transaction identifier referring to the AF request. This allows the AF to update or remove the AF request
and to identify corresponding UP path management event notifications when the notifications include the AF
transaction identifier. The AF transaction identifier is generated by the AF.
When the AF interacts with the PCF via the NEF, the NEF maps the AF transaction identifier to an AF
transaction internal identifier, which is generated by the NEF and used within the 5GC to identify the
information associated to the AF request. The NEF maintains the mapping between the AF transaction identifier
and the AF transaction internal identifier. The relation between the two identifiers is implementation specific.
When the AF interacts with the PCF directly, the AF transaction identifier provided by the AF is used as AF
transaction internal identifier within the 5GC.
An AF may send requests to influence SMF routeing decisions, for event subscription or for both.
The AF may subscribe to notifications about UP path management events, e.g., when the request becomes active or
inactive, or when a change of DNAI occurs for the PDU Session. The corresponding notification about a change from
source DNAI (or no DNAI) to target DNAI (or no DNAI) sent by the SMF to the AF includes the AF transaction
internal identifier, the type of notification (i.e. early notification or late notification), the Identity of the source and/or
target DNAI, the IP address/prefix of the UE or the MAC address used by the UE, the GPSI and the N6 traffic routing
information related to the 5GC UP. The UE identity information and the N6 routing information related to the 5GC UP
are optional if the PDU Session type is IP/Ethernet but mandatory if explicitly requested by the AF.
In the case of IP PDU Session Type, the IP address/prefix of the UE together with N6 traffic routing information
indicates to the AF how to reach over the User Plane the UE identified by its GPSI. N6 traffic routing information
indicates any tunnelling that may be used over N6. The nature of this information depends on the deployment.
NOTE 3: N6 traffic routing information can e.g. correspond to the identifier of a VPN or to explicit tunnelling
information such as a tunnelling protocol identifier together with a Tunnel identifier.
NOTE 4: In case of Unstructured PDU Session type the nature of the N6 traffic routing information related to the
5GC UP is described in clause 5.6.10.3.
In the case of Ethernt PDU Session Type, the MAC address of the UE together with N6 traffic routing information
indicates to the AF how to reach over the User Plane the UE identified by its GPSI.
When notifications about UP path management events are sent to the AF via the NEF, if required, the NEF maps the UE
identify information, e.g. SUPI, to the GPSI and the AF transaction internal identifier to the AF transaction identifier
before sending the notifications to the AF.
The PCF authorizes the request received from the AF based on information received from the AF, operator's policy, etc.
and determines the traffic steering policy. The traffic steering policy indicates the list of suitable traffic steering policy
IDs configured in SMF and if the N6 routing information associated to the application is explicitly provided by the AF,
the N6 routing information. The traffic steering policy IDs are related to the mechanism enabling traffic steering to the
DN.
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The DNAIs are related to the information considered by SMF for UPF selection, e.g. for diverting (locally) some traffic
matching traffic filters provided by the PCF.
The PCF acknowledges the request to the AF or to the NEF.
For PDU Session that corresponds to the AF request, the PCF provides the SMF with PCC rules that are generated
based on the AF request and taking into account UE location presence in area of interest (i.e. Presence Reporting Area).
The PCC rules may contain the AF transaction internal identifier, information to identify the traffic and/or information
about the DNAI(s) towards which the traffic routing should apply and/or indication of application relocation possibility
and/or a list of traffic steering policy IDs and/or information on AF subscription to SMF events (type of notifications).
If the N6 routing information associated to the application is explicitly provided in the AF request, the PCF also
provides the N6 routing information to the SMF as part of PCC rules. This is done by providing policies at PDU
Session set-up or by initiating a PDU Session Modification procedure. When initiating a PDU Session set-up or PDU
Session Modification procedure, the PCF considers the latest known UE location to determine the PCC rules provided
to the SMF. The PCF evaluates the temporal validity condition of the AF request and informs the SMF to activate or
deactivate the corresponding PCC rules according to the evaluation result. When policies specific to the PDU Session
and policies general to multiple PDU Sessions exist, the PCF gives precedence to the PDU Session specific policies
over the general policies.
The spatial validity condition is resolved at the PCF. In order to do that, the PCF subscribes to the SMF to receive
notifications about change of UE location in an area of interest (i.e. Presence Reporting Area). The subscribed area of
interest may be the same as spatial validity condition, or may be a subset of the spatial validity condition (e.g. a list of
TAs) based on the latest known UE location. When the SMF detects that UE entered the area of interest subscribed by
the PCF, the SMF notifies the PCF and the PCF provides to the SMF the PCC rules described above by triggering a
PDU Session Modification. When the SMF becomes aware that the UE left the area subscribed by the PCF, the SMF
notifies the PCF and the PCF provides updated PCC rules by triggering a PDU Session Modification. SMF notifications
to the PCF about UE location in or out of the subscribed area of interest are triggered by UE location change
notifications received from the AMF or by UE location information received during a Service Request or Handover
procedure.
When the PCC rules are activated, the SMF may, based on local policies, take the information in the PCC rules into
account to:
-

(re)select UPF(s) for PDU Sessions. The SMF is responsible for handling the mapping between the UE location
(TAI / Cell-Id) and DNAI(s) associated with UPF and applications and of the selection of the UPF(s) that serve a
PDU Session. This is described in clause 6.3.3.

-

activate mechanisms for traffic multi-homing or enforcement of an UL Classifier (UL CL). Such mechanisms
are defined in clause 5.6.4. This may include providing the UPF with traffic forwarding (e.g. break-out) rules
and the associated N6 routing information if the N6 routing information is part of the PCC rules. In the case of
UP path reselection, the SMF may configure the source UPF to forward traffic to the UL CL/BP so that the
traffic is steered towards the target UPF.

-

inform the AF of the (re)selection of the UP path (change of DNAI).

5.6.8

Selective activation and deactivation of UP connection of existing
PDU Session

This clause applies to the case when a UE has established multiple PDU Sessions. The activation of a UP connection of
an existing PDU Session causes the activation of its UE-CN User Plane connection (i.e. data radio bearer and N3
tunnel).
For the UE in the CM-IDLE state in 3GPP access, either UE or Network-Triggered Service Request procedure may
support independent activation of UP connection of existing PDU Session. For the UE in the CM-IDLE state in non3GPP access, UE-Triggered Service Request procedure allows the re-activation of UP connection of existing PDU
Sessions, and may support independent activation of UP connection of existing PDU Session.
A UE in the CM-CONNECTED state invokes a Service Request (see TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.3.2) procedure to request
the independent activation of the UP connection of existing PDU Sessions.
Network Triggered re-activation of UP connection of existing PDU Sessions is handled as follows:
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If the UE CM state in the AMF is already CM-CONNECTED on the access (3GPP, non-3GPP) associated to the
PDU Session in the SMF, the network may re-activate the UP connection of a PDU Session using a Network
Initiated Service Request procedure.

Otherwise:
-

If the UE is registered in both 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses and the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-IDLE in
non-3GPP access, the UE can be paged or notified through the 3GPP access for a PDU Session associated in the
SMF (i.e. last routed) to the non-3GPP access:
-

If the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-IDLE in 3GPP access, the paging message may include the access
type associated with the PDU Session in the SMF. The UE, upon reception of the paging message containing
an access type, shall reply to the 5GC via the 3GPP access using the NAS Service Request message, which
shall contain the list of PDU Sessions associated with the received access type and whose UP connections
can be re-activated over 3GPP (i.e. the list does not contain the PDU Sessions whose UP connections cannot
be re-activated on 3GPP based on UE policies and whether the S-NSSAIs of these PDU Sessions are within
the Allowed NSSAI for 3GPP access). If the PDU Session for which the UE has been paged is in the list of
the PDU Sessions provided in the NAS Service Request, the 5GC shall re-activate the PDU Session UP
connection over 3GPP access;

-

If the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-CONNECTED in 3GPP access, the notification message shall include
the non-3GPP Access Type. The UE, upon reception of the notification message, shall reply to the 5GC via
the 3GPP access using the NAS Service Request message, which shall contain the List of Allowed PDU
Sessions that can be re-activated over 3GPP or an empty List of Allowed PDU Sessions if no PDU Sessions
are allowed to be re-activated over 3GPP access.

NOTE:
-

A UE that is in a coverage of a non-3GPP access and has PDU Session(s) that are associated in the UE
(i.e. last routed) to non-3GPP access, is assumed to attempt to connect to it without the need to be paged.

If the UE is registered in both 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses served by the same AMF and the UE CM state in
the AMF is CM-IDLE in 3GPP access and is in CM-CONNECTED in non 3GPP access, the UE can be notified
through the non-3GPP for a PDU Session associated in the SMF (i.e. last routed) to the 3GPP access. The
notification message shall include the 3GPP Access Type. Upon reception of the notification message, when
3GPP access is available, the UE shall reply to the 5GC via the 3GPP access using the NAS Service Request
message.

The deactivation of the UP connection of an existing PDU Session causes the corresponding data radio bearer and N3
tunnel to be deactivated. The UP connection of different PDU Sessions can be deactivated independently when a UE is
in CM-CONNECTED state in 3GPP access or non-3GPP access.

5.6.9
5.6.9.1

Session and Service Continuity
General

The support for session and service continuity in 5G System architecture enables to address the various continuity
requirements of different applications/services for the UE. The 5G System supports different session and service
continuity (SSC) modes defined in this clause. The SSC mode associated with a PDU Session does not change during
the lifetime of a PDU Session. The following three modes are specified with further details provided in the next clause:
-

With SSC mode 1, the network preserves the connectivity service provided to the UE. For the case of PDU
Session of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type, the IP address is preserved.

-

With SSC mode 2, the network may release the connectivity service delivered to the UE and release the
corresponding PDU Session. For the case of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type, the network may release IP
address(es) that had been allocated to the UE.

-

With SSC mode 3, changes to the user plane can be visible to the UE, while the network ensures that the UE
suffers no loss of connectivity. A connection through new PDU Session Anchor point is established before the
previous connection is terminated in order to allow for better service continuity. For the case of IPv4 or IPv6 or
IPv4v6 type, the IP address is not preserved in this mode when the PDU Session Anchor changes.

NOTE:

In this Release of the specification, the addition/removal procedure of additional PDU Session Anchor in
a PDU Session for local access to a DN is independent from the SSC mode of the PDU Session.
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SSC mode
SSC Mode 1

For a PDU Session of SSC mode 1, the UPF acting as PDU Session Anchor at the establishment of the PDU Session is
maintained regardless of the access technology (e.g. Access Type and cells) a UE is successively using to access the
network.
In the case of a PDU Session of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type, IP continuity is supported regardless of UE mobility
events.
In this Release of the specification, when IPv6 multihoming or UL CL applies to a PDU Session of in SSC mode 1, and
the network allocates (based on local policies) additional PDU Session Anchors to such a PDU Session, these additional
PDU Session Anchors may be released or allocated, and the UE does not expect that the additional IPv6 prefix is
maintained during the lifetime of PDU Session.
SSC mode 1 may apply to any PDU Session type and to any access type.

5.6.9.2.2

SSC Mode 2

If a PDU Session of SSC mode 2 has a single PDU Session Anchor, the network may trigger the release of the PDU
Session and instruct the UE to establish a new PDU Session to the same data network immediately. The trigger
condition depends on operator policy e.g. request from Application Function, based on load status, etc. At establishment
of the new PDU Session, a new UPF acting as PDU Session Anchor can be selected.
Otherwise, if a PDU Session of SSC mode 2 has multiple PDU Session Anchors (i.e. in the case of multi-homed PDU
Sessions or in the case that UL CL applies to a PDU Session of SSC mode 2), the additional PDU Session Anchors may
be released or allocated.
SSC mode 2 may apply to any PDU Session type and to any access type.
NOTE:

5.6.9.2.3

In UL CL mode, the UE is not involved in PDU Session Anchor re-allocation, so that the existence of
multiple PDU Session Anchors is not visible to the UE.

SSC Mode 3

For PDU Session of SSC mode 3, the network allows the establishment of UE connectivity via a new PDU Session
Anchor to the same data network before connectivity between the UE and the previous PDU Session Anchor is
released. When trigger conditions apply, the network decides whether to select a PDU Session Anchor UPF suitable for
the UE's new conditions (e.g. point of attachment to the network).
In this Release of specification, SSC mode 3 only applies to IP PDU Session type and to any access type.
In the case of a PDU Session of IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type, during the procedure of change of PDU Session Anchor,
the following applies:
a. For a PDU Session of IPv6 type, the new IP prefix anchored on the new PDU Session Anchor may be allocated
within the same PDU Session (relying on IPv6 multi-homing specified in clause 5.6.4.3), or
b. The new IP address and/or IP prefix may be allocated within a new PDU Session that the UE is triggered to
establish.
After the new IP address/prefix has been allocated, the old IP address/prefix is maintained during some time indicated
to the UE via NAS signalling (as described in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.3.5.2) or via Router Advertisement (as described
in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.3.5.3) and then released.
If a PDU Session of SSC mode 3 has multiple PDU Session Anchors (i.e., in the case of multi-homed PDU Sessions or
in the case that UL CL applies to a PDU Session of SSC mode 3), the additional PDU Session Anchors may be released
or allocated.

5.6.9.3

SSC mode selection

The SSC mode selection policy shall be used to determine the type of session and service continuity mode associated
with an application or group of applications for the UE.
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It shall be possible for the operator to provision the UE with SSC mode selection policy. This policy includes one or
more SSC mode selection policy rules which can be used by the UE to determine the type of SSC mode associated with
an application or group of applications. The policy may include a default SSC mode selection policy rule that matches
all applications of the UE.
When an application requests data transmission (e.g. opens a network socket) and the application itself does not indicate
the required SSC mode, the UE determines the SSC mode associated with this application by using the SSC mode
selection policy. In addition, the following behaviour applies for the UE and network:
a) If the UE has already an established PDU Session that matches the SSC mode associated with the application,
then the UE routes the data of the application within this PDU Session unless other conditions in the UE do not
permit the use of this PDU Session. Otherwise, the UE requests PDU Session Establishment for a new PDU
Session with an SSC mode that matches the SSC mode associated with the application.
b) The SSC mode associated with the application is either the SSC mode included in a non-default SSCMSP rule
that matches the application or the SSC mode included in the default SSC mode selection policy rule, if present.
If the SSCMSP does not include a default SSCMP rule and no other rule matches the application, then the UE
requests the PDU Session without providing the SSC mode. In this case, the network determines the SSC mode
of the PDU Session.
The SSC mode selection policy rules provided to the UE can be updated by the operator.
The SMF receives from the UDM the list of supported SSC modes and the default SSC mode per DNN per S-NSSAI as
part of the subscription information.
If a UE provides an SSC mode when requesting a new PDU Session, the SMF selects the SSC mode by either accepting
the requested SSC mode or rejecting the PDU Session Establishment Request message with the cause value and the
SSC mode(s) allowed to be used back to UE based on the PDU Session type, subscription and/or local configuration.
Based on that cause value and the SSC mode(s) allowed to be used, the UE may re-attempt to request the establishment
of that PDU Session with the SSC mode allowed to be used or using another URSP rule.
If a UE does not provide an SSC mode when requesting a new PDU Session, then the SMF selects the default SSC
mode for the data network listed in the subscription or applies local configuration to select the SSC mode.
SSC mode 1 shall be assigned to the PDU Session when static IP address/prefix is allocated to the PDU Session based
on the static IP address/prefix subscription for the DNN and S-NSSAI. The SMF shall inform the UE of the selected
SSC mode for a PDU Session.
The UE shall not request and the network shall not assign SSC mode 3 for the PDU Session of Unstructured type or
Ethernet type.

5.6.10
5.6.10.1

Specific aspects of different PDU Session types
Support of IP PDU Session type

The IP address allocation is defined in clause 5.8.1
The UE may acquire following configuration information from the SMF, during the lifetime of a PDU Session:
-

Address(es) of P-CSCF(s).

-

Address(es) of DNS server(s).

-

the GPSI of the UE.

The UE may acquire from the SMF, at PDU Session Establishment, the MTU that the UE shall consider.
The UE may provide following information to the SMF during the lifetime of a PDU Session:
-

an indication of the support of P-CSCF re-selection based on procedures specified in TS 24.229 [62] (clauses
B.2.2.1C and L.2.2.1C).

-

PS data off status of the UE.
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Support of Ethernet PDU Session type

For a PDU Session set up with the Ethernet PDU Session type, the SMF and the UPF acting as PDU Session Anchor
(PSA) can support specific behaviours related with the fact the PDU Session carries Ethernet frames.
Depending on operator configuration related with the DNN, different configurations for how Ethernet traffic is handled
on N6 may apply, for example:
-

Configurations with a 1-1 relationship between a PDU Session and a N6 interface possibly corresponding to a
dedicated tunnel established over N6. In this case the UPF acting as PSA transparently forwards Ethernet frames
between the PDU Session and its corresponding N6 interface, and it does not need to be aware of MAC
addresses used by the UE in order to route down-link traffic.

-

Configurations, where more than one PDU Session to the same DNN (e.g. for more than one UE) corresponds to
the same N6 interface. In this case the PSA needs to be aware of MAC addresses used by the UE in the PDU
Session in order to map down-link Ethernet frames received over N6 to the appropriate PDU Session.

NOTE 1: The "MAC addresses used by the UE" correspond to any MAC address used by the UE or any device
locally connected to the UE and using the PDU Session to communicate with the DN.
Based on operator configuration, the SMF may request the UPF acting as the PDU Session Anchor to proxy ARP/IPv6
Neighbour Solicitation or to redirect the ARP traffic from the UPF to the SMF.
NOTE 2: Proxying ARP/ND assumes the devices behind the UE acquire their IP address via inband mechanisms
that the SMF/UPF can detect.
Ethernet Preamble and Start of Frame delimiter are not sent over 5GS:
-

For UL traffic the UE strips the preamble and frame check sequence (FCS) from the Ethernet frame.

-

For DL traffic the PDU Session Anchor strips the preamble and frame check sequence (FCS) from the Ethernet
frame.

Neither a MAC nor an IP address is allocated by the 5GC to the UE for a PDU Session.
The PSA shall store the MAC addresses and if present, the corresponding VLAN ID(s), received from the UE, and
associate those with the appropriate PDU Session.
The UPF shall be able remove or reinsert VLAN tags on N6 interface for downlink and uplink frames, respectively, as
requested by the SMF. This shall not apply to VLAN tags sent by and received from the UE.
The UE may acquire from the SMF, at PDU Session Establishment, the MTU of the Ethernet frames' payload that the
UE shall consider.
NOTE 3: The UE may operate in bridge mode with regard to a LAN it is connecting to the 5GS, thus different
MAC addresses may be used as source address of different frames sent UL over a single PDU Session
(and destination MAC address of different frames sent DL over the same PDU Session)
NOTE 4: Entities on the LAN connected to the 5GS by the UE may have an IP address allocated by the DN but the
IP layer is considered as an application layer which is not part of the Ethernet PDU Session.
NOTE 5: In this Release of the specification, only the UE connected to the 5GS is authenticated, not the devices
behind such UE
NOTE 6: 5GS does not support the scenario where a MAC address is permanently used on more than one PDU
Session for the same DNN and S-NSSAI.
Different Frames exchanged on a PDU Session of Ethernet type may be served with different QoS over the 5GS. Thus,
the SMF may provide to the UPF Ethernet Packet Filter Set and forwarding rule(s) based on the Ethernet frame
structure and UE MAC address(es). The UPF detects and forwards Ethernet frames based on the Ethernet Packet Filter
Set and forwarding rule(s) received from the SMF. This is further defined in clauses 5.7 and 5.8.2.
When a PDU Session of Ethernet PDU type is authorized by a DN as described in clause 5.6.6, the DN-AAA server
may, as part of authorization data, provide the SMF with a list of allowed MAC addresses and/or a list of allowed VIDs
for this PDU Session; the list is limited to a maximum of 16 MAC addresses and/or a maximum of 16 VIDs
accordingly. When such list(s) have been provided for a PDU Session, the SMF sets corresponding filtering rules in the
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UPF(s) acting as PDU Session Anchor for the PDU Session. The UPF discards any UL traffic that does not contain one
of these MAC addresses as a source address if the list of allowed MAC addresses is provided. The UPF discards any
UL traffic that does not contain one of these VIDs if the list of allowed VIDs is provided.
In this Release of specification, the PDU Session of Ethernet PDU Session type is restricted to SSC mode 1 and SSC
mode 2.
For a PDU Session established with the Ethernet PDU Session type, the SMF may, upon PCF request, need to ensure
reporting to the PCF of all Ethernet MAC addresses used as UE address in a PDU Session. In this case, as defined in
clause 5.8.2.12, the SMF controls the UPF to report the different MAC addresses used as source address of frames sent
UL by the UE in the PDU Session.
NOTE 4: This relates to whether AF control on a per MAC address is allowed on the PDU Session as defined in
TS 23.503 [45] clause 6.1.1.2
The PCF may activate or deactivate the reporting of the UE MAC address using the "UE MAC address change" Policy
Control Request Trigger as defined in Table 6.1.3.5-1 of TS 23.503 [45].

5.6.10.3

Support of Unstructured PDU Session type

Different Point-to-Point (PtP) tunnelling techniques may be used to deliver Unstructured PDU Session type data to the
destination (e.g. application server) in the Data Network via N6.
Point-to-point tunnelling based on UDP/IP encapsulation as described below may be used. Other techniques may be
supported. Regardless of addressing scheme used from the UPF to the DN, the UPF shall be able to map the address
used between the UPF and the DN to the PDU Session.
When Point-to-Point tunnelling based on UDP/IPv6 is used, the following considerations apply:
-

IPv6 prefix allocation for PDU Sessions are performed locally by the (H-)SMF without involving the UE.

-

The UPF(s) acts as a transparent forwarding node for the payload between the UE and the destination in the DN.

-

For uplink, the UPF forwards the received Unstructured PDU Session type data to the destination in the data
network over the N6 PtP tunnel using UDP/IPv6 encapsulation.

-

For downlink, the destination in the data network sends the Unstructured PDU Session type data using
UDP/IPv6 encapsulation with the IPv6 address of the PDU Session and the 3GPP defined UDP port for
Unstructured PDU Session type data. The UPF acting as PDU Session Anchor decapsulates the received data
(i.e. removes the UDP/IPv6 headers) and forwards the data identified by the IPv6 prefix of the PDU Session for
delivery to the UE.

-

The (H-)SMF performs the IPv6 related operations but the IPv6 prefix is not provided to the UE, i.e. Router
Advertisements and DHCPv6 are not performed. The SMF assigns an IPv6 Interface Identifier for the PDU
Session. The allocated IPv6 prefix identifies the PDU Session of the UE.

-

For AF influence on traffic routing (described in clause 5.6.7), when the N6 PtP tunnelling is used over the
DNAI and the AF provides, by value, information about N6 traffic routing requirements in the AF request, the
AF provides N6 PtP tunnelling requirements (IPv6 address and UDP port of the tunnel end in the DN) as the N6
traffic routing information associated to the DNAI; when the SMF notifies the AF of UP path management
events, it includes the N6 PtP tunnel information related to the UP (the IPv6 address and the 3GPP defined UDP
port of the tunnel end at the UPF) as N6 traffic routing information in the notification.

In this Release of the specification there is support for maximum one 5G QoS Flow per PDU Session of Type
Unstructured.
In this Release of specification, the PDU Session of Unstructured PDU Session type is restricted to SSC mode 1 and
SSC mode 2.
The UE may acquire from the SMF, at PDU Session Establishment, the MTU that the UE shall consider.
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UE presence in Area of Interest reporting usage by SMF

When a PDU Session is established or modified, or when the user plane path has been changed (e.g. UPF reallocation/addition/removal), SMF may determine an Area of Interest, e.g. based on UPF Service Area, subscription by
PCF for reporting UE presence in Presence Reporting Area, etc.
For 3GPP access, the Area of Interest constitutes:
-

a list of Tracking Areas and/or;

-

cell identifiers and/or;

-

NG-RAN node identifiers and/or;

-

Presence Reporting Area ID(s) and optionally the elements for one or more of the Presence Reporting Areas, i.e.
TAs and/or NG-RAN nodes and/or cells identifiers and/or;

-

LADN DNN.

For Non-3GPP access, the Area of Interest constitutes:
-

N3GPP TAI (see clause 5.3.2.3).

For UE location change into or out of an "area of interest", the SMF subscribes to "UE mobility event notification"
service provided by AMF for reporting of UE presence in Area of Interest as described in clause 5.3.4.4. Upon
reception of a notification from AMF, the SMF determines how to deal with the PDU Session, e.g. reallocate UPF.
In the case of LADN, the SMF provides the LADN DNN to the AMF to subscribe to "UE mobility event notification"
for reporting UE presence in LADN service area. Upon reception of a notification from the AMF, the SMF determines
how to deal with the PDU Session as described in clause 5.6.5. The AMF may send the UE location to the SMF along
with the notification, e.g. for UPF selection.
For use cases related to policy control and charging decisions, the PCF may subscribe to event reporting from the SMF
or the AMF, for UE presence in a Presence Reporting Area.
A Presence Reporting Area can be:
-

A "UE-dedicated Presence Reporting Area", defined in the subscriber profile and composed of a short list of
TAs and/or NG-RAN nodes and/or cells identifiers in a PLMN; or derived from the Area of Interest provided by
the Application Function to the PCF (see clause 5.6.7) and composed of a short list of TAs and/or NG-RAN
nodes and/or cells identifiers in a PLMN; or

-

A "Core Network predefined Presence Reporting Area", predefined in the AMF and composed of a short list of
TAs and/or NG-RAN nodes and/or cells identifiers in a PLMN.

In the case of Change of UE Presence in Presence Reporting Area, for core network predefined Presence Reporting
Area, the AMF determines the "area of interest" corresponding to the Presence Reporting Area Identifier(s), provided
by the PCF or the SMF, as a list of TAIs and/or cell identifiers and/or NG-RAN node identifiers based on local
configuration. For UE-dedicated Presence Reporting Areas, the subscription for UE location change notification for an
"area of interest" shall contain the PRA Identifier(s) and the list(s) of TAs, or NG-RAN Node identifier and/or cell
identifiers composing the Presence Reporting Area(s). For Core Network predefined Presence Reporting Areas, the
subscription for UE location change notification for an "area of interest" shall contain the PRA identifier(s).
Each Core Network predefined Presence Reporting Area can be configured with a priority level in the AMF. In order to
prevent overload, the AMF may set the reporting for one or more of the received Presence Reporting Area(s) to inactive
under consideration of the priority configured for each of Core Network predefined Presence Reporting Area(s), while
storing the reporting request for this Presence Reporting Area in the UE context.
NOTE 1: Change of UE presence in Presence Reporting Area reporting does not apply to home routed roaming.
The AMF may be configured with a PRA identifier which refers to a Set of Core Network predefined Presence
Reporting Areas. If the PCF subscribes to change of UE location for an area of interest for a Set of Presence reporting
areas and provides a PRA identifier then the SMF may subscribe for event reporting for this Set of Presence Reporting
Areas by only indicating this PRA Identifier in the area of interest. When the Presence Reporting Area(s) to be reported
belong to a set of Core Network predefined Presence Reporting Areas in which the AMF is requested to report on
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change of UE presence, the AMF shall additionally add to the report the PRA Identifier of the Set of Core Network
predefined Presence Reporting Areas.
Upon change of AMF, the PRA identifier(s) and if provided, the list(s) of Presence Reporting Area elements are
transferred for all PDU sessions as part of MM Context information to the target AMF during the mobility procedure. If
one or more Presence Reporting Area(s) was set to inactive, the target AMF may decide to reactivate one or more of the
inactive Presence Reporting Area(s). The target AMF indicates per PDU session to the corresponding SMF/PCF the
PRA identifier(s) and whether the UE is inside or outside the Presence Reporting Area(s) as well as the inactive
Presence Reporting Area(s), if any.
NOTE 2: The target AMF cannot set the Presence Reporting Area(s) received from the source serving node to
inactive.
The subscription may be maintained during the life of PDU Session, regardless of the UP activation state of PDU
Session (i.e. whether UP connection of the PDU Session is activated or not).
SMF may determine a new area of interest, and send a new subscription to the AMF with the new area of interest.
SMF un-subscribes to "UE mobility event notification" service when PDU Session is released.

5.6.12

Use of Network Instance

The SMF may provide a Network Instance to the UPF in FAR and/or PDR via N4 Session Establishment or
Modification procedures.
NOTE 1: a Network Instance can be defined e.g. to separate IP domains, e.g. when a UPF is connected to 5G-ANs
in different IP domains, overlapping UE IP addresses assigned by multiple Data Networks, transport
network isolation in the same PLMN, etc.
The SMF may determine the Network Instance for N3, N9 and N6 interfaces, based on the e.g. UE location, registered
PLMN ID of UE, S-NSSAI of the PDU Session, DNN, etc.
NOTE 2: As an example, the UPF can use the Network Instance included in the FAR, together with other
information such as Outer header creation (IP address part) and Destination interface in the FAR, to
determine the interface in UPF (e.g. VPN or Layer 2 technology) for forwarding of the traffic.

5.7

QoS model

5.7.1

General Overview

5.7.1.1

QoS Flow

The 5G QoS model is based on QoS Flows. The 5G QoS model supports both QoS Flows that require guaranteed flow
bit rate (GBR QoS Flows) and QoS Flows that do not require guaranteed flow bit rate (Non-GBR QoS Flows). The 5G
QoS model also supports Reflective QoS (see clause 5.7.5).
The QoS Flow is the finest granularity of QoS differentiation in the PDU Session. A QoS Flow ID (QFI) is used to
identify a QoS Flow in the 5G System. User Plane traffic with the same QFI within a PDU Session receives the same
traffic forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling, admission threshold). The QFI is carried in an encapsulation header on N3
(and N9) i.e. without any changes to the e2e packet header. QFI shall be used for all PDU Session Types. The QFI shall
be unique within a PDU Session. The QFI may be dynamically assigned or may be equal to the 5QI (see clause 5.7.2.1).
Within the 5GS, a QoS Flow is controlled by the SMF and may be preconfigured, or established via the PDU Session
Establishment procedure (see TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.3.2), or the PDU Session Modification procedure (see
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.3.3.
Any QoS Flow is characterised by:
-

A QoS profile provided by the SMF to the AN via the AMF over the N2 reference point or preconfigured in the
AN;

-

One or more QoS rule(s) which can be provided by the SMF to the UE via the AMF over the N1 reference point
and/or derived by the UE by applying Reflective QoS control; and
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One or more UL and DL PDR(s) provided by the SMF to the UPF.

Within the 5GS, a QoS Flow associated with the default QoS rule is required to be established for a PDU Session and
remains established throughout the lifetime of the PDU Session. This QoS Flow should be a Non-GBR QoS Flow.
NOTE:

5.7.1.2

The above QoS Flow provides the UE with connectivity throughout the lifetime of the PDU Session.
Possible interworking with EPS motivates the restriction of this QoS Flow to be of type Non-GBR.

QoS Profile

A QoS Flow may either be 'GBR' or 'Non-GBR' depending on its QoS profile. The QoS profile of a QoS Flow contains
QoS parameters as described below (details of QoS parameters are described in clause 5.7.2):
-

-

For each QoS Flow, the QoS profile shall include QoS parameters:
-

A 5G QoS Identifier (5QI); and.

-

An Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP).

For each Non-GBR QoS Flow only, the QoS profile may also include the QoS parameter:
-

-

-

Reflective QoS Attribute (RQA).

For each GBR QoS Flow only, the QoS profile shall also include the QoS parameters:
-

Guaranteed Flow Bit Rate (GFBR) - UL and DL; and

-

Maximum Flow Bit Rate (MFBR) - UL and DL; and

In the case of a GBR QoS Flow only, the QoS parameters may also include:
-

Notification control.

-

Maximum Packet Loss Rate - UL and DL.

NOTE:

In this Release of the specification, the Maximum Packet Loss Rate (UL, DL) is only provided for a GBR
QoS flow belonging to voice media.

Each QoS profile has one corresponding QoS Flow identifier (QFI) which is not included in the QoS profile itself.
The usage of a dynamically asigned 5QI for a QoS Flow requires the signalling of QoS characteristics. Details of QoS
characteristics are described in clause 5.7.3. When a standardized 5QI is used for a QoS Flow, some of the QoS
characteristics may be signalled as described in clause 5.7.3. Signalled QoS characteristics are included in the QoS
profile.

5.7.1.3

Control of QoS Flows

The following options are supported to control QoS Flows:
1) For Non-GBR QoS Flows, and when standardized 5QIs or pre-configured 5QIs are used and when the 5QI is
within the range of the QFI (i.e. a value less than 64), the 5QI value may be used as the QFI of the QoS Flow.
(a) A default ARP shall be pre-configured in the AN; or
NOTE 1: The above 1a option is intended to be used for non-3GPP ANs (e.g. Fixed AN) scenarios when there is no
need for any N1 signalling including PDU Session Establishment, nor any N2 signalling.
(b) The ARP and the QFI shall be sent to RAN over N2 at PDU Session Establishment or at PDU Session
Modification and when NG-RAN is used every time the User Plane of the PDU Session is activated; and
2) For all other cases (including GBR and Non-GBR QoS Flows), a dynamically assigned QFI shall be used. The
5QI value may be a standardized, pre-configured or dynamically assigned. The QoS profile and the QFI of a
QoS Flow shall be provided to the (R)AN over N2 at PDU Session Establishment/Modification and when NGRAN is used every time the User Plane of the PDU Session is activated.
NOTE 2: The options 1b and 2 are intended to be used for 3GPP ANs.
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NOTE 3: Pre-configured 5QI values cannot be used when the UE is roaming.

5.7.1.4

QoS Rules

The UE performs the classification and marking of UL User plane traffic, i.e. the association of UL traffic to QoS
Flows, based on QoS rules. These QoS rules may be explicitly provided to the UE (i.e. explicitly signalled QoS rules
using the PDU Session Establishment/Modification procedure), pre-configured in the UE or implicitly derived by UE
by applying Reflective QoS (see clause 5.7.5). A QoS rule contains the QFI of the associated QoS Flow, a Packet Filter
Set (see clause 5.7.6) and a precedence value (see clause 5.7.1.9). Additionally, for a dynamically assigned QFI, the
QoS rule(s) and the QoS Flow level QoS parameters (e.g. 5QI, GFBR, MFBR, Averaging Window) are signalled to the
UE on per QoS Flow basis. An explicitly signalled QoS rule contains a QoS rule identifier which is unique within the
PDU Session and is generated by SMF.
There can be more than one QoS rule associated with the same QoS Flow (i.e. with the same QFI).
A default QoS rule is required to be sent to the UE for every PDU Session establishment and it is associated with a QoS
Flow. For IP type PDU Session or Ethernet type PDU Session, the default QoS rule is the only QoS rule of a PDU
Session whose Packet Filter Set may contain a packet filter that allows all UL packets, and in this case, the highest
precedence value shall be used for the QoS rule.
NOTE 1: The filter in the Packet Filter Set of the default QoS rule that allows all UL traffic (also known as matchall filter) is described in TS 24.501 [47].
NOTE 2: How the UE evaluates UL packets against the Packet Filter Set in a QoS rule is described in
clause 5.7.1.5.
For Unstructured type PDU Session, the default QoS rule does not contain a Packet Filter Set, and in this case the
default QoS rule defines the treatment of all packets in the PDU Session.
As long as the default QoS rule does not contain a Packet Filter Set or contains a Packet Filter Set that allows all UL
packets, Reflective QoS should not be applied for the QoS Flow which the default QoS rule is associated with and the
RQA should not be sent for this QoS Flow.

5.7.1.5

QoS Flow mapping

The SMF performs the binding of SDFs to QoS Flows based on the QoS and service requirements (as defined in
TS 23.503 [45]). The SMF assigns the QFI for a new QoS Flow and derives its QoS profile, corresponding UPF
instructions and QoS Rule(s) from the PCC rules and other information provided by the PCF.
When applicable, the SMF provides the following information to the (R)AN:
-

QFI;

-

QoS profile;

-

optionally, a transport level packet marking value (e.g. the DSCP value of the outer IP header over N3 tunnel)
for the UL traffic.

The SMF provides the following information to the UPF enabling classification, bandwidth enforcement and marking
of User Plane traffic (the details are described in clause 5.8):
-

a DL PDR containing the DL Packet Filter Set (see clause 5.7.6) of the SDF template and an UL PDR containing
the UL Packet Filter Set of the SDF template;

-

the PDR precedence value (see clause 5.7.1.9) for both PDRs is set to the precedence value of the PCC rule;

-

QoS related information;

-

the corresponding packet marking information (e.g. the QFI, the transport level packet marking value (e.g. the
DSCP value of the outer IP header);

-

for the DL PDR, optionally, the Reflective QoS Indication.

For each SDF, when applicable, the SMF generates an explicitly signalled QoS rule (see clause 5.7.1.4) according to the
following principles and provides it to the UE:
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-

A unique (for the PDU Session) QoS rule identifier is assigned;

-

The QFI in the QoS rule is set to the QFI of the QoS Flow to which the PCC rule is bound;

-

The Packet Filter Set of the QoS rule contains the Packet Filter Set of the UL part of the SDF template and
optionally the Packet Filter Set for the DL part of the SDF template;

-

The QoS rule precedence value is set to the precedence value of the PCC rule for which the QoS rule is
generated;

-

for a dynamically assigned QFI, the QoS rule(s) and the QoS Flow level QoS parameters (e.g. 5QI, GBR, MBR,
Averaging Window) are signalled to UE on per QoS Flow basis. The QoS Flow level QoS parameters may be
updated based on the information received in the PCC rule.

The SMF provides the explicitly signalled QoS rules and their operation (i.e. add/modify/delete) to the UE.
NOTE 1: The SMF cannot provide or updates pre-configured QoS rules or UE derived QoS rules.
The principle for classification and marking of User Plane traffic and mapping of QoS Flows to AN resources is
illustrated in Figure 5.7.1.5-1.

Application /Service Layer
Data packets from applications
QoS rules
(mapping UL packets to QoS flows
and apply QoS flow marking)
QoS Flow
(all packets marked with
the same QFI)
PDRs
(classify packets for
QoS flow marking
and other actions)

Mapping QoS
flows
to AN
Resources
AN Resources

UE

PDU Session

UPF

AN

Figure 5.7.1.5-1: The principle for classification and User Plane marking for QoS Flows and mapping
to AN Resources
In DL, incoming data packets are classified by the UPF based on the Packet Filter Sets of the DL PDRs in the order of
their precedence (without initiating additional N4 signalling). The UPF conveys the classification of the User Plane
traffic belonging to a QoS Flow through an N3 (and N9) User Plane marking using a QFI. The AN binds QoS Flows to
AN resources (i.e. Data Radio Bearers of in the case of 3GPP RAN). There is no strict 1:1 relation between QoS Flows
and AN resources. It is up to the AN to establish the necessary AN resources that QoS Flows can be mapped to, and to
release them. The AN shall indicate to the SMF when the AN resources onto which a QoS flow is mapped are released.
If no matching DL PDR is found, the UPF shall discard the DL data packet.
In UL:
-

- For a PDU Session of Type IP or Ethernet, the UE evaluates UL packets against the UL filters in the Packet
Filter Set in the QoS rules based on the precedence value of QoS rules in increasing order until a matching QoS
rule (i.e. whose Packet Filter matches the UL packet) is found.

-

If no matching QoS rule is found, the UE shall discard the UL data packet.

-

For a PDU Session of Type Unstructured, the default QoS rule does not contain a Packet Filter Set and allows all
UL packets.

NOTE 2: Only the default QoS rule exist for a PDU Session of Type Unstructured.
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The UE uses the QFI in the corresponding matching QoS rule to bind the UL packet to a QoS Flow. The UE then
binds QoS Flows to AN resources.
The MBR (and if applicable GBR) per SDF, if received from PCF over N7, is signalled on N4. For further information
regarding MBR and GBR over N7, see TS 23.503 [45].
The MBR and GBR per SDF, if received from PCF over N7, are used to modify the corresponding per-QoS Flow level
QoS parameters (i.e. GFBR and MFBR) and are provided to UE over N1.

5.7.1.6

DL traffic

The following characteristics apply for processing of DL traffic:
-

UPF maps User Plane traffic to QoS Flows based on the PDRs.

-

UPF performs Session-AMBR enforcement and counting of packets for charging.

-

UPF transmits the PDUs of the PDU Session in a single tunnel between 5GC and (R)AN, the UPF includes the
QFI in the encapsulation header. In addition, UPF may include an indication for Reflective QoS activation in the
encapsulation header.

-

UPF performs transport level packet marking in DL, e.g. setting the DiffServ Code point in outer IP header.
Transport level packet marking may be based on the 5QI and ARP of the associated QoS Flow.

-

(R)AN maps PDUs from QoS Flows to access-specific resources based on the QFI and the associated 5G QoS
profile, also taking into account the N3 tunnel associated with the DL packet.

NOTE:
-

Packet Filters are not used for the mapping of QoS Flows onto access-specific resources in (R)AN.

If Reflective QoS applies, the UE creates a new derived QoS rule as defined in clause 5.7.5.2.

5.7.1.7

UL Traffic

Following characteristics apply for processing of UL traffic:
-

UE uses the stored QoS rules to determine mapping between UL User Plane traffic and QoS Flows. UE marks
the UL PDU with the QFI of the QoS rule containing the matching Packet Filter and transmits the UL PDUs
using the corresponding access specific resource for the QoS Flow based on the mapping provided by (R)AN.
For NG-RAN, the UL behaviour is specified in TS 38.300 [27] clause 10.5.2.

-

(R)AN transmits the PDUs over N3 tunnel towards UPF. When passing an UL packet from (R)AN to CN, the
(R)AN includes the QFI value, in the encapsulation header of the UL PDU, and selects the N3 tunnel.

-

(R)AN performs transport level packet marking in the UL, transport level packet marking may be based on the
5QI and ARP of the associated QoS Flow. When applicable, (R)AN uses the transport level packet marking
value (e.g. the DSCP value) if it is provided by the SMF during the PDU Session Establishment/Modification.

-

UPF verifies whether QFIs in the UL PDUs are aligned with the QoS Rules provided to the UE or implicitly
derived by the UE in the case of Reflective QoS).

-

UPF and UE perform Session-AMBR enforcement and the UPF performs counting of packets for charging.

5.7.1.8

AMBR/MFBR enforcement and rate limitation

For UL Classifier PDU Sessions, UL and DL Session-AMBR (see clause 5.7.2.6) shall be enforced in the SMF selected
UPF that supports the UL Classifier functionality. In addition, the DL Session-AMBR shall be enforced separately in
every UPF that terminates the N6 interface (i.e. without requiring interaction between the UPFs) (see clause 5.6.4).
For multi-homed PDU Sessions, UL and DL Session-AMBR shall be enforced in the UPF that supports the Branching
Point functionality. In addition, the DL Session-AMBR shall be enforced separately in every UPF that terminates the
N6 interface (i.e. without requiring interaction between the UPFs) (see clause 5.6.4).
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The DL Session-AMBR is enforced in every UPF terminating the N6 interface to reduce unnecessary
transport of traffic which may be discarded by the UPF performing the UL Classifier/Branching Point
functionality due to the amount of the DL traffic for the PDU Session exceeding the DL Session-AMBR.
Discarding DL packets in the UL Classifier/Branching Point could cause erroneous PDU counting for
support of charging

The (R)AN shall enforce UE-AMBR (see clause 5.7.2.6) in UL and DL per UE for Non-GBR QoS Flows.
The UE shall perform UL rate limitation on PDU Session basis for Non-GBR traffic using Session-AMBR, if the UE
receives a Session-AMBR.
MBR per SDF is mandatory for GBR QoS Flows but optional for Non-GBR QoS Flows. The MBR is enforced in the
UPF.
The MFBR is enforced in the UPF in the Downlink for GBR QoS Flows. The MFBR is enforced in the (R)AN in the
Downlink and Uplink for GBR QoS Flows. For non-3GPP access, the UE should enforce MFBR in the Uplink for GBR
QoS Flows.
The QoS control for Unstructured PDUs is performed at the PDU Session level and in this Release of the specification
there is only support for maximum of one 5G QoS Flow per PDU Session of Type Unstructured.
When a PDU Session is set up for transferring unstructured PDUs, SMF provides the QFI which will be applied to any
packet of the PDU Session to the UPF and UE.

5.7.1.9

Precedence Value

The QoS rule precedence value and the PDR precedence value determine the order in which a QoS rule or a PDR,
respectively, shall be evaluated. The evaluation of the QoS rules or PDRs is performed in increasing order of their
precedence value.

5.7.2
5.7.2.1

5G QoS Parameters
5QI

A 5QI is a scalar that is used as a reference to 5G QoS characteristics defined in clause 5.7.4, i.e. access node-specific
parameters that control QoS forwarding treatment for the QoS Flow (e.g. scheduling weights, admission thresholds,
queue management thresholds, link layer protocol configuration, etc.).
Standardized 5QI values have one-to-one mapping to a standardized combination of 5G QoS characteristics as specified
in Table 5.7.4-1.
The 5G QoS characteristics for pre-configured 5QI values are pre-configured in the AN. The 5G QoS characteristics for
QoS Flows with dynamically assigned 5QI are signalled as part of the QoS profile.
NOTE:

5.7.2.2

On N3, each PDU (i.e. in the tunnel used for the PDU Session) is associated with one 5QI via the QFI
carried in the encapsulation header.

ARP

The QoS parameter ARP contains information about the priority level, the pre-emption capability and the pre-emption
vulnerability. The priority level defines the relative importance of a resource request. This allows deciding whether a
new QoS Flow may be accepted or needs to be rejected in the case of resource limitations (typically used for admission
control of GBR traffic). It may also be used to decide which existing QoS Flow to pre-empt during resource limitations.
The range of the ARP priority level is 1 to 15 with 1 as the highest level of priority. The pre-emption capability
information defines whether a service data flow may get resources that were already assigned to another service data
flow with a lower priority level. The pre-emption vulnerability information defines whether a service data flow may
lose the resources assigned to it in order to admit a service data flow with higher priority level. The pre-emption
capability and the pre-emption vulnerability shall be either set to 'yes' or 'no'.
The ARP priority levels 1-8 should only be assigned to resources for services that are authorized to receive prioritized
treatment within an operator domain (i.e. that are authorized by the serving network). The ARP priority levels 9-15 may
be assigned to resources that are authorized by the home network and thus applicable when a UE is roaming.
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This ensures that future releases may use ARP priority level 1-8 to indicate e.g. emergency and other
priority services within an operator domain in a backward compatible manner. This does not prevent the
use of ARP priority level 1-8 in roaming situation in the case that appropriate roaming agreements exist
that ensure a compatible use of these priority levels.

RQA

The Reflective QoS Attribute (RQA) is an optional parameter which indicates that certain traffic (not necessarily all)
carried on this QoS Flow is subject to Reflective QoS. Only when the RQA is signalled for a QoS Flow, the (R)AN
enables the transfer of the RQI for AN resource corresponding to this QoS Flow. The RQA may be signalled to NGRAN via the N2 reference point at UE context establishment in NG-RAN and at QoS Flow establishment or
modification.

5.7.2.4

Notification control

In addition, a GBR QoS Flow may be associated with the parameter:
-

Notification control.

The Notification control indicates whether notifications are requested from the RAN when the GFBR can no longer (or
again) be fulfilled for a QoS Flow during the lifetime of the QoS Flow. If, for a given GBR QoS Flow, notification
control is enabled and the NG-RAN determines that the GFBR cannot be fulfilled, RAN shall send a notification
towards SMF and keep the QoS Flow (i.e. while the NG-RAN is not delivering the requested GFBR for this QoS Flow),
unless specific conditions at the NG-RAN require the release of the NG-RAN resources for this GBR QoS Flow , e.g.
due to Radio link failure or RAN internal congestion. The RAN should try to fulfil the GFBR.
Upon receiving a notification from the RAN that the GFBR cannot be fulfilled, the SMF may forward the Notification
to the PCF, see TS 23.503 [45]. 5GC may initiate N2 signalling to modify or remove the QoS Flow, and the 5GC shall
report to the impacted AF if the AF requests to be notified on the event that the QoS targets cannot be fulfilled.
When applicable, NG-RAN sends a new notification, informing SMF that the GFBR can be fulfilled again. After a
configured time, the NG-RAN may send a subsequent notification that the GFBR cannot be fulfilled. Notification
control is signalled to the NG-RAN.
NOTE 1: The notification control is expected to be applicable to applications for which the AFs are e.g. capable to
trigger rate adaptation.
During a handover, the Source NG-RAN shall inform the Target NG-RAN about those QoS Flows for which a
notification that the GFBR cannot be fulfilled has been sent. This is to trigger the Target NG-RAN to send a notification
when the GFBR can be fulfilled again for such a QoS Flow which is successfully handed over. After handover, the
Target NG-RAN sends a subsequent notification that the GFBR cannot be fulfilled whenever necessary, i.e. even during
the configured time described above.
NOTE 2: It is assumed that the admission control at the Target NG-RAN decides based on the QoS parameters of
the QoS Flow, i.e. without taking into account that the Source NG-RAN was not delivering the requested
GFBR for this QoS Flow.

5.7.2.5

Flow Bit Rates

For GBR QoS Flows only, the 5G QoS profile additionally includes the following QoS parameters:
-

Guaranteed Flow Bit Rate (GFBR) - UL and DL;

-

Maximum Flow Bit Rate (MFBR) -- UL and DL.

The GFBR denotes the bit rate that is guaranteed to be provided by the network to the QoS Flow over the Averaging
Time Window. The MFBR limits the bit rate to the highest bit rate that is expected by the QoS Flow (e.g. excess traffic
may get discarded or delayed by a rate shaping or policing function at the UE, RAN, UPF). Bit rates above the GFBR
value and up to the MFBR value, may be provided with relative priority determined by the Priority level of the QoS
Flows (see clause 5.7.3.3).
GFBR and MFBR are signalled on N2 and N11 for each individual QoS Flow.
NOTE 1: The GFBR is recommended as the lowest acceptable service bitrate where the service will survive.
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NOTE 2: For each QoS Flow of Delay Critical GBR resource type, the SMF can ensure that the GFBR of the QoS
Flow can be achieved with the MDBV of the QoS Flow using the QoS Flow binding functionality
described in clause 6.1.3.2.4 in TS 23.503 [45].
NOTE 3: The network can set MFBR larger than GFBR for a particular QoS Flow based on operator policy and the
knowledge of the end point capability, i.e. support of rate adaptation at application / service level.

5.7.2.6

Aggregate Bit Rates

Each PDU Session of a UE is associated with the following aggregate rate limit QoS parameter:
-

per Session Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (Session-AMBR).

The subscribed Session-AMBR is a subscription parameter which is retrieved by the SMF from UDM. SMF may use
the subscribed Session-AMBR or modify it based on local policy or use the authorized Session-AMBR received from
PCF to get the Session-AMBR, which is signalled to the appropriate UPF entity/ies to the UE and to the (R)AN (to
enable the calculation of the UE-AMBR). The Session-AMBR limits the aggregate bit rate that can be expected to be
provided across all Non-GBR QoS Flows for a specific PDU Session. The Session-AMBR is measured over an AMBR
averaging window which is a standardized value. The Session-AMBR is not applicable to GBR QoS Flows.
Each UE is associated with the following aggregate rate limit QoS parameter:
-

per UE Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (UE-AMBR).

The UE-AMBR limits the aggregate bit rate that can be expected to be provided across all Non-GBR QoS Flows of a
UE. Each (R)AN shall set its UE-AMBR to the sum of the Session-AMBR of all PDU Sessions with active user plane
to this (R)AN up to the value of the subscribed UE-AMBR. The subscribed UE-AMBR is a subscription parameter
which is retrieved from UDM and provided to the (R)AN by the AMF. The UE-AMBR is measured over an AMBR
averaging window which is a standardized value. The UE-AMBR is not applicable to GBR QoS Flows.
NOTE:

5.7.2.7

The AMBR averaging window is only applied to Session-AMBR and UE-AMBR measurement and the
AMBR averaging windows for Session-AMBR and UE-AMBR are standardised to the same value.

Default values

For each PDU Session Setup, SMF retrieves the subscribed default 5QI and ARP values from UDM. The SMF may
change the subscribed default 5QI/ARP values based on local configuration or interaction with the PCF to retrieve the
authorized default 5QIand ARP values which overrides the subscribed default 5QI and ARP values. The authorized
default 5QI and ARP values are used by SMF to set QoS parameters for the QoS Flow which the default QoS rule is
associated with. The default 5QI value shall be from the standardized value range for Non-GBR 5QIs.

5.7.2.8

Maximum Packet Loss Rate

The Maximum Packet Loss Rate (UL, DL) indicates the maximum rate for lost packets of the QoS flow that can be
tolerated in the uplink and downlink direction. . This is provided to the QoS flow if it is compliant to the GFBR
NOTE:

5.7.3
5.7.3.1

In this Release of the specification, the Maximum Packet Loss Rate (UL, DL) can only be provided for a
GBR QoS flow belonging to voice media.

5G QoS characteristics
General

This clause specifies the 5G QoS characteristics associated with 5QI. The characteristics describe the packet forwarding
treatment that a QoS Flow receives edge-to-edge between the UE and the UPF in terms of the following performance
characteristics:
1 Resource Type (GBR, Delay critical GBR or Non-GBR);
2 Priority level;
3 Packet Delay Budget;
4 Packet Error Rate;
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5 Averaging window.
6 Maximum Data Burst Volume (for Delay-critical GBR resource type only).
The 5G QoS characteristics should be understood as guidelines for setting node specific parameters for each QoS Flow
e.g. for 3GPP radio access link layer protocol configurations.
Standardized or pre-configured 5G QoS characteristics, are indicated through the 5QI value, and are not signalled on
any interface.
Signalled QoS characteristics are included as part of the QoS profile.

5.7.3.2

Resource Type

The Resource Type determines if dedicated network resources related QoS Flow-level Guaranteed Flow Bit Rate
(GFBR) value are permanently allocated (e.g. by an admission control function in a radio base station).
GBR QoS Flows are therefore typically authorized "on demand" which requires dynamic policy and charging control. A
GBR QoS Flow uses either the GBR resource type or the Delay-critical GBR resource type. The definition of PDB and
PER are different for GBR and Delay-critical GBR resource types, and the MDBV parameter applies only to the Delaycritical GBR resource type.
A Non-GBR QoS Flow may be pre-authorized through static policy and charging control. A Non-GBR QoS Flow uses
only the Non-GBR resource type.

5.7.3.3

Priority Level

The Priority level associated with 5G QoS characteristics, indicates a priority in scheduling resources among QoS
Flows. The Priority level shall be used to differentiate between QoS Flows of the same UE, and it shall also be used to
differentiate between QoS Flows from different UEs. Once all QoS requirements up to GFBR are fulfilled for all the
GBR QoS Flows, the Priority Level may also be used to distribute resources between GBR QoS Flows (for rates above
GFBR up to MFBR) and non-GBR QoS Flows, in an implementation specific manner. The lowest Priority level value
corresponds to the highest Priority.
The priority level may be signalled with standardized 5QIs, and if it is received, it overwrites the default value specified
in QoS characteristics Table 5.7.4.1.

5.7.3.4

Packet Delay Budget

The Packet Delay Budget (PDB) defines an upper bound for the time that a packet may be delayed between the UE and
the UPF that terminates the N6 interface. For a certain 5QI the value of the PDB is the same in UL and DL. In the case
of 3GPP access, the PDB is used to support the configuration of scheduling and link layer functions (e.g. the setting of
scheduling priority weights and HARQ target operating points). For GBR QoS Flows using the Delay-critical resource
type, a packet delayed more than PDB is counted as lost if the transmitted data burst is less than MDBV within the
period of PDB and the QoS Flow is not exceeding the GFBR. For GBR QoS Flows with GBR resource type, the PDB
shall be interpreted as a maximum delay with a confidence level of 98 percent if the QoS flow is not exceeding the
GFBR.
Non-GBR QoS Flows should be prepared to experience congestion-related packet drops and delays. In uncongested
scenarios, 98 percent of the packets should not experience a delay exceeding the 5QI's PDB.
The PDB for Non-GBR and GBR resource types denotes a "soft upper bound" in the sense that an "expired" packet, e.g.
a link layer SDU that has exceeded the PDB, does not need to be discarded and is not added to the PER. However, for a
Delay critical GBR resource type, packets delayed more than the PDB are added to the PER and can be discarded or
delivered depending on local decision.

5.7.3.5

Packet Error Rate

The Packet Error Rate (PER) defines an upper bound for the rate of PDUs (e.g. IP packets) that have been processed by
the sender of a link layer protocol (e.g. RLC in RAN of a 3GPP access) but that are not successfully delivered by the
corresponding receiver to the upper layer (e.g. PDCP in RAN of a 3GPP access). Thus, the PER defines an upper bound
for a rate of non-congestion related packet losses. The purpose of the PER is to allow for appropriate link layer protocol
configurations (e.g. RLC and HARQ in RAN of a 3GPP access). For all 5QIs the value of the PER is the same in UL
and DL. For GBR QoS Flows with Delay critical GBR resource type, a packet which is delayed more than PDB (but
which complies with the GFBR and MDBV requirements) is counted as lost, and included in the PER. Delayed packets
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are not included in the PER if a GBR QoS Flow with a Delay critical resource type is exceeding the GFBR and the
Maximum Data Burst Volume.

5.7.3.6

Averaging Window

The Averaging window is defined only for GBR QoS Flows. The Averaging window represents the duration over
which the GFBR and MFBR shall be calculated (e.g. in the (R)AN, UPF, UE). The averaging window may be signalled
with 5QIs to the (R)AN and UPF, and if it is not received a standardized value applies (for standardized 5QIs the value
in the QoS characteristics Table 5.7.4-1 applies).

5.7.3.7

Maximum Data Burst Volume

Each GBR QoS Flow with Delay-critical resource type shall be associated with a Maximum Data Burst Volume
(MDBV).
MDBV denotes the largest amount of data that the 5G-AN is required to serve within a period of 5G-AN PDB (i.e. 5GAN part of the PDB). The MDBV may be signalled with 5QIs to the (R)AN, and if it is not received, a standardized
value applies (for standardized 5QIs the value in the QoS characteristics Table 5.7.4 applies).

5.7.4

Standardized 5QI to QoS characteristics mapping

The one-to-one mapping of standardized 5QI values to 5G QoS characteristics is specified in table 5.7.4-1.
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Table 5.7.4-1: Standardized 5QI to QoS characteristics mapping
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Value

Resource
Type

100

Default
Priority
Level

Packet
Delay
Budget

Packet
Error
Rate

20

100 ms

40

3
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10-2

Default
Maximum
Data Burst
Volume
(NOTE 2)
N/A

2000 ms

Conversational Voice

150 ms

10-3

N/A

2000 ms

30

50 ms

10-3

N/A

2000 ms

4

50

300 ms

10-6

N/A

2000 ms

65

7

75 ms

N/A

2000 ms

N/A

2000 ms

2000 ms

1
2

GBR
NOTE 1

Default
Averaging
Window

Example Services

67

15

100 ms

10-3

N/A

75

25

50 ms

10-2

N/A

2000 ms

Conversational Video
(Live Streaming)
Real Time Gaming,
V2X messages
Electricity distribution –
medium voltage,
Process automation monitoring
Non-Conversational
Video (Buffered
Streaming)
Mission Critical user
plane Push To Talk
voice (e.g., MCPTT)
Non-Mission-Critical
user plane Push To
Talk voice
Mission Critical Video
user plane
V2X messages

10

100 ms

10

-6

N/A

N/A

IMS Signalling

N/A

N/A

60

300 ms

10-6

N/A

N/A

70

100 ms

10-3

Video (Buffered
Streaming)
TCP-based (e.g., www,
e-mail, chat, ftp, p2p
file sharing,
progressive video, etc.)
Voice,
Video (Live Streaming)
Interactive Gaming

10-2
66

100 ms
10-2

20

5

Non-GBR

6

NOTE 1

7

8
80
300 ms

10-6

N/A

N/A

9
69

90
5

60 ms

10-6

N/A

N/A

70

55

200 ms

10-6

N/A

N/A

79

65

50 ms

10-2

N/A

N/A

68

10 ms

10

-6

N/A

N/A

11

5 ms

10-5

160 B

2000 ms

80

81

Delay
Critical
GBR

Video (Buffered
Streaming)
TCP-based (e.g., www,
e-mail, chat, ftp, p2p
file sharing,
progressive
video, etc.)
Mission Critical delay
sensitive signalling
(e.g., MC-PTT
signalling)
Mission Critical Data
(e.g. example services
are the same as QCI
6/8/9)
V2X messages
Low Latency eMBB
applications
Augmented Reality
Remote control

(see TS 22.261 [2])

82

12

83

13

10 ms
NOTE 5
20 ms

10-5

320 B

2000 ms

10-5

640 B

2000 ms
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85

22
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255 B

2000 ms

Discrete Automation

1358 B
NOTE 3

2000 ms

Discrete Automation

NOTE 1: a packet which is delayed more than PDB is not counted as lost, thus not included in the PER.
NOTE 2: it is required that default MDBV is supported by a PLMN supporting the related 5QIs.
NOTE 3: This MDBV value is intended to avoid IP fragmentation on an IPv6 based, IPSec protected, GTP tunnel
to the 5G-AN node.
NOTE 4: A delay of 1 ms for the delay between a UPF terminating N6 and a 5G-AN should be subtracted from a
given PDB to derive the packet delay budget that applies to the radio interface.
NOTE 5: The jitter for this service is assumed to be 20 msec according to TS 22.261 [2].
NOTE 1: For Standardized 5QI to QoS characteristics mapping, the table will be extended/updated to support
service requirements for 5G, e.g. ultralow latency service.
NOTE 2: It is preferred that a value less than 64 is allocated for any new standardised 5QI of non-GBR Resource
Type. This is to allow for option 1 to be used as described in clause 5.7.1.3 (as the QFI is limited to less
than 64).

5.7.5
5.7.5.1

Reflective QoS
General

Reflective QoS enables the UE to map UL User Plane traffic to QoS Flows without SMF provided QoS rules and it
applies for IP PDU Session and Ethernet PDU Session. This is achieved by creating UE derived QoS rules in the UE
based on the received DL traffic. It shall be possible to apply Reflective QoS and non-Reflective QoS concurrently
within the same PDU Session.
For a UE supporting Reflective QoS functionality, the UE shall create a UE derived QoS rule for the uplink traffic
based on the received DL traffic if Reflective QoS function is used by the 5GC for some traffic flows. The UE shall use
the UE derived QoS rules to determine mapping of UL traffic to QoS Flows.
If the 3GPP UE supports Reflective QoS functionality, the UE should indicate support of Reflective QoS to the network
(i.e. SMF) for every PDU Session. For PDU Sessions established in 5GS and PDU Sessions transferred from EPS
without N26 interface, the UE indicates Reflective QoS support using the PDU Session Establishment procedure. For
PDU Sessions established in EPS and transferred from EPS with N26 interface, the UE indicates Reflective QoS
support using the PDU Session Modification procedure as described in clause 5.17.2.2.2. The UE as well as the network
shall apply the information whether or not the UE indicated support of Reflective QoS throughout the lifetime of the
PDU Session.
NOTE:

The logic driving a supporting UE under exceptional circumstances to not indicate support of Reflective
QoS for a PDU Session is implementation dependent.

Under exceptional circumstances, which are UE implementation dependent, the UE may decide to revoke previously
indicated support for Reflective QoS using the PDU Session Modification procedure. In such a case, the UE shall delete
all derived QoS rules for this PDU Session and the network shall stop any user plane enforcement actions related to
Reflective QoS for this PDU Session. In addition, the network may provide signalled QoS rules for the SDFs for which
Reflective QoS was used before. The UE shall not indicate support for Reflective QoS for this PDU Session for the
remaining lifetime of the PDU Session.

5.7.5.2

UE Derived QoS Rule

The UE derived QoS rule contains following parameters:
-

One UL Packet Filter (in the Packet Filter Set as defined in clause 5.7.6);

-

QFI;

-

Precedence value (see clause 5.7.1.9).
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Upon receiving DL packet, one UL Packet Filter derived from the received DL packet as described in this clause is used
to identify a UE derived QoS rule within a PDU Session.
For PDU Session of IP type the UL Packet Filter is derived based on the received DL packet as follows:
-

When Protocol ID / Next Header is set to TCP or UDP, by using the source and destination IP addresses, source
and destination port numbers, and the Protocol ID / Next Header field itself.

-

When Protocol ID / Next Header is set to ESP, by using the source and destination IP addresses, the Security
Parameter Index, and the Protocol ID / Next Header field itself. If the received DL packet is an IPSec protected
packet, and an uplink IPSec SA corresponding to a downlink IPSec SA of the SPI in the DL packet exists, then
the UL Packet Filter contains an SPI of the uplink IPSec SA.

NOTE 1: In this Release of the specification for PDU Sessions of IP type the use of Reflective QoS is restricted to
service data flows for which Protocol ID / Next Header is set to TCP, UDP or ESP.
NOTE 2: The UE does not verify whether the downlink packets with RQI indication match the restrictions on
Reflective QoS.
For PDU Session of Ethernet type the UL Packet Filter is derived based on the received DL packet by using the source
and destination MAC addresses, the Ethertype on received DL packet is used as Ethertype for UL packet. In the case of
presence of 802.1Q, the VID and PCP in IEEE 802.1Q header(s) of the received DL packet is also used as the VID and
PCP field for the UL Packet Filter. When double 802.1Q tagging is used, only the outer (S-TAG) is taken into account
for the UL Packet Filter derivation.
NOTE 3: In this Release of the specification for PDU Sessions of Ethernet type the use of Reflective QoS is
restricted to service data flows for which 802.1Q tagging is used.
The QFI of the UE derived QoS rule is set to the value received in the DL packet.
When Reflective QoS is activated the precedence value for all UE derived QoS rules is set to a standardised value.

5.7.5.3

Reflective QoS Control

Reflective QoS is controlled on per-packet basis by using the Reflective QoS Indication (RQI) in the encapsulation
header on N3 (and N9) reference point together with the QFI, together with a Reflective QoS Timer (RQ Timer) value
that is either signalled to the UE upon PDU Session Establishment (or upon PDU Session Modification as described in
clause 5.17.2.2.2) or set to a default value.
When the 5GC determines that Reflective QoS has to be used for a specific SDF belonging to a QoS Flow, the SMF
shall provide the RQA (Reflective QoS Attribute) within the QoS Flow's QoS profile to the NG-RAN on N2 reference
point unless it has been done so before. When the RQA has been provided to the NG-RAN for a QoS Flow and the 5GC
determines that the QoS Flow carries no more SDF for which Reflective QoS has to be used, the SMF should signal the
removal of the RQA (Reflective QoS Attribute) from the QoS Flow's QoS profile to the NG-RAN on N2 reference
point.
NOTE 1: The SMF could have a timer to delay the sending of the removal of the RQA. This would avoid signalling
to the RAN in the case of new SDFs subject to Reflective QoS are bound to this QoS Flow in the
meantime.
When the 5GC determines to use Reflective QoS for a specific SDF, the SMF shall include an indication to use
Reflective QoS for this SDF in the corresponding SDF information provided to the UPF via N4 interface.
When the UPF receives this indication for an SDF, the UPF shall set the RQI in the encapsulation header on the N3
reference point for every DL packet corresponding to this SDF.
When an RQI is received by (R)AN in a DL packet on N3 reference point, the (R)AN shall indicate to the UE the QFI
and the RQI of that DL packet.
Upon reception of a DL packet with RQI:
-

if a UE derived QoS rule with a Packet Filter corresponding to the DL packet does not already exist,
-

the UE shall create a new UE derived QoS rule with a Packet Filter corresponding to the DL packet; and

-

the UE shall start, for this UE derived QoS rule, a timer set to the RQ Timer value.
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otherwise,
-

the UE shall restart the timer associated to this UE derived QoS rule; and

-

if the QFI associated with the downlink packet is different from the QFI associated with the UE derived QoS
rule, the UE shall update the UE derived QoS rule identified by the UL packet filter derived from the DL
packet as described in clause 5.7.5.2 with the new QFI.

NOTE 2: Non-3GPP ANs does not need N2 signalling to enable Reflective QoS. Non 3GPP accesses are expected
to send transparently the QFI and RQI to the UE. If the UPF does not include the RQI, no UE derived
QoS rule will be generated. If RQI is included to assist the UE to trigger an update of the UE derived QoS
rule, the reception of PDU for a QFI restarts the RQ Timer.
Upon timer expiry associated with a UE derived QoS rule the UE deletes the corresponding UE derived QoS rule.
When the 5GC determines to no longer use Reflective QoS for a specific SDF, the SMF shall remove the indication to
use Reflective QoS in the corresponding SDF information provided to the UPF via N4 interface.
When the UPF receives this instruction for this SDF, the UPF shall no longer set the RQI in the encapsulation header on
the N3 reference point.
The UPF shall continue to accept the UL traffic of the SDF for the originally authorized QoS Flow for an operator
configurable time.
NOTE 3: This means that the detection and QoS enforcement instructions which were applied before the SMF
removed the indication to use Reflective QoS remain active in UL direction while the accounting of the
UL traffic is done according to the new instructions.
NOTE 4: The operator configurable time has to be at least as long as the RQ Timer value to ensure that no UL
packet would be dropped until the UE derived QoS rule is deleted by the UE.

5.7.6
5.7.6.1

Packet Filter Set
General

The Packet Filter Set is used in the QoS rules or PDRs to identify one or more packet (IP or Ethernet) flow(s).
NOTE 1: A QoS Flow is characterised by PDR(s) and QoS rule(s) as described in clause 5.7.1.1.
NOTE 2: DL filter in a Packet Filter Set of a QoS rule may be needed by the UE e.g. for the purpose of IMS
precondition.
The Packet Filter Set may contain one or more Packet Filter(s). Every packet filter is applicable for the DL direction,
the UL direction or both directions.
There are two types of Packet Filter Set, i.e. IP Packet Filter Set, and Ethernet Packet Filter Set, corresponding to those
PDU Session Types.

5.7.6.2

IP Packet Filter Set

For IP PDU Session Type, the Packet Filter Set shall support packet filtering based on at least any combination of:
-

Source/destination IP address or IPv6 prefix.

-

Source / destination port number.

-

Protocol ID of the protocol above IP/Next header type.

-

Type of Service (TOS) (IPv4) / Traffic class (IPv6) and Mask.

-

Flow Label (IPv6).

-

Security parameter index.

-

Packet Filter direction.
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NOTE 1: A value left unspecified in a filter matches any value of the corresponding information in a packet.
NOTE 2: An IP address or Prefix may be combined with a prefix mask.
NOTE 3: Port numbers may be specified as port ranges.

5.7.6.3

Ethernet Packet Filter Set

For Ethernet PDU Session Type, the Packet Filter Set shall support packet filtering based on at least any combination
of:
-

Source/destination MAC address

-

Ethertype as defined in IEEE 802.3 [yy]

-

Customer-VLAN tag (C-TAG) and/or Service-VLAN tag (S-TAG) VID fields as defined in IEEE 802.1Q

-

Customer-VLAN tag (C-TAG) and/or Service-VLAN tag (S-TAG) PCP/DEI fields as defined in IEEE 802.1Q

-

IP Packet Filter Set, in the case that Ethertype indicates IPv4/IPv6 payload.

-

Packet Filter direction.

NOTE 1: The MAC address may be specified as address ranges.
NOTE 2: A value left unspecified in a filter matches any value of the corresponding information in a packet.

5.8

User Plane Management

5.8.1

General

User Plane Function(s) handle the user plane path of PDU Sessions. 3GPP specifications support deployments with a
single UPF or multiple UPFs for a given PDU Session. UPF selection is performed by SMF. The details of UPF
selection is described in clause 6.3.3. The number of UPFs supported for a PDU Session is unrestricted.
For IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 type PDU Sessions, the PDU Session Anchor may be IP anchor point of the IP
address/prefix allocated to the UE. For an IPv4 type PDU Session or an IPv6 type PDU Session without multi-homing
or an IPv4v6 type PDU Session, when multiple PDU Session Anchors are used (due to UL CL being inserted), only one
PDU Session Anchor is the IP anchor point for the PDU Session. For an IPv6 multi-homed PDU Session there are
multiple IP (IPv6) anchor points as described in clause 5.6.4.3.
If the SMF had requested the UPF to proxy ARP or IPv6 Neighbour Solicitation for an Ethernet DNN, the UPF should
respond to the ARP or IPv6 Neighbour Solicitation Request, itself.
Deployments with one single UPF used to serve a PDU Session do not apply to the Home Routed case and may not
apply to the cases described in clause 5.6.4.
Deployments where a UPF is controlled either by a single SMF or multiple SMFs (for different PDU Sessions) are
supported.
UPF traffic detection capabilities may be used by the SMF in order to control at least following features of the UPF:
-

Traffic detection (e.g. classifying traffic of IP type, Ethernet type, or unstructured type)

-

Traffic reporting (e.g. allowing SMF support for charging).

-

QoS enforcement (The corresponding requirements are defined in clause 5.7).

-

Traffic routing (e.g. as defined in clause 5.6.4. for UL CL or IPv6 multi-homing).

5.8.2
5.8.2.1

Functional Description
General

This clause contains detailed functional descriptions for some of the functions provided by the UPF. It is described how
the SMF instructs it's corresponding UP function and which control parameters are used.
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UE IP Address Management
General

The UE IP address management includes allocation and release of the UE IP address as well as renewal of the allocated
IP address, where applicable.
The UE sets the requested PDU Session Type during the PDU Session Establishment procedure based on its IP stack
capabilities as follows:
-

A UE which supports IPv6 and IPv4 shall set the requested PDU Session Type according to UE configuration or
received policy (i.e. IPv4, IPv6, or IPv4v6).

-

A UE which supports only IPv4 shall request for PDU Session Type "IPv4".

-

A UE which supports only IPv6 shall request for PDU Session Type "IPv6".

-

When the IP version capability of the UE is unknown in the UE (as in the case when the MT and TE are
separated and the capability of the TE is not known in the MT), the UE shall request for PDU Session Type
"IPv4v6".

The SMF selects PDU Session Type of the PDU Session as follows:
-

If the SMF receives a request with PDU Session Type set to "IPv4v6", the SMF selects either PDU Session Type
"IPv4" or "IPv6" or "IPv4v6" based on DNN configuration and operator policies.

-

If the SMF receives a request for PDU Session Type "IPv4" or "IPv6" and the requested IP version is supported
by the DNN the SMF selects the requested PDU Session type.

In its answer to the UE, the SMF may indicate the PDU Session Types not allowed for the combination of (DNN, SNNSAI). In this case, the UE shall not request another PDU Session to the same (DNN, S-NNSAI) for PDU Session
Types indicated as not allowed by the network. In the case that the initial PDU Session was established with a PDU
Session Type and the UE needs another single IP version PDU Session Type, the UE may initiate another PDU Session
Establishment procedure to this (DNN, S-NNSAI) in order to activate a second PDU session with that PDU Session
Type.
An SMF shall perform IP address management procedure based on the selected PDU Session Type. If IPv4 PDU
Session Type is selected, an IPv4 address is allocated to the UE. Similarly, if IPv6 PDU Session type is selected, an
IPv6 prefix is allocated. If IPv4v6 PDU Session Type is selected, both an IPv4 address and an IPv6 prefix are allocated.
For Roaming case, the SMF in this clause refers to the SMF controlling the UPF acting as IP anchor point. i.e. H-SMF
in home routed case and V-SMF in local breakout case. For home routed case, V-SMF forwards the PDU Session Type
requested by UE to H-SMF without interpreting it. V-SMF sends back to UE the PDU Session Type selected by HSMF. The SMF shall process the UE IP address management related messages, maintain the corresponding state
information and provide the response messages to the UE. In the case that the UE IP address is obtained from the
external data network, additionally, the SMF shall also send the allocation, renewal and release related request messages
to the external data network and maintain the corresponding state information.
The 5GC elements and UE support the following mechanisms:
a. During PDU Session Establishment procedure, the SMF sends the IP address to the UE via SM NAS signalling.
The IPv4 address allocation and/or IPv4 parameter configuration via DHCPv4 (according to RFC 2131 [9]) can
also be used once PDU Session is established.
b. /64 IPv6 prefix allocation shall be supported via IPv6 Stateless Auto-configuration according to RFC 4862 [10],
if IPv6 is supported. The details of Stateless IPv6 Address Autoconfiguration are described in clause 5.8.2.2.3.
IPv6 parameter configuration via Stateless DHCPv6 (according to RFC 3736 [14]) may also be supported.
To allocate the IP address via DHCPv4, the UE may indicate to the network within the Protocol Configuration Options
element that the UE requests to obtain the IPv4 address with DHCPv4, or obtain the IP address during the PDU Session
Establishment procedure. This implies the following behaviour both for static and dynamic address allocation:
-

The UE may indicate that it requests to obtain an IPv4 address as part of the PDU Session Establishment
procedure. In such a case, the UE relies on the 5GC network to provide IPv4 address to the UE as part of the
PDU Session Establishment procedure.
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-

The UE may indicate that it requests to obtain the IPv4 address after the PDU Session Establishment procedure
by DHCPv4. That is, when the 5GC network supports DHCPv4 and allows that, it does not provide the IPv4
address for the UE as part of the PDU Session Establishment procedure. The network may respond to the UE by
setting the allocated IPv4 Address to 0.0.0.0. After the PDU Session Establishment procedure is completed, the
UE uses the connectivity with the 5GC and initiates the IPv4 address allocation on its own using DHCPv4.
However, if the 5GC network provides IPv4 address to the UE as part of the PDU Session Establishment
procedure, the UE should accept the IPv4 address indicated in the PDU Session Establishment procedure.

-

If the UE sends no IP Address Allocation request, the SMF determines whether DHCPv4 is used between the UE
and the SMF or not, based on per DNN configuration.

If dynamic policy provisioning is deployed, and the PCF was not informed of the IPv4 address at PDU Session
Establishment procedure, the SMF shall inform the PCF about an allocated IPv4 address. If the IPv4 address is released,
the SMF shall inform the PCF about the de-allocation of an IPv4 address.
In order to support DHCP based IP address configuration, the SMF shall act as the DHCP server towards the UE. The
PDU Session Anchor UPF does not have any DHCP functionality. The SMF instructs the PDU Session Anchor UPF
serving the PDU Session to forward DHCP packets between the UE and the SMF over the user plane.
When DHCP is used for external data network assigned addressing and parameter configuration, the SMF shall act as
the DHCP client towards the external DHCP server. The UPF does not have any DHCP functionality. In the case of
DHCP server on the external data network, the SMF instructs a UPF with N6 connectivity to forward DHCP packets
between the UE and the SMF and the external DHCP server over the user plane.
The IP address/prefix is released by the SMF upon release of the PDU Session.
The 5GC may also support the allocation of a static IPv4 address and/or a static IPv6 prefix based on subscription
information in the UDM or based on the configuration on a per-subscriber, per-DNN basis and per-S-NSSAI.
If the static IP address/prefix is stored in the UDM, during PDU Session Establishment procedure, the SMF retrieves
this static IP address/prefix from the UDM. If the static IP address/prefix is not stored in the UDM subscription record,
it may be configured on a per-subscriber, per-DNN and per-S-NSSAI basis in the DHCP/DN-AAA server and the SMF
retrieves the IP address/prefix for the UE from the DHCP/DN-AAA server. This IP address/prefix is delivered to the
UE in the same way as a dynamic IP address/prefix. It is transparent to the UE whether the PLMN or the external data
network allocates the IP address and whether the IP address is static or dynamic.
For IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 PDU Session Type, during PDU Session Establishment procedure, the SMF may receive a
Subscribers IP Index from the PCF, the SMF may use this to assist in selecting how the IP address is to be allocated
when multiple allocation methods, or multiple instances of the same method are supported. In the case of roaming, it is
the SMF controlling the UPF acting as IP anchor that is responsible for IP allocation, therefore it is this SMF that may
receive the IP index from the PCF (in its own network).

5.8.2.2.2

Routing rules configuration

When the UE has an IPv6 multi-homed PDU Session the UE selects the source IPv6 prefix according to routing rules
pre-configured in the UE or received from network. Routing rules received from the network have a higher priority than
routing rules pre-configured in the UE
The SMF can decide the routing rules for a UE based on local configuration or dynamic policy received from the PCF.
The SMF can send routing rules to the UE to influence the source IP prefix selection in IPv6 Router Advertisement
(RA) messages according to RFC 4191 [8] at any time during the lifetime of the IPv6 multi-homed PDU Session. Such
messages are sent via the UPF.
NOTE:

5.8.2.2.3

For multiple IPv4 PDU Session and multiple IPv6 PDU Session cases, routing rule based PDU Session
selection is not specified in this Release of the specification.

The procedure of Stateless IPv6 Address Autoconfiguration

If Stateless IPv6 Address Autoconfiguration is used for IPv6 address allocation to the UE, after PDU Session
Establishment the UE may send a Router Solicitation message to the SMF to solicit a Router Advertisement message.
The SMF sends a Router Advertisement message (solicited or unsolicited) to the UE. The Router Advertisement
messages shall contain the IPv6 prefix.
After the UE has received the Router Advertisement message, it constructs a full IPv6 address via IPv6 Stateless
Address Autoconfiguration in accordance with RFC 4862 [10]. To ensure that the link-local address generated by the
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UE does not collide with the link-local address of the UPF and the SMF, the SMF shall provide an interface identifier
(see RFC 4862 [10]) to the UE and the UE shall use this interface identifier to configure its link-local address. For
Stateless Address Autoconfiguration however, the UE can choose any interface identifier to generate IPv6 addresses,
other than link-local, without involving the network. However, the UE shall not use any identifiers defined in
TS 23.003 [19] as the basis for generating the interface identifier. For privacy, the UE may change the interface
identifier used to generate full IPv6 address, as defined in TS 23.221 [23] without involving the network. Any prefix
that the SMF advertises to the UE is globally unique. The SMF shall also record the relationship between the UE's
identity (SUPI) and the allocated IPv6 prefix. Because any prefix that the SMF advertises to the UE is globally unique,
there is no need for the UE to perform Duplicate Address Detection for any IPv6 address configured from the allocated
IPv6 prefix. Even if the UE does not need to use Neighbor Solicitation messages for Duplicate Address Detection, the
UE may, for example, use them to perform Neighbor Unreachability Detection towards the SMF, as defined in
RFC 4861 [54]. Therefore, the SMF shall respond with a Neighbor Advertisement upon receiving a Neighbor
Solicitation message from the UE.
The above IPv6 related messages (e.g. Router Solicitation, Router Advertisement, Neighbor Solicitation, Neighbor
Advertisement) are transferred between the SMF and UE via the UPF(s).

5.8.2.3
5.8.2.3.1

Management of CN Tunnel Info
General

CN Tunnel Info is the Core Network address of the N3/N9 tunnel corresponding to the PDU Session. It comprises the
TEID and the IP address which is used by the UPF for the PDU Session.
Allocation and release of CN Tunnel Info is performed when a new PDU Session is established or released. This
functionality is supported either by SMF or UPF, based on operator's configuration on the SMF. The SMF should
indicate the UPF if the UPF is required to allocate/release CN Tunnel Info.
When both CN Tunnel Info allocation in SMF and CN Tunnel Info allocation in UPF coexist in the same network, the
same CN Tunnel Info allocation option shall be used by all the SMF controlling a particular UPF.

5.8.2.3.2

Management of CN Tunnel Info in the SMF

If the network is configured to perform allocation/release of CN Tunnel Info in the SMF, the SMF shall manage the CN
Tunnel Info space. The SMF shall allocate CN Tunnel Info for the applicable N4 reference points when a PDU Session
is established or a UPF is added to the user plane path of an existing PDU Session and release the CN Tunnel Info when
a PDU Session is released or a UPF is removed from the user plane path of an existing PDU Session. In the case of
PDU Session Establishment or addition of a UPF to the user plane path of an existing PDU Session, the SMF shall
provide the allocated CN Tunnel Info to UPF. In the case of PDU Session Release or a UPF is removed from the user
plane path of an existing PDU Session, the SMF shall notify the UPF about the release of the CN Tunnel Info.

5.8.2.3.3

Management of CN Tunnel Info in the UPF

If the network is configured to perform allocation/release of CN Tunnel Info in the UPF, the UPF shall manage the CN
Tunnel Info space. In the case of PDU Session Establishment or a UPF is added to the user plane path of an existing
PDU Session, the SMF shall request UPF to allocate CN Tunnel Info for the applicable N4 reference points. In
response, the UPF provides CN Tunnel Info to the SMF. In the case of PDU Session Release or a UPF is removed from
the user plane path of an existing PDU Session, the SMF shall request UPF to release CN Tunnel Info for the PDU
Session.

5.8.2.4
5.8.2.4.1

Traffic Detection
General

This clause describes the detection process at the UPF that identifies the packets belonging to a session, or a service
data flow.
The SMF is responsible for instructing the UP function about how to detect user data traffic belonging to a Packet
Detection Rule (PDR). The other parameters provided within a PDR describe how the UP function shall treat a packet
that matches the detection information.

5.8.2.4.2

Traffic Detection Information

The SMF controls the traffic detection at the UP function by providing detection information for every PDR.
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For IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6 PDU Session type, detection information is a combination of:
-

CN tunnel info.

-

Network instance.

-

QFI.

-

IP Packet Filter Set as defined in clause 5.7.6.2.

-

Application Identifier: The Application ID is an index to a set of application detection rules configured in UPF.

For Ethernet PDU Session type, detection information is a combination of:
-

CN tunnel info.

-

Network instance.

-

QFI.

-

Ethernet Packet Filter Set as defined in clause 5.7.6.3.

In this Release of the specification for Unstructured PDU Session Type, the UPF does not perform-QoS Flow level
traffic detection for QoS enforcement.
Traffic detection information sent by the SMF to the UPF for a PDU Session may be associated with Network instance
for detection and routing of traffic over N6. In the case of IP PDU Session Type, Network Instances can e.g. be used by
the UPF for traffic detection and routing in the case of different IP domains or overlapping IP addresses. In the case of
Ethernet PDU Session Type, different Network Instances can e.g. be configured in the UPF with different ways to
handle the association between N6 and the PDU Sessions.

5.8.2.5

Control of User Plane Forwarding

The SMF controls user-plane packet forwarding for traffic detected by a PDR by providing a FAR with instructions to
the UPF, including:
-

Forwarding operation information;

-

Forwarding target information.

The details of the forwarding target and operation will depend on the scenario and is described below. The following
forwarding functionality is required by the UPF:
-

Apply N3 /N9 tunnel related handling, i.e. encapsulation.

-

Forward the traffic to/from the SMF, e.g. as described in Table 5.8.2.5-1).

-

Forward the SM PDU DN Request Container from SMF to DN-AAA server

-

Forward the traffic according to locally configured policy for traffic steering.

Data forwarding between the SMF and UPF is transmitted on the user plane tunnel established on N4 interface, defined
in TS 29.244 [65].
Scenarios for data forwarding between the SMF and UPF are defined as below:

Table 5.8.2.5-1: Scenarios for data forwarding between the SMF and UPF
1
2
3
4

Scenario description
Forwarding of user-plane packets between the
UE and the SMF e.g. DHCP signalling.
Forwarding of packets between the SMF and the
external DN e.g. with DN-AAA server
Forwarding of packets subject to buffering in the
SMF.
Forwarding of End Marker Packets constructed
by the SMF to a downstream node.
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When configuring an UPF acting as PSA for an Ethernet PDU Session Type, the SMF may instruct the UPF to route the
DL traffic based on the MAC address(es) used by the UE for the UL traffic. In that case, broadcast and/or multicast DL
traffic on the Network Instance targets every DL PDU Session (corresponding to any N4 Session) associated with this
Network Instance.
NOTE:

Local policies in UPF associated with the Network Instance can prevent local traffic switching in the UPF
between PDU Sessions either for unicast traffic only or for any traffic. In the case where UPF policies
prevent local traffic switching for any traffic (thus for broadcast/multicast traffic) some mechanism such
as ARP/ND proxying is needed to ensure that upper layer protocol can run on the Ethernet PDU sessions.

The SMF may ask to get notified with the source MAC addresses used by the UE and provide UPF with corresponding
forwarding rules related with these MAC addresses.

5.8.2.6
5.8.2.6.1

Charging and Usage Monitoring Handling
General

The SMF shall support interfaces towards OCS/OFCS and PCF. The SMF interacts with OCS/PFCS and PCF based on
information received from other control plane NFs and user plane related information received from the UPF.
QoS Flow level, PDU Session level and subscriber related information remain at the SMF, and only usage information
is requested from the UPF.

5.8.2.6.2

Activation of Usage Reporting in UPF

Triggered by the PCC rules received from the PCF or preconfigured information available at SMF, as well as from the
OCS for online charging via Credit-Control session mechanisms, the SMF shall provide Usage Reporting Rules to the
UPF for controlling how usage reporting is performed.
The SMF shall request the report of the relevant usage information for Usage Monitoring, based on Monitoring Keys
and triggers which are specified in TS 23.503 [45]. Each Usage Reporting Rule requested for usage monitoring control
contains a list of "traffic flows" for UPF whose traffic is to be accounted under this rule. The SMF shall use
Monitoring-key either preconfigured or received from the PCF within the PCC Rule in order to generate this list and
also shall keep the mapping between them. This list may overlap across multiple Usage Reporting Rules, e.g. multiple
different Usage Reporting Rules may contain the same "traffic flows".
The SMF shall request the report of the relevant usage information for offline and online charging, based on Rating
Groups and triggers which are specified in TS 32.240 [41]. Each Usage Reporting Rule requested for offline or online
charging contains a list of "traffic flows" for UPF whose traffic is to be accounted under this rule. The SMF shall use
Rating Group or Sponsor Identity either preconfigured or provided by PCF and/or OCS as defined in TS 32.240 [41]
and the PCC rule in order to generate this list and also shall keep the mapping between them. This list may overlap
across multiple Usage Reporting Rules, e.g. multiple different Usage Reporting Rules may contain the same "traffic
flows".
The SMF function shall also provide reporting trigger events to the UPF for when to report usage information. The
reporting trigger events (e.g. triggers, threshold information etc.) shall be supported for the PDU Session level reporting
as well as on Rule level basis as determined by the SMF. The triggers may be provided as a volume, time or event to
cater for the different charging/usage monitoring models supported by the TS 23.503 [45] for usage monitoring and by
TS 32.240 [41] for offline and online charging. The SMF shall decide on the thresholds value(s) based on allowance
received from PCF, OCS or based on local configuration. Other parameters for instructing the UPF to report usage
information are defined in TS 29.244 [65].
In some cases, the same Usage Reporting Rule can be used for different purposes (for both usage monitoring and
charging), e.g. in the case that the same set of traffic flows, measurement method, trigger event, threshold, etc. apply.
Similarly a reported measurement can be used for different purposes by the SMF.

5.8.2.6.3

Reporting of Usage Information towards SMF

The UPF shall support reporting of usage information to the SMF. The UPF shall be capable to support reporting based
on different triggers, including:
-

Periodic reporting with period defined by the SMF.

-

Usage thresholds provided by the SMF.
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Report on demand received from the SMF.

The SMF shall make sure that the multiple granularity levels required by the reporting keys in the Usage Reporting
rules satisfy the following aggregation levels without requiring a knowledge of the granularity levels by the UPF:
-

PDU Session level reporting;

-

Traffic flow (for both charging and usage monitoring) level reporting as defined by the reporting keys in the
Usage Reporting Rule (see the description above).

Based on the mapping between Monitoring-key and PCC rule stored at the SMF, the SMF shall combine the reported
information with session and subscriber related information which is available at the SMF, for Usage Monitoring
reporting over the corresponding Npcf interface (N7 reference point).
Based on the mapping between Rating Group or Sponsor Identity and PCC rule stored at the SMF, the SMF shall
combine the reported information with session and subscriber related information which is available at the SMF, for
offline and online charging reporting over the corresponding charging interfaces.
This functionality is specified in TS 32.240 [41].
The usage information shall be collected in the UPF and reported to the SMF as defined in 5.8.2.6, based on Monitoring
Keys and triggers which are specified in TS 23.503 [45].

5.8.2.7

PDU Session and QoS Flow Policing

ARP is used for admission control (i.e. retention and pre-emption of the new QoS Flow). The value of ARP is not
required to be provided to the UPF.
For every QoS Flow, the SMF shall use the 5QI and optionally, the ARP priority level, to determine the transport level
packet marking and provide the transport level packet marking to the UPF.
The SMF shall provide the Session-AMBR value of the PDU Session to the UE and together with a QoS Enforcement
Rule correlation ID to the UPF so that the UPF and the UE can enforce the Session-AMBR of the PDU Session across
all Non-GBR QoS Flows of the PDU Session.
SMF shall provide the GFBR and MFBR value for each GBR QoS Flow of the PDU Session to the UPF.

5.8.2.8
5.8.2.8.1

PCC Related Functions
Activation/Deactivation of predefined PCC rules

A predefined PCC rule is configured in the SMF.
The traffic detection filters, e.g. IP Packet Filter, required in the UP function can be configured either in the SMF and
provided to the UPF, as service data flow filter(s), or be configured in the UPF, as the application detection filter
identified by an application identifier. For the latter case, the application identifier has to be configured in the SMF and
the UPF.
The traffic steering policy information can be only configured in the UPF, together with traffic steering policy
identifier(s), while the SMF has to be configured with the traffic steering policy identifier(s).
Policies for traffic handling in the UPF, which are referred by some identifiers corresponding to the parameters of a
PCC rule, can be configured in the UPF. These traffic handling policies are configured as predefined QER(s), FAR(s)
and URR(s).
When a predefined PCC rule is activated/deactivated by the PCF, SMF shall decide what information has to be provided
to the UPF to enforce the rule based on where the traffic detection filters (i.e. service data flow filter(s) or application
detection filter), traffic steering policy information and the policies used for the traffic handling in the UPF are
configured and where they are enforced:
-

If the predefined PCC rule contains an application identifier for which corresponding application detection filters
are configured in the UPF, the SMF shall provide a corresponding application identifier to the UPF;

-

If the predefined PCC rule contains traffic steering policy identifier(s), the SMF shall provide a corresponding
traffic steering policy identifier(s) to the UPF;
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-

If the predefined PCC rule contains service data flow filter(s), the SMF shall provide them to the UPF;

-

If the predefined PCC rule contains some parameters for which corresponding policies for traffic handling in the
UPF are configured in the UPF, the SMF shall activate those traffic handling policies via their rule ID(s).

The SMF shall maintain the mapping between a PCC rule received over Npcf and the QoS Flow level PDR rule(s) used
on N4 interface.

5.8.2.8.2

Enforcement of Dynamic PCC Rules

The application detection filters required in the UPF can be configured either in the SMF and provided to the UPF as
the service data flow filter, or be configured in the UP function identified by an application identifier.
When receiving a dynamic PCC rule from the PCF which contains an application identifier and/or parameters for traffic
handling in the UPF:
-

if the application detection filter is configured in the SMF, the SMF shall provide it in the service data flow filter
to the UPF, as well as parameters for traffic handling in the UPF received from the dynamic PCC rule;

-

otherwise, the application detection filters is configured in UPF, the SMF shall provide to UPF with the
application identifier and the parameters for traffic handling in the UPF as required based on the dynamic PCC
rule.

The SMF shall maintain the mapping between a PCC rule received over Npcf and the QoS Flow level PDR(s) used on
N4 interface.

5.8.2.8.3

Redirection

The uplink application's traffic redirection may be enforced either in the SMF (as specified in 5.8.2.5 Control of user
plane forwarding) or directly in the UPF. The redirect destination may be provided in the dynamic PCC rule or be
preconfigured, either in the SMF or in the UPF.
When receiving redirect information (redirection enabled/disabled and redirect destination) within a dynamic PCC rule
or being activated/deactivated by the PCF for the predefined redirection policies, SMF shall decide whether to provide
and what information to be provided to the UPF based on where the redirection is enforced and where the redirect
destination is acquired/preconfigured. When redirection is enforced in the UPF and the redirect destination is acquired
from the dynamic PCC rule or is configured in the SMF, SMF shall provide the redirect destination to the UPF. When
redirection is enforced in the SMF, SMF shall instruct the UPF to forward applicable user plane traffic to the SMF.

5.8.2.8.4

Support of PFD Management

The NEF (PFDF)shall provide PFD(s) to the SMF on the request of SMF (pull mode) or on the request of PFD
management from NEF (push mode), as described in TS 23.503 [45]. The SMF shall provide the PFD(s) to the UPF,
which have active PDR(s) with the Application identifier corresponding to the PFD(s).
The SMF supports the procedures in clause 4.4.3.5 of TS 23.502, for management of PFDs. PFD(s) is cached in the
SMF, and the SMF maintains a caching timer associated to the PFD(s). When the caching timer expires and there's no
active PCC rule that refers to the corresponding Application identifier, the SMF informs the UPF to remove the PFD(s)
identified by the Application identifier using the PFD management message.
When a PDR is provided for an Application identifier corresponding to the PFD(s) that are not already provided to the
UPF, the SMF shall provide the PFD(s) to the UPF (if there are no PFD(s) cached, the SMF retrieves them from the
NEF (PFDF) as specified in TS 23.503 [45]). When any update of the PFD(s) is received from NEF (PFDF) by SMF
(using "push" or "pull" mode), and there are still active PDRs in UPF for the Application ID, the SMF shall provision
the updated PFD set corresponding to the Application identifier to the UPF using the PFD management message.
NOTE 1: SMF can assure not to overload N4 signalling while managing PFD(s) to the UPF, e.g. forwarding the
PFD(s) to the right UPF where the PFD(s) is enforced.
When the UPF receives the updated PFD(s) from either the same or different SMF for the same Application identifier,
the latest received PFD(s) shall overwrite any existing PFD(s) stored in the UPF.
NOTE 2: For the case a single UPF is controlled by multiple SMFs, the conflict of PFD(s) corresponding to the
same application identifier provided by different SMF can be avoided by operator enforcing a wellplanned NEF (PFDF) and SMF/UPF deployment.
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Functionality of Sending of "End marker"
Introduction

Sending of "end marker" is a functionality which involve SMF and UPF in order to assist the reordering function in the
Target RAN. As part of the functionality, constructing of end marker packets can either be done in the SMF or in the
UPF, as described in clauses 5.8.2.9.1 and 5.8.2.9.2. Whether constructing of end marker packets is performed by SMF
or UPF is determined by network configuration.

5.8.2.9.1

UPF Constructing the "End marker" Packets

UPF referred in this clause is the UPF terminates N3 reference point.
It is assumed that the PDU Session for the UE comprises of an UPF that acts as a PDU Session anchor and an
intermediate UPF terminating N3 reference point at the time of this Handover procedure.
In the case of inter NG-RAN Handover procedure without UPF change, SMF shall indicate the UPF to switch the N3
path(s) by sending an N4 Session Modification Request message with the new AN Tunnel Info of NG RAN and in
addition, provide an indication to the UPF to send the end marker packet(s) on the old N3 user plane path.
On receiving this indication, the UPF shall construct end marker packet(s) and send it for each N3 GTP-U tunnel
towards the source NG RAN after sending the last PDU on the old path.
In the case of inter NG-RAN Handover procedure with UPF change, SMF shall indicate the PSA UPF to switch the N9
user plane path(s) by sending an N4 Session Modification Request message (N4 session ID, new CN Tunnel Info of
UPF) and in addition, provide an indication to the PSA UPF to send the end marker packet(s) on the old path.
On receiving this indication, the PSA UPF shall construct end marker packet(s) and send it for each N9 GTP-U tunnel
towards the source UPF after sending the last PDU on the old path.
On receiving the end marker packet(s) on N9 GTP-U tunnel, source UPF shall forward the end marker packet(s) and
send it for each N3 GTP-U tunnel towards the source NG RAN.

5.8.2.9.2

SMF Constructing the "End marker" Packets

UPF referred in this clause is the UPF terminates N3 reference point.
It is assumed that the PDU Session for the UE comprises of an UPF that acts as a PDU Session Anchor and an
intermediate UPF terminating N3 reference point at the time of this Handover procedure.
In the case of inter NG-RAN Handover procedure without UPF change, SMF shall indicate the UPF to switch the N3
path(s) by sending an N4 Session Modification Request message (N4 session ID, new AN Tunnel Info of NG RAN).
After sending the last PDU on the old path, UPF shall replace the old AN Tunnel Info with the new one and responds
with an N4 Session Modification Response message to acknowledge the success of path switch.
When the path switch is finished, SMF constructs the end marker packet(s) and sends it to the UPF. UPF then forwards
the packet(s) to the source NG RAN.
In the case of inter NG-RAN Handover procedure with UPF change, SMF shall indicate the PSA UPF to switch the N9
user plane path(s) by sending an N4 Session Modification Request message (N4 session ID, new CN Tunnel Info of
UPF). After sending the last PDU on the old N9 path, PSA UPF shall replace the old CN Tunnel Info with the new one
and responds with an N4 Session Modification Response message to acknowledge the success of path switch.
When the path switch is finished, SMF constructs the end marker packet(s) and sends it to PSA UPF. PSA UPF then
forwards the packet(s) to the source UPF.

5.8.2.10

UP Tunnel Management

5GC shall support per PDU Session tunnelling on N3 between (R)AN and UPF and N9 between UPFs. If there exist
more than one UPF involved for the PDU Session, any tunnel(s) between UPFs (e.g. in the case of two UPFs, between
the UPF that is an N3 terminating point and the UPF for PDU Session Anchor) remains established when a UE enters
CM-IDLE state. In the case of downlink data buffering by UPF, when mobile terminated (MT) traffic arrives at the
PDU Session Anchor UPF, it is forwarded to the UPF which buffer the data packet via N9 tunnel. See clause 5.8.3 for
more details on UPF buffering. In the case of Home Routed roaming, the SMF in HPLMN is not aware of the UP
activation state of a PDU Session.
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When the UP connection of the PDU Session is deactivated, the SMF may release the UPF of N3 terminating point. In
that case the UPF (e.g. the Branching Point/UL CL or PDU Session Anchor) connecting to the released UPF of N3
terminating point will buffer the DL packets. Otherwise, when the UPF with the N3 connection is not released, this UPF
will buffer the DL packets.
When the UP connection of the PDU Session is activated due to a down-link data arrived and a new UPF is allocated to
terminate the N3 connection, a data forwarding tunnel between the UPF that has buffered packets and the newly
allocated UPF is established, so that the buffered data packets are transferred from the old UPF that has buffered
packets to the newly allocated UPF via the data forwarding tunnel..
For a PDU Session whose the UP connection is deactivated and the SMF has subscribed the location change
notification, when the SMF is notified of UE's new location from the AMF and detects that the UE has moved out of the
service area of the existing intermediate UPF, the SMF may decide to maintain the intermediate UPF, remove the
established tunnel between UPFs (in the case of removal of the intermediate UPF) or reallocate the tunnel between
UPFs (in the case of reallocation of the intermediate UPF).

5.8.2.11
5.8.2.11.1

Parameters for N4 session management
General

These parameters are used by SMF to control the functionality of the UPF as well as to inform SMF about events
occurring at the UPF.
The N4 session management procedures defined in clause 4.4.1 of TS 23.502 [3] will use the relevant parameters in the
same way for all N4 reference points: the N4 Session Establishment procedure as well as the N4 Session Modification
procedure provide the control parameters to the UPF, the N4 Session Release procedure removes all control parameters
related to an N4 session, and the N4 Session Level Reporting procedure informs the SMF about events related to the
PDU Session that are detected by the UPF.
The parameters over N4 reference point provided from SMF to UPF comprises an N4 Session ID and four different
rules (i.e. one "detection" rule and three different "enforcement" rules):
-

N4 Session ID assigned by the SMF uniquely identifies an N4 session..

-

Packet Detection Rule (PDR) contains information to classify a packet arriving at the UPF.

-

Forwarding Action Rule (FAR) contains information on whether forwarding, dropping or buffering is to be
applied to a packet.

-

Usage Reporting Rule (URR) contains information that defines how a packet shall be accounted as well as how a
certain measurement shall be reported.

-

QoS Enforcement Rule (QER), contains information related to QoS enforcement of traffic.

5.8.2.11.2

N4 Session Context

N4 Session Context is identified by an N4 Session ID. An N4 Session Context is generated by SMF and UPF
respectively to store the parameters related to an N4 session, including N4 session ID, all PDRs, URRs, QERs and
FARs used for this N4 session.

5.8.2.11.3

Packet Detection Rule

The following table describes the Packet Detection Rule (PDR) containing information required to classify a packet
arriving at the UPF. Every PDR is used to detect packets in a certain transmission direction, e.g. UL direction or DL
direction.
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Table 5.8.2.11.3-1: Attributes within Packet Detection Rule
Attribute
N4 Session ID
Rule ID
Precedence
Packet
detection
information

Source
interface
UE IP address
Network
instance
(NOTE 1)
CN tunnel info
Packet Filter
Set
Application ID
QoS Flow ID

Outer header removal

Forwarding Action Rule ID

Description
Identifies the N4 session associated to this PDR
Unique identifier to identify this rule
Determines the order, in which the detection
information of all rules is applied
Contains the values "access side", "core side",
"SMF", "N6-LAN"
One IPv4 address and/or one IPv6 prefix with
prefix length
Identifies the Network instance associated with
the incoming packet
CN tunnel info on N3, N9 interfaces, i.e. F-TEID
Details see clause 5.7.6, TS 23.501.

Contains the value of 5QI or non-standardized
QFI
Instructs the UP function to remove one or more
outer header(s) (e.g. IP+UDP+GTP) from the
incoming packet.
The Forwarding Action Rule ID identifies a
forwarding action that has to be applied.
Every Usage Reporting Rule ID identifies a
measurement action that has to be applied.
Every QoS Enforcement Rule ID identifies a
QoS enforcement action that has to be applied.

Comment

Combination of UE IP address
(together with Network instance,
if necessary), CN tunnel info,
packet filter set, application ID,
and QFI are used for traffic
detection.

Details like all the combination
possibilities on N3, N9 interfaces
are left for stage 3 decision.

Any extension header shall be
stored for this packet.

List of Usage Reporting Rule
ID(s)
List of QoS Enforcement Rule
ID(s)
NOTE 1: Needed e.g. in case:
- UPF supports multiple DNN with overlapping IP addresses;
- UPF is connected to other UPF or AN node in different IP domains.

5.8.2.11.4

QoS Enforcement Rule

The following table describes the QoS Enforcement Rule (QER) that defines how a packet shall be treated in terms of
bit rate limitation and packet marking for QoS purposes. All Packet Detection Rules that refer to the same QER share
the same QoS resources, e.g. MFBR.
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Table 5.8.2.11.4-1: Attributes within QoS Enforcement Rule
Attribute
N4 Session ID
Rule ID
QoS Enforcement Rule
correlation ID (NOTE 1)

Description
Identifies the N4 session associated to this QER
Unique identifier to identify this information.
An identity allowing the UP function to correlate
multiple Sessions for the same UE and APN.

Gate status UL/DL

Instructs the UP function to let the flow pass or
to block the flow.

Maximum bitrate

The uplink/downlink maximum bitrate to be
enforced for the packets.

Guaranteed bitrate

The uplink/downlink guaranteed bitrate
authorized for the packets.

Down-link flow level marking

Flow level packet marking in the downlink.

Packet rate (NOTE 1)

Number of packets per time interval to be
enforced.

NOTE 1: This parameter is only used for interworking with EPC.

ETSI

Comment

Is used to correlate QoS
Enforcement Rules for APNAMBR enforcement.
Values are: open, close, close
after measurement report (for
termination action "discard").
This field may e.g. contain any
one of:
- APN-AMBR (for a QER that
is referenced by all relevant
Packet Detection Rules of all
PDN Connections to an APN)
(NOTE 1).
- Session-AMBR (for a QER
that is referenced by all
relevant Packet Detection
Rules of the PDU Session)
- QoS Flow MBR (for a QER
that is referenced by all
Packet Detection Rules of a
QoS Flow)
- SDF MBR (for a QER that is
referenced by the
uplink/downlink Packet
Detection Rule of a SDF)
- Bearer MBR (for a QER that
is referenced by all relevant
Packet Detection Rules of a
bearer) (NOTE 1).
This field contains:
- QoS Flow GBR (for a QER
that is referenced by all
Packet Detection Rules of a
QoS Flow)
- Bearer GBR (for a QER that
is referenced by all relevant
Packet Detection Rules of a
bearer) (NOTE 1).
For UPF, this is for controlling the
setting of the RQI in the
encapsulation header as
described in clause 5.7.5.3.
This field contains any one of:
- downlink packet rate for
Serving PLMN Rate Control
(the QER is referenced by all
PDRs of the UE belonging to
PDN connections using CIoT
EPS Optimizations as
described in TS 23.401 [26]).
- uplink/downlink packet rate
for APN Rate Control (the
QER is referenced by all
PDRs of the UE belonging to
PDN connections to the
same APN using CIoT EPS
Optimizations as described in
TS 23.401 [26]).
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Usage Reporting Rule

The following table describes the Usage Reporting Rule (URR) that defines how a packet shall be accounted as well as
when and how to report the measurements.
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Table 5.8.2.11.5-1: Attributes within Usage Reporting Rule
Attribute
N4 Session ID
Rule ID

Description
Identifies the N4 session associated to this URR
Unique identifier to identify this information.

Reporting triggers

One or multiple of the events can be activated
for the generation and reporting of the usage
report.

Periodic measurement
threshold

Defines the point in time for sending a periodic
report for this URR (e.g. timeofday).

Volume measurement
threshold

Value in terms of uplink and/or downlink and/or
total byte-count when the measurement report is
to be generated.
Value in terms of the time duration (e.g. in
seconds) when the measurement report is to be
generated.
Number of events (identified according to a
locally configured policy) after which the
measurement report is to be generated.
Defines the period of time after which the time
measurement shall stop, if no packets are
received.
Points to a locally configured policy which is
identifies event(s) trigger for generating usage
report.
Points to one or more other URR ID.

Time measurement threshold

Event measurement
threshold
Inactivity detection time

Event based reporting

Linked URR ID(s)

Measurement Method

Measurement information

Indicates the method for measuring the network
resources usage, i.e. the data volume, duration,
combined volume/duration, or event.
Indicates specific conditions to be applied for
measurements

ETSI

Comment
Used by UPF when reporting
usage.
Applicable events include:
- Start/stop of traffic detection
with/without application
instance identifier and
deduced SDF filter reporting;
Deletion of last PDR for a
URR; Periodic measurement
threshold reached;
Volume/Time/Event
measurement threshold
reached; Immediate report
requested; Measurement of
incoming UL traffic;
Measurement of discarded
DL traffic.
This allows generation of periodic
usage report for e.g. offline
charging.
It can also be used for realizing
the Monitoring time of the usage
monitoring feature.
It can also be used for realizing
the Quota-Idle-Timeout, i.e. to
enable the CP function to check
whether any traffic has passed
during this time.

Timer corresponding to this
duration is restarted at the end of
each transmitted packet.

This enables the generation of a
combined Usage Report for this
and other URRs by triggering
their reporting. See
clause 5.2.2.4, TS 29.244 [65].

It is used to request:
- measurement before QoS
enforcement, and/or
- to pause or set to active a
measurement as for the
Pause of charging described
in clause 4.4.4 of
TS 23.502 [3], and/or
- to request reduced reporting
for application start/stop
events.
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Forwarding Action Rule

The following table describes the Forwarding Action Rule (FAR) that defines how a packet shall be buffered, dropped
or forwarded, including packet encapsulation/decapsulation and forwarding destination.
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Table 5.8.2.11.6-1: Attributes within Forwarding Action Rule
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Attribute
N4 Session ID
Rule ID
Action

Description
Identifies the N4 session associated to this FAR.
Unique identifier to identify this information.
Identifies the action to apply to the packet

Network instance
(NOTE 2)
Destination interface
(NOTE 3)

Identifies the Network instance associated with
the outgoing packet (NOTE 1).
Contains the values "access side", "core side",
"SMF" or "N6-LAN".

Outer header creation
(NOTE 3)

Instructs the UP function to add an outer header
(e.g. IP+UDP+GTP+QFI) to the outgoing packet.

Send end marker packet(s)
(NOTE 2)

Instructs the UPF to construct end marker
packet(s) and send them out as described in
clause 5.8.1.

Transport level marking
(NOTE 3)
Forwarding policy
(NOTE 3)

Transport level packet marking in the uplink and
downlink, e.g. setting the DiffServ Code Point.
Reference to a preconfigured traffic steering
policy or http redirection (NOTE 4).

Container for header
enrichment
(NOTE 2)
Buffering Action Rule
(NOTE 5)

Contains information to be used by the UPF for
header enrichment.

ETSI TS 123 501 V15.2.0 (2018-06)
Comment

Indicates whether the packet is
to be forwarded, duplicated,
dropped or buffered.
When action indicates forwarding
or duplicating, a number of
additional attributes are included
in the FAR.
For buffering action, a Buffer
Action Rule is also included.

Identifies the interface for
outgoing packets towards the
access side (i.e. down-link), the
core side (i.e. up-link), the SMF
or, the N6-LAN (i.e. the DN or
the local DN).
Contains the CN tunnel info or
AN tunnel info of peer entity (e.g.
NG-RAN, another UPF, SMF).
Any extension header stored for
this packet shall be added.
This parameter should be sent
together with the "outer header
creation" parameter of the new
CN tunnel info.

Contains one of the following
policies identified by a TSP ID:
- an N6-LAN steering policy to
steer the subscriber's traffic to
appropriated N6 service
functions deployed by the
operator, or
- a local N6 steering policy to
enable traffic steering in the
local access to the DN
according to the routing
information provided by an AF
or a Redirect Destination and
values for the forwarding
behaviour (always, after
measurement report (for
termination action "redirect")).
Only relevant for the uplink
direction.

Reference to a Buffering Action Rule ID defining
the buffering instructions to be applied by the
UPF
(NOTE 6)

NOTE 1: Needed e.g. in case:
- UPF supports multiple DNN with overlapping IP addresses;
- UPF is connected to other UPF or NG-RAN node in different IP domains.
NOTE 2: These attributes are required for FAR action set to forwarding.
NOTE 3: These attributes are required for FAR action set to forwarding or duplicating.
NOTE 4: The TSP ID is preconfigured in the SMF, and included in the FAR according to the description in clauses
5.6.7 and 6.1.3.14 of 23.503 [45] for local N6 steering and 6.1.3.14 of 23.503 [45] for N6-LAN steering. The
TSP ID action is enforced before the Outer header creation actions.
NOTE 5: This attribute is present for FAR action set to buffering.
NOTE 6: The buffering action rule is created by the SMF and associated with the FAR in order to apply a specific
buffering behaviour for DL packets requested to be buffered, as described in clause 5.8.3 and clause 5.2.4
in TS 29.244 [65].
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Usage Report generated by UPF

The UPF sends the usage report to inform the SMF about the measurement of an active URR or about the detection of
application traffic of an active Packet Detection Rule. For each URR, the usage report may be generated repeatedly, i.e.
as long as any one of the valid event triggers applies. A final usage report is sent for a URR when it is no longer active,
i.e. either the URR is removed or all the references to this URR in any of the Packet Detection Rules belonging to the
N4 session.
Following attributes can be included in the usage report:

Table 5.8.2.11.6-1: Attributes within Forwarding Action Rule
Attribute
N4 Session ID

Description
Uniquely identifies a session.

Rule ID

Uniquely identifies the Packet Detection Rule or
Usage Reporting Rule within a session which
triggered the report.

Reporting trigger

Identifies the trigger for the usage report.

Start time

Provides the timestamp, in terms of absolute
time, when the collection of the information
provided within Usage-Information is started.
Provides the timestamp, in terms of absolute
time, when the information provided within
Usage-Information is generated.
Defines the measured volume/time/events for
this URR.

End time

Measurement information

5.8.2.12

Comment
Identifies the N4 session
associated to this Usage Report
Packet Detection Rule is only
indicated when Reporting trigger
is Detection of 1st DL packet for
a QoS Flow or Start/stop of traffic
detection.
Usage Reporting Rule is
indicated for all other Reporting
triggers.
Applicable values are:
Detection of 1st DL packet for a
QoS Flow; Start/stop of traffic
detection with/without application
instance identifier and deduced
SDF filter reporting; Deletion of
last PDR for a URR; Periodic
measurement threshold reached;
Volume/Time/Event
measurement threshold reached;
Immediate report requested;
Measurement of incoming UL
traffic; Measurement of discarded
DL traffic.
Not sent when Reporting trigger
is Start/stop of traffic detection.
Not sent when Reporting trigger
is Start/stop of traffic detection.
Details refer to TS 29.244 [65].

Reporting of the UE MAC addresses used in a PDU Session

For Ethernet PDU Session type, the SMF may control the UPF to report the different MAC (Ethernet) addresses used as
source address of frames sent UL by the UE in a PDU Session. These MAC addresses are called UE MAC addresses.
This control and the corresponding reporting takes place over N4.
NOTE:

This is e.g. used to support reporting of all UE MAC addresses in a PDU Session to the PCF as described
in clause 5.6.10.2

The UPF reports the removal of a UE MAC address based on the detection of absence of traffic during an inactivity
time. The inactivity time value is provided by the SMF to the UPF.

5.8.3
5.8.3.1

Explicit Buffer Management
General

5GC supports buffering of UE's data packets for deactivated PDU Sessions.
Support for buffering in the UPF is mandatory and optional in the SMF.
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Buffering at UPF

The SMF provides instructions to the UPF for at least the following behaviours:
-

buffer without reporting the arrival of first downlink packet,

-

buffer with reporting the arrival of first downlink packet, or

-

drop packet.

When the UP connection of the PDU Session is deactivated and the SMF decides to activate buffering in UPF for the
session, the SMF shall inform the UPF to start buffering packets for this PDU Session.
Buffering in the UPF may be configured based on timers or the amount of downlink data to be buffered. The SMF
decides whether buffering timers or amount of downlink data are handled by the UPF or SMF.
After starting buffering, when the first downlink packet arrives, UPF shall inform the SMF if it is setup to report. UPF
sends a downlink data notification message to the SMF via N4 unless specified otherwise and indicates the user plane
path on which the downlink packet was received.
When the UP connection of the PDU Session is activated, the SMF updates the UPF of the change in buffering state.
The buffered data packets, if any, are then forwarded to the (R)AN by the UPF.
If the UP connection of the PDU Session has been deactivated for a long time, the SMF may indicate the UPF to stop
buffering for this PDU Session.

5.8.3.3

Buffering at SMF

When the UP connection of the PDU Session is deactivated and the SMF supports buffering capability, the SMF may
decide to activate buffering on SMF, the SMF shall inform the UPF to start forwarding the downlink data packets
towards the SMF.
When the UP connection of the PDU Session is activated, if there are buffered packets available and their buffering
duration has not expired, the SMF shall forward those packets to the UPF to relay them to the UE. These packets are
then forwarded by the UPF to the (R)AN.

5.8.4

SMF Pause of Charging

The SMF Pause of Charging functionality is supported with the purpose that the charging and usage monitoring data in
the core network more accurately reflects the downlink traffic actually sent to the (R)AN. When the amount of
downlink data incoming at the UPF for a PDU Session that is in deactivated state goes above a pre-configured
threshold, the pause of charging functionality ensures that data that dropped in the core network is not included in
charging and usage monitoring records.
The procedures for SMF Pause of Charging are described in TS 23.502 [3].

5.9

Identifiers

5.9.1

General

Each subscriber in the 5G System shall be allocated one 5G Subscription Permanent Identifier (SUPI) for use within the
3GPP system. The 5G System supports identification of subscriptions independently of identification of the user
equipment. Each UE accessing the 5G System shall be assigned a Permanent Equipment Identifier (PEI).
The 5G System supports allocation of a temporary identifier (5G-GUTI) in order to support user confidentiality
protection.

5.9.2

Subscription Permanent Identifier

A globally unique 5G Subscription Permanent Identifier (SUPI) shall be allocated to each subscriber in the 5G System
and provisioned in the UDM/UDR. The SUPI is used only inside 3GPP system, and its privacy is specified in
TS 33.501 [29].
The SUPI may contain:
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-

an IMSI as defined in TS 23.003 [19], or

-

a network-specific identifier, used for private networks as defined in TS 22.261 [2].

It is possible for a SUPI to take the form of a Network Access Identifier (NAI) using the NAI RFC 7542 [20] based user
identification as defined in TS 23.003 [19], for either IMSI based or non-IMSI based (e.g. when used over a non-3GPP
Access Technology or for private networks) NAI.
In order to enable roaming scenarios, the SUPI shall contain the address of the home network (e.g. the MCC and MNC
in the case of an IMSI based SUPI).
For interworking with the EPC, the SUPI allocated to the 3GPP UE shall always be based on an IMSI to enable the UE
to present an IMSI to the EPC.

5.9.2a

Subscription Concealed Identifier

The Subscription Concealed Identifier (SUCI) is a privacy preserving identifier containing the concealed SUPI. It is
specified in TS 33.501 [29].

5.9.3

Permanent Equipment Identifier

A Permanent Equipment Identifier (PEI) is defined for the 3GPP UE accessing the 5G System.
The PEI can assume different formats for different UE types and use cases. The UE shall present the PEI to the network
together with an indication of the PEI format being used.
If the UE supports at least one 3GPP access technology, the UE must be allocated a PEI in the IMEI format.
In the scope of this release, the only format supported for the PEI parameter is an IMEI, as defined in TS 23.003 [19].

5.9.4

5G Globally Unique Temporary Identifier

The AMF shall allocate a 5G Globally Unique Temporary Identifier (5G-GUTI) to the UE that is common to both
3GPP and non-3GPP access. It shall be possible to use the same 5G-GUTI for accessing 3GPP access and non-3GPP
access security context within the AMF for the given UE. An AMF may re-assign a new 5G-GUTI to the UE at any
time. The AMF may delay updating the UE with its new 5G-GUTI until the next NAS transaction.
A UE supporting registration over both 3GPP and Non-3GPP access to two PLMNs that are not equivalent to each other
shall be able to handle two separate 5G-GUTIs, one per PLMN.
The 5G-GUTI shall be structured as:
<5G-GUTI> := <GUAMI> <5G-TMSI>
where GUAMI identifies the assigned AMF and 5G-TMSI identifies the UE uniquely within the AMF.
The Globally Unique AMF ID (GUAMI) shall be structured as:
<GUAMI> := <MCC> <MNC> <AMF Region ID> <AMF Set ID> <AMF Pointer>
where AMF Region ID identifies the region, AMF Set ID uniquely identifies the AMF Set within the AMF
Region and AMF Pointer identifies one or more AMFs within the AMF Set.
NOTE 1: The AMF Region ID addresses the case that there are more AMFs in the network than the number of
AMFs that can be supported by AMF Set ID and AMF Pointer by enabling operators to re-use the same
AMF Set IDs and AMF Pointers in different regions.
NOTE 2: See TS 23.003 [19] for details on the structure of the fields of GUAMI.
NOTE 3: When UE is assigned a 5G-GUTI with a AMF Pointer value used by more than one AMF, the AMFs
need to ensure that the 5G-TMSI value used within the assigned 5G-GUTI is not already in use within the
AMF's sharing that pointer value.
The 5G-S-TMSI is the shortened form of the GUTI to enable more efficient radio signalling procedures (e.g. during
Paging and Service Request) and is defined as:
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<5G-S-TMSI> := <AMF Set ID> <AMF Pointer> <5G-TMSI>

5.9.5

AMF Name

An AMF is identified by an AMF Name. AMF Name is a globally unique FQDN, the structure of AMF Name FQDN is
defined in TS 23.003 [19]. An AMF can be configured with one or more GUAMIs. At a given time, GUAMI with
distinct AMF Pointer value is associated to one AMF name only.

5.9.6

Data Network Name (DNN)

A DNN is equivalent to an APN as defined in TS 23.003 [19]. Both identifiers have an equivalent meaning and carry
the same information.
The DNN may be used e.g. to:
-

Select a SMF and UPF(s) for a PDU Session.

-

Select N6 interface(s) for a PDU Session.

-

Determine policies to apply to this PDU Session.

5.9.7

Internal-Group Identifier

The subscription data for an UE in UDR may associate the subscriber with groups. A group is identified by an InternalGroup Identifier.
NOTE 1: A UE can belong to a limited number of groups, the exact number is defined in stage 3 specifications
NOTE 2: In this Release of the specification, the support of groups is only defined in non-roaming case.
The Internal-Group Identifier(s) corresponding to an UE are provided by the UDM to the SMF as part Session
Management Subscription data and (when PCC applies to a PDU Session) by the SMF to the PCF. The SMF may use
this information to apply local policies and to store this information in CDR. The PCF may use this information to
enforce AF requests as described in clause 5.6.7.
The Internal-Group Identifier(s) corresponding to an UE are provided by the UDM to the AMF as part of Access and
Mobility Subscription data. The AMF may use this information to apply local policies (such as Group specific NAS
level congestion control defined in clause 5.19.7.5).

5.9.8

Generic Public Subscription Identifier

Generic Public Subscription Identifier (GPSI) is needed for addressing a 3GPP subscription in different data networks
outside of the 3GPP system. The 3GPP system stores within the subscription data the association between the GPSI and
the corresponding SUPI.
GPSIs are public identifiers used both inside and outside of the 3GPP system.
The GPSI is either an MSISDN or an External Identifier, see TS 23.003 [19]. If MSISDN is included in the subscription
data, it shall be possible that the same MSISDN value is supported in both 5GS and EPS.
NOTE:

5.9.9

There is no implied 1-to-1 relationship between GPSI and SUPI.

AMF UE NGAP ID

An AMF UE NGAP ID is an identifier used to identify the UE in AMF on N2 reference point. AMF allocates the AMF
UE NGAP ID and send it to the 5G-AN. For the following N2 signalling interaction sent from 5G-AN to AMF, AMF
UE NGAP ID is used to identify the UE at the AMF. AMF UE NGAP ID is unique per AMF set. AMF UE NGAP ID
may be updated without AMF change, or with AMF change as specified at clause 5.21.2.2.

5.10

Security aspects

5.10.1

General

The security features in the 5G System include:
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-

Authentication of the UE by the network and vice versa (mutual authentication between UE and network).

-

Security context generation and distribution.

-

User Plane data confidentiality and integrity protection.

-

Control Plane signalling confidentiality and integrity protection.

-

User identity confidentiality.

-

Support of LI requirements as specified in TS 33.106 [35] subject to regional/national regulatory requirements,
including protection of LI data (e.g., target list) that may be stored or transferred by an NF.

Detailed security related network functions for 5G are described in TS 33.501 [29].

5.10.2

Security Model for non-3GPP access

5.10.2.1

Signalling Security

When a UE is connected via a NG-RAN and via a standalone non-3GPP accesses, the multiple N1 instances are secured
using independent NAS security contexts, each created based on the security context in the corresponding SEAF (e.g. in
the common AMF when the UE is served by the same AMF) derived from the UE authentication.

5.10.3

PDU Session User Plane Security

The User Plane Security Enforcement information provides the NG-RAN with User Plane security policies for a PDU
session. It indicates:
-

-

whether UP integrity protection is:
-

Required: for all the traffic on the PDU Session UP integrity protection shall apply.

-

Preferred: for all the traffic on the PDU Session UP integrity protection should apply.

-

Not Needed: UP integrity protection shall not apply on the PDU Session.

whether UP confidentiality protection is:
-

Required: for all the traffic on the PDU Session UP confidentiality protection shall apply.

-

Preferred: for all the traffic on the PDU Session UP confidentiality protection should apply.

-

Not Needed: UP confidentiality shall not apply on the PDU Session.

User Plane Security Enforcement information applies only over 3GPP access. Once determined at the establishment of
the PDU Session it is provided to the UE and applies for the life time of the PDU Session.
The SMF determines at PDU session establishment a User Plane Security Enforcement information for the user plane of
a PDU session based on:
-

subscribed User Plane Security Policy which is part of SM subscription information received from UDM; and

-

User Plane Security Policy locally configured per (DNN, S-NSSAI) in the SMF that is used when the UDM does
not provide User Plane Security Policy information.

-

The maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity protection for the DRBs, provided by the UE as part of
the 5GSM capability IE during PDU Session Establishment.

The SMF may, based on local configuration, reject the PDU Session Establishment request depending on the value of
the maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity protection.
NOTE 1: Reasons to reject a PDU Session Establishment request can e.g. be that the UP Integrity Protection is
determined to be "Required" while the maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity protection is
less than the expected required data rate for the DN.
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NOTE 2: The operator can take care to reduce the risk of such rejections when configuring the subscribed User
Plane Security Policy for a DNN. For example, the operator may apply integrity protection "Required"
only in scenarios where it can be assumed that the UE maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity
protection is likely to be adequate for the DN.
The User Plane Security Policy provide the same level of information than User Plane Security Enforcement
information.
User Plane Security Policy from UDM takes precedence over locally configured User Plane Security Policy.
The User Plane Security Enforcement information is communicated from SMF to the NG-RAN for enforcement as part
of PDU session related information. If the UP Integrity Protection is deteremied to be "Required" or "Preferred", the
SMF also provides the maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity protection as received in the 5GSM capability
IE. This takes place at establishment of a PDU Session or at activation of the user plane of a PDU Session. The NGRAN rejects the establishment of UP resources for the PDU Session when it cannot fulfil User Plane Security
Enforcement information with a value of Required. The NG-RAN may also take the maximum supported data rate per
UE for integrity protection into account in its decision on whether to accept or reject the establishment of UP resources.
In this case the SMF releases the PDU Session. The NG-RAN notifies the SMF when it cannot fulfil a User Plane
Security Enforcement with a value of Preferred.
NOTE 3: For example, the NG-RAN cannot fulfill requirements in User Plane Security Enforcement information
with UP integrity protection set to "Required" when it cannot negotiate UP integrity protection with the
UE.
User Plane Security Enforcement information and the maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity protection is
communicated from source to target NG-RAN node at handover. If the target RAN node cannot support requirements in
User Plane Security Enforcement information, the target RAN node rejects the request to setup resources for the PDU
Session. In this case the PDU Session is not handed over to the target RAN node and the PDU Session is released.
PDU Sessions with the User Plane Security Enforcement set to Required are not hand-over to EPS:
-

In the case of mobility without N26, the UE shall not request to hand-over to EPS a PDU Session with the User
Plane Security Enforcement set to Required.

-

In the case of mobility with N26 to EPS, the source NG-RAN ensures that a PDU Session with User Plane
Security Enforcement set to Required is not handed-over to EPS.

5.11

Support for Dual Connectivity, Multi-Connectivity

5.11.1

Support for Dual Connectivity

Dual Connectivity involves two radio network nodes in providing radio resources to a given UE (with active radio
bearers), while a single N2 termination point exists for the UE between an AMF and the RAN. The RAN architecture
and related functions to support Dual Connectivity is further described in RAN specifications (e.g. TS 37.340 [31]).
The RAN node at which the N2 terminates, performs all necessary N2 related functions such as mobility management,
relaying of NAS signalling, etc. and manages the handling of user plane connection (e.g. transfer over N3). It is called
the Master RAN Node. It may use resources of another RAN node, the Secondary RAN node, to exchange User Plane
traffic of an UE
If the UE has Mobility Restriction (either signalled from the UDM, or, locally generated by VPLMN policy in the
AMF) the AMF signals these restrictions to the Master RAN Node as Handover Restriction List; This may prevent the
Master RAN node from setting up a Dual Connectivity for an UE.
NOTE 1: Subject to policies in the NG-RAN, configuration of Dual Connectivity for a Data Radio Bearer can also
be based on the Network Slice that the PDU Session belongs to.
Dual Connectivity provides the possibility for the Master node RAN to request SMF:
-

For some or all PDU Sessions of an UE: Direct all the DL User Plane traffic of the PDU Session to the either the
Master RAN Node or to the Secondary RAN Node. In this case, there is a single N3 tunnel termination at the
RAN for such PDU Session.
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NOTE 2: The terminating RAN Node, can decide to keep traffic for specific QFI(s) in a PDU Session for a UE on a
single RAT, or split them across the two RATs.
-

For some other PDU Sessions of an UE: Direct the DL User Plane traffic of some QoS Flows of the PDU
Session to the Secondary (respectively Master) RAN Node while the remaining QoS Flows of the PDU Session
are directed to the Master (respectively Secondary) RAN Node. In this case there are, irrespective of the number
of QoS Flows, two N3 tunnel terminations at the RAN for such PDU Session.

The Master RAN may create and change this assignment for the user plane of a PDU Session at any time during the life
time of the PDU Session;
In both cases, a single PDU Session Id is used to identify the PDU Session.
Additional functional characteristics are:
-

User location information reporting is based on the identity of the cell that is serving the UE in the Master RAN
node.

-

Path update signalling related with Dual Connectivity and UPF re-allocation cannot occur at the same time.

5.12

Charging

The 5GC charging supports collection and reporting of charging information for network resource usage, as defined in
TS 32.240 [41].
The SMF supports the interactions towards the charging system, as defined in TS 32.240 [41]. The UPF supports
functionality to collect and report usage data to SMF. The N4 reference point supports the SMF control of the UPF
collection and reporting of usage data.

5.13

Support for Edge Computing

Edge computing enables operator and 3rd party services to be hosted close to the UE's access point of attachment, so as
to achieve an efficient service delivery through the reduced end-to-end latency and load on the transport network.
NOTE: Edge Computing typically applies to non-roaming and LBO roaming scenarios.
The 5G Core Network selects a UPF close to the UE and executes the traffic steering from the UPF to the local Data
Network via a N6 interface. This may be based on the UE's subscription data, UE location, the information from
Application Function (AF) as defined in clause 5.6.7, policy or other related traffic rules.
Due to user or Application Function mobility, the service or session continuity may be required based on the
requirements of the service or the 5G network.
The 5G Core Network may expose network information and capabilities to an Edge Computing Application Function.
NOTE:

Depending on the operator deployment, certain Application Functions can be allowed to interact directly
with the Control Plane Network Functions with which they need to interact, while the other Application
Functions need to use the external exposure framework via the NEF (see clause 6.2.10 for details).

Edge computing can be supported by one or a combination of the following enablers:
-

User plane (re)selection: the 5G Core Network (re)selects UPF to route the user traffic to the local Data Network
as described in clause 6.3.3;

-

Local Routing and Traffic Steering: the 5G Core Network selects the traffic to be routed to the applications in
the local Data Network;
-

this includes the use of a single PDU Session with multiple PDU Session Anchor(s) (UL CL / IP v6 multihoming) as described in clause 5.6.4.

-

Session and service continuity to enable UE and application mobility as described in clause 5.6.9;

-

An Application Function may influence UPF (re)selection and traffic routing via PCF or NEF as described in
clause 5.6.7;
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-

Network capability exposure: 5G Core Network and Application Function to provide information to each other
via NEF as described in clause 5.20 or directly as described in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.15;

-

QoS and Charging: PCF provides rules for QoS Control and Charging for the traffic routed to the local Data
Network;

-

Support of Local Area Data Network: 5G Core Network provides support to connect to the LADN in a certain
area where the applications are deployed as described in clause 5.6.5.

5.14

Policy Control

The policy and charging control framework for the 5G System is defined in TS 23.503 [45].

5.15

Network slicing

5.15.1

General

A Network Slice is defined within a PLMN and shall include:
-

the Core Network Control Plane and User Plane Network Functions, as described in clause 4.2,

and, in the serving PLMN, at least one of the following:
-

the NG Radio Access Network described in 3GPP TS 38.300 [27],

-

the N3IWF functions to the non-3GPP Access Network described in clause 4.2.7.2.

The 5G System deployed in a PLMN shall always support the procedures, information and configurations specified for
network slicing in the present document, TS 23.502 [3] and TS 23.503 [45].
Network slicing support for roaming is described in clause 5.15.6.
Network slices may differ for supported features and network functions optimisations, in which case such Network
Slices may have e.g. different S-NSSAIs with different Slice/Service Types (see clause 5.15.2.1). The operator can
deploy multiple Network Slice instances delivering exactly the same features but for different groups of UEs, e.g. as
they deliver a different committed service and/or because they are dedicated to a customer, in which case such Network
Slices may have e.g. different S-NSSAIs with the same Slice/Service Type but different Slice Differentiators (see
clause 5.15.2.1).
The network may serve a single UE with one or more Network Slice instances simultaneously via a 5G-AN regardless
of the access type(s) over which the UE is registered (i.e. 3GPP Access and/or N3GPP Access). The AMF instance
serving the UE logically belongs to each of the Network Slice instances serving the UE, i.e. this AMF instance is
common to the Network Slice instances serving a UE.
NOTE 1: Number of simultaneous connection of network slices per UE is limited by the number of S-NSSAIs in
the Requested/Allowed NSSAI as described in clause 5.15.2.1.
NOTE 2: In this Release of the specification it is assumed that in any (home or visited) PLMN it is always possible
to select an AMF that can serve any combination of S-NSSAIs that will be provided as an Allowed
NSSAI.
The selection of the set of Network Slice instances for a UE is triggered by the first contacted AMF in a Registration
procedure normally by interacting with the NSSF, and can lead to a change of AMF. This is further described in
clause 5.15.5.
A PDU Session belongs to one and only one specific Network Slice instance per PLMN. Different Network Slice
instances do not share a PDU Session, though different slices may have slice-specific PDU Sessions using the same
DNN.
During the Handover procedure the source AMF selects a target AMF by interacting with the NRF as specified in
clause 6.3.5.
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Identification and selection of a Network Slice: the S-NSSAI and the
NSSAI
General

An S-NSSAI identifies a Network Slice.
An S-NSSAI is comprised of:
-

A Slice/Service type (SST), which refers to the expected Network Slice behaviour in terms of features and
services;

-

A Slice Differentiator (SD), which is optional information that complements the Slice/Service type(s) to
differentiate amongst multiple Network Slices of the same Slice/Service type.

An S-NSSAI can have standard values (i.e. such S-NSSAI is only comprised of an SST with a standardised SST value,
see clause 5.15.2.2, and no SD) or non-standard values (i.e. such S-NSSAI is comprised of either both an SST and an
SD or only an SST without a standardised SST value and no SD). An S-NSSAI with a non-standard value identifies a
single Network Slice within the PLMN with which it is associated. An S-NSSAI with a non-standard value shall not be
used by the UE in access stratum procedures in any PLMN other than the one to which the S-NSSAI is associated.
HPLMN values are used for the S-NSSAIs in the NSSP of the URSP rules (see clause 6.6.2, TS 23.503 [45]) and
Subscribed S-NSSAIs (see clause 5.15.3). They are also used as part of the optional mapping of the Configured NSSAI,
the Allowed NSSAI (see clause 5.15.4.1), the Requested NSSAI (see clause 5.15.5.2.1) and as part of PDU Session
Establishment (see clause 5.15.5.3) to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN.
NOTE 1: The term "Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN" does not represent any configured information in any NF
or in the UE, but is used to clarify that the S-NSSAI values are related to the HPLMN. Therefore, there is
no means, or need, to explicitly configure the UE with the "Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN".
Serving PLMN values are used for the S-NSSAIs in the Configured NSSAI for that PLMN, in the Allowed NSSAI (see
clause 5.15.4.1), in the Requested NSSAI (see clause 5.15.5.2.1), in the PDU Session Establishment (see
clause 5.15.5.3) and in the Rejected S-NSSAIs (see clause 5.15.4.1).
NOTE 2: The Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN is used in relation to the PLMN the UE is registered to
independent if the UE is roaming or not roaming i.e. while the UE is not roaming the Serving PLMN is
the HPLMN.
The NSSAI is a collection of S-NSSAIs. An NSSAI may be a Configured NSSAI, a Requested NSSAI or an Allowed
NSSAI. There can be at most eight S-NSSAIs in Allowed and Requested NSSAIs sent in signalling messages between
the UE and the Network. The Requested NSSAI signalled by the UE to the network allows the network to select the
Serving AMF, Network Slice(s) and Network Slice instance(s) for this UE, as specified in clause 5.15.5.
Based on the operator's operational or deployment needs, a Network Slice instance can be associated with one or more
S-NSSAIs, and an S-NSSAI can be associated with one or more Network Slice instances. Multiple Network Slice
instances associated with the same S-NSSAI may be deployed in the same or in different Tracking Areas. When
multiple Network Slice instances associated with the same S-NSSAI are deployed in the same Tracking Areas, the
AMF instance serving the UE may logically belong to (i.e. be common to) more than one Network Slice instance
associated with this S-NSSAI.
In a PLMN, when an S-NSSAI is associated with more than one Network Slice instance, one of these Network Slice
instances, as a result of the Network Slice instance selection procedure defined in clause 5.15.5, serves a UE that is
allowed to use this S-NSSAI. For any S-NSSAI, the network may at any one time serve the UE with only one Network
Slice instance associated with this S-NSSAI until cases occur where e.g. this Network Slice instance is no longer valid
in a given Registration Area, or a change in UE's Allowed NSSAI occurs, etc. In such cases, procedures mentioned in
clause 5.15.5.2.2 or clause 5.15.5.2.3 apply.
Based on the Requested NSSAI (if any) and the Subscription Information, the 5GC is responsible for selection of a
Network Slice instance(s) to serve a UE including the 5GC Control Plane and User Plane Network Functions
corresponding to this Network Slice instance(s).
The (R)AN may use Requested NSSAI in access stratum signalling to handle the UE Control Plane connection before
the 5GC informs the (R)AN of the Allowed NSSAI. The Requested NSSAI is used by the RAN for AMF selection, as
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described in clause 6.3.5. The UE shall not include the Requested NSSAI in the RRC Resume when the UE asks to
resume the RRC connection and is CM-CONNECTED with RRC Inactive state.
When a UE is successfully registered over an Access Type, the CN informs the (R)AN by providing the Allowed
NSSAI for the corresponding Access Type.
NOTE 3: The details of how the RAN uses NSSAI information are described in TS 38.300 [27].

5.15.2.2

Standardised SST values

Standardized SST values provide a way for establishing global interoperability for slicing so that PLMNs can support
the roaming use case more efficiently for the most commonly used Slice/Service Types.
The SSTs which are standardised are in the following Table 5.15.2.2-1.

Table 5.15.2.2-1 - Standardised SST values
Slice/Service type
eMBB

SST
value
1

URLLC

2

MIoT

3

NOTE:

5.15.3

Characteristics.
Slice suitable for the handling of 5G enhanced Mobile Broadband.
Slice suitable for the handling of ultra- reliable low latency
communications.
Slice suitable for the handling of massive IoT.

The support of all standardised SST values is not required in a PLMN.

Subscription aspects

The Subscription Information shall contain one or more S-NSSAIs i.e. Subscribed S-NSSAIs. Based on operator's
policy, one or more Subscribed S-NSSAIs can be marked as a default S-NSSAI. If an S-NSSAI is marked as default,
then the network is expected to serve the UE with a related applicable Network Slice instance when the UE does not
send any valid S-NSSAI to the network in a Registration Request message as part of the Requested NSSAI.
The Subscription Information for each S-NSSAI may contain multiple DNNs and one default DNN.
The network verifies the Requested NSSAI the UE provides in the Registration Request against the Subscription
Information.
In roaming case, the UDM may provide to the VPLMN a subset of the Subscribed S-NSSAIs in the Subscription
Information, reflecting the set of S-NSSAIs the HPLMN enables for the UE in the VPLMN.
When the UDM updates the Subscribed S-NSSAI(s) to the serving AMF, based on configuration in this AMF, the AMF
itself or the NSSF determines the mapping of the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN and/or Allowed NSSAI to
the Subscribed S-NSSAI(s). The serving AMF then updates the UE with the above information as described in
clause 5.15.4.

5.15.4
5.15.4.1
5.15.4.1.1

UE NSSAI configuration and NSSAI storage aspects
General
UE Network Slice configuration

A UE can be configured by the HPLMN with Network Slice configuration information.
The Network Slice configuration information contains one or more Configured NSSAI(s). A Configured NSSAI may
apply either to one PLMN or to all PLMNs that do not have a specific Configured NSSAI (e.g. this could be possible
for NSSAIs containing only S-NSSAIs with standard values, see clause 5.15.2.1). There is at most one Configured
NSSAI per PLMN.
The Configured NSSAI of a PLMN may include S-NSSAIs that have standard values or PLMN-specific values.
The Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN includes the S-NSSAI values which can be used in the Serving PLMN
and may be associated with mapping of each S-NSSAI of the Configured NSSAI to one or more corresponding SNSSAI values in the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN.
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The S-NSSAIs in the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, at the time when they are provided to the UE, shall match the
Subscribed S-NSSAIs for the UE. When the Subscribed S-NSSAI(s) are updated (i.e. removing an old and/or adding a
new) and it is applicable to the Serving PLMN the UE is registered in as described in clause 5.15.3, or when the
associated mapping is updated the AMF shall update the UE with the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN and/or
Allowed NSSAI and/or the associated mapping with Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN (see clause 5.15.4.2). When
there is the need to update the Allowed NSSAI, the AMF shall provide the UE with the new Allowed NSSAI and the
associated mapping with Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, unless the AMF cannot determine the new Allowed
NSSAI (e.g. all S-NSSAIs in the old Allowed NSSAI have been removed from the Subscribed S-NSSAIs), in which
case the AMF shall not send any Allowed NSSAI to the UE but indicate to the UE to perform a Registration procedure.
When providing a Requested NSSAI to the network upon registration, the UE in a given PLMN only includes and uses
S-NSSAIs applying to this PLMN. The mapping of each S-NSSAI of the Requested NSSAI to the S-NSSAIs of the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN may also be provided (see clause 5.15.4.1.2 for when this is needed). The SNSSAIs in the Requested NSSAI are part of the Configured and/or Allowed NSSAIs applicable for this PLMN. Upon
successful completion of a UE's Registration procedure over an Access Type, the UE obtains from the AMF an
Allowed NSSAI for this Access Type, which includes one or more S-NSSAIs and, if needed (see clause 5.15.4.1.2 for
when this is needed), their mapping to the S-NSSAIs in the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN. These S-NSSAIs are
valid for the current Registration Area and Access Type provided by the AMF the UE has registered with and can be
used simultaneously by the UE (up to the maximum number of simultaneous Network Slices or PDU Sessions).
The UE might also obtain one or more rejected S-NSSAIs with cause and validity of rejection from the AMF. An SNSSAI may be rejected:
-

for the entire PLMN; or

-

for the current Registration Area.

While it remains RM-REGISTERED in the PLMN and regardless of the Access Type, the UE shall not re-attempt to
register to an S-NSSAI rejected for the entire PLMN until this rejected S-NSSAI is deleted as specified below.
While it remains RM-REGISTERED in the PLMN, the UE shall not re-attempt to register to an S-NSSAI rejected in
the current Registration Area until it moves out of the current Registration Area.
NOTE 1: The details and more cases of S-NSSAI rejection are described in TS 24.501 [47].
The UE stores (S-)NSSAIs as follows:
-

When the UE is provisioned with a Configured NSSAI for a PLMN and/or the associated mapping of this
Configured NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, the Configured NSSAI and/or if present, the
associated mapping shall both be stored in the UE until a new Configured NSSAI for this PLMN and/or the
associated mapping are provisioned in the UE, or until the network slicing subscription changes, as described in
clause 5.15.4.2:
-

When provisioned with a new Configured NSSAI for a PLMN and/or the new associated mapping of this
Configured NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, or when requested to remove the
configuration due to network slicing subscritpion change, the UE shall:
-

replace any stored (old) Configured NSSAI for this PLMN with the new Configured NSSAI for this
PLMN (if applicable); and

-

delete any stored associated mapping of this old Configured NSSAI for this PLMN to the Configured
NSSAI for the HPLMN and, if present and applicable, store the associated mapping of this new
Configured NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN; and

-

delete any stored rejected S-NSSAI for this PLMN;
The UE keeps storing a received Configured NSSAI for a PLMN and associated mapping to the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN even when registering in another PLMN. The number of Configured
NSSAIs and associated mapping to be kept stored in the UE for PLMNs other than the HPLMN is up to
UE implementation. A UE shall at least be capable of storing the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, the
Configured NSSAI for the serving PLMN, and any necessary mapping of the Configured NSSAI for the
Serving PLMN to the Configured NSSAI of the HPLMN.

-

If received, the Allowed NSSAI for a PLMN and Access Type and any associated mapping of this Allowed
NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN shall be stored in the UE. The UE should store this Allowed
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NSSAI and any associated mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN also when
the UE is turned off, or until the network slicing subscription changes, as described in clause 5.15.4.2:
NOTE 2: Whether the UE stores the Allowed NSSAI and any associated mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN also when the UE is turned off is left to UE implementation.
-

When a new Allowed NSSAI for a PLMN and any associated mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to the
Configured NSSAI of the HPLMN are received over an Access Type, the UE shall:
-

replace any stored (old) Allowed NSSAI and any associated mapping for these PLMN and Access Type
with this new Allowed NSSAI; and

-

delete any stored associated mapping of this old Allowed NSSAI for this PLMN to the Configured
NSSAI for the HPLMN and, if present, store the associated mapping of this new Allowed NSSAI to the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN;

-

If received, an S-NSSAI rejected for the entire PLMN shall be stored in the UE while RM-REGISTERED in this
PLMN regardless of the Access Type or until it is deleted.

-

If received, an S-NSSAI rejected for the current Registration Area shall be stored in the UE while RMREGISTERED until the UE moves out of the current Registration Area or until the S-NSSAI is deleted.

NOTE 3: The storage aspects of rejected S-NSSAIs are described in TS 24.501 [47].

5.15.4.1.2

Mapping of S-NSSAIs values in the Allowed NSSAI and in the Requested NSSAI
to the S-NSSAIs values used in the HPLMN

One or more S-NSSAIs in an Allowed NSSAI provided to the UE can have values, which are not part of the UE's
current Network Slice configuration information for the Serving PLMN. In this case, the Allowed NSSAI needs to be
provided together with mapping of how each S-NSSAI of the Allowed NSSAI to the S-NSSAI(s) of the Configured
NSSAI for the HPLMN. This mapping information is sufficient to allow the UE to associate Applications to S-NSSAIs
of the HPLMN as per NSSP of the URSP rules, as defined in clause 6.6.2 of TS 23.503 [45] and to the corresponding SNSSAI from the Allowed NSSAI.
In roaming case, the UE may need to provide the mapping of S-NSSAIs values in the Requested NSSAI to the
corresponding values used in the HPLMN. This value is found in the mapping of the S-NSSAIs of the Configured
NSSAI for the Serving PLMN or of the S-NSSAIs of the Allowed NSSAI for the Serving PLMN and Access Type to
the corresponding S-NSSAIs values used in the HPLMN.

5.15.4.2

Update of UE Network Slice configuration

At any time, the AMF may provide the UE with a new Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN, associated with
mapping of the Configured NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN as specified in clause 5.15.4.1. The
Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN and the mapping information is either determined in the AMF (if based on
configuration, the AMF is allowed to determine the Network Slice configuration for the whole PLMN) or by the NSSF.
The AMF provides an updated Configured NSSAI as specified in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.4 UE Configuration Update
procedure.
If the HPLMN performs the configuration update of a UE registered in the HPLMN (e.g. due to a change in the
Subscribed S-NSSAI(s)), this results in updates to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN. Updates to the Allowed
NSSAI and/or, if present, to the associated mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN
are also possible if the configuration update affects S-NSSAI(s) in the current Allowed NSSAI.
If the VPLMN performs the configuration update of a UE registered in the VPLMN (e.g. due to a change in the
Subscribed S-NSSAI(s), the associated mapping is updated), this results in updates to the Configured NSSAI for the
Serving PLMN and/or to the associated mapping of the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN to the Configured
NSSAI for the HPLMN. Updates to the Allowed NSSAI and/or to the associated mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN are also possible if the configuration update affects S-NSSAI(s) in the current
Allowed NSSAI.
A UE for which the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN has been updated as described in clause 5.15.4.1 and has
been requested to perform a Registration procedure, shall initiate a Registration procedure to receive a new valid
Allowed NSSAI (see clause 5.15.5.2.2).
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When the subscribed S-NSSAIs change, a UDR flag is set in the HPLMN to make sure the current PLMN (or, if the UE
was not reachable, the next serving PLMN) is informed by the UDM that the subscription data for network slicing has
changed. The AMF, when it receives the indication from the UDM subscription has changed, indicates the UE that
subscription has changed and uses any updated subscription information from the UDM to update the UE. Once the
AMF updates the UE and obtains an acknowledgment from the UE, the AMF informs the UDM that the configuration
was successful and the UDM clears the flag in the UDR.
If the UE receives indication from the AMF that Network Slicing subscription has changed, the UE locally deletes the
network slicing information it has for all PLMNs (i.e. so when it registers in other PLMNs it sends no requested NSSAI
and the serving PLMN updates the UE configuration for the Serving PLMN). It also updates the current PLMN network
slicing configuration information with any received values from the AMF.
The update of URSP rules (which include the NSSP), if necessary at any time, is described in TS 23.503 [45].

5.15.5
5.15.5.1

Detailed Operation Overview
General

The establishment of User Plane connectivity to a Data Network via a Network Slice instance(s) comprises two steps:
-

performing a RM procedure to select an AMF that supports the required Network Slices.

-

establishing one or more PDU Session to the required Data network via the Network Slice Instance(s).

5.15.5.2
5.15.5.2.1

Selection of a Serving AMF supporting the Network Slices
Registration to a set of Network Slices

When a UE registers over an Access Type with a PLMN, if the UE for this PLMN has a Configured NSSAI or for this
PLMN and the Access Type has an Allowed NSSAI, the UE shall provide to the network in AS layer and NAS layer a
Requested NSSAI containing the S-NSSAI(s) corresponding to the slice(s) to which the UE wishes to register, in
addition to the 5G-S-TMSI if one was assigned to the UE.
The Requested NSSAI shall be one of:
-

the Configured-NSSAI, or a subset thereof as described below, e.g. if the UE has no Allowed NSSAI for the
Access Type for the serving PLMN; or

-

the Allowed-NSSAI for the Access Type over which the Requested NSSAI is sent, or a subset thereof; or

-

the Allowed-NSSAI for the Access Type over which the Requested NSSAI is sent, or a subset thereof, plus one
or more S-NSSAIs from the Configured-NSSAI not yet in the Allowed NSSAI for the Access Type as described
below.

The subset of S-NSSAIs in the Configured-NSSAI provided in the Requested NSSAI consists of one or more SNSSAI(s) in the Configured NSSAI applicable to this PLMN, for which no corresponding S-NSSAI is already present
in the Allowed NSSAI for the access type for this PLMN. The UE shall not include in the Requested NSSAI any SNSSAI that is currently rejected by the network (i.e. rejected in the current registration area or rejected in the PLMN).
The UE shall include the Requested NSSAI in the RRC Connection Establishment and in the establishment of the
connection to the N3IWF (as applicable) and in the NAS Registration procedure messages. However, the UE shall not
indicate any NSSAI in RRC Connection Establishment or Initial NAS message unless it has a Configured NSSAI for
the corresponding PLMN or an Allowed NSSAI for the corresponding PLMN and Access Type. The (R)AN shall route
the NAS signalling between this UE and an AMF selected using the Requested NSSAI obtained during RRC
Connection Establishment or connection to N3IWF respectively. If the (R)AN is unable to select an AMF based on the
Requested NSSAI, it routes the NAS signalling to an AMF from a set of default AMFs. In the NAS signalling the UE
provides the mapping of each S-NSSAI of the Requested NSSAI to the S-NSSAIs of the Configured NSSAI for the
HPLMN.
When a UE registers with a PLMN, if for this PLMN the UE has not included a Requested NSSAI nor a GUAMI while
establishing the connection to, the (R)AN, the (R)AN shall route all NAS signalling from/to this UE to/from a default
AMF. When receiving from the UE a Requested NSSAI and a 5G-S-TMSI or a GUAMI in RRC Connection
Establishment or in the establishment of connection to N3IWF, if the 5G-AN can reach an AMF corresponding to the
5G-S-TMSI or GUAMI, then 5G-AN forwards the request to this AMF. Otherwise, the 5G-AN selects a suitable AMF
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based on the Requested NSSAI provided by the UE and forwards the request to the selected AMF. If the 5G-AN is not
able to select an AMF based on the Requested NSSAI, then the request is sent to a default AMF.
When the AMF selected by the AN receives the UE Registration request:
-

As part of the Registration procedure described in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.2.2.2, the AMF may query the UDM
to retrieve UE subscription information including the Subscribed S-NSSAIs.

-

The AMF verifies whether the S-NSSAI(s) in the Requested NSSAI are permitted based on the Subscribed SNSSAIs (to identify the Subscribed S-NSSAIs the AMF may use the mapping to the S-NSSAI(s) of the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN provided by the UE, in the NAS message, for each S-NSSAI of the
Requested NSSAI).

-

When the UE context in the AMF does not yet include an Allowed NSSAI for the corresponding Access Type,
the AMF queries the NSSF (see (B) below for subsequent handling), except in the case when, based on
configuration in this AMF, the AMF is allowed to determine whether it can serve the UE (see (A) below for
subsequent handling). The address of the NSSF is locally configured in the AMF.

NOTE 1: The configuration in the AMF depends on operator's policy.
-

When the UE context in the AMF already includes an Allowed NSSAI for the corresponding Access Type,
based on the configuration for this AMF, the AMF may be allowed to determine whether it can serve the UE (see
(A) below for subsequent handling).

NOTE 2: The configuration in the AMF depends on the operator's policy.

(A) Depending on fulfilling the configuration as described above, the AMF may be allowed to determine whether it can
serve the UE, and the following is performed:
-

AMF checks whether it can serve all the S-NSSAI(s) from the Requested NSSAI present in the Subscribed SNSSAIs (potentially using configuration for mapping S-NSSAI values between HPLMN and Serving PLMN), or
all the S-NSSAI(s) marked as default in the Subscribed S-NSSAIs in the case that no Requested NSSAI was
provided or none of the S-NSSAIs in the Requested NSSAI were present in the Subscribed S-NSSAIs (see
clause 5.15.3).
-

If the AMF can serve the S-NSSAIs in the Requested NSSAI, the AMF remains the serving AMF for the UE.
The Allowed NSSAI is then composed of the list of S-NSSAI(s) in the Requested NSSAI permitted based on
the Subscribed S-NSSAIs, or, if no Requested NSSAI was provided, all the S-NSSAI(s) marked as default in
the Subscribed S-NSSAIs. It also determines the mapping if the S-NSSAI(s) included in the Allowed NSSAI
needs to be mapped to Subscribed S-NSSAI(s) values. If no Requested NSSAI is provided, or the Requested
NSSAI includes an S-NSSAI that is not valid in the Serving PLMN, the AMF based on the Subscribed SNSSAI(s) and operator's configuration may also determine the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN
or/and the associated mapping of the Configured NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, so these
can be configured in the UE. Then Step (C) is executed.

-

Else, the AMF queries the NSSF (see (B) below).

(B) When required as described above, the AMF needs to query the NSSF, and the following is performed:
-

The AMF queries the NSSF, with Requested NSSAI, mapping of Requested NSSAI to Configured NSSAI for
the HPLMN, the Subscribed S-NSSAIs (with an indication if marked as default S-NSSAI), any Allowed NSSAI
it might have for the other Access Type (including its mapping to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN),
PLMN ID of the SUPI and UE's current Tracking Area(s).

NOTE 3: When more than one UE's Tracking Area is indicated, the UE is using more than one Access Type.
-

Based on this information, local configuration, and other locally available information including RAN
capabilities in the current Tracking Area for the UE or load level information for a network slice instance
provided by the NWDAF, the NSSF does the following:
-

It verifies which S-NSSAI(s) in the Requested NSSAI are permitted based on comparing the Subscribed SNSSAIs with the S-NSSAIs in the mapping of Requested NSSAI to Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN. It
considers the S-NSSAI(s) marked as default in the Subscribed S-NSSAIs in the case that no S-NSSAI from
the Requested NSSAI are present in the Subscribed S-NSSAIs.
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-

It selects the Network Slice instance(s) to serve the UE. When multiple Network Slice instances in the UE's
Tracking Areas are able to serve a given S-NSSAI, based on operator's configuration, the NSSF may select
one of them to serve the UE, or the NSSF may defer the selection of the Network Slice instance until a
NF/service within the Network Slice instance needs to be selected.

-

It determines the target AMF Set to be used to serve the UE, or, based on configuration, the list of candidate
AMF(s), possibly after querying the NRF.

-

It determines the Allowed NSSAI(s) for the applicable Access Type(s), taking also into account the
availability of the Network Slice instances as described in clause 5.15.8 that are able to serve the S-NSSAI(s)
in the Allowed NSSAI in the current UE's Tracking Areas.

-

It also determines the mapping of each S-NSSAI of the Allowed NSSAI(s) to the Subscribed S-SNSSAIs if
necessary.

-

Based on operator configuration, the NSSF may determine the NRF(s) to be used to select NFs/services
within the selected Network Slice instance(s).

-

Additional processing to determine the Allowed NSSAI(s) in roaming scenarios and the mapping to the
Subscribed S-NSSAIs, as described in clause 5.15.6.

-

If no Requested NSSAI is provided or the Requested NSSAI includes an S-NSSAI that is not valid in the
Serving PLMN, the NSSF based on the Subscribed S-NSSAI(s) and operator configuration may derive the
Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN or/and the associated mapping of the Configured NSSAI to the
Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, so these can be configured in the UE.

The NSSF returns to the current AMF the Allowed NSSAI for the applicable Access Type(s), the mapping of
each S-NSSAI of the Allowed NSSAI to the Subscribed S-NSSAIs if determined and the target AMF Set, or,
based on configuration, the list of candidate AMF(s). The NSSF may return the NRF(s) to be used to select
NFs/services within the selected Network Slice instance(s), and the NRF to be used to determine the list of
candidate AMF(s) from the AMF Set. The NSSF may return NSI ID(s) to be associated to the Network Slice
instance(s) corresponding to certain S-NSSAIs. NSSF may return the rejected S-NSSAI(s) as described in
clause 5.15.4.1. The NSSF may return the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN and the associated mapping
of the Configured NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN.

- Depending on the available information and based on configuration, the AMF may query the appropriate NRF
(e.g. locally pre-configured or provided by the NSSF) with the target AMF Set. The NRF returns a list of
candidate AMFs.
-

If rerouting to a target serving AMF is necessary, the current AMF reroutes the Registration Request to a target
serving AMF as described in clause 5.15.5.2.3.

-

Step (C) is executed.

(C) The serving AMF shall determine a Registration Area such that all S-NSSAIs of the Allowed NSSAI for this
Registration Area are available in all Tracking Areas of the Registration Area (and also considering other aspects as
described in clause 5.3.2.3) and then return to the UE this Allowed NSSAI and the mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to
the Subscribed S-NSSAIs if provided. The AMF may return the rejected S-NSSAI(s) as described in clause 5.15.4.1.
NOTE:

As there is a single distinct Registration Area for Non-3GPP access in a PLMN, the S-NSSAIs in the
Allowed NSSAI for this Registration Area (i.e. for Non-3GPP access) are available homogeneously in the
PLMN.

When no Requested NSSAI was included, or when the mapping of the S-NSSAIs in Requested NSSAI to the
corresponding values in the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN is incorrect, or when an S-NSSAI was rejected in the
PLMN, the AMF may update the UE slice configuration information for the PLMN as described in clause 5.15.4.2.

5.15.5.2.2

Modification of the Set of Network Slice(s) for a UE

The set of Network Slices for a UE can be changed at any time while the UE is registered with a network, and may be
initiated by the network, or by the UE, under certain conditions as described below.
The network, based on local policies, subscription changes and/or UE mobility, operational reasons (e.g. a Network
Slice instance is no longer available or load level information for a network slice instance provided by the NWDAF),
may change the set of Network Slice(s) to which the UE is registered and provide the UE with a new Allowed NSSAI
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and the mapping of this Allowed NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN, for each Access Type over which
the UE is registered. In addition, the network may provide the Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN, the associated
mapping information, and the rejected S-NSSAIs. The network may perform such a change over each Access Type
during a Registration procedure or trigger a notification towards the UE of the change of the Network Slices using a UE
Configuration Update procedure as specified in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.4. The new Allowed NSSAI(s) and the
mapping to the Configured NSSAI for HPLMN are determined as described in clause 5.15.5.2.1 (an AMF Re-allocation
may be needed). The AMF provides the UE with:
-

an indication that the acknowledgement from UE is required;

-

Configured NSSAI for the Serving PLMN (if required), rejected S-NSSAI(s) (if required) and TAI list, and

-

the new Allowed NSSAI with the associated mapping of Allowed NSSAI for each Access Type (as applicable)
unless the AMF cannot determine the new Allowed NSSAI (e.g. all S-NSSAIs in the old Allowed NSSAI have
been removed from the Subscribed S-NSSAIs).
Furthermore:

-

If the changes to the Allowed NSSAI does not require the UE to perform immediately a Registration procedure
because they do not affect the existing connectivity to Network Slices (i.e. any S-NSSAI(s) the UE is connected
to), then the serving AMF indicates to the UE the need for the UE to perform a Registration procedure but does
not release the NAS signalling connection to the UE after receiving the acknowledgement from UE. The UE
initiates a Registration procedure with the registration type Mobility Registration Update after the UE enters
CM-IDLE state due to inactivity.

-

If the changes to the Allowed NSSAI require the UE to perform immediately a Registration procedure because
they affect the existing connectivity to Network Slices (e.g. the new S-NSSAIs require a separate AMF that
cannot be determined by the current serving AMF, or the AMF cannot determine the Allowed NSSAI):
-

The serving AMF indicates to the UE the need for the UE to perform a Registration procedure without
including the GUAMI in access stratum signalling after entering CM-IDLE state. The AMF shall release the
NAS signalling connection to the UE to allow to enter CM-IDLE after receiving the acknowledgement from
UE.

-

When the UE receives indications to perform a Registration procedure without including the 5G-GUTI in
access stratum signalling after entering CM-IDLE state, then:
-

The UE deletes any stored (old) Allowed NSSAI and associated mapping as well as any (old) rejected SNSSAI.

-

The UE initiates a Registration procedure with the registration type Mobility Registration Update after the
UE enters CM-IDLE state. The UE shall include a Requested NSSAI (as described in clause 5.15.5.2.1)
with the associated mapping of Requested NSSAI in the Registration Request message. Also, the UE
shall include a Requested NSSAI in access stratum signalling but no GUAMI.

If there are established PDU Session(s) associated with emergency services, then the serving AMF indicates to the UE
the need for the UE to perform a Registration procedure but does not release the NAS signalling connection to the UE.
The UE performs the Registration procedure only after the release of the PDU Session(s) used for the emergency
services.
In addition to sending the new Allowed NSSAI to the UE, when a Network Slice used for a one or multiple PDU
Sessions is no longer available for a UE, the following applies:
-

If the Network Slice becomes no longer available under the same AMF (e.g. due to UE subscription change), the
AMF indicates to the SMF(s) which PDU Session ID(s) corresponding to the relevant S-NSSAI shall be
released. SMF releases the PDU Session according to clause 4.3.4.2 in TS 23.502 [3].

-

If the Network Slice becomes no longer available upon a change of AMF (e.g. due to Registration Area change),
the new AMF indicates to the old AMF that the PDU Session(s) corresponding to the relevant S-NSSAI shall be
released. The old AMF informs the corresponding SMF(s) to release the indicated PDU Session(s). The SMF(s)
release the PDU Session(s) as described in clause 4.3.4 of TS 23.502 [3]. Then the new AMF modifies the PDU
Session Status correspondingly. The PDU Session(s) context is locally released in the UE after receiving the
PDU Session Status in the Registration Accept message.
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The UE uses UE Configuration (e.g. NSSP in the URSP rules) to determine whether ongoing traffic can be routed over
existing PDU Sessions belonging to other Network Slices or establish new PDU Session(s) associated with same/other
Network Slice.
In order to change the set of S-NSSAIs the UE is registered to over an Access Type, the UE shall initiate a Registration
procedure over this Access Type as specified in clause 5.15.5.2.1. If an S-NSSAI associated with an established PDU
Session is not included in the Requested NSSAI, the network shall release this PDU Session.
A change of the set of S-NSSAIs (whether UE or Network initiated) to which the UE is registered may, subject to
operator policy, lead to AMF change, as described in clause 5.15.5.2.1.

5.15.5.2.3

AMF Re-allocation due to Network Slice(s) Support

During a Registration procedure in a PLMN, if the network decides that the UE should be served by a different AMF
based on Network Slice(s) aspects, then the AMF that first received the Registration Request shall redirect the
Registration request to another AMF via the RAN or via direct signalling between the initial AMF and the target AMF.
The redirection message sent by the AMF via the RAN shall include information for selection of a new AMF to serve
the UE.
For a UE that is already registered, the system shall support a redirection initiated by the network of a UE from its
serving AMF to a target AMF due to Network Slice(s) considerations (e.g. the operator has changed the mapping
between the Network Slice instances and their respective serving AMF(s)). Operator policy determines whether
redirection between AMFs is allowed.

5.15.5.3

Establishing a PDU Session in a Network Slice

The PDU Session Establishment in a Network Slice to a DN allows data transmission in a Network Slice. A PDU
Session is associated to an S-NSSAI and a DNN. A UE that is registered in a PLMN over an Access Type and has
obtained a corresponding Allowed NSSAI, shall indicate in the PDU Session Establishment procedure the S-NSSAI
according to the NSSP in the URSP and, if available, the DNN the PDU Session is related to. The UE includes the
appropriate S-NSSAI from this Allowed NSSAI and, if mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to the Configured NSSAI for
the HPLMN was provided, an S-NSSAI with the corresponding value from the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN.
If the URSP (which includes the NSSP) is not available in the UE, the UE shall not indicate any S-NSSAI in the PDU
Session Establishment procedure.
The network (HPLMN) may provision the UE with Network Slice selection policy (NSSP) as part of the URSP rules,
see TS 23.503 [45], clause 6.6.2. When the Subscription Information contains more than one S-NSSAI and the network
wants to control/modify the UE usage of those S-NSSAIs, then the network provisions/updates the UE with NSSP as
part of the URSP rules. When the Subscription Information contains only one S-NSSAI, the network needs not
provision the UE with NSSP as part of the URSP rules. The NSSP rules associate an application with one or more SNSSAIs in Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN of the UE. A default rule which matches all applications to an S-NSSAI
in Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN may also be included. When a UE application associated with a specific SNSSAI requests data transmission,
-

if the UE has one or more PDU Sessions established corresponding to the specific S-NSSAI, the UE routes the
user data of this application in one of these PDU Sessions, unless other conditions in the UE prohibit the use of
these PDU Sessions. If the application provides a DNN, then the UE considers also this DNN to determine
which PDU Session to use. This is further described in TS 23.503 [45], clause 6.6.2.

The UE shall store the URSP rules, including the NSSP, as described in TS 23.503 [45].
If the UE does not have a PDU Session established with this specific S-NSSAI, the UE requests a new PDU Session
corresponding to this S-NSSAI and with the DNN that may be provided by the application. In order for the RAN to
select a proper resource for supporting network slicing in the RAN, RAN needs to be aware of the Network Slices used
by the UE. This is further described in TS 23.503 [45], clause 6.6.2.
If the AMF is not able to determine the appropriate NRF to query for the S-NSSAI provided by the UE, the AMF may
query the NSSF with this specific S-NSSAI, location information, PLMN ID of the SUPI. The NSSF determines and
returns the appropriate NRF to be used to select NFs/services within the selected Network Slice instance. The NSSF
may also return an NSI ID identifying the Network Slice instance to use for this S-NSSAI. The address of the NSSF is
locally configured in the AMF.
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SMF discovery and selection within the selected Network Slice instance is initiated by the AMF when a SM message to
establish a PDU Session is received from the UE. The appropriate NRF is used to assist the discovery and selection
tasks of the required network functions for the selected Network Slice instance.
The AMF queries the appropriate NRF to select an SMF in a Network Slice instance based on S-NSSAI, DNN, NSI-ID
(if available) and other information e.g. UE subscription and local operator policies, when the UE triggers PDU Session
Establishment. The selected SMF establishes a PDU Session based on S-NSSAI and DNN.
When the AMF belongs to multiple Network Slices, based on configuration, the AMF may use an NRF at the
appropriate level for the SMF selection.
For further details on the SMF selection, refer to clause 4.3.2.2.3 in TS 23.502 [3].
When a PDU Session for a given S-NSSAI is established using a specific Network Slice instance, the CN provides to
the (R)AN the S-NSSAI corresponding to this Network Slice instance to enable the RAN to perform access specific
functions.
The UE shall not perform PDU Session handover from one Access Type to another if the S-NSSAI of the PDU Session
is not included in the Allowed NSSAI of the target Access Type.

5.15.6

Network Slicing Support for Roaming

For roaming scenarios:
-

If the UE only uses standard S-NSSAI values, then the same S-NSSAI values can be used in VPLMN as in the
HPLMN.

-

If the VPLMN and HPLMN have an SLA to support non-standard S-NSSAI values in the VPLMN, the NSSF of
the VPLMN maps the Subscribed S-NSSAIs values to the respective S-NSSAI values to be used in the VPLMN.
The S-NSSAI values to be used in the VPLMN are determined by the NSSF of the VPLMN based on the SLA.
The NSSF of the VPLMN need not inform the HPLMN of which values are used in the VPLMN.
Depending on operator's policy and the configuration in the AMF, the AMF may decide the S-NSSAI values to
be used in the VPLMN and the mapping to the Subscribed S-NSSAIs.

-

The UE constructs Requested NSSAI and provides the mapping of each S-NSSAI of the Requested NSSAI to
the S-NSSAIs of the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN if the mapping is stored in the UE, as described in
clause 5.15.5.2.1.

-

The NSSF in the VPLMN determines the Allowed NSSAI without interacting with the HPLMN.

-

The Allowed NSSAI in the Registration Accept includes S-NSSAI values used in the VPLMN. The mapping
information described above is also provided to the UE with the Allowed NSSAI as described in clause 5.15.4.

-

In PDU Session Establishment procedure, the UE includes both:
(a) the S-NSSAI that matches the application (that is triggering the PDU Session Request) within the NSSP in
the URSP rules; the value of this S NSSAI is used in the HPLMN; and
(b) an S-NSSAI belonging to the Allowed NSSAI that maps to (a) using the mapping of the Allowed NSSAI to
the Configured NSSAI for the HPLMN; the value of this S-NSSAI is used in the VPLMN.
For the home routed case, the V-SMF sends the PDU Session Establishment Request message to the H-SMF
along with the S-NSSAI with the value used in the HPLMN (a).

-

When a PDU Session is established, the CN provides to the AN the S-NSSAI with the value from the VPLMN
corresponding to this PDU Session, as described in clause 5.15.5.3.

-

The Network Slice instance specific network functions in the VPLMN are selected by the VPLMN by using the
S-NSSAI with the value used in the VPLMN and querying an NRF that has either been pre-configured, or
provided by the NSSF in the VPLMN. The Network Slice specific functions of the HPLMN (if applicable) are
selected by the VPLMN by using the related S-NSSAI with the value used in the HPLMN via the support from
an appropriate NRF in the HPLMN, identified as specified in clause 4.17.5 of TS 23.502 [3] and, for SMF in
clause 4.3.2.2.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].
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Network slicing and Interworking with EPS
General

A 5GS supports Network Slicing and might need to interwork with the EPS in its PLMN or in other PLMNs. The EPC
may support the Dedicated Core Networks (DCN). In some deployments, the MME selection may be assisted by a
DCN-ID provided by the UE to the RAN (see TS 23.401 [26]).
Mobility between 5GC to EPC does not guarantee all active PDU Session(s) can be transferred to the EPC.
During PDN connection establishment in the EPC, the UE allocates the PDU Session ID and sends it to the PGWC+SMF via PCO. An S-NSSAI associated with the PDN connection is determined based on the operator policy by the
PGW-C+SMF, e.g. based on a combination of PGW-C+SMF address and APN, and is sent to the UE in PCO together
with a PLMN ID that the S-NSSAI relates to. The UE stores this S-NSSAI and the PLMN ID associated with the PDN
connection. The UE derives Requested NSSAI by taking into account of the received PLMN ID. The Requested NSSAI
is included in NAS Registration Request message and RRC carrying this Registration Request when the UE registers in
5GC if the UE is non-roaming or the UE has Configured NSSAI for the VPLMN in roaming case.

5.15.7.2

Idle mode aspects

In addition to the interworking principles documented in clause 5.17.2 the following applies for interworking with N26:
-

When UE moves from 5GS to EPS, the MM context information sent by AMF to MME includes the UE Usage
type, which is retrieved from UDM by AMF as part of subscription data.

-

When UE moves from EPS to 5GS, then the UE includes the S-NSSAIs (with values for the Serving PLMN of
the target 5GS, if available) associated with the established PDN connections in the Requested NSSAI in RRC
Connection Establishment and NAS. The UE also provides to the AMF in the Registration Request message the
mapping information as described in clause 5.15.6. The UE derives the S-NSSAIs values for the Serving PLMN
by using information received while in 5GS and/or information received in PCO while in EPS. In the homerouted roaming case, the AMF selects default V-SMFs. The PGW-C+SMF sends PDU Session IDs and related
S-NSSAIs to AMF.

In addition to the interworking principles documented in clause 5.17.2 the following applies for interworking without
N26:
-

When the UE initiates the Registration procedure, the UE includes the S-NSSAI (with values for the Serving
PLMN of the target 5GS) associated with the established PDN connections in the Requested NSSAI in the RRC
Connection Establishment.

-

The UE includes the S-NSSAIs (with values for the Serving PLMN of the target 5GS, if available) and the
HPLMN S-NSSAI received in the PCO for the PDN connections as mapping information when moving PDN
connections to 5GC using PDU Session Establishment Request message. The UE derives the S-NSSAIs values
for the Serving PLMN by using information received while in 5GS and/or information received in PCO while in
EPS.

5.15.7.3

Connected mode aspects

In addition to the interworking principles documented in clause 5.17.2 the following applies for interworking with N26:
-

When a UE is CM-CONNECTED in 5GC and a handover to EPS occur, the AMF selects the target MME based
on the source AMF Region ID, AMF Set ID and target location information. The AMF forwards the UE context
to the selected MME over the N26 Interface. The Handover procedure is executed as documented in
TS 23.502 [3]. When the Handover procedure completes successfully the UE performs a Tracking Area Update.
This completes the UE registration in the target EPS. As part of this the UE obtains a DCN-ID if the target EPS
uses it.

-

When a UE is ECM-CONNECTED in EPC, and performs a handover to 5GS, the MME selects the target AMF
based on target location information, e.g. TAI and any other available local information (including the UE Usage
Type if one is available for the UE in the subscription data) and forwards the UE context to the selected AMF
over the N26 interface. In the home-routed roaming case, the AMF selects default V-SMFs. The Handover
procedure is executed as documented in TS 23.502 [3]. The PGW-C+SMF sends PDU Session IDs and related
S-NSSAIs to AMF. When the Handover procedure completes successfully the UE performs a Registration
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procedure. This completes the UE registration in the target 5GS and as part of this the UE obtains an Allowed
NSSAI.

5.15.8

Configuration of Network Slice availability in a PLMN

A Network Slice may be available in the whole PLMN or in one or more Tracking Areas of the PLMN.
The availability of a Network Slice refers to the support of the NSSAI in the involved NFs. In addition, policies in the
NSSF may further restrict from using certain Network Slices in a particular TA, e.g. depending on the HPLMN of the
UE.
The availability of a Network Slice in a TA is established end-to-end using a combination of OAM and signalling
among network functions. It is derived by using the S-NSSAIs supported per TA in NG-RAN, the S-NSSAIs supported
in the AMF and operator policies per TA in the NSSF.
The AMF learns the S-NSSAIs supported per TA by the NG-RAN when the NG-RAN nodes establish or update the N2
connection with the AMF (see TS 38.413 [34]) and TS 38.300 [27]). One or all AMF per AMF Set provides and
updates the NSSF with the S-NSSAIs support per TA. The NG-RAN learns the S-NSSAIs per PLMN ID the AMFs it
connects to support when the NG-RAN nodes establishes the N2 connection with the AMF or when the AMF updates
the N2 connection with the NG-RAN (see TS 38.413 [34] and TS 38.300 [27]).
The NSSF may be configured with operator policies specifying under what conditions the S-NSSAIs can be restricted
per TA and per HPLMN of the UE.
The per TA restricted S-NSSAIs may be provided to the AMFs of the AMF Sets at setup of the network and whenever
changed.
The AMF may be configured for the S-NSSAIs it supports with operator policies specifying any restriction per TA and
per HPLMN of the UE.

5.16

Support for specific services

5.16.1

Public Warning System

The functional description for supporting Public Warning System for 5G System can be found in TS 23.041 [46].

5.16.2
5.16.2.1

SMS over NAS
General

This clause includes feature description for supporting SMS over NAS in 5G System. Support for SMS incurs the
following functionality:
-

Support for SMS over NAS transport between UE and AMF. This applies to both 3GPP and Non 3GPP accesses.

-

Support for AMF determining the SMSF for a given UE.

-

Support for subscription checking and actual transmission of MO/MT-SMS transfer by the SMSF.

-

Support for MO/MT-SMS transmission for both roaming and non-roaming scenarios.

-

Support for selecting proper domains for MT SMS message delivery including initial delivery and re-attempting
in other domains.

5.16.2.2

SMS over NAS transport

5G System supports SMS over NAS via both 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.
During Registration procedure, a UE that wants to use SMS provides an "SMS supported" indication over NAS
signalling indicating the UE's capability for SMS over NAS transport. "SMS supported" indication indicates whether
UE can support SMS delivery over NAS. If the core network supports SMS functionality, the AMF includes "SMS
supported" indication to the UE, and whether SMS delivery over NAS is accepted by the network.
SMS is transported via NAS transport message, which can carry SMS messages as payload.
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IP-Connectivity Access Network specific concepts when using 5GS to access IMS can be found in TS 23.228 [15].
5GS supports IMS with the following functionality:
-

Indication toward the UE if IMS voice over PS session is supported.

-

Capability to transport the P-CSCF address(es) to UE.

-

Paging Policy Differentiation for IMS as defined in TS 23.228 [15].

-

IMS emergency service as defined in TS 23.167 [18].

-

Domain selection for UE originating sessions.

-

Terminating domain selection for IMS voice.

-

Support of P-CSCF restoration procedure (clause 5.16.3.9).

5.16.3.2

IMS voice over PS Session Supported Indication over 3GPP access

The serving PLMN AMF shall send an indication toward the UE during the Registration procedure over 3GPP access to
indicate if an IMS voice over PS session is supported or not supported. A UE with "IMS voice over PS" voice
capability over 3GPP access should take this indication into account when performing voice domain selection, as
described in clause 5.16.3.5.
The serving PLMN AMF may only indicate IMS voice over PS session supported over 3GPP access in one of the
following cases:
-

If the network is able to provide a successful IMS voice over PS session in the current Registration Area with a
5G QoS Flow that supports voice as specified in clause 5.7.

-

If the network is not able to provide a successful IMS voice over PS session over NR connected to 5GC, but is
able for one of the following:
-

If E-UTRA connected to 5GC supports IMS voice, and the NG-RAN supports a handover or redirection to EUTRA connected to 5GC for this UE at QoS Flow establishment for IMS voice;

-

If the UE supports handover to EPS, the EPS supports IMS voice, and the NG-RAN supports a handover to
EPS for this UE at QoS Flow establishment for IMS voice; or

-

If the UE supports redirection to EPS, the EPS supports IMS voice, and the NG-RAN supports redirection to
EPS for this UE at QoS Flow establishment for IMS voice.

The serving PLMN provides this indication based e.g. on local policy, UE capabilities, HPLMN, whether IP address
preservation is possible and how extended NG-RAN coverage is. The AMF in serving PLMN shall indicate that IMS
voice over PS is not supported if serving PLMN does not have an IMS roaming agreement with HPLMN. This
indication is per Registration Area.

5.16.3.2a

IMS voice over PS Session Supported Indication over non-3GPP access

The serving PLMN AMF shall send an indication toward the UE during the Registration procedure over non-3GPP
access to indicate whether an IMS voice over PS session is supported or not supported via non-3GPP access. A UE with
"IMS voice over PS" voice capability over non-3GPP access should take this indication into account when performing
the selection between N3IWF and ePDG described in clause 6.3.6.
The serving PLMN AMF may only indicate IMS voice over PS session supported over non-3GPP access if the network
is able to provide a successful IMS voice over PS session over N3IWF connected to 5GC with a 5G QoS Flow that
supports voice as specified in clause 5.7.
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Homogeneous support for IMS voice over PS Session supported indication

5GC shall support the usage of "Homogeneous Support of IMS Voice over PS Sessions" indication between AMF and
UDM.
When the AMF initiates Update Location procedure to the UDM, it shall:
-

if "IMS Voice over PS Sessions" is supported homogeneously in all TAs in the serving AMF for the UE, include
the "Homogeneous Support of IMS Voice over PS Sessions" indication set to "Supported";

-

if none of the TAs of the serving AMF supports "IMS Voice over PS Sessions" for the UE, include the
"Homogeneous Support of IMS Voice over PS Sessions" indication set to "Not supported";

-

if "IMS Voice over PS Sessions" support is either non-homogeneous or unknown, not include the
"Homogeneous Support of IMS Voice over PS Sessions" indication.

The UDM shall take this indication into account when doing T-ADS procedure for IMS voice.
NOTE:

5.16.3.4

A TA supports "IMS Voice over PS Sessions" if the serving AMF indicates IMS voice over PS Session
Supported Indication over 3GPP access to the UE, as described in clause 5.16.3.2. In order to support
routing of incoming IMS voice calls to the correct domain, the network-based T-ADS (see
TS 23.292 [63] and TS 23.221 [23]) requires that there is homogeneous support/non-support of IMS
voice over PS session for all registered TAs of the UE.

P-CSCF address delivery

At PDU Session Establishment procedure related to IMS, SMF shall support the capability to send the P-CSCF
address(es) to UE. The SMF is located in VPLMN if LBO is used. This is sent by visited SMF if LBO is used. For
Home routed, this information is sent by the SMF in HPLMN. P-CSCF address(es) shall be sent transparently through
AMF, and in the case of Home Routed also through the SMF in VPLMN.
NOTE 1: Other options to provide P-CSCF to the UE as defined in TS 23.228 [15] is not excluded.
NOTE 2: PDU Session for IMS is identified by "APN" or "DNN".

5.16.3.5

Domain selection for UE originating sessions / calls

For UE originating calls, the 5GC capable UE performs access domain selection. The UE shall be able to take following
factors into account for access domain selection decision:
-

The state of the UE in the IMS. The state information shall include: Registered, Unregistered.

-

The "IMS voice over PS session supported indication" as defined in clause 5.16.3.2.

-

Whether the UE is expected to behave in a "voice centric" or "data centric" way for 5GS.

-

UE capability of supporting IMS PS voice.

-

UE capability for operating in dual-registration mode with selective PDU Session transfer as defined in
clause 5.17.2.3.3.

-

Whether 3GPP PS Data Off is active or not and whether IMS voice is included in 3GPP PS Data Off Exempt
Services or not as defined in clause 5.24.

NOTE 1: In this release of the specification, the exact logic of which PDU sessions are kept in which system for
Dual Registration UE with selective transfer of certain PDU Sessions as defined in clause 5.17.2.3.3, is
left up to UE implementation. The voice centric UE will keep the PDU Session used for IMS services to a
system that supports voice over IMS. The voice centric UE can re-register with the IMS (if needed) when
the IMS PDU session is transferred between 5GS and EPS.
To allow for appropriate domain selection for originating voice calls, the UE shall attempt Initial Registration in 5GC.
If the UE fails to use IMS for voice, e.g. due to "IMS voice over PS session supported indication" indicates voice is not
supported in 5G System, the UE behaves as described below for "voice centric" for 5GS or "data centric" for 5GS:
-

A UE set to "voice centric" for 5GS shall always try to ensure that Voice service is possible. A voice centric
5GC capable and EPC capable UE unable to obtain voice service in 5GS shall not select a cell connected only to
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5GC. By disabling capabilities to access 5GS, the UE re-selects to E-UTRAN connected to EPC first (if
available). When the UE selects E-UTRAN connected to EPC, the UE performs Voice Domain Selection
procedures as defined in TS 23.221 [23].
-

A UE set to "data centric" for 5GS does not need to perform any reselection if voice services cannot be obtained.

NOTE 2: The related radio capabilities in order for the voice centric UE to not reselect to NR or E-UTRA cell
connected to 5GC (i.e. avoid ping pong) will be defined by RAN WGs.

5.16.3.6

Terminating domain selection for IMS voice

When requested by IMS, the UDM/HSS shall be able to query the serving AMF for T-ADS related information.
The AMF shall respond to the query with the following information unless the UE is detached:
-

whether or not IMS voice over PS Session is supported in the registration area (s) where the UE is currently
registered;

-

the time of the last radio contact with the UE; and

-

the current Access Type and RAT type.

5.16.3.7

UE's usage setting

If the UE is configured to support IMS voice, the UE shall include the information element "UE's usage setting" in
Registration Update Request messages. The UE's usage setting indicates whether the UE behaves in a "voice centric" or
"data centric" way (as defined in clause 5.16.3.5).
NOTE:

5.16.3.8
5.16.3.8.1

Depending on operator's configuration, the UE's usage setting can be used by the network to choose the
RFSP Index in use (see clause 5.3.4.3). As an example, this enables the enforcement of selective idle
mode camping over E-UTRA for voice centric UEs.

Domain and Access Selection for UE originating SMS
UE originating SMS for IMS Capable UEs supporting SMS over IP

To allow for appropriate domain selection for SMS delivery, it should be possible to provision UEs with the following
HPLMN operator preferences on how an IMS enabled UE is supposed to handle SMS services:
-

SMS is not to be invoked over IP networks: the UE does not attempt to deliver SMS over IP networks. The
UE attempts to deliver SMS over NAS signalling.

-

SMS is preferred to be invoked over IP networks: the UE attempts to deliver SMS over IP networks. If
delivery of SMS over IP networks is not available, the UE attempts to deliver SMS over NAS signalling.

5.16.3.8.2

Access Selection for SMS over NAS

It should be possible to provision UEs with the HPLMN SMS over NAS operator preferences on access selection for
delivering SMS over NAS signalling.
Based on the SMS over NAS preference:
-

SMS is preferred to be invoked over 3GPP access for NAS transport: the UE attempts to deliver MO SMS
over NAS via 3GPP access if the UE is both registered in 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.

-

SMS is preferred to be invoked over non-3GPP access for NAS transport: the UE attempts to deliver MO
SMS over NAS via non-3GPP access if the UE is both registered in 3GPP access and non-3GPP access. If
delivery of SMS over NAS via non-3GPP access is not available, the UE attempts to deliver SMS over NAS
via 3GPP access.

5.16.3.9

SMF support for P-CSCF restoration procedure

For the support of P-CSCF restoration the SMF behaves as described in TS 23.380 [61].
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IMS Voice Service via EPS Fallback or RAT fallback in 5GS

In order to support various deployment scenarios for obtaining IMS voice service, the UE and NR connected to 5GC
may support the mechanism to direct or redirect the UE from NR connected to 5GC either towards E-UTRA connected
to 5GC (RAT fallback) or towards EPS (E-UTRAN connected to EPC System fallback).
Following principles apply for IMS Voice Service:
-

The serving AMF indicates toward the UE during the Registration procedure that IMS voice over PS session is
supported.

-

If a request for establishing the QoS flow for IMS voice reaches the NG-RAN, the NG-RAN responds indicating
rejection of the establishment request and the NG-RAN may trigger one of the following procedures depending
on UE capabilities, N26 availability, network configuration and radio conditions:
-

Redirection to EPS;

-

Handover procedure to EPS;

-

Redirection to E-UTRA connected to 5GC; or

-

Handover to E-UTRA connected to 5GC.

5.16.4
5.16.4.1

Emergency Services
Introduction

Emergency Services are provided to support IMS emergency sessions. "Emergency Services" refers to functionalities
provided by the serving network when the network is configured to support Emergency Services. Emergency Services
are provided to normal registered UEs and depending on local regulation, to emergency registered UEs i.e. that are in
limited service state. Receiving Emergency Services in limited service state does not require a valid subscription.
Depending on local regulation and an operator's policy, the network may allow or reject an emergency registration
request for UEs that have been identified to be in limited service state. Four different behaviours of Emergency Services
as identified in TS 23.401 [26] clause 4.3.12.1 are supported.
To provide Emergency Services, the AMF is configured with Emergency Configuration Data that are applied to
Emergency Services that are established by an AMF based on request from the UE. The AMF Emergency
Configuration Data contains the Emergency DNN which is used to derive an SMF. In addition, the AMF Emergency
Configuration Data may contain the statically configured SMF for the Emergency DNN. The SMF may also store
Emergency Configuration Data that contains statically configured UPF information for the Emergency DNN.
When the UE is camped normally in the cell, i.e. not in limited service state, during Registration procedure described in
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.2.2.2, the serving AMF includes an indication for Emergency Services Support within the
Registration Accept to the UE. The Emergency Services Support indication is valid within the current Registration Area
per RAT (i.e. this is to cover cases when the same registration area supports multiple RATs and they have different
capability).
The Emergency Services Support is configured in the AMF according to local regulations and network capabilities.
AMF includes Emergency Services Support indicator in the Registration Area Accept message to indicate that the UE
can setup emergency PDU Session to obtain emergency services. The AMF may include additional local emergency
numbers associated with the serving network for the UE, further defined in TS 24.501 [47].
The 5GS includes Emergency Services Support indicator per RAT if any of the following conditions is true within the
current Registration Area:
-

the Network is able to support Emergency Services natively over 5GS;

-

E-UTRA connected to 5GC supports IMS Emergency Services (e.g. voice), and the NG-RAN is able to trigger
handover or redirection from NR to E-UTRA connected to 5GC at QoS Flow establishment for IMS Emergency
Services (e.g. voice);

-

NG-RAN is able to trigger handover to EPS at QoS Flow establishment for IMS Emergency Services (e.g.
voice); or

-

NG-RAN triggers redirection to EPS at QoS Flow establishment for IMS Emergency Services (e.g. voice).
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The 5GS includes an indication per RAT whether it supports Emergency Services Fallback (as defined in
clause 5.16.4.11) to another RAT in 5GS or to another System where Emergency Services are supported natively. The
Emergency Services Fallback support indicator is valid within the current Registration Area per RAT.
If a certain RAT is restricted for Emergency, AMF signals that the corresponding RAT is restricted for Emergency
Services Support to the Master RAN Node. This helps assist the Master RAN node determine whether to set up Dual
Connectivity for Emergency Services.
UEs that are in limited service state, as specified in TS 23.122 [17], initiate the Registration procedure by indicating that
the registration is to receive Emergency Services, referred to as emergency registration, and a Follow-on request is
included in the Registration Request to initiate PDU Session Establishment procedure with a Request Type indicating
"Emergency Request". UEs that had registered for normal services and do not have emergency PDU Sessions
established and the UE is subject to Mobility Restriction in the present area or RAT (e.g. because of restricted tracking
area) shall initiate the UE Requested PDU Session Establishment procedure to receive Emergency Services. Based on
local regulation, the network supporting Emergency Services for UEs in limited service state provides Emergency
Services to these UE, regardless whether the UE can be authenticated, has roaming or Mobility Restrictions or a valid
subscription. For Emergency Services over 3GPP access, other than eCall over IMS, the UEs in limited service state
determine that the cell supports Emergency Services over NG-RAN from a broadcast indicator in AS. For Emergency
Services over untrusted non-3GPP access, other than eCall over IMS, the UE in limited service state selects any N3IWF
as specified in clause 6.3.6. Emergency calls for eCall Over IMS are only performed if the UE has a USIM.
UE is considered to be emergency registered if it has only PDU Sessions for Emergency Services.
A serving network shall provide an Access Stratum broadcast indication from E-UTRA connected to 5GC to UEs
indicating whether eCall Over IMS is supported. A UE that is not in limited service state determines that the cell
supports eCall Over IMS using the broadcast indicator for eCall over IMS. UE shall originate emergency calls for eCall
Over IMS only over E-UTRA connected to 5GC and shall not originate emergency calls for eCall Over IMS over NR.
Emergency calls for eCall over IMS are not supported over non-3GPP access.
NOTE 1: The Access Stratum broadcast indicator is determined according to operator policies and minimally
indicates that the PLMN, or all of the PLMNs in the case of network sharing, and at least one emergency
center or PSAP to which an eCall Over IMS can be routed, support eCall Over IMS.
NOTE 2: There is no restriction on handoff of an emergency call for eCall Over IMS to NR or on use of NR for call
back by a PSAP.
A UE in limited service state determines that the cell supports eCall Over IMS using both the broadcast indicator for
support of Emergency Services over E-UTRA connected to 5GC and the broadcast indicator of E-UTRA for eCall over
IMS. Emergency calls for eCall Over IMS are not supported over NR and Non-3GPP access.
NOTE 3: The broadcast indicator for eCall Over IMS does not indicate whether UEs in limited service state are
supported. So, the broadcast indicator for support of Emergency Services over E-UTRA connected to
5GC that indicates limited service state support needs to be applied in addition.
For a UE that is Emergency Registered, if it is unauthenticated the security context is not set up on UE.
UEs that camp normally on a cell and in RM-DEREGISTERED state, (i.e. without any conditions that result in limited
service state) or that decide to access 5GC via untrusted non-3GPP access, initiate the normal Initial Registration
procedure. Upon successful normal registration (i.e. not emergency registration), such UEs shall initiate the UE
Requested PDU Session Establishment procedure to receive Emergency Services if the AMF indicated support for
Emergency Services in 5GC by setting Emergency Services Support indicator to YES for the RAT the UE is currently
camped on. The UEs that camp normally on a cell or that are connected via untrusted Non-3GPP access are informed
that the PLMN supports Emergency Services over 5G-AN from the Emergency Services Support indicator in the
Registration procedure. This applies to both 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses.
NOTE 4: The Emergency Services Support indicator in the Registration procedures does not indicate support for
eCall Over IMS.
For a UE that is Emergency Registered, normal PLMN selection principles apply after the end of the IMS emergency
session.
For Emergency Services, there is no support for inter PLMN mobility thus there is a risk of service disruption due to
failed inter PLMN mobility attempts.
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The UE shall set the RRC establishment cause to emergency as defined in TS 38.331 [28] when it requests an RRC
Connection in relation to an emergency session.
In the case of Limited Service state, UE shall not include any Network Slice related parameters when communicating
with the network.
When a PLMN supports IMS and Emergency Services:
-

all AMFs in that PLMN shall have the capability to support Emergency Services.

-

at least one SMF shall have this capability.

For other emergency scenarios (e.g. UE autonomous selection for initiating Emergency Services), refer to
TS 23.167 [18] for domain selection principles.

5.16.4.2

Architecture Reference Model for Emergency Services

According to clause 4.2, the non-roaming architectures (Figure 4.2.3-1 and Figure 4.2.3-2) and roaming architecture
with the visited operator's application function (Figure 4.2.4-1 and Figure 4.2.4-4) apply for Emergency Services. The
other non-roaming and roaming architectures with services provided by the home network do not apply for Emergency
Services.

5.16.4.3

Mobility Restrictions and Access Restrictions for Emergency Services

When Emergency Services are supported and local regulation requires IMS Emergency Sessions to be provided
regardless of the Mobility Restrictions (see clause 5.3.4.1), or access should not be applied to UEs receiving Emergency
Services. When the (R)AN resources for Emergency Services are established, the ARP value for Emergency Services
indicates the usage for Emergency Services to the 5G-AN.
During handover, the source NG-RAN and source AMF ignore any UE related restrictions during handover evaluation
when there is an active PDU Session associated with emergency service.
During Mobility Registration Update procedures, including a Registration Update as part of a handover, the target AMF
ignores any Mobility Restrictions or access restrictions for UE with emergency services where required by local
regulation. Any non-emergency services are not allowed, by the target network when not allowed by the subscription
for the target location. Such UEs with only emergency PDU Sessions behave as emergency registered. To allow the
emergency registered UE to get access to normal services after the emergency session has ended and when it has moved
to a new area that is not stored by the UE as a forbidden area, after allowing a period of time for subsequent emergency
services, the UE may explicitly deregister and register to normal services without waiting for the emergency PDU
Session Release by the SMF.
This functionality applies to all mobility procedures.

5.16.4.4

Reachability Management

An emergency registered UE over 3GPP access when its Periodic Registration Update timer expires shall not initiate a
Periodic Registration Update procedure but enter RM-DEREGISTERED state. For emergency registered UEs over
3GPP access, the AMF runs a mobile reachable timer with a similar value to the UE's Periodic Registration Update
timer. After expiry of this timer the AMF may change the UE RM state in the AMF, for 3GPP case of an emergency
registered UE to RM-DEREGISTERED. The AMF assigns the Periodic Registration Update timer value to emergency
registered UE. This timer keeps the UE emergency registered after change to CM-IDLE state to allow for a subsequent
emergency service without a need for emergency registration again.
For emergency registered UEs on untrusted Non-3GPP access, the UE is only reachable in CM-CONNECTED state:
since the UE has initiated an emergency registration over untrusted Non-3GPP access only when it is not possible over
3GPP access, 3GPP access is assumed to be unavailable for paging the UE.

5.16.4.5

SMF and UPF selection function for Emergency Services

When a SMF is selected for Emergency Services, the SMF selection function described in clause 6.3.2 for normal
services is applied to the Emergency DNN or the AMF selects the SMF directly from the AMF Emergency
Configuration Data. If the SMF selection function described in clause 6.3.2 is used it shall always derive a SMF in the
visited PLMN, which guarantees that the IP address is also allocated by the visited PLMN. When a UPF is selected for
Emergency Services, the UPF selection function described in clause 6.3.3 for normal services is applied to the
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Emergency DNN or the SMF selects the UPF directly from the SMF Emergency Configuration Data. The information
in the AMF Emergency Configuration Data and the SMF Emergency Configuration Data is specified in clause 5.16.4.1.

5.16.4.6

QoS for Emergency Services

Local regulation may require supporting emergency calls from an unauthorised UE. In such a case, the SMF may not
have subscription data. Additionally, the local network may want to provide Emergency Services support differently
than what is allowed by a UE subscription. Therefore, the initial QoS parameters used for establishing Emergency
Services are configured in the V-SMF (local network) in the SMF Emergency Configuration Data.
This functionality is used by the UE Requested PDU Session Establishment procedure when establishing Emergency
Services.

5.16.4.7

PCC for Emergency Services

Dynamic PCC is used for UEs establishing emergency service and shall be used to manage IMS emergency sessions
when an operator allows IMS emergency sessions. When establishing Emergency Services with a SMF, the PCF
provides the SMF with the QoS parameters, including an ARP value reserved for the Emergency Services to prioritize
the QoS Flows when performing admission control, as defined in TS 23.503 [45].
The PCF rejects an IMS session established via the emergency PDU Session if the AF (i.e. P-CSCF) does not provide
an emergency indication to the PCF.

5.16.4.8

IP Address Allocation

Emergency service is provided by the serving PLMN. The UE and serving PLMN must have compatible IP address
versions in order for the UE to obtain a local emergency PDU Session.

5.16.4.9

Handling of PDU Sessions for Emergency Services

The QoS Flows of a PDU Session associated with the emergency DNN shall be dedicated for IMS emergency sessions
and shall not allow any other type of traffic. The emergency contexts shall not be changed to non-emergency contexts
and vice versa. The UPF shall block any traffic that is not from or to addresses of network functions (e.g. P-CSCF)
providing Emergency Services. If there is already an emergency PDU Session, the UE shall not request another
emergency PDU Session. The network shall reject any additional emergency PDU Session requests. The UE shall not
request any PDU Session Modification for the emergency PDU Session. The network shall reject any UE requested
PDU Session Modification that is for the emergency PDU Session. The ARP reserved for emergency service shall only
be assigned to QoS Flows associated with an emergency PDU Session. If the UE is considered as registered for
emergency services only (i.e. limited service state), it shall not request a PDU Session to any other DNN.

5.16.4.10

Support of eCall Only Mode

For service requirements for eCall only mode, refer to TS 22.101 [33].
A UE configured for eCall Only Mode shall remain in RM-DEREGISTERED state, shall camp on a network cell when
available but shall refrain from any Registration Management, Connection Management or other signalling with the
network. The UE may instigate Registration Management and Connection Management procedures in order to
establish, maintain and release an eCall Over IMS session or a session to any non-emergency MSISDN(s) or URI(s)
configured in the USIM for test and/or terminal reconfiguration services. Following the release of either session, the UE
starts a timer whose value depends on the type of session (i.e. whether eCall or a session to a non-emergency MSISDN
or URI for test/reconfiguration). While the timer is running, the UE shall perform normal RM/CM procedures and is
permitted to respond to paging to accept and establish an incoming session (e.g. from an emergency centre, PSAP or
HPLMN operator). When the timer expires, the UE shall perform a UE-initiated Deregistration procedure if still
registered and enter RM-DEREGISTERED state.
NOTE 1: An HPLMN operator can change the eCall Only Mode configuration state of a UE in the USIM. An
HPLMN operator can also instead add, modify or remove a non-emergency MSISDN or URI in the
USIM for test and/or terminal reconfiguration services. This can occur following a UE call to a nonemergency MSISDN or URI configured for reconfiguration. When the eCall Only Mode configuration is
removed, the UE operates as a normal UE that can support eCall over IMS.
NOTE 2: A test call and a reconfiguration call can be seen as normal (non-emergency) call by a serving PLMN and
normal charging rules can apply depending on operator policy.
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NOTE 3: An MSISDN configured in the USIM for test and/or terminal reconfiguration services for eCall Over IMS
can differ from an MSISDN configured in the USIM for test services for eCall over the CS domain.

5.16.4.11

Emergency Services Fallback

In order to support various deployment scenarios for obtaining Emergency Services, the UE and 5GC may support the
mechanism to direct or redirect the UE either towards E-UTRA connected to 5GC (RAT fallback) when only NR does
not support Emergency Services or towards EPS (E-UTRAN connected to EPC System fallback) when the 5GC does
not support Emergency Services. Emergency Services fallback may be used when the 5GS does not indicate support for
Emergency Services (see clause 5.16.4.1) and indicates support for Emergency Services fallback.
Following principles apply for Emergency Services Fallback:
-

If the AMF indicates support for Emergency Services fallback in the Registration Accept message, then in order
to initiate Emergency Service, normally registered UE supporting Emergency Services fallback shall initiate a
Service Request with Service Type set to Emergency Services fallback as defined in TS 23.502 [3]
clause 4.13.4.1.

-

AMF uses the Service Type Indication within the Service Request to redirect the UE towards the appropriate
RAT/System. The 5GS may, for Emergency Services, trigger one of the following procedures:

-

-

Handover or redirection to EPS.

-

Handover or redirection to E-UTRA connected to 5GC.

After receiving the Service Request for Emergency Fallback, the AMF triggers N2 procedure resulting in either
CONNECTED state mobility (Handover procedure) or IDLE state mobility (redirection) to either E-UTRA/5GC
or to E-UTRAN/EPC depending on factors such as N26 availability, network configuration and radio conditions.
In the N2 procedure, the AMF based on support for Emergency Services in 5GC or EPC may indicate the target
CN for the RAN node to know whether inter-RAT fallback or inter-system fallback is to be performed. The
target CN indicated in the N2 procedure is also conveyed to the UE in order to be able to perform the appropriate
NAS procedures (S1 or N1 Mode).

5.16.5

Multimedia Priority Services

TS 22.153 [24] specifies the service requirements for Multimedia Priority Service (MPS). MPS allows Service Users
(as per TS 22.153 [24]) priority access to system resources in situations such as during congestion, creating the ability
to deliver or complete sessions of a high priority nature. Service Users are government-authorized personnel,
emergency management officials and/or other authorized users. MPS supports priority sessions on an "end-to-end"
priority basis.
MPS is based on the ability to invoke, modify, maintain and release sessions with priority, and deliver the priority
media packets under network congestion conditions. MPS is supported in a roaming environment when roaming
agreements are in place and where regulatory requirements apply.
NOTE 1: If a session terminates on a server in the Internet (e.g. web-based service), then the remote end and the
Internet transport are out of scope for this specification.
A Service User may use an MPS-subscribed UE or any other UE to obtain MPS. An MPS-subscribed UE obtains
priority access to the Radio Access Network by using the Unified Access Control mechanism according to
TS 22.261 [2]. This mechanism provides preferential access to UEs based on its assigned Access Identity. If an MPSsubscribed UE belongs to the special Access Identity as defined in TS 22.261 [2], the UE has preferential access to the
network compared to ordinary UEs in periods of congestion.
MPS subscription allows users to receive priority services, if the network supports MPS. MPS subscription entitles a
USIM with special Access Identity. MPS subscription includes indication for support of priority PDU connectivity
service and IMS priority service support for the end user. Priority level regarding QoS Flows and IMS are also part of
the MPS subscription information. The usage of priority level is defined in TS 22.153 [24], TS 23.503 [45] and
TS 23.228 [15].
NOTE 2: The term "Priority PDU connectivity services" is used to refer to 5G System functionality that
corresponds to the functionality as provided by LTE/EPC Priority EPS bearer services in clause 4.3.18.3
of TS 23.401 [26].
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MPS includes signalling priority and media priority. All MPS-subscribed UEs get priority for QoS Flows (e.g., used for
IMS signalling) when established to the DN that is configured to have priority for a given Service User by setting MPSappropriate values in the QoS profile in the UDM. Service Users are treated as On Demand MPS subscribers or not,
based on regional/national regulatory requirements. On Demand service is based on Service User invocation/revocation
explicitly and applied to the media QoS Flows being established. When not On Demand MPS service does not require
invocation, and provides priority treatment for all QoS Flows only to the DN that is configured to have priority for a
given Service User after attachment to the 5G network.
NOTE 3: According to regional/national regulatory requirements and operator policy, On-Demand MPS Service
Users can be assigned the highest priority.
Priority treatment is applicable to IMS based multimedia services and priority PDU connectivity service.
Priority treatment for MPS includes priority message handling, including priority treatment during authentication,
security, and Mobility Management procedures.
Priority treatment for MPS session requires appropriate ARP and 5QI (plus 5G QoS characteristics) setting for QoS
Flows according to the operator's policy.
NOTE 4: Use of QoS Flows for MPS with QoS characteristics signalled as part of QoS profile enables the flexible
assignment of 5G QoS characteristics (e.g. priority level) for MPS.
When an MPS session is requested by a Service User, the following principles apply in the network:
-

QoS Flows employed in an MPS session shall be assigned ARP value settings appropriate for the priority level
of the Service User.

-

Setting ARP pre-emption capability and vulnerability for MPS QoS Flows, subject to operator policies and
depending on national/regional regulatory requirements.

-

Pre-emption of non-Service Users over Service Users during network congestion situation, subject to operator
policy and national/regional regulations.

The terminating network identifies the priority of the MPS session and applies priority treatment, including paging with
priority, to ensure that the MPS session can be established with priority to the terminating user (either a Service User or
normal user).
MPS priority mechanisms can be classified as subscription-related, invocation-related, and those applied to existing
QoS Flows. Subscription related mechanisms, as described in clause 5.22.1, are further divided into two groups: those
which are always applied and those which are conditionally applied. Invocation-related mechanisms, as described in
clause 5.22.2, are further divided into three groups: those that apply for mobile originated SIP call/sessions, those that
apply for mobile terminated SIP call/sessions, and those that apply for the Priority PDU connectivity services. Methods
applied to existing QoS Flows focus on handover and congestion control and are described in clause 5.22.3.

5.16.6

Mission Critical Services

According to TS 22.280 [37], a Mission Critical Service (MCX Service) is a communication service reflecting enabling
capabilities Mission Critical Applications and provided to end users from Mission Critical Organizations and mission
critical applications for other businesses and organizations (e.g. utilities, railways). An MCX Service is either Mission
Critical Push To Talk (MCPTT) as defined in TS 23.379 [38], Mission Critical Video (MCVideo) as defined in
TS 23.281 [39], or Mission Critical Data (MCData) as defined in TS 23.282 [40] and represents a shared underlying set
of requirements between two or more MCX Service types. MCX Services are not restricted only to the ones defined in
this sub clause and such services can also have priority treatment, if defined via operator's policy and/or local
regulation.
MCX Services are based on the ability to invoke, modify, maintain and release sessions with priority, and deliver the
priority media packets under network congestion conditions. As specified in TS 22.261 [2] clause 6.8, MCX Users
require 5GS functionality that allows for real-time, dynamic, secure and limited interaction with the QoS and policy
framework for modification of the QoS and policy framework by authorized users. The limited interaction is based on
operator policy, and provides specific limitations on what aspects of the QoS and policy framework an authorized MCX
User can modify. MCX Services are supported in a roaming environment when roaming agreements are in place and
where regulatory requirements apply.
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MCX Services leverage the foundation of the 5G QoS Model as defined in clause 5.7, and 5G Policy Control as defined
in clause 5.14. It requires that the necessary subscriptions are in place for both the 5G QoS Profile and the necessary
Policies. In addition, MCX Services leverage priority mechanism as defined in clause 5.22.
The terminating network identifies the priority of the MCX Service session and applies priority treatment, including
paging with priority, to ensure that the MCX Service session can be established with priority to the terminating user
(either an MCX User or normal user).
Priority treatment for MCX Service includes priority message handling, including priority treatment during
authentication, security, and Mobility Management procedures.
Priority treatment for MCX Service sessions require appropriate ARP and 5QI (plus 5G QoS characteristics) setting for
QoS Flows according to the operator's policy.
NOTE:

Use of QoS Flows for MCX Service sessions with non-standardized 5QI values enables the flexible
assignment of 5G QoS characteristics (e.g. priority level).

When a MCX Service session is requested by an MCX User, the following principles apply in the network:
-

QoS Flows employed in a MCX Service session shall be assigned ARP value settings appropriate for the priority
level of the MCX User.

-

Setting ARP pre-emption capability and vulnerability of QoS Flows related to a MCX Service session, subject to
operator policies and depending on national/regional regulatory requirements.

-

Pre-emption of non-MCX Users over MCX Users during network congestion situations, subject to operator
policy and national/regional regulations.

Priority treatment is applicable to IMS based multimedia services and priority PDU connectivity services.
Relative PDU priority decisions for MCX Service sessions are based on real-time data of the state of the network and/or
based on modification of the QoS and policy framework by authorized users as described in clause 6.8 of TS 22.261 [2].

5.17

Interworking and Migration

5.17.1

Support for Migration from EPC to 5GC

5.17.1.1

General

Clause 5.17.1 describes the UE and network behaviour for the migration from EPC to 5GC.
Deployments based on different 3GPP architecture options (i.e. EPC based or 5GC based) and UEs with different
capabilities (EPC NAS and 5GC NAS) may coexist at the same time within one PLMN.
It is assumed that a UE that is capable of supporting 5GC NAS procedures may also be capable of supporting EPC NAS
(i.e. the NAS procedures defined in TS 24.301 [13]) to operate in legacy networks e.g. in the case of roaming.
The UE will use EPC NAS or 5GC NAS procedures depending on the core network by which it is served.
In order to support smooth migration, it is assumed that the EPC and the 5GC have access to a common subscriber
database, that is HSS in the case of EPC and the UDM in the case of 5GC, acting as the master data base for a given
user as defined in TS 23.002 [21].
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Figure 5.17.1.1-1: Architecture for migration scenario for EPC and 5G CN
A UE that supports only EPC based Dual Connectivity with secondary RAT NR:
-

always performs initial access through E-UTRA (LTE-Uu) but never through NR;

-

performs EPC NAS procedures over E-UTRA (i.e. Mobility Management, Session Management etc) as defined
in TS 24.301 [13].

A UE that supports camping on 5G Systems with 5GC NAS:
-

performs initial access either through E-UTRAN that connects to 5GC or NR towards 5GC;

-

performs initial access through E-UTRAN towards EPC, if supported and needed;

-

performs EPC NAS or 5GC NAS procedures over E-UTRAN or NR respectively (i.e. Mobility Management,
Session Management etc) depending on whether the UE requests 5GC access or EPC access, if the UE also
supports EPC NAS.

When camping on an E-UTRA cell connected to both EPC and 5GC, a UE supporting EPC NAS and 5GC NAS shall
select a core network type (EPC or 5GC) and initiate the corresponding NAS procedure as specified in TS 23.122 [17].
In order to support different UEs with different capabilities in the same network, i.e. both UEs that are capable of only
EPC NAS (possibly including EPC based Dual Connectivity with secondary NR) and UEs that support 5GC NAS
procedures in the same network:
-

eNB that supports access to 5GC shall broadcast that it can connect to 5GC. Based on that, the UE AS layer
indicates "E-UTRA connected to 5GC" capability to the UE NAS layer.

-

It is also expected that the UE AS layer is made aware by the UE NAS layer whether a NAS signalling
connection is to be initiated to the 5GC. Based on that, UE AS layer indicates to the RAN whether it is
requesting 5GC access (i.e. "5GC requested" indication). The RAN uses this indication to determine whether a
UE is requesting 5GC access or an EPC access. RAN routes NAS signalling to the applicable AMF or MME
accordingly.

NOTE:

The UE that supports EPC based Dual Connectivity with secondary RAT only does not provide this "5GC
requested" indication at Access Stratum when it performs initial access and therefore eNB uses the
"default" CN selection mechanism to direct this UE to an MME

Based on the Core Network type restriction (e.g. due to lack of roaming agreements) described in clause 5.3.4.1.1 (i.e.
based on Registration Reject) the 5GC network may steer the UE towards EPC.
In this Release of the specification there is no support in 5G System for some functionalities supported in EPS such as
ProSe, MBMS, CIOT optimisations, V2X etc. The UE that wants to use one or more of these functionalities not
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supported by 5G System, when in CM-IDLE may disable all the related radio capabilities that allow the UE to access
5G System. The triggers to disable and re-enable the 5GS capabilities to access 5G System in this case are left up to UE
implementation.

5.17.1.2

User Plane management to support interworking with EPS

In order to support the interworking with EPC, the SMF+PGW-C provides information over N4 to the UPF+PGW-U
related to the handling of traffic over S5-U. Functionality defined in TS 23.503 [45] for traffic steering control on SGiLAN/N6 can be activated in UPF+PGW-U under consideration of whether the UE is connected to EPC or 5GC.
When the UE is connected to EPC and establishes/releases PDN connections, the following differences apply to N4
compared to when the UE is connected to 5GC:
-

If the network is configured to perform allocation/release of CN Tunnel Info in the SMF+PGW-C, the
SMF+PGW-C shall allocate/release CN Tunnel Info for each EPS Bearer.

-

If the network is configured to perform allocation/release of CN Tunnel Info in the UPF, the SMF+PGW-C shall
request UPF+PWG-U to allocate/release CN Tunnel Info for each EPS Bearer.

-

In addition to the Service Data Flow related information, the SMF+PGW-C shall be able to provide the GBR and
MBR values for each GBR bearer of the PDN connection to the UPF+PGW-U.

5.17.2
5.17.2.1

Interworking with EPC
General

Interworking with EPC in this clause refers to mobility procedures between 5GC and EPC/E-UTRAN, except for
subclause 5.17.2.4.
In order to interwork with EPC, the UE that supports both 5GC and EPC NAS can operate in single-registration mode
or dual-registration mode:
-

In single-registration mode, UE has only one active MM state (either RM state in 5GC or EMM state in EPC)
and it is either in 5GC NAS mode or in EPC NAS mode (when connected to 5GC or EPC, respectively). UE
maintains a single coordinated registration for 5GC and EPC. Accordingly, the UE maps the EPS-GUTI to 5G
GUTI during mobility between EPC and 5GC and vice versa following the mapping rules in Annex B. To enable
re-use of a previously established 5G security context when returning to 5GC, the UE also keeps the native 5GGUTI and the native 5G security context when moving from 5GC to EPC.

-

In dual-registration mode, UE handles independent registrations for 5GC and EPC using separate RRC
connections. In this mode, UE maintains 5G-GUTI and EPS-GUTI independently. In this mode, UE provides
native 5G-GUTI, if previously allocated by 5GC, for registrations towards 5GC and it provides native EPSGUTI, if previously allocated by EPC, for Attach/TAU towards EPC. In this mode, the UE may be registered to
5GC only, EPC only, or to both 5GC and EPC.
Dual-registration mode is intended for interworking between EPS/E-UTRAN and 5GS/NR. A dual-registered
UE should not send its E-UTRA capability to NR access when connected to 5GS/NR to avoid being handed over
to 5GC-connected E-UTRA.

NOTE 1: This is to prevent the UE from being connected to E-UTRAN/EPC and E-UTRA/5GC simultaneously
using separate RRC connections via single RAN node as a result of handover. If a dual- registered UE
implementation chooses to send its E-UTRA capability when connected to 5GS/NR, the UE and the
network behaviour when UE enters a 5GC-connected E-UTRA is not further specified. If however the UE
is registered with 5GS/NR only, the UE can send its E-UTRA capability in order to allow inter-RAT
handover to E-UTRA/5GC and Dual Connectivity with multiple RATs.
The support of single registration mode is mandatory for UEs that support both 5GC and EPC NAS.
During E-UTRAN Initial Attach, UE supporting both 5GC and EPC NAS shall indicate its support of 5G NAS in UE
Network Capability described in clause 5.11.3 of TS 23.401 [26].
During registration to 5GC, UE supporting both 5GC and EPC NAS shall indicate its support of EPC NAS.
NOTE 2: This indication may be used to give the priority towards selection of PGW-C + SMF for UEs that support
both EPC and 5GC NAS.
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PDU Session types "Ethernet" and "Unstructured" are transferred to EPC as "non-IP" PDN type (when supported by UE
and network). UE sets the PDN type to non-IP when it moves from 5GS to EPS and after the transfer to EPS, the UE
and the SMF shall maintain information about the PDU Session type used in 5GS, i.e. information indicating that the
PDN Connection with "non-IP" PDN type corresponds to PDU Session type Ethernet or Unstructured respectively. This
is done to ensure that the appropriate PDU Session type will be used if the UE transfers to 5GS.
It is assumed that if a UE supports Ethernet PDU Session type and/or Unstructured PDU Session type in 5GS it will
also support non-IP PDN type in EPS. If this is not the case, the UE shall locally delete any EBI(s) corresponding to the
Ethernet/Unstructured PDU Session(s) to avoid that the Ethernet/Unstructured PDU Session(s) are transferred to EPS.
Networks that support interworking with EPC, may support interworking procedures that use the N26 interface or
interworking procedures that do not use the N26 interface. Interworking procedures with N26 support provides IP
address continuity on inter-system mobility to UEs that support 5GC NAS and EPC NAS and that operate in single
registration mode. Networks that support interworking procedures without N26 shall support procedures to provide IP
address continuity on inter-system mobility to UEs operating in both single-registration mode and dual-registration
mode. In such networks, AMF shall provide the indication that interworking without N26 is supported to UEs during
initial Registration in 5GC or MME may optionally provide the indication that interworking without N26 is supported
in the Attach procedure in EPC as defined in TS 23.401 [26].
In entire clause 5.17.2 the terms "initial attach", "handover attach" and "TAU" for the UE procedures in EPC can
alternatively be combined EPS/IMSI Attach and combined TA/LA depending on the UE configuration defined in
TS 23.221 [23].
If a UE in MICO mode moves to E-UTRAN connected to EPC and any of the triggers defined in clause 5.4.1.3 occur,
then the UE shall locally disable MICO mode and perform the TAU or Attach procedure as defined in clause 5.17.2.
The UE can renegotiate MICO when it returns to 5GS during (re-)registration procedure.
IP address preservation for IP PDU sessions cannot be ensured on subsequent mobility from EPC/E-UTRAN to
GERAN/UTRAN to a UE that had initially registered in 5GS and moved to EPC/E-UTRAN.
NOTE 3: The SMF+PGW-C might not include the GERAN/UTRAN PDP Context anchor functionality. Also, 5GC
does not provide GERAN/UTRAN PDP Context parameters to the UE when QoS flows of PDU Session
are setup or modified in 5GS. Hence, the UE might not be able to activate the PDP contexts when it
transitions to GERAN/UTRAN.
IP address preservation for IP PDU sessions cannot be ensured on subsequent mobility from EPC/E-UTRAN to 5GS to
a 5GS NAS capable UE that had initially attached via GERAN/UTRAN and moved to EPC/E-UTRAN.
NOTE 4: The SMF+PGW-C might not include the GERAN/UTRAN PDP Context anchor functionality. Also, 5GS
NAS capable UE does not indicate the support of this capability to the network during GPRS attach via
GERAN/UTRAN. Hence, SMF+PGW-C might not be selected for the UE's PDP contexts that are setup
in GERAN/UTRAN.

5.17.2.2
5.17.2.2.1

Interworking Procedures with N26 interface
General

Interworking procedures using the N26 interface, enables the exchange of MM and SM states between the source and
target network. When interworking procedures with N26 is used, the UE operates in single-registration mode. For the
3GPP access, the network keeps only one valid MM state for the UE, either in the AMF or MME. For the 3GPP access,
either the AMF or the MME is registered in the HSS+UDM.
The support for N26 interface between AMF in 5GC and MME in EPC is required to enable seamless session continuity
(e.g. for voice services) for inter-system change.
When the UE moves from 5GS to EPS, the SMF determines which PDU Sessions can be relocated to the target EPS,
e.g. based on capability of the deployed EPS, operator policies for which PDU Session, seamless session continuity
should be supported etc. The SMF can release the PDU Sessions that cannot be transferred as part of the handover or
Idle mode mobility. However, whether the PDU Session is successfully moved to the target network is determined by
target EPS.
Similarly, when the UE moves from EPS to 5GS, for the case when the MME has selected P-GW+SMF even for PDN
connections that cannot be relocated to the target 5GS, the P-GW+SMF determines which PDN Connections can be
relocated to the target 5GS, e.g. based on capability of the deployed 5GS, subscription and operator policies for which
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PDN Connection, seamless session continuity should be supported etc. The P-GW+SMF and NG-RAN can reject the
PDN Connections that cannot be transferred as part of the handover or Idle mode mobility.
NOTE:

5.17.2.2.2

When applying the AMF planned removal procedure or the procedure to handle AMF failures (see
clause 5.21.2) implementations are expected to update the DNS configuration to enable MMEs to
discover alternative AMFs if the MME tries to retrieve a UE context from an AMF that has been taken
out of service or has failed. This addresses the scenario of UEs performing 5GS to EPS Idle mode
mobility and presenting a mapped GUTI pointing to an AMF that has been taken out of service or has
failed.

Mobility for UEs in single-registration mode

When the UE supports single-registration mode and network supports interworking procedure with the N26 interface:
-

For idle mode mobility from 5GS to EPS, the UE performs either TAU or Attach procedure with EPS GUTI
mapped from 5G-GUTI sent as old Native GUTI, as described in clause 4.11.1.3.2.1 of TS 23.502 [3] and
indicates that it is moving from 5GC. The MME retrieves the UE's MM and SM context from 5GC. For
connected mode mobility from 5GS to EPS, either inter-system handover or RRC Connection Release with
Redirection to E-UTRAN is performed. At inter-system handover, the AMF selects target MME based on 2 octet
TAC format used in the Target ID as specified in TS 38.413 [34]. During the TAU or Attach procedure the
HSS+UDM cancels any AMF registration associated with the 3GPP access (but not AMF registration associated
with the non-3GPP access): an AMF that was serving the UE over both 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses does not
consider the UE as deregistered over non 3GPP access.

-

For the first TAU after 5GC initial Registration, the UE and MME for the handling of UE Radio Capabilities
follow the procedures as defined in TS 23.401 [26] clause 5.11.2 for first TAU after GERAN/UTRAN Attach.

NOTE 1: MMEs supporting interworking with N26 interface are not required to process the indication from the UE
that it is moving from 5GC and will assume that the UE is moving from another MME.
-

For idle mode mobility from EPC to 5GC, the UE performs mobility Registration procedure with the 5G GUTI
mapped from EPS GUTI and indicates that it is moving from EPC. The UE derives GUAMI from the native 5GGUTI and includes GUAMI in the RRC message to enable RAN to route to the corresponding AMF (if
available). The AMF and SMF retrieve the UE's MM and SM context from EPC. For connected mode mobility
from EPC to 5GC, either inter-system handover or RRC Connection Release with Redirection to NG-RAN is
performed. At inter-system handover, the MME selects target AMF based on 3 octet TAC format used in the
Target ID as specified in TS 38.413 [34]. During the Registration procedure, the HSS+UDM cancels any MME
registration.

For both idle mode and connected mode mobility from EPC to 5GC:
-

The UE includes the native 5G-GUTI as an additional GUTI in the Registration request; the AMF uses the native
5G-GUTI to retrieve MM context identified by the 5G-GUTI from old AMF or from UDSF (if UDSF is
deployed and the old AMF is within the same AMF set).

-

If the UE supports Reflective QoS functionality and if this is the first mobility event for a PDU Session that was
established while being connected to EPC, the UE shall trigger the PDU Session Modification procedure and
should indicate the support of Reflective QoS to the network (i.e. SMF). If the UE indicated support of
Reflective QoS, the network may provide a Reflective QoS Timer (RQ Timer) value to the UE .

5.17.2.3
5.17.2.3.1

Interworking Procedures without N26 interface
General

For interworking without the N26 interface, IP address preservation is provided to the UEs on inter-system mobility by
storing and fetching PGW-C+SMF and corresponding APN/DDN information via the HSS+UDM. In such networks
AMF also provide an indication that interworking without N26 is supported to UEs during Initial Registration in 5GC
or MME may optionally provide an indication that interworking without N26 is supported in the Attach procedure in
EPC as defined in TS 23.401 [26]. The UE provides an indication that it supports Request Type flag "handover" for
PDN connectivity request during the attach procedure as described in clause 5.3.2.1 of TS 23.401 [26] and during initial
Registration and mobility Registration Update in 5GC.
NOTE 1: The UE support of Request Type flag "handover" for PDN connectivity request during the attach
procedure is needed for IP address preservation in the case of interworking without N26.
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This indication is valid for the entire Registered PLMN and for PLMNs equivalent to the Registered PLMN. The same
indication is provided to all UEs served by the same PLMN. UEs that operate in interworking without N26 may use this
indication to decide whether to register early in the target system. UEs that only support single registration mode may
use this indication as described in clause 5.17.2.3.2. UE that support dual registration mode uses this indication as
described in clause 5.17.2.3.3.
Interworking procedures without N26 interface use the following two features:
1. When UE performs Initial Attach in EPC (with or without "Handover" indication in PDN CONNECTIVITY
Request message) and indicates that it is moving from 5GC, the MME does not include "initial attach" indicator
to the HSS+UDM. This results in HSS+UDM not cancelling the registration of AMF, if any.
2. When UE performs Initial Registration in 5GC and indicates that it is moving from EPC, the AMF does not
include "initial attach" indicator to the HSS+UDM. This results in HSS+UDM not cancelling the registration of
MME, if any.
To support mobility both for single and dual registration mode UEs, the following also are supported by the network:
3. When PDU Session are created in 5GC, the PGW-C+SMF updates its information along with DNN in the
HSS+UDM.
4. The HSS+UDM provides the information about dynamically allocated PGW-C+SMF and APN/DNN
information to the target CN network.
5. When PDN connections are created in EPC, the MME stores the PGW-C+SMF and APN information in the
HSS+UDM.
NOTE 2: Items 3, 4 and 5 are also supported in networks that support interworking with N26 procedures. This
enables a VPLMN that does not deploy N26 interface to provide IP address preservation to roamed-in
single-registration mode UEs from a HPLMN that only supports interworking with N26 procedures.
When the network serving the UE supports 5GS-EPS interworking procedures without N26 interface, the SMF shall not
provide the UEs with mapped target system parameters of the target system when UE is in the source network.
When an AMF in a serving PLMN that does not support 5GS-EPS interworking procedures with N26 interface receives
a request to allocate an EBI(s) for a QoS Flow(s) from a PGW-C+SMF, it shall not provide the EBI(s) but reject the
EBI allocation request with a specific rejection cause. This is considered an explicit indication by SMF that 5GS-EPS
interworking procedures with N26 interface are not supported in the serving PLMN.
A UE that operates in dual registration mode ignores any received mapped target system parameters (e.g. QoS
parameters, bearer IDs/QFI, PDU Session ID, etc.).

5.17.2.3.2

Mobility for UEs in single-registration mode

When the UE supports single-registration mode and network supports interworking procedure without N26 interface:
-

For mobility from 5GC to EPC, the UE with at least one PDU Session established in 5GC may either:
-

if supported and if it has received the network indication that interworking without N26 is supported, perform
Attach in EPC with a native EPS GUTI, if available, otherwise with IMSI with Request type "Handover" in
PDN CONNECTIVITY Request message (TS 23.401 [26], clause 5.3.2.1) and indicating that the UE is
moving from 5GC and subsequently moves all its other PDU Session using the UE requested PDN
connectivity establishment procedure with Request Type "handover" flag (TS 23.401 [26] clause 5.10.2), or.

-

perform TAU with 4G-GUTI mapped from 5G-GUTI sent as old Native GUTI (TS 23.401 [26], clause 5.3.3)
indicating that it is moving from 5GC, in which case the MME instructs the UE to re-attach. IP address
preservation is not provided in this case.

-

for the first TAU after 5GC initial Registration, the UE and MME for the handling of UE Radio Capabilities
follow the procedures as defined in TS 23.401 [26] clause 5.11.2 for first TAU after GERAN/UTRAN
Attach.

NOTE 1: The first PDN connection may be established during the E-UTRAN Initial Attach procedure (see
TS 23.401 [26]).
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NOTE 2: At inter-PLMN mobility to a PLMN that is not an equivalent PLMN the UE always uses the TAU
procedure.
-

For mobility from 5GC to EPC, the UE with no PDU Session established in 5GC
-

-

performs Attach in EPC (TS 23.401 [26], clause 5.3.2.1) indicating that the UE is moving from 5GC.

For mobility from EPC to 5GC, the UE performs Registration of type "mobility registration update" in 5GC with
5G-GUTI mapped from EPS GUTI and a native 5G-GUTI, if available, as Additional GUTI and indicating that
the UE is moving from EPC. In this case, the AMF determines that old node is an MME, but proceeds as if the
Registration is of type "initial registration". The UE may either:
-

if supported and if it has received the network indication "interworking without N26 supported", move all its
PDN connections from EPC using the UE initiated PDU Session Establishment procedure with "Existing
PDU Sessions" flag (TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.3.2.2.1), or

-

re-establish PDU Sessions corresponding to the PDN connections that it had in EPS. IP address preservation
is not provided in this case.

NOTE 3: The additional native 5G-GUTI enables the AMF to find the UE's 5G security context (if available).
NOTE 4: When single-registration mode UE uses interworking procedures without N26, the registration states
during the transition period (e.g. while UE is transferring all PDU Sessions / PDN Connections on the
target side) are defined in Stage 3 specifications.

5.17.2.3.3

Mobility for UEs in dual-registration mode

To support mobility in dual-registration mode, the support of N26 interface between AMF in 5GC and MME in EPC is
not required. A UE that supports dual registration mode may operate in this mode when it receives an indication from
the network that interworking without N26 is supported.
For UE operating in dual-registration mode the following principles apply for PDU Session transfer from 5GC to EPC:
-

UE operating in Dual Registration mode may register in EPC ahead of any PDU Session transfer using the
Attach procedure indicating that the UE is moving from 5GC without establishing a PDN Connection in EPC if
the EPC supports EPS Attach without PDN Connectivity as defined in TS 23.401 [26]. Support for EPS Attach
without PDN Connectivity is mandatory for UE supporting dual-registration procedures.

NOTE 1: Before attempting early registration in EPC the UE needs to check whether EPC supports EPS Attach
without PDN Connectivity by reading the related SIB in the target cell.
-

UE performs PDU Session transfer from 5GC to EPC using the UE initiated PDN connection establishment
procedure with "handover" indication in the PDN Connection Request message (TS 23.401 [26], clause 5.10.2).

-

If the UE has not registered with EPC ahead of the PDU Session transfer, the UE can perform Attach in EPC
with "handover" indication in the PDN Connection Request message (TS 23.401 [26], clause 5.3.2.1).

-

UE may selectively transfer certain PDU Sessions to EPC, while keeping other PDU Sessions in 5GC.

-

UE may maintain the registration up to date in both 5GC and EPC by re-registering periodically in both systems.
If the registration in either 5GC or EPC times out (e.g. upon mobile reachable timer expiry), the corresponding
network starts an implicit detach timer.

NOTE 2: Whether UE transfers some or all PDU Sessions on the EPC side and whether it maintains the registration
up to date in both EPC and 5GC can depend on UE capabilities that are implementation dependent. The
information for determining which PDU Sessions are transferred on EPC side and the triggers can be preconfigured in the UE and are not specified in this Release of the specification. The UE does not know
before-hand, i.e. before trying to move a given PDU session to EPC, whether that PDU session can be
transferred to EPC.
For UE operating in dual-registration mode the following principles apply for PDN connection transfer from EPC to
5GC:
-

UE operating in Dual Registration mode may register in 5GC ahead of any PDN connection transfer using the
Registration procedure indicating that the UE is moving from EPC (TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.2.2.2.2).
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-

UE performs PDN connection transfer from EPC to 5GC using the UE initiated PDU Session Establishment
procedure with "Existing PDU Session" indication (TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.3.2.2.1).

-

UE may selectively transfer certain PDN connections to 5GC, while keeping other PDN Connections in EPC.

-

UE may maintain the registration up to date in both EPC and 5GC by re-registering periodically in both systems.
If the registration in either EPC or 5GC times out (e.g. upon mobile reachable timer expiry), the corresponding
network starts an implicit detach timer.

NOTE 3: Whether UE transfers some or all PDN connections on the 5GC side and whether it maintains the
registration up to date in both 5GC and EPC can depend on UE capabilities that are implementation
dependent. The information for determining which PDN connections are transferred on 5GC side and the
triggers can be pre-configured in the UE and are not specified in this Release of the specification. The UE
does not know before-hand, i.e. before trying to move a given PDN connection to 5GC, whether that PDN
connection can be transferred to 5GC.
NOTE 4: If EPC does not support EPS Attach without PDN Connectivity the MME detaches the UE when the last
PDN connection is released by the PGW as described in TS 23.401 [26] clause 5.4.4.1 (in relation to
transfer of the last PDN connection to non-3GPP access).
When sending a control plane request for MT services (e.g. MT SMS) the network routes it via either the EPC or the
5GC. In absence of UE response, the network should attempt routing the control plane request via the other system.
NOTE 5: The choice of the system through which the network attempts to deliver the control plane request first is
left to network configuration.

5.17.2.3.4

Redirection for UEs in connected state

When the UE supports single-registration mode or dual-registration mode without N26 interface:
-

If the UE is in CM-CONNECTED state in 5GC, the NG-RAN may perform RRC Connection Release with
Redirection to E-UTRAN based on certain criteria (e.g. based on local configuration in NG-RAN, or triggered
by the AMF upon receiving Handover Request message from NG-RAN).

-

If the UE is in ECM-CONNECTED state in EPC, the E-UTRAN may perform RRC Connection release with
redirection to NG-RAN based on certain criteria (e.g. based on local configuration in E-UTRAN, or triggered by
the MME upon receiving handover request from E-UTRAN).

5.17.2.4

Mobility between 5GS and GERAN/UTRAN

IP address preservation upon mobility between 5GS and GERAN/UTRAN is not supported.
Upon mobility from 5GS to GERAN/UTRAN (e.g. upon leaving NG-RAN coverage) the UE shall perform the A/Gb
mode GPRS Attach procedure or Iu mode GPRS Attach procedure (see TS 23.060 [56]).
Upon mobility from GERAN/UTRAN to 5GS (e.g. upon selecting an NG-RAN cell) the UE shall perform the
Registration procedure of "initial registration" type as described in TS 23.502 [3]. The UE shall indicate a 5G-GUTI as
UE identity in the Registration procedure if it has a stored valid native 5G-GUTI (e.g. from an earlier registration in the
5G System). Otherwise the UE shall indicate a SUCI.
If a UE in MICO mode moves to GERAN/UTRAN and any of the triggers defined in clause 5.4.1.3 occur, then the UE
shall locally disable MICO mode and perform the A/Gb mode GPRS Attach procedure or Iu mode GPRS Attach
procedure (see TS 23.060 [56]). The UE can renegotiate MICO when it returns to 5GS during (re-)registration
procedure.

5.17.3

Interworking with EPC in presence of Non-3GPP PDU Sessions

When a UE is simultaneously connected to the 5GC over a 3GPP access and a non-3GPP access, it may have PDU
Sessions associated with 3GPP access and PDU Sessions associated with non-3GPP access. When inter-system
handover is performed for PDU Sessions associated with 3GPP access, the PDU Sessions associated with non-3GPP
access remain anchored in 5GC.
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Network sharing support and interworking between EPS and 5GS

The detailed description for supporting network sharing and interworking between EPS and 5GS is described in
clauses 4.11.1.2.1, 4.11.1.2.2, 4.11.1.3.2 and 4.11.1.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].

5.18

Network Sharing

5.18.1

General concepts

A network sharing architecture shall allow multiple participating operators to share resources of a single shared network
according to agreed allocation schemes. The shared network includes a radio access network. The shared resources
include radio resources.
The shared network operator allocates shared resources to the participating operators based on their planned and current
needs and according to service level agreements.
In this Release of the specification, only the 5G Multi-Operator Core Network (5G MOCN) network sharing
architecture, in which only the RAN is shared in 5G System, is supported. 5G MOCN for 5G System, including UE,
RAN and AMF, shall support operators' ability to use more than one PLMN ID (i.e. with same or different country code
(MCC) some of which is specified in TS 23.122 [17] and different network codes (MNC)).
NOTE: Different PLMN IDs can also point to the same 5GC.

.........

5GC
Operator A

5GC
Operator B

5GC
Operator C

.........

N2/N3

NG RAN
Radio Access Network
Operator X

Figure 5.18.1-1: A 5G Multi-Operator Core Network (5G MOCN) in which multiple CNs are
connected to the same NG-RAN

5.18.2

Broadcast system information for network sharing

If a shared NG-RAN is configured to indicate available PLMNs for selection by UEs, each cell in the shared radio
access network shall in the broadcast system information include PLMNs concerning available core network operators
in the shared network.
The Broadcast System Information broadcasts a set of PLMN IDs and one or more additional set of parameters per
PLMN e.g. cell-ID, Tracking Areas. All 5G System capable UEs that connect to NG-RAN support reception of multiple
PLMN IDs and per PLMN specific parameters.
The available core network operator PLMNs shall be the same for all cells of a Tracking Area in a shared NG-RAN
network.
UE decodes the broadcast system information and takes the information concerning available PLMN IDs into account
in PLMN and cell (re-)selection procedures. Broadcast system information is specified in TS 38.331 [28] for NR,
TS 36.331 [51] for E-UTRA and related UE access stratum idle mode procedures in TS 38.304 [50] for NR and
TS 36.304 [52] for E-UTRA.

5.18.2a PLMN list handling for network sharing
The AMF prepares lists of PLMN IDs suitable as target PLMNs for use at idle mode cell (re)selection and for use at
handover and RRC Connection Release with redirection. The AMF:
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-

provides the UE with the list of PLMNs that the UE shall consider as Equivalent to the serving PLMN (see
TS 23.122 [17]); and

-

provides the NG-RAN with a prioritised list of permitted PLMNs. When prioritising these PLMNs, the AMF
may consider the following information: HPLMN of the UE, the serving PLMN, a preferred target PLMN (e.g.
based on last used EPS PLMN), or the policies of the operator(s).

5.18.3

Network selection by the UE

A UE that has a subscription to one of the sharing core network operators shall be able to select this core network
operator while within the coverage area of the shared network and to receive subscribed services from that core network
operator.
Each cell in shared NG-RAN shall in the broadcast system information include the PLMN-IDs concerning available
core network operators in the shared network.
When a UE performs an Initial Registration to a network, one of available PLMNs shall be selected to serve the UE. UE
uses all the received broadcast PLMN-IDs in its PLMN (re)selection processes which is specified in TS 23.122 [17].
UE shall inform the NG-RAN of the selected PLMN so that the NG-RAN can route correctly. The NG-RAN shall
inform the core network of the selected PLMN.
As per any network, after Initial Registration to the shared network and while remaining served by the shared network,
the UE should not change to another available PLMN as long as the selected PLMN is available to serve the UE's
location. The network selection procedures specified in TS 23.122 [17] may cause the UE to perform a reselection of
another available PLMN.
UE uses all of the received broadcast PLMN-IDs in its cell and PLMN (re)selection processes.

5.18.4

Network selection by the network

The NG-RAN uses the selected PLMN (provided by the UE at RRC establishment, or, provided by the AMF/source
NG-RAN at N2/Xn handover) to select target cells for future handovers (and radio resources in general) appropriately.
The network should not move the UE to another available PLMN, e.g. by handover, as long as the selected PLMN is
available to serve the UE's location.
In the case of handover or network controlled release to a shared network:
-

When multiple PLMN IDs are broadcasted in a cell selected by NG-RAN, NG-RAN shall select a target PLMN,
taking into account the prioritized list of PLMN IDs provided via Handover Restriction List from AMF.

-

For Xn based HO procedure, Source NG-RAN indicates a selected PLMN ID to the target NG-RAN by using
target cell ID.

-

For N2 based HO procedure, the NG-RAN indicates a selected PLMN ID to the AMF as part of the TAI sent in
the HO required message. Source AMF uses the TAI information supplied by the source NG-RAN to select the
target AMF/MME. The source AMF should forward the selected PLMN ID to the target AMF/MME. The target
AMF/MME indicates the selected PLMN ID to the target NG-RAN/eNB so that the target NG-RAN/eNB can
select target cells for future handover appropriately.

-

For RRC connection release with redirection to E-UTRAN procedure, NG-RAN decides the target network by
using PLMN information as defined in the first bullet.

A change in serving PLMN is indicated to the UE as part of the UE registration with the selected network via 5G-GUTI
in 5GS.

5.18.5

Network Sharing and Network Slicing

As defined in clause 5.15.1, a Network Slice is defined within a PLMN. Network sharing is performed among different
PLMNs. In the case of network sharing, each PLMN sharing the NG-RAN defines and supports its PLMN-specific set
of slices that are supported by the common NG-RAN.
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5.19

Control Plane Load Control, Congestion and Overload
Control

5.19.1

General

In order to ensure that the network functions within 5G System are operating under nominal capacity for providing
connectivity and necessary services to the UE. Thus, it supports various measures to guard itself under various
operating conditions (e.g. peak operating hour, extreme situations). It includes support for load (re-)balancing, overload
control and NAS level congestion control. A 5GC NF is considered to be in overload when it is operating over its
nominal capacity resulting in diminished performance (including impacts to handling of incoming and outgoing traffic).

5.19.2

TNLA Load Balancing and TNLA Load Re-Balancing

AMF can support load balancing and re-balancing of TNL associations between 5G-AN and AMF by using
mechanisms specified in clause 5.21.1.

5.19.3

AMF Load Balancing

The AMF Load Balancing functionality permits UEs that are entering into an AMF Region/AMF Set to be directed to
an appropriate AMF in a manner that achieves load balancing between AMFs. This is achieved by setting a Weight
Factor for each AMF, such that the probability of the 5G-AN selecting an AMF is proportional to Weight Factor of the
AMF. The Weight Factor is typically set according to the capacity of an AMF node relative to other AMF nodes. The
Weight Factor is sent from the AMF to the 5G-AN via NGAP messages (see TS 38.413 [34]).
NOTE 1: An operator may decide to change the Weight Factor after the establishment of NGAP connectivity as a
result of changes in the AMF capacities. E.g., a newly installed AMF may be given a very much higher
Weight Factor for an initial period of time making it faster to increase its load.
NOTE 2: It is intended that the Weight Factor is NOT changed frequently. e.g. in a mature network, changes on a
monthly basis could be anticipated, e.g. due to the addition of 5G-AN or 5GC nodes.
NOTE 3: Weight Factors for AMF Load Balancing are associated with AMF Names.
Load balancing by 5G-AN node is only performed between AMFs that belong to the same AMF set, i.e. AMFs with the
same PLMN and AMF Set ID value.
The 5G-AN node may have their Load Balancing parameters adjusted (e.g. the Weight Factor is set to zero if all
subscribers are to be removed from the AMF, which will route new entrants to other AMFs within an AMF Set).

5.19.4

AMF Load Re-Balancing

The AMF load re-balancing functionality permits cross-section of its subscribers that are registered on an AMF (within
an AMF Set) to be moved to another AMF within the same AMF set with minimal impacts on the network and end
users. AMF may request some or all of the 5G-AN node(s) to redirect a cross-section of UE(s) returning from CMIDLE state to be redirected to another AMF within the same AMF set, if the 5G-AN is configured to support this. If
AMF is configured with more than one GUAMI, the AMF may request some or all of the 5G-AN node(s) to redirect
UE(s) served by one of its GUAMI(s) to a specific target AMF or to a different AMF within the same AMF set.
For UE(s) in CM-IDLE state, when UE subsequently returns from CM-IDLE state and the 5G-AN receives an initial
NAS message with a 5G S-TMSI or GUAMI pointing to an AMF that requested for redirection, the 5G-AN should
select the specific target AMF (provided by the original AMF) or a different AMF from the same AMF set and forward
the initial NAS message.
For UE(s) in CONNECTED mode, similar mechanisms for AMF Management can be used to move the UE to another
AMF in the same AMF set as described in clause 5.21.2, except that the old AMF deregisters itself from NRF.
The newly selected/target AMF (which is now the serving AMF) will re-assign the GUTI (using its own GUAMI(s)) to
the UE(s). It is not expected that the 5G-AN node rejects any request or enables access control restriction when it
receives a request for redirection for load control from the connected AMF(s).
When the AMF wants to stop redirection, the AMF can indicate that it can serve all UE(s) in CM-IDLE state to stop the
redirection.
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NOTE 1: An example use for the AMF load re-balancing functionality is for the AMF to pro-actively re-balance its
load prior to reaching overload i.e. to prevent overload situation.
NOTE 2: Typically, AMF Load Re-Balancing is not needed when the AMF becomes overloaded because the Load
Balancing function should have ensured that the other AMFs within the AMF Set are similarly
overloaded.

5.19.5
5.19.5.1

AMF Control Of Overload
General

The AMF shall contain mechanisms for avoiding and handling overload situations. This includes the following
measures:
-

N2 overload control that could result in RRC reject, RRC Connection Release and unified access barring.

-

NAS congestion control.

5.19.5.2

AMF Overload Control

Under unusual circumstances, if AMF has reached overload situation, the AMF activates NAS level congestion control
as specified in Clause 5.19.7 and AMF restricts the load that the 5G-AN node(s) are generating, if the 5G-AN is
configured to support overload control. N2 overload control can be achieved by the AMF invoking the N2 overload
procedure (see TS 38.300 [27] and TS 38.413 [34]) to all or to a proportion of the 5G-AN nodes with which the AMF
has N2 connections. The AMF may include the S-NSSAI(s) in N2 overload control message sent to 5G-AN node(s) to
indicate the Network Slice(s) with which NAS signalling is to be restricted. To reflect the amount of load that the AMF
wishes to reduce, the AMF can adjust the proportion of 5G-AN nodes which are sent NGAP OVERLOAD START
message, and the content of the overload start procedure.
The AMF should select the 5G-AN node(s) to which it triggers overload start procedure at random to avoid that
multiple AMFs in an AMF Set request reduction of load from the same subset of 5G-AN node(s).
A 5G-AN node supports rejecting or releasing of 5G-AN signalling connection establishments for certain UEs as
specified in TS 38.331 [28]. Additionally, a 5G-AN node provides support for the barring of UEs as described in
TS 22.261 [2]. These mechanisms are further specified in TS 38.331 [28].
Using the overload start procedure, the AMF can request the 5G-AN node to:
a) reject 5G-AN signaling connection (RRC Connection over 3GPP access or UE-N3IWF connection over N3GPP
access) requests that are for non-emergency and non-high priority mobile originated services; or
b) reject new 5G-AN signaling connection requests for uplink NAS signalling transmission to that AMF;
c) release 5G-AN signalling connection where the Requested NSSAI at AS layer only includes the indicated SNSSAI(s) in the N2 overload control message.
d) only permit 5G-AN signaling connection requests for emergency sessions and mobile terminated services for
that AMF; or
e) only permit 5G-AN signaling connection requests for high priority sessions and mobile terminated services for
that AMF;
NOTE 2: The 5G-AN signaling connection requests listed in this clause also include the request from UE in RRCInactive state.
The AMF can provide percentage value that indicates how much amount of signalling traffic to be rejected in the
overload start message, and the 5G-AN node may consider this value for congestion control.
When rejecting a 5G-AN signaling connection request for overload reasons (cases a and b above) the 5G-AN indicates
to the UE an appropriate wait timer value that limits further 5G-AN signaling connection requests until the wait timer
expires.
When releasing a 5G-AN signalling connection for the case c) above, the 5G-AN indicates to the UE an appropriate
wait timer that limits further 5G-AN signalling connection requests which are related only to the S-NSSAIs in the
Requested NSSAI until the wait timer expires.
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During an overload situation, the AMF should attempt to maintain support for emergency services and for MPS.
When the AMF is recovering, the AMF can either:
-

trigger overload start procedure with new percentage value that permit more signalling traffic to be carried, or

-

the AMF trigger overload stop procedure.

to some or all of the 5G-AN node(s).

5.19.6

SMF Overload Control

The SMF shall contain mechanisms for avoiding and handling overload situations. This can include the following
measures:
-

SMF overload control that could result in rejections of NAS requests.

The SMF overload control may be activated by SMF due to congestion situation at SMF e.g. configuration, by a restart
or recovery condition of a UPF, or by a partial failure or recovery of a UPF for a particular UPF(s).
Under unusual circumstances, if the SMF has reached overload situation, the SMF activates NAS level congestion
control as specified in the clause 5.19.7. The SMF may restrict the load that the AMF(s) are generating, if the AMF is
configured to enable the overload restriction.

5.19.7
5.19.7.1

NAS level congestion control
General

NAS level congestion control may be applied in general (i.e. for all NAS messages), per DNN, per S-NSSAI, per DNN
and S-NSSAI, or for a specific group of UEs.
NAS level congestion control is achieved by providing the UE a back-off timer. To avoid that large amounts of UEs
initiate deferred requests (almost) simultaneously, the 5GC should select each back-off timer value so that the deferred
requests are not synchronized. When the UE receives a back-off timer, the UE shall not initiate any NAS signalling with
regards to the applied congestion control until the back-off timer expires or the UE receives a mobile terminated request
from the network, or the UE initiates signalling for emergency services or high priority access.
AMFs and SMFs may apply NAS level congestion control, but should not apply NAS level congestion control for high
priority access and emergency services.

5.19.7.2

General NAS level congestion control

Under general overload conditions the AMF may reject NAS messages from UEs using any 5G-AN. When a NAS
request is rejected, a Mobility Management back-off timer may be sent by the AMF and AMF may store the back-off
time per UE if AMF maintains the UE context. The AMF may immediately reject any subsequent request from the UE
before the stored back-off time is expired. While the Mobility Management back-off timer is running, the UE shall not
initiate any NAS request except for Deregistration procedure and except for high priority access, emergency services
and mobile terminated services. After any such Deregistration procedure, the back-off timer continues to run. While the
Mobility Management back-off timer is running, the UE is allowed to perform Registration for mobility registration
update if the UE is already in CM-CONNECTED state. If the UE receives a paging request or a NAS notification
message via Non-3GPP access from the AMF while the Mobility Management back off timer is running, the UE shall
stop the Mobility Management back-off timer and initiate the Service Request procedure or the Registration procedure
for mobility registration update.
The Mobility Management back-off timer shall not impact Cell/RAT/Access Type and PLMN change. Cell/RAT and
TA change do not stop the Mobility Management back-off timer. The Mobility Management back-off timer shall not be
a trigger for PLMN reselection. The back-off timer is stopped as defined in TS 24.501 [47] when a new PLMN that is
not an equivalent PLMN is accessed.
To avoid that large amounts of UEs initiate deferred requests (almost) simultaneously, the AMF should select the
Mobility Management back-off timer value so that the deferred requests are not synchronized.
The AMF should not reject Registration Request message for mobility registration update that are performed when the
UE is already in CM-CONNECTED state.
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For CM-IDLE state mobility, the AMF may reject Registration Request messages for mobility registration update and
include a Mobility Management back off timer value in the Registration Reject message.
If the AMF rejects Registration Request messages or Service Request with a Mobility Management back-off timer
which is larger than the sum of the UE's Periodic Registration Update timer plus the Implicit Deregistration timer, the
AMF should adjust the mobile reachable timer and/or Implicit Deregistration timer such that the AMF does not
implicitly deregister the UE while the Mobility Management back-off timer is running.
NOTE:

5.19.7.3

This is to minimize unneeded signalling after the Mobility Management back-off timer expires.

DNN based congestion control

The use of the DNN based congestion control is for avoiding and handling of NAS signalling congestion associated
with UEs with a particular DNN regardless of S-NSSAI. Both UEs and 5GC shall support the functions to provide
DNN based congestion control.
SMFs may apply DNN based congestion control towards the UE by rejecting PDU Session Establishment/Modification
Request messages towards a specific DNN, from the UE, with a back-off timer and the associated DNN. The SMF may
release PDU Sessions belonging to a congested DNN by sending a PDU Session Release Request message towards the
UE with a back-off timer. If back-off timer is set in the PDU Session Release Request message then the cause
"reactivation requested" should not be set.
When DNN based congestion control is activated at AMF e.g., configured by OAM, the AMF provides a NAS
Transport Error message for the NAS Transport message carrying an SM message and in the NAS Transport Error
message include a back-off timer and the associated DNN. While the back-off timer for the specific DNN is running,
then the UE will not send any NAS messages for the specific DNN.
Upon reception of the back-off timer for a DNN, the UE shall take the following actions until the timer expires:
-

If DNN is provided in association with the back-off timer, the UE shall not initiate any Session Management
procedures for the congested DNN. The UE may initiate Session Management procedures for other DNNs. The
UE shall not initiate any Session Management procedure for the corresponding APN when UE moves to EPS;

-

If DNN is not provided in association with the back-off timer, the UE shall not initiate any Session Management
requests of any PDU Session Type without DNN. The UE may initiate Session Management procedures for
specific DNN;

-

Cell/TA/PLMN/RAT change, change of untrusted non-3GPP access network or change of Access Type does not
stop the back-off timer;

-

The UE is allowed to initiate the Session Management procedures for high priority access and emergency
services even when the back-off timer is running; and

-

If the UE receives a network initiated Session Management Request message for the congested DNN while the
back-off timer is running, the UE shall stop the Session Management back-off timer associated with this DNN
and respond to the 5GC.

The UE is allowed to initiate PDU Session Release procedure (e.g. sending PDU Session Release Request message)
when the back-off timer is running.
NOTE 3: The UE does not delete the related back-off timer when disconnecting a PDU Session.
The UE shall support a separate back-off timer for every DNN that the UE may use.
To avoid that large amounts of UEs initiate deferred requests (almost) simultaneously, the 5GC should select the backoff timer value so that deferred requests are not synchronized.
The DNN based Session Management congestion control is applicable to the NAS SM signalling initiated from the UE
in the Control Plane. The Session Management congestion control does not prevent the UE to send and receive data or
initiate Service Request procedures for activating User Plane connection towards the DNN(s) that are under Session
Management congestion control.
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S-NSSAI based congestion control

The use of the S-NSSAI based congestion control is for avoiding and handling of NAS signalling congestion associated
with UEs for a particular S-NSSAI.
S-NSSAI based congestion control is applied as follows:
-

If an S-NSSAI is determined as congested, then the SMF may apply S-NSSAI based congestion control towards
the UE for SM requests which includes an S-NSSAI, and provides a back-off timer, and an associated S-NSSAI
and optionally a DNN;

-

The SMF may release PDU Sessions belonging to a congested S-NSSAI by sending a PDU Session Release
Request message towards the UE with a back-off timer associated either to the S-NSSAI only (i.e. with no
specific DNN) or to the S-NSSAI and a specific DN;

-

If S-NSSAI based congestion control is activated at AMF e.g., configured by OAM and an S-NSSAI is
determined as congested, then the AMF applies S-NSSAI based congestion control towards the UE, by providing
an NAS Transport Error message for the NAS Transport message carrying the SM message and in the NAS
Transport Error message include a back-off timer associated either to an S-NSSAI only or to an S-NSSAI and a
specific DNN;

-

Upon reception of a back-off timer with an associated S-NSSAI and optionally a DNN, the UE shall take the
following actions:
-

If the back-off timer was associated with an S-NSSAI only (i.e. not with a DNN), the UE shall not initiate
any Session Management procedures for the congested S-NSSAI until the timer is stopped or expires;

-

If the back-off timer was associated with an S-NSSAI and a DNN, then the UE shall not initiate any Session
Management procedures for that combination of S-NSSAI and DNN until the timer is stopped or expires;

-

If the UE receives a network-initiated Session Management Request message for the congested S-NSSAI
only (i.e. with no specific DNN) while the back-off timer associated with the S-NSSAI only is running, the
UE shall stop this back-off timer and respond to the 5GC;

-

If the UE receives a network-initiated Session Management Request message for the congested S-NSSAI and
a specific DNN while the back-off timer associated with the S-NSSAI and DNN is running, the UE shall stop
this back-off timer and respond to the 5GC;

-

Cell/TA/PLMN/RAT change, change of untrusted non-3GPP access network or change of Access Type does
not stop the back-off timer for the S-NSSAI or any combination of S-NSSAI and DNN;

-

The UE is allowed to initiate the Session Management procedures for high priority access and emergency
services for the S-NSSAI even when the back-off timer associated to the S-NSSAI is running;

The UE is allowed to initiate PDU Session Release procedure (e.g. sending PDU Session Release Request message)
when the back-off timer is running.
The UE shall support a separate back-off timer for every S-NSSAI and for every combination of S-NSSAI and DNN
that the UE may use.
The back-off timer with an associated S-NSSAI and optionally a DNN shall not apply to Session Management
procedures when UE moves from 5GS to EPS.
NOTE:

The UE is allowed to initate ESM procedures in EPS for the specific APN, and if an APN is congested in
EPS, MME can send a ESM back-off timer for the APN to UE as specified in TS 23.401 [26].

To avoid that large amounts of UEs initiate deferred requests (almost) simultaneously, the 5GC should select the value
of the back-off timer for the S-NSSAI based congestion control so that deferred requests are not synchronized.
The S-NSSAI based congestion control does not prevent the UE to send and receive data or initiate Service Request
procedure for activating User Plane connection belonging to the S-NSSAI that is under the congestion control.

5.19.7.5

Group specific NAS level congestion control

The group specific NAS level congestion control applies to a specific group of UEs. Group specific NAS level
congestion control is performed at the 5GC. The AMF and SMF may apply NAS level congestion control for a UE
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associated to an Internal-Group Identifier (see clause 5.9.7). There is no impact on the UE, and hence, UE's behaviour
as described in clauses 5.19.2.2 and 5.19.2.3 does not change.
NOTE:

5.20

5GC logic for Group specific NAS level congestion control is not described in this Release of the
specification.

External Exposure of Network Capability

The Network Exposure Function (NEF) supports external exposure of capabilities of network functions. External
exposure can be categorized as Monitoring capability, Provisioning capability, and Policy/Charging capability. The
Monitoring capability is for monitoring of specific event for UE in 5G System and making such monitoring events
information available for external exposure via the NEF. The Provisioning capability is for allowing external party to
provision of information which can be used for the UE in 5G System. The Policy/Charging capability is for handling
QoS and charging policy for the UE based on the request from external party.
Monitoring capability is comprised of means that allow the identification of the 5G network function suitable for
configuring the specific monitoring events, detect the monitoring event, and report the monitoring event to the
authorised external party. Monitoring capability can be used for exposing UE's mobility management context such as
UE location, reachability, roaming status, and loss of connectivity.
Provisioning capability allows an external party to provision the foreseen UE behavioural information to 5G NF via the
NEF. The provisioning comprises of the authorisation of the provisioning external third party, receiving the provisioned
external information via the NEF, storing the information as part of the subscription data, and distributing that
information among those NFs that use it. The externally provisioned data can be consumed by different NFs, depending
on the data. The externally provisioned information is defined as the Expected UE Behaviour parameters in
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.15.6.3, and it consists of information on expected UE movement. The provisioned Expected UE
Behaviour parameters may be used for the setting of mobility management or session management parameters of the
UE. The affected NFs are informed of the subscriber data update.
Policy/Charging capability is comprised of means that allow the request for session and charging policy, enforce QoS
policy, and apply accounting functionality. It can be used for specific QoS/priority handling for the session of the UE,
and for setting applicable charging party or charging rate.
An NEF may support CAPIF functions for external exposure as specified in clause 6.2.5.1.

5.21

Architectural support for virtualized deployments

5.21.0

General

5GC supports different deployment scenarios, including but not limited to the options below:
-

A Network Function instance can be deployed as fully distributed, fully redundant, stateless, and fully scalable
NF instance that provides the services from several locations and several execution instances in each location.
-

-

A Network Function instance can also be deployed such that several network function instances are present
within a NF set provide fully distributed, fully redundant, stateless and scalability together as a set of NF
instances.
-

-

This type of deployments would typically not require support for addition or removal of NF instances for
redundancy and scalability. In the case of an AMF this deployment option may use enablers like, addition of
TNLA, removal of TNLA, TNLA release and rebinding of NGAP UE association to a new TNLA to the
same AMF.

This type of deployments may support for addition or removal of NF instances for redundancy and
scalability. In the case of an AMF this deployment option may use enablers like, addition of AMFs and
TNLAs, removal of AMFs and TNLAs, TNLA release and rebinding of NGAP UE associations to a new
TNLA to different AMFs in the same AMF set.

The SEPP, although not a Network Function instance, can also be deployed fully distributed, fully redundant,
stateless, and fully scalable.

Also, deployments taking advantage of only some or any combination of concepts from each of the above options is
possible.
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Architectural support for N2
TNL associations

5G-AN node shall have the capability to support multiple TNL associations per AMF, i.e. AMF name.
An AMF shall provide the 5G-AN node with the weight factors for each TNL association of the AMF.
The AMF shall be able to request the 5G-AN node to add or remove TNL associations to the AMF.
The AMF shall be able to indicate to the 5G-AN node the set of TNL associations used for UE-associated signalling
and the set of TNL associations used for non-UE associated signalling.
NOTE: The TNL association(s) indicated for UE-associated and non-UE associated signalling can either be overlap
or be different.

5.21.1.2

NGAP UE-TNLA-binding

While a UE is in CM-Connected state the 5G-AN node shall maintain the same NGAP UE-TNLA-binding (i.e. use the
same TNL association and same NGAP association for the UE) unless explicitly changed or released by the AMF.
An AMF shall be able to update the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding (i.e. change the TNL association for the UE) in CMCONNECTED state at any time.
An AMF shall be able to update the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding (i.e. change the TNL association for the UE) in response
to an N2 message received from the 5G-AN by triangular redirection (e.g. by responding to the 5G-AN node using a
different TNL association).
An AMF shall be able to command the 5G-AN node to release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding for a UE in CMCONNECTED state while maintaining N3 (user-plane connectivity) for the UE at any time.

5.21.1.3

N2 TNL association selection

The 5G-AN node shall consider the following factors for selecting a TNL association for the AMF for the initial N2
message e.g. N2 INITIAL UE MESSAGE:
-

Availability of candidate TNL associations.

-

Weight factors of candidate TNL associations.

The AMF may use any TNL association intended for non-UE associated signalling for initiation of the N2 Paging
procedure.

5.21.2
5.21.2.1

AMF Management
AMF Addition/Update

The 5G System should support establishment of association between AMF and 5G-AN node.
A new AMF can be added to an AMF set and association between AMF and GUAMI can be created and/or updated as
follows:
-

AMF shall be able to dynamically update the NRF with the new or updated GUAMI(s) to provide mapping
between GUAMI(s) and AMF information. Association between GUAMI(s) and AMF is published to NRF. In
addition, to deal with planned maintenance and failure, an AMF may optionally provide backup AMF
information, i.e. it act as a backup AMF if the indicated GUAMI associated AMF is unavailable. Based on that
information one GUAMI is associated with an AMF, optionally with a backup AMF used for planned removal
and/or another (same or different) backup AMF used for failure.

-

Upon successful update, the NRF considers the new and/or updated GUAMI(s) for providing AMF discovery
results to the requester. Requester can be other CP network functions.

Information about new AMF should be published and available in the DNS system. It should allow 5G-AN to discover
AMF and setup associations with the AMF required. N2 setup procedure should allow the possibility of AMFs within
the AMF Set to advertise the same AMF Pointer and/or distinct AMF Pointer value(s) to the 5G-AN node.
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To support the legacy EPC core network entity (i.e. MME) to discover and communicate with the AMF, the information
about the AMF should be published and available in the DNS system. Furthermore, GUMMEI and GUAMI encoding
space should be partitioned to avoid overlapping values in order to enable MME discover an AMF without ambiguity.

5.21.2.2
5.21.2.2.1

AMF planned removal procedure
AMF planned removal procedure with UDSF deployed

An AMF can be taken graciously out of service as follows:
-

If an UDSF is deployed in the network, then the AMF stores the context for registered UE(s) in the UDSF. The
UE context includes the AMF UE NGAP ID that is unique per AMF set. In order for the AMF planned removal
procedure to work graciously, 5G-S-TMSI shall be unique per AMF Set. If there are ongoing transactions (e.g.
N1 procedure) for certain UE(s), AMF stores the UE context(s) in the UDSF upon completion of an ongoing
transaction.

-

The AMF deregister itself from NRF indicating due to AMF planned removal.

NOTE 1: It is assumed that the UE contexts from the old AMF include all event subscriptions with peer CP NFs.
NOTE 2: Before removal of AMF the overload control mechanism can be used to reduce the amount of ongoing
transaction.
An AMF identified by GUAMI(s) shall be able to notify the 5G-AN that it will be unavailable for processing
transactions by including GUAMI(s) configured on this AMF. Upon receipt of the indication that an AMF(identified by
GUAMI(s)) is unavailable, 5G-AN shall take the following action:
-

5G-AN should mark this AMF as unavailable and not consider the AMF for selection for subsequent N2
transactions until 5G-AN learns that it is available (e.g. as part of discovery results or by configuration).

-

If 5G-AN indicated support of timer capability during NGAP Setup procedure, the AMF may include an
additional indicator that the AMF will rebind or release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding on a per UE-basis for
UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state. If that indicator is included and the 5G-AN supports timer mechanism, the
5G-AN starts a timer to control the release of NGAP UE-TNLA-binding. For the duration of the timer or until
the AMF releases or re-binds the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding the AN does not select a new AMF for subsequent
UE transactions. Upon timer expiry, the 5G-AN releases the NGAP UE UE-TNLA-binding(s) with the
corresponding AMF for the respective UE(s), for subsequent N2 message, the 5G-AN should select a different
AMF from the same AMF set when the subsequent N2 message needs to be sent.

NOTE 3: For UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, after indicating that the AMF is unavailable for processing UE
transactions and including an indicator that the AMF releases the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding(s) on a per
UE-basis, the AMF can either trigger a re-binding of the NGAP UE associations to an available TNLA on
a different AMF in the same AMF set or use the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding per UE release procedure
defined in TS 23.502 [3] to release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding on a per UE-basis while requesting the
AN to maintain N3 (user plane connectivity) and UE context information.
-

If the instruction does not include the indicator, for UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, 5G-AN considers this as a
request to release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding with the corresponding AMF for the respective UE(s) while
maintaining N3 (user plane connectivity) and UE context information. For subsequent N2 message, the 5G-AN
should select a different AMF from the same AMF set when the subsequent N2 message needs to be sent.

-

For UE(s) in CM-IDLE state, when it subsequently returns from CM-IDLE state and the 5G-AN receives an
initial NAS message with a 5G S-TMSI or GUAMI pointing to an AMF that is marked unavailable, the 5G-AN
should select a different AMF from the same AMF set and forward the initial NAS message. If the 5G-AN can't
select an AMF from the same AMF set, the 5G-AN selects another new AMF as described in clause 6.3.5.

An AMF identified by GUAMI(s) shall be able to instruct other peer CP NFs, subscribed to receive such a notification,
that it will be unavailable for processing transactions by including GUAMI(s) configured on this AMF. If the CP NFs
register with NRF for AMF unavailable notification, then the NRF shall be able to notify the subscribed NFs to receive
such a notification that AMF identified by GUAMI(s) will be unavailable for processing transactions. Upon receipt of
the notification that an AMF (GUAMI(s)) is unavailable, the other CP NFs shall take the following actions:
-

CP NF should mark this AMF (identified by GUAMI(s)) as unavailable and not consider the AMF for selection
for subsequent MT transactions until the CP NF learns that it is available (e.g. as part of NF discovery results or
via NF status notification from NRF).
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-

Mark this AMF as unavailable while not changing the status of UE(s) associated to this AMF (UE(s) previously
served by the corresponding AMF still remain registered in the network), and AMF Set information.

-

For the UE(s) that were associated to the corresponding AMF, when the peer CP NF needs to initiate a
transaction towards the AMF that is marked unavailable, CP NF should select another AMF from the same AMF
set (as in clause 6.3.5) and forward the transaction together with the old GUAMI. The new AMF retrieves UE
context from the UDSF. If CP NF needs to send a notification to new AMF which is associated with a
subscription from the old AMF, the CP NF shall exchange the old AMF information embedded in the
Notification Address with the new AMF information , and use that Notification Address for subsequent
communication.

NOTE 4: If the CP NF does not subscribe to receive AMF unavailable notification (either directly from the AMF or
via NRF), the CP NF may attempt forwarding the transaction towards the old AMF and detect that the
AMF is unavailable after certain number of attempts. When it detects unavailable, it marks the AMF and
its associated GUAMI(s) as unavailable. CP NF should select another AMF from the same AMF set (as in
clause 6.3.5) and forward the transaction together with the old GUAMI. The new AMF retrieves UE
context from the UDSF and process the transaction.
Following actions should be performed by the newly selected AMF:
-

When there is a transaction with the UE the newly selected AMF retrieves the UE context from the UDSF based
on SUPI, 5G-GUTI or AMF UE NGAP ID and processes the UE message accordingly and updates the 5G-GUTI
towards the UE, if necessary. For UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, it may also update the NGAP UE
association with a new AMF UE NGAP ID towards the 5G-AN.

-

When there is a transaction with the UE, the new selected AMF updates the peer NFs (that subscribed to receive
AMF unavailability notification from old AMF), with the new selected AMF information.

-

If the new AMF is aware of a different AMF serving the UE (by implementation specific means) it redirects the
uplink N2 signalling of the UE to that AMF if necessary, or reject the transaction from the peer CP NFs with a
cause to indicate that new AMF has been selected. The peer CP NFs resend the transaction to the new AMF.

NOTE 4: This bullet above addresses situations where 5G-AN node selects an AMF and CP NFs select another
AMF for the UE concurrently. It also addresses the situation where CP NFs select an AMF for the UE
concurrently
-

If the UE is in CM-IDLE state and the new AMF does not have access to the UE context, the new AMF selects
one available AMF from the old AMF set as described in clause 6.3.5. The selected AMF retrieves the UE
context from the UDSF and provides the UE context to the new AMF. If the new AMF doesn't receive the UE
context then the AMF may force the UE to perform Initial Registration.

5.21.2.2.2

AMF planned removal procedure without UDSF

An AMF can be taken graciously out of service as follows:
-

The AMF can forward registered UE contexts, UE contexts grouped by the same GUAMI value, to target
AMF(s) within the same AMF set, including the source AMF name used for redirecting UE's MT transaction.
The UE context includes the per AMF Set unique AMF UE NGAP ID. In order for the AMF planned removal
procedure to work graciously, 5G-S-TMSI shall be unique per AMF set. If there are ongoing transactions (e.g.
N1 procedure) for certain UE(s), AMF forwards the UE context(s) to the target AMF upon completion of an
ongoing transaction.

-

The AMF deregister itself from NRF indicating due to AMF planned removal.

NOTE 1: It is assumed that the UE contexts from the old AMF include all event subscriptions with peer CP NFs.
NOTE 2: Before removal of AMF the overload control mechanism can be used to reduce the amount of ongoing
transaction.
An AMF shall be able to instruct the 5G-AN that it will be unavailable for processing transactions by including
GUAMI(s) configured on this AMF and its corresponding target AMF(s). The target AMF shall be able to update the
5G-AN that the UE(s) served by the old GUAMI(s) are now served by target AMF. The target AMF provides the old
GUAMI value that the 5G-AN can use to locate UE contexts served by the old AMF. Upon receipt of the indication that
an old AMF is unavailable, 5G-AN shall take the following action:
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-

5G-AN should mark this AMF as unavailable and not consider the AMF for selection for subsequent N2
transactions until 5G-AN learns that it is available (e.g. as part of discovery results or by configuration). The
associated GUAMIs are marked as unavailable.

-

If 5G-AN indicated support of timer capability during NGAP Setup, the AMF may include an additional
indicator that the AMF will rebind or release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding on per UE-basis. If that indicator is
included and the 5G-AN supports timer mechanism, the 5G-AN starts a timer to control the release of NGAP
UE-TNLA-binding(s). For the duration of the timer or until the AMF releases or re-binds the NGAP UE-TNLAbinding, the AN does not select a new AMF for subsequent transactions. Upon timer expiry, the 5G-AN releases
the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding(s) with the corresponding AMF for the respective UE(s), for subsequent N2
message, the 5G-AN uses GUAMI which points to the target AMF that replaced the old unavailable AMF, to
forward the N2 message to the corresponding target AMF(s).

NOTE 3: For UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, after indicating that the AMF is unavailable for processing UE
transactions and including an indicator that the AMF releases the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding on a per UEbasis, the AMF can either trigger a re-binding of the NGAP UE associations to an available TNLA on a
different AMF within the same AMF set or use the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding per UE release procedure
defined in TS 23.502 [3] to release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding on a per UE-basis while requesting the
AN to maintain N3 (user plane connectivity) and UE context information.
If the instruction does not include the indicator, for UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, 5G-AN considers this as a
request to release the NGAP UE UE-TNLA-binding(s) with the corresponding AMF for the respective UE(s)
while maintaining N3 (user plane connectivity) and UE context information. For subsequent N2 message, the
5G-AN uses GUAMI based resolution which points to the target AMF that replaced the old unavailable AMF, to
forward the N2 message to the corresponding target AMF(s).
-

For UE(s) in CM-IDLE state, when it subsequently returns from CM-IDLE state and the 5G-AN receives an
initial NAS message with a 5G S-TMSI or GUAMI, based resolution the 5G-AN uses 5G S-TMSI or GUAMI
which points to the target AMF that has replaced the old unavailable AMF and, the 5G-AN forwards N2
message.

An AMF shall be able to instruct other peer CP NFs, subscribed to receive such a notification, that it will be unavailable
for processing transactions by including GUAMI(s) configured on this AMF and its corresponding target AMF(s). The
target AMF shall update the CP NF that the old GUAMI(s) is now served by target AMF. The old AMF provides the
old GUAMI value to target AMF and the target AMF can use to locate UE contexts served by the old AMF. If the CP
NFs register with NRF for AMF unavailable notification, then the NRF shall be able to notify the subscribed NFs to
receive such a notification (along with the corresponding target AMF(s)) that AMF identified by GUAMI(s) will be
unavailable for processing transactions. Upon receipt of the notification that an AMF is unavailable, the other CP NFs
shall take the following action:
-

Mark this AMF and its associated GUAMI(s) as unavailable while not changing the status of UE(s) associated to
this AMF (UE(s) previously served by the corresponding AMF still remain registered in the network), and AMF
Set information.

-

For the UE(s) that were associated to the corresponding AMF, when the peer CP NF needs to initiate a
transaction towards the AMF that is marked unavailable and the old unavailable AMF was replaced by the target
AMF, CP NF should forward the transaction together with the old GUAMI to the target AMF(s). If CP NF needs
to send a notification to new AMF which is associated with a subscription from the old AMF, the CP NF shall
exchange the old AMF information embedded in the Notification Address with the new AMF information, and
use that Notification Address for subsequent communication.

NOTE 4: If the CP NF does not subscribe to receive AMF unavailable notification (either directly with the AMF or
via NRF), the CP NF may attempt forwarding the transaction towards the old AMF and detect that the
AMF is unavailable after certain number of attempts. When it detects unavailable, it marks the AMF and
its associated GUAMI(s) as unavailable.
The following actions should be performed by the target AMF:
-

To allow AMF process ongoing transactions for some UE(s) even after it notifies unavailable status to the target
AMF, the target AMF keeps the association of the old GUAMI(s) and the old AMF for a configured time.
During that configured period, if target AMF receives the transaction from the peer CP NFs and cannot locate
UE context, it rejects the transaction with old AMF name based on that association, and the indicated AMF is
only used for the ongoing transaction. The peer CP NFs resend the transaction to the indicated AMF only for the
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ongoing transaction. For subsequent transactions, peer CP NFs should use the target AMF. When the timer is
expired, the target AMF deletes that association information.
-

When there is a transaction with the UE the target AMF uses SUPI, 5G-GUTI or AMF UE NGAP ID to locate
UE contexts and processes the UE transactions accordingly and updates the 5G-GUTI towards the UE, if
necessary. For UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, it may also update the NGAP UE association with a new AMF
UE NGAP ID towards the 5G-AN.

-

Target AMF shall not use old GUAMI to allocate 5G-GUTI for UE(s) that are being served by Target AMF.

5.21.2.3

Procedure for AMF Auto-recovery

In order to try and handle AMF failure in a graceful manner (i.e. without impacting the UE), AMF can either back up
the UE contexts in UDSF, or per GUAMI granularity in other AMFs (serving as backup AMF for the indicated
GUAMI).
NOTE 1: Frequency of backup is left to implementation.
For deployments without UDSF, for each GUAMI the backup AMF information (in association to the GUAMI) is
configured in the AMF. The AMF sends this information to 5G-AN and other CP NFs during the N2 setup procedure or
the first (per NF) interaction with other CP NFs.
In the case that an AMF fails and the 5G-AN/peer CP NFs detect that the AMF has failed, or the 5G-AN/peer CP NFs
receives notification from another AMF in the same AMF set that this AMF has failed, following actions are taken:
-

The OAM deregister the AMF from NRF indicating due to AMF failure.

-

5G-AN marks this AMF as failed and not consider the AMF for selection until explicitly notified.

-

For UE(s) in CM-CONNECTED state, 5G-AN considers failure detection or failure notification as a trigger to
release the NGAP UE-TNLA-binding(s) with the corresponding AMF for the respective UE(s) while
maintaining N3 (user plane connectivity) and other UE context information. For subsequent N2 message, if the
backup AMF information of the corresponding failed AMF is not available the 5G-AN should select a different
AMF (as in clause 6.3.5) from the same AMF set when the subsequent N2 message needs to be sent for the
UE(s). If no other AMF from the AMF set is available, then it can select an AMF from the same AMF Region as
in clause 6.3.5. If backup AMF information of the corresponding failed AMF is available, the 5G-AN forwards
the N2 message to the backup AMF.

NOTE 2: One AMF in the AMF set may be configured to send this failure notification message.
-

For UE(s) in CM-IDLE state, when it subsequently returns from CM-IDLE state and the 5G-AN receives an
initial NAS message with a S-TMSI or GUAMI pointing to an AMF that is marked failed, if the backup AMF
information of the corresponding failed AMF is not available the 5G-AN should select a different AMF from the
same AMF set and forward the initial NAS message. If no other AMF from the AMF set is available, then it can
select an AMF from the same AMF Region as in clause 6.3.5. If backup AMF information of the corresponding
failed AMF is available, the 5G-AN forwards the N2 message to the backup AMF.

-

Peer CP NFs consider this AMF as unavailable while retaining the UE context.

-

For the UE(s) that were associated to the corresponding AMF, when the peer CP NF needs to initiate a
transaction towards the AMF, if backup AMF information of the corresponding failed AMF is not available, CP
NF should select another AMF from the same AMF set and forward the transaction together with the old
GUAMI. If backup AMF information of the corresponding failed AMF is available, the CP NF forwards
transaction to the backup AMF. If CP NF needs to send a notification to new AMF which is associated with a
subscription from the old AMF, the CP NF shall exchange the old AMF information embedded in the
Notification Address with the new AMF information, and use that Notification Address for subsequent
communication.

-

When the 5G-AN or CP NFs need to select a different AMF from the same AMF set,
-

For deployments with UDSF, any AMF from the same AMF set can be selected.

-

For deployments without UDSF, the backup AMF is determined based on the GUAMI of the failed AMF.

Following actions should be taken by the newly selected AMF:
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-

For deployments with UDSF, when there is a transaction with the UE the newly selected AMF retrieves the UE
context from the UDSF using SUPI, 5G-GUTI or AMF UE NGAP ID and it processes the UE message
accordingly and updates the 5G-GUTI towards the UE, if necessary.

-

For deployments without UDSF, backup AMF (the newly selected AMF), based on the failure detection of the
old AMF, instructs peer CP NFs and 5G-AN that the UE contexts corresponding to the GUAMI of the failed
AMF is now served by this newly selected AMF. The backup AMF shall not use old GUAMI to allocate 5GGUTI for UE(s) that are being served by Target AMF. The backup AMF uses the GUAMI to locate the
respective UE Context(s).

-

When there is a transaction with the UE, the new AMF updates the peer NFs (that subscribed to receive AMF
unavailability notification from old AMF) with the new AMF information.

-

If the new AMF is aware of a different AMF serving the UE (by implementation specific means) it redirects the
uplink N2 signalling to that AMF, or reject the transaction from the peer CP NFs with a cause to indicate that
new AMF has been selected. The peer CP NFs may wait for the update from the new AMF and resend the
transaction to the new AMF.

NOTE 3: This bullet above addresses situations where 5G-AN node selects an AMF and other CP NFs select an
AMF for the UE concurrently. It also addresses the situation where CP NFs select an AMF for the UE
concurrently.
NOTE 4: It is assumed that the UE contexts from the old AMF include all event subscriptions with peer CP NFs.
-

If the UE is in CM-IDLE state and the new AMF does not have access to the UE context, the new AMF selects
one available AMF from the old AMF set as described in clause 6.3.5. The selected AMF retrieves the UE
context from the UDSF and provides the UE context to the new AMF. If the new AMF doesn't receive the UE
context then the AMF may force the UE to perform Initial Registration.

NOTE 5: The above N2 TNL association selection and AMF management is applied to the selected PLMN.

5.22

System Enablers for priority mechanism

5.22.1

General

The 5GS and the 5G QoS model allow classification and differentiation of specific services such as listed in clause 5.16,
based on subscription-related and invocation-related priority mechanisms. These mechanisms provide abilities such as
invoking, modifying, maintaining, and releasing QoS Flows with priority, and delivering QoS Flow packets according
to the QoS characteristics under network congestion conditions.
Subscription-related Priority Mechanisms include the ability to prioritize flows based on subscription information,
including the prioritization of RRC Connection Establishment based on Unified Access Control mechanisms and the
establishment of prioritized QoS Flows.
Invocation-related Priority Mechanisms include the ability for the service layer to request/invoke the activation of
prioritized QoS Flows through an interaction over Rx/N5 and packet detection in the UPF.
QoS Mechanisms applied to established QoS Flows include the ability to fulfil the QoS characteristics of QoS Flows
through preservation of differentiated treatment for prioritized QoS Flow and resource distribution prioritization.
In addition, the separation of concerns between the service classification provided by the core network through the
association of Service Data Flows to QoS, and the enforcing of QoS differentiation in (R)AN through the association of
QoS Flows to Data Radio bearers, supports the prioritization of QoS Flows when a limitation of the available data radio
bearers occurs.
In addition, it also includes the ability for the service layer to provide instructions on how to perform pre-emption of
media flows with the same priority assigned through an interaction over Rx as defined in TS 23.503 [45].

5.22.2

Subscription-related Priority Mechanisms

Subscription-related mechanisms which are always applied:
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-

(R)AN: During initial Access Network Connection Establishment, the Establishment Cause is set to indicate that
special treatment is to be applied by the (R)AN in the radio resource allocation as specified in clause 5.2 for
3GPP access.

-

AMF: Following Access Network Connection Establishment, the receipt of the designated Establishment Cause
(i.e. high priority access) by the AMF will result in priority handling of the "Initial UE Message" received as part
of the Registration procedures of clause 4.2.2 of TS 23.502 [3] and the Service Request procedures of
clause 4.2.3 of TS 23.502 [3]. In addition, certain exemptions to Control Plane Congestion and Overload Control
are provided as specified in clause 5.19.

Subscription-related mechanisms which are conditionally applied:
-

UE: When barring control parameters are broadcast by the RAN, access barring based on Access Identity(es)
configured in the USIM and/or an Access Category is applied prior to an initial upstream transmission for the
UE which provides a mechanism to limit transmissions from UEs categorized as non-prioritized, while allowing
transmissions from UEs categorized as prioritized (such as MPS subscribed UEs), during the RRC Connection
Establishment procedure as specified in clause 5.2.

-

UDM: One or more ARP priority levels are assigned for prioritized or critical services. The ARP of the
prioritized QoS Flows for each DN is set to an appropriate Priority Level. The 5QI for prioritized QoS Flows is
set in accordance with the prioritized service requirements, including QoS characteristics used in combination
with any non-standard 5QI values as well as any signalled Priority Level used with standardized 5QI.

-

PCF: The "IMS Signalling Priority" information is set for the subscriber in the UDM, and the PCF modifies the
ARP of the QoS Flow used for IMS signalling, for each DN which supports prioritized services leveraging on
IMS signalling, to an appropriate Priority Level assigned for that service.

5.22.3

Invocation-related Priority Mechanisms

The generic mechanisms used based on invocation-related Priority Mechanisms for prioritised services are based an
interaction with an Application Server and between the Application Server and the PCF over Rx/N5 interface, as
described in TS 23.228 [15] clause 5.21 in the case of MPS using IMS.
NOTE:

Clause 5.21 in TS 23.228 [15] is applicable to 5GS, with the understanding that the term PCRF
corresponds to PCF in the 5GS.

Invocation-related mechanisms for Mobile Originations e.g. via SIP/IMS:
-

PCF: When an indication for a session arrives over the Rx/N5 Interface and the UE does not have priority for the
signalling QoS Flow, the PCF derives the ARP and 5QI parameters, plus associated QoS characteristics as
appropriate, of the QoS Flow for Signalling as per Service Provider policy as specified in clause 6.1.3.11 of
TS 23.503 [45].

-

PCF: For sessions such as MPS, when establishing or modifying a QoS Flow for media as part of the session
origination procedure, the PCF selects the ARP and 5QI parameters, plus associated QoS characteristics as
appropriate, to provide priority treatment to the QoS Flow(s).

-

PCF: When all active sessions to a particular DN are released, and the UE is not configured for priority treatment
to that particular PDU Session for a DN, the PCF will downgrade the IMS Signalling QoS Flows from
appropriate settings of the ARP and 5QI parameters, plus associated QoS characteristics as appropriate, to those
entitled by the UE based on subscription.

Invocation-related mechanisms for Mobile Terminations e.g. via SIP/IMS:
-

PCF: When an indication for a session arrives over the Rx/N5 Interface, mechanisms as described above for
Mobile Originations are applied.

-

UPF: If an IP packet arrives at the UPF for a UE that is CM-IDLE, the UPF sends a "Data Notification"
including the information to identify the QoS Flow for the DL data packet to the SMF, as specified in
clause 4.2.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].

-

SMF: If a " Data Notification" message arrives at the SMF for a QoS Flow associated with an ARP priority level
value that is entitled for priority use, delivery of priority indication during the Paging procedure is provided by
inclusion of the ARP in the N11 interface "N1N2MessageTransfer" message, as specified in clause 4.2.3.3 of
TS 23.502 [3].
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-

AMF: If an "N1N2MessageTransfer" message arrives at the AMF containing an ARP priority level value that is
entitled for priority use, the AMF handles the request with priority and includes the "Paging Priority" IE in the
N2 "Paging" message set to a value assigned to indicate that there is an IP packet at the UPF entitled to priority
treatment, as specified in clause 4.2.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].

-

SMF: For a UE that is not configured for priority treatment, upon receiving the "N7 Session Management Policy
Modification" message from the PCF with an ARP priority level that is entitled for priority use, the SMF sends
an "N1N2MessageTransfer" to update the ARP for the Signalling QoS Flows, as specified in clause 4.3.3.2 of
TS 23.502 [3].

-

AMF: Upon receiving the "N1N2MessageTransfer" message from the SMF with an ARP priority level that is
entitled for priority use, the AMF updates the ARP for the Signalling QoS Flows, as specified in clause 4.3.3.2
of TS 23.502 [3].

-

(R)AN: Inclusion of the "Paging Priority" in the N2 "Paging" message triggers priority handling of paging in
times of congestion at the (R)AN as specified in clause 4.2.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].

Invocation-related mechanisms for the Priority PDU connectivity services:
-

PCF: If the state of the Priority PDU connectivity services is modified from disabled to enabled, the QoS Flow(s)
controlled by the Priority PDU connectivity services are established/modified to have the service appropriate
settings of the ARP and 5QI parameters, plus associated QoS characteristics as appropriate, using the PDU
Session Modification procedure as specified in clause 4.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].

-

PCF: If the state of Priority PDU connectivity services is modified from enabled to disabled, the QoS Flow(s)
controlled by the Priority PDU connectivity services are modified from service appropriate settings of the ARP
and 5QI parameters, plus associated QoS characteristics as appropriate, to those entitled by the UE as per
subscription, using the PDU Session Modification procedure as specified in clause 4.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].

5.22.4

QoS Mechanisms applied to established QoS Flows

Mechanisms applied to established QoS Flows:
-

(R)AN: QoS Flows requested in the Xn "Handover Request" or N2 "Handover Request" which are marked as
entitled to priority by virtue of inclusion of an ARP value from the set allocated by the Service Provider for
prioritised services are given priority over requests for QoS Flows which do not include an ARP from the set as
specified in clause 4.9 of TS 23.502 [3].

-

SMF: Congestion management procedures in the SMF will provide priority to QoS Flows established for
sessions during periods of extreme overload. Prioritised services are exempt from any session management
congestion controls. See clause 5.19.
AMF: Congestion management procedures in the AMF will provide priority to Mobility Management
procedures required for the prioritised services during periods of extreme overload. Prioritised services are
exempt from mobility restrictions and any Mobility Management congestion controls. See clauses 5.3.4.1.1 and
5.19.4..
QoS Flows whose ARP parameter is from the set allocated by the Service Provider for prioritised services' use
shall be exempt from release during QoS Flow load rebalancing.
(R)AN, UPF: IMS Signalling Packets associated with prioritised services' use are handled with priority.
Specifically, during times of severe congestion when it is necessary to drop packets on the IMS Signalling QoS
Flow to ensure network stability, these FEs shall drop packets not associated with priority signalling such as
MPS or Mission Critical services before packets associated with priority signalling. See clause TBD.

-

(R)AN, UPF: During times of severe congestion when it is necessary to drop packets on a media QoS Flow to
ensure network stability, these FEs shall drop packets not associated with priority sessions such as MPS or
Mission Critical services before packets associated with sessions. See clause TBD.

5.23

Supporting for Asynchronous Type Communication

Asynchronous type communication (ATC) enables 5GC to delay synchronizing UE context with the UE, so as to
achieve an efficient signalling overhead and increase system capacity.
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5GC supports asynchronous type communication with the following functionality:
-

Capability to store the UE context based on the received message, and synchronize the UE context with the
involved network functions or UE later;

For network function (e.g. PCF, UDM, etc.) triggered signalling procedure (e.g. network triggered Service Request
procedure, network triggered PDU Session Modification procedure, etc.), if the UE CM state in the AMF is CM-IDLE
state, the AMF updates and stores the UE context based on the received message without paging UE immediately.
When the UE CM state in the AMF enters CM-CONNECTED state, the AMF forwards N1 and N2 message to
synchronize the UE context with the (R)AN and/or the UE.

5.24

3GPP PS Data Off

This feature, when activated by the user, prevents traffic via 3GPP access of all IP packets except those related to 3GPP
PS Data Off Exempt Services. The 3GPP PS Data Off Exempt Services are a set of operator services, defined in
TS 22.011 [25] and TS 23.221 [23], that are the only allowed services when the 3GPP PS Data Off feature has been
activated by the user. The 5GC shall support 3GPP PS Data Off operation in both non-roaming and roaming scenarios.
UEs may be configured with up to two lists of 3GPP PS Data Off Exempt Services and the list(s) are provided to the
UEs by HPLMN via Device Management or UICC provisioning. When the UE is configured with two lists, one list is
valid for the UEs camping in the home PLMN and the other list is valid for any VPLMN the UE is roaming in. When
the UE is configured with a single list, without an indication to which PLMNs the list is applicable, then this list is valid
for the home PLMN and any PLMN the UE is roaming in.
NOTE 1: The operator needs to ensure coordinated list(s) of 3GPP Data Off Exempt Services provisioned in the
UE and configured in the network.
The UE reports its 3GPP PS Data Off status in PCO (Protocol Configuration Option) to (H-)SMF during UE requested
PDU Session Establishment procedure.
NOTE 2: This also covers scenarios when the user activates/deactivates 3GPP PS Data Off while connected via
Non-3GPP access only, and then a handover to 3GPP access occurs.
If 3GPP PS Data Off is activated, the UE prevents the sending of uplink IP packets except for those related to 3GPP PS
Data Off Exempt Services, based on the pre-configured list(s) of Data Off Exempt Services.
The UE shall immediately report a change of its 3GPP PS Data Off status in PCO by using UE requested PDU Session
Modification procedure, this also applies to the scenario of inter-RAT mobility to NG-RAN.
The additional behaviour of the SMF for 3GPP PS Data Off is controlled by local configuration or policy from the PCF
as defined in TS 23.503 [45].
NOTE 3: For the PDU Session used for IMS services, the 3GPP Data Off Exempt Services are enforced in the IMS
domain as specified TS 23.228 [15]. Policies configured in the (H-)SMF/PCF need to ensure those
services are always allowed when the 3GPP Data Off status of the UE is set to "activated".

6

Network Functions

6.1

General

Clause 6 provides the functional description of the Network Functions in the 5GC, and the principles for Network
Function and Network Function Service discovery and selection.

6.2

Network Function Functional description

6.2.1

AMF

The Access and Mobility Management function (AMF) includes the following functionality. Some or all of the AMF
functionalities may be supported in a single instance of an AMF:
-

Termination of RAN CP interface (N2).
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-

Termination of NAS (N1), NAS ciphering and integrity protection.

-

Registration management.

-

Connection management.

-

Reachability management.

-

Mobility Management.

-

Lawful intercept (for AMF events and interface to LI System).

-

Provide transport for SM messages between UE and SMF.

-

Transparent proxy for routing SM messages.

-

Access Authentication.

-

Access Authorization.

-

Provide transport for SMS messages between UE and SMSF.

-

Security Anchor Functionality (SEAF) as specified in TS 33.501 [29].

-

Location Services management for regulatory services.

-

Provide transport for Location Services messages between UE and LMF as well as between RAN and LMF.

-

EPS Bearer ID allocation for interworking with EPS.

-

UE mobility event notification.

NOTE 1: Regardless of the number of Network functions, there is only one NAS interface instance per access
network between the UE and the CN, terminated at one of the Network functions that implements at least
NAS security and Mobility Management.
In addition to the functionalities of the AMF described above, the AMF may include the following functionality to
support non-3GPP access networks:
-

Support of N2 interface with N3IWF. Over this interface, some information (e.g. 3GPP Cell Identification) and
procedures (e.g. Handover related) defined over 3GPP access may not apply, and non-3GPP access specific
information may be applied that do not apply to 3GPP accesses.

-

Support of NAS signalling with a UE over N3IWF. Some procedures supported by NAS signalling over 3GPP
access may be not applicable to untrusted non-3GPP (e.g. Paging) access.

-

Support of authentication of UEs connected over N3IWF.

-

Management of mobility, authentication, and separate security context state(s) of a UE connected via non-3GPP
access or connected via 3GPP and non-3GPP accesses simultaneously.

-

Support as described in clause 5.3.2.3 a co-ordinated RM management context valid over 3GPP and Non 3GPP
accesses.

-

Support as described in clause 5.3.3.4 dedicated CM management contexts for the UE for connectivity over non3GPP access.

NOTE 2: Not all of the functionalities are required to be supported in an instance of a Network Slice.
In addition to the functionalities of the AMF described above, the AMF may include policy related functionalities as
described in clause 6.2.8 in TS 23.503 [45].

6.2.2

SMF

The Session Management function (SMF) includes the following functionality. Some or all of the SMF functionalities
may be supported in a single instance of a SMF:
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-

Session Management e.g. Session Establishment, modify and release, including tunnel maintain between UPF
and AN node.

-

UE IP address allocation & management (including optional Authorization).

-

DHCPv4 (server and client) and DHCPv6 (server and client) functions.

-

ARP proxying as specified in IETF RFC 1027 [53] and / or IPv6 Neighbour Solicitation Proxying as specified in
IETF RFC 4861 [54] functionality for the Ethernet PDUs. The SMF responds to the ARP and / or the IPv6
Neighbour Solicitation Request by providing the MAC address corresponding to the IP address sent in the
request.

-

Selection and control of UP function, including controlling the UPF to proxy ARP or IPv6 Neighbour Discovery,
or to forward all ARP/IPv6 Neighbour Solicitation traffic to the SMF, for Ethernet PDU Sessions.

-

Configures traffic steering at UPF to route traffic to proper destination.

-

Termination of interfaces towards Policy control functions.

-

Lawful intercept (for SM events and interface to LI System).

-

Charging data collection and support of charging interfaces.

-

Control and coordination of charging data collection at UPF.

-

Termination of SM parts of NAS messages.

-

Downlink Data Notification.

-

Initiator of AN specific SM information, sent via AMF over N2 to AN.

-

Determine SSC mode of a session.

-

Roaming functionality:
-

Handle local enforcement to apply QoS SLAs (VPLMN).

-

Charging data collection and charging interface (VPLMN).

-

Lawful intercept (in VPLMN for SM events and interface to LI System).

-

Support for interaction with external DN for transport of signalling for PDU Session
authorization/authentication by external DN.

NOTE:

Not all of the functionalities are required to be supported in a instance of a Network Slice.

In addition to the functionalities of the SMF described above, the SMF may include policy related functionalities as
described in clause 6.2.2 in TS 23.503 [45].

6.2.3

UPF

The User plane function (UPF) includes the following functionality. Some or all of the UPF functionalities may be
supported in a single instance of a UPF:
-

Anchor point for Intra-/Inter-RAT mobility (when applicable).

-

External PDU Session point of interconnect to Data Network.

-

Packet routing & forwarding (e.g. support of Uplink classifier to route traffic flows to an instance of a data
network, support of Branching point to support multi-homed PDU Session).

-

Packet inspection (e.g. Application detection based on service data flow template and the optional PFDs received
from the SMF in addition).

-

User Plane part of policy rule enforcement, e.g. Gating, Redirection, Traffic steering).

-

Lawful intercept (UP collection).
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-

Traffic usage reporting.

-

QoS handling for user plane, e.g. UL/DL rate enforcement, Reflective QoS marking in DL.

-

Uplink Traffic verification (SDF to QoS Flow mapping).

-

Transport level packet marking in the uplink and downlink.

-

Downlink packet buffering and downlink data notification triggering.

-

Sending and forwarding of one or more "end marker" to the source NG-RAN node.

-

ARP proxying as specified in IETF RFC 1027 [53] and / or IPv6 Neighbour Solicitation Proxying as specified in
IETF RFC 4861 [54] functionality for the Ethernet PDUs. The UPF responds to the ARP and / or the IPv6
Neighbour Solicitation Request by providing the MAC address corresponding to the IP address sent in the
request.

NOTE:

6.2.4

Not all of the UPF functionalities are required to be supported in an instance of user plane function of a
Network Slice.

PCF

The Policy Control Function (PCF) includes the following functionality:
-

Supports unified policy framework to govern network behaviour.

-

Provides policy rules to Control Plane function(s) to enforce them.

-

Accesses subscription information relevant for policy decisions in a Unified Data Repository (UDR).

NOTE:

The PCF accesses the UDR located in the same PLMN as the PCF.

The details of the PCF functionality are defined in clause 6.2.1 of TS 23.503 [45].

6.2.5

NEF

The Network Exposure Function (NEF) supports the following independent functionality:
-

Exposure of capabilities and events:
3GPP NFs expose capabilities and events to other NFs via NEF. NF exposed capabilities and events may be
securely exposed for e.g. 3rd party, Application Functions, Edge Computing as described in clause 5.13.
NEF stores/retrieves information as structured data using a standardized interface (Nudr) to the Unified Data
Repository (UDR).

NOTE:
-

The NEF can access the UDR located in the same PLMN as the NEF.

Secure provision of information from external application to 3GPP network:
It provides a means for the Application Functions to securely provide information to 3GPP network, e.g.
Expected UE Behaviour. In that case the NEF may authenticate and authorize and assist in throttling the
Application Functions.

-

Translation of internal-external information:
It translates between information exchanged with the AF and information exchanged with the internal network
function. For example, it translates between an AF-Service-Identifier and internal 5G Core information such as
DNN, S-NSSAI, as described in clause 5.6.7.
In particular, NEF handles masking of network and user sensitive information to external AF's according to the
network policy.

-

The Network Exposure Function receives information from other network functions (based on exposed
capabilities of other network functions). NEF stores the received information as structured data using a
standardized interface to a Unified Data Repository (UDR) (interface to be defined by 3GPP). The stored
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information can be accessed and "re-exposed" by the NEF to other network functions and Application Functions,
and used for other purposes such as analytics.
-

A NEF may also support a PFD Function: The PFD Function in the NEF may store and retrieve PFD(s) in the
UDR and shall provide PFD(s) to the SMF on the request of SMF (pull mode) or on the request of PFD
management from NEF (push mode), as described in TS 23.503 [45].

A specific NEF instance may support one or more of the functionalities described above and consequently an individual
NEF may support a subset of the APIs specified for capability exposure.
NOTE:

The NEF can access the UDR located in the same PLMN as the NEF.

The services provided by the NEF are specified in clause 7.2.8.

6.2.5.1

Support for CAPIF

When an NEF is used for external exposure, the CAPIF may be supported. When CAPIF is supported, an NEF that is
used for external exposure supports the CAPIF API provider domain functions. The CAPIF and associated API provider
domain functions are specified in TS 23.222 [64].

6.2.6

NRF

The Network Repository Function (NRF) supports the following functionality:
-

Supports service discovery function. Receive NF Discovery Request from NF instance, and provides the
information of the discovered NF instances (be discovered) to the NF instance.

-

Maintains the NF profile of available NF instances and their supported services.

NF profile of NF instance maintained in an NRF includes the following information:
-

NF instance ID

-

NF type

-

PLMN ID

-

Network Slice related Identifier(s) e.g. S-NSSAI, NSI ID

-

FQDN or IP address of NF

-

NF capacity information

-

NF Specific Service authorization information

-

Names of supported services

-

Endpoint Address(es) of instance(s) of each supported service

-

Identification of stored data/information

NOTE 1: This is only applicable for a UDR profile. See applicable input parameters for
Nnrf_NFManagement_NFRegister service operation in TS 23.502 [3] clause 5.2.7.2.2. This information
applicability to other NF profiles is implementation specific.
-

Other service parameter, e.g., DNN, notification endpoint for each type of notification that the NF service is
interested in receiving.

-

Routing ID part of SUCI.

-

One or more GUAMI(s), in case of AMF.

-

TAI(s), in case of AMF.

-

UDM Group ID, applicable for UDM only.

-

UDR Group ID, applicable for UDR only.
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AUSF Group ID, applicable for AUSF only.

NOTE 2: It is expected service authorization information is usually provided by OA&M system, and it can also be
included in the NF profile in the case that e.g. an NF instance has an exceptional service authorization
information.
NOTE 3: It is also expected that the NRF stores a mapping between UDM Group ID and SUPI(s), UDR Group ID
and SUPI(s), AUSF Group ID and SUPI(s) to enable discovery of UDM, UDR, AUSF using SUPI, SUPI
ranges as specified in clause 6.3.
In the context of Network Slicing, based on network implementation, multiple NRFs can be deployed at different levels
(see clause 5.15.5):
-

PLMN level (the NRF is configured with information for the whole PLMN),

-

shared-slice level (the NRF is configured with information belonging to a set of Network Slices),

-

slice-specific level (the NRF is configured with information belonging to an S-NSSAI).

In the context of roaming, multiple NRFs may be deployed in the different networks (see clause 4.2.4):
-

the NRF(s) in the Visited PLMN (known as the vNRF) configured with information for the visited PLMN.

-

the NRF(s) in the Home PLMN (known as the hNRF) configured with information for the home PLMN,
referenced by the vNRF via the N27 interface,

6.2.7

UDM

The Unified Data Management (UDM) includes support for the following functionality:
-

Generation of 3GPP AKA Authentication Credentials.

-

User Identification Handling (e.g. storage and management of SUPI for each subscriber in the 5G system).

-

Support of de-concealment of privacy-protected subscription identifier (SUCI).

-

Access authorization based on subscription data (e.g. roaming restrictions).

-

UE's Serving NF Registration Management (e.g. storing serving AMF for UE, storing serving SMF for UE's
PDU Session).

-

Support to service/session continuity e.g. by keeping SMF/DNN assignment of ongoing sessions.

-

MT-SMS delivery support.

-

Lawful Intercept Functionality (especially in outbound roaming case where UDM is the only point of contact for
LI).

-

Subscription management.

-

SMS management.

To provide this functionality, the UDM uses subscription data (including authentication data) that may be stored in
UDR, in which case a UDM implements the application logic and does not require an internal user data storage and then
several different UDMs may serve the same user in different transactions.
NOTE 1: The interaction between UDM and HSS is implementation specific.
NOTE 2: The UDM is located in the HPLMN of the subscribers it serves, and access the information of the UDR
located in the same PLMN.

6.2.8

AUSF

The Authentication Server Function (AUSF) supports the following functionality:
-

Supports authentication for 3GPP access and untrusted non-3GPP access as specified in TS 33.501 [29].
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N3IWF

The functionality of N3IWF in the case of untrusted non-3GPP access includes the following:
-

Support of IPsec tunnel establishment with the UE: The N3IWF terminates the IKEv2/IPsec protocols with the
UE over NWu and relays over N2 the information needed to authenticate the UE and authorize its access to the
5G Core Network.

-

Termination of N2 and N3 interfaces to 5G Core Network for control - plane and user-plane respectively.

-

Relaying uplink and downlink control-plane NAS (N1) signalling between the UE and AMF.

-

Handling of N2 signalling from SMF (relayed by AMF) related to PDU Sessions and QoS.

-

Establishment of IPsec Security Association (IPsec SA) to support PDU Session traffic.

-

Relaying uplink and downlink user-plane packets between the UE and UPF. This involves:
-

De-capsulation/ encapsulation of packets for IPSec and N3 tunnelling

-

Enforcing QoS corresponding to N3 packet marking, taking into account QoS requirements associated to such
marking received over N2

-

N3 user-plane packet marking in the uplink.

-

Local mobility anchor within untrusted non-3GPP access networks using MOBIKE per IETF RFC 4555 [57].

-

Supporting AMF selection.

6.2.10

AF

The Application Function (AF) interacts with the 3GPP Core Network in order to provide services, for example to
support the following:
-

Application influence on traffic routing (see clause 5.6.7),

-

Accessing Network Exposure Function (see clause 5.20),

-

Interacting with the Policy framework for policy control (see clause 5.14),

Based on operator deployment, Application Functions considered to be trusted by the operator can be allowed to
interact directly with relevant Network Functions.
Application Functions not allowed by the operator to access directly the Network Functions shall use the external
exposure framework (see clause 7.4) via the NEF to interact with relevant Network Functions.
The functionality and purpose of Application Functions are only defined in this specification with respect to their
interaction with the 3GPP Core Network.

6.2.11

UDR

The Unified Data Repository (UDR) supports the following functionality:
-

Storage and retrieval of subscription data by the UDM.

-

Storage and retrieval of policy data by the PCF.

-

Storage and retrieval of structured data for exposure.

-

Application data (including Packet Flow Descriptions (PFDs) for application detection, AF request information
for multiple UEs), by the NEF.

The Unified Data Repository is located in the same PLMN as the NF service consumers storing in and retrieving data
from it using Nudr. Nudr is an intra-PLMN interface.
NOTE 1: Deployments can choose to collocate UDR with UDSF.
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UDSF

The UDSF is an optional function that supports the following functionality:
-

Storage and retrieval of information as unstructured data by any NF.

NOTE:

6.2.13

Deployments can choose to collocate UDSF with UDR.

SMSF

The SMSF supports the following functionality to support SMS over NAS:
-

SMS management subscription data checking and conducting SMS delivery accordingly.

-

SM-RP/SM-CP with the UE (see TS 24.011 [6]).

-

Relay the SM from UE toward SMS-GMSC/IWMSC/SMS-Router.

-

Relay the SM from SMS-GMSC/IWMSC/SMS-Router toward the UE.

-

SMS related CDR.

-

Lawful Interception.

-

Interaction with AMF and SMS-GMSC for notification procedure that the UE is unavailable for SMS transfer
(i.e, notifies SMS-GMSC to inform UDM when UE is unavailable for SMS).

6.2.14

NSSF

The Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF) supports the following functionality:
-

Selecting the set of Network Slice instances serving the UE,

-

Determining the Allowed NSSAI and, if needed, the mapping to the Subscribed S-NSSAIs,

-

Determining the Configured NSSAI and, if needed, the mapping to the Subscribed S-NSSAIs,

-

Determining the AMF Set to be used to serve the UE, or, based on configuration, a list of candidate AMF(s),
possibly by querying the NRF.

6.2.15

5G-EIR

The 5G-EIR is an optional network function that supports the following functionality:
-

Check the status of PEI (e.g. to check that it has not been blacklisted).

6.2.16

LMF

The LMF includes the following functionality:
-

Supports location determination for a UE.

-

Obtains downlink location measurements or a location estimate from the UE.

-

Obtains uplink location measurements from the NG RAN.

-

Obtains non-UE associated assistance data from the NG RAN.

6.2.17

SEPP

The Security Edge Protection Proxy (SEPP) is a non-transparent proxy and supports the following functionality:
-

Message filtering and policing on inter-PLMN control plane interfaces
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The SEPP protects the connection between Service Consumers and Service Producers from a security
perspective, i.e. the SEPP does not duplicate the Service Authorization applied by the Service Producers
as specified in clause 7.1.4.

Topology hiding

Detailed functionality of SEPP, related flows and the N32 reference point, are specified in TS 33.501 [29].
The SEPP applies the above functionality to every Control Plane message in inter-PLMN signalling, acting as a service
relay between the actual Service Producer and the actual Service Consumer. For both Service Producer and Consumer,
the result of the service relaying is equivalent to a direct service interaction. Every Control Plane message in interPLMN signalling between the SEPPs may pass via IPX entities. More details on SEPPs and the IPX entities are
described in TS 29.500 [49] and TS 33.501 [29].

6.2.18

Network Data Analytics Function (NWDAF)

NWDAF represents operator managed network analytics logical function. NWDAF provides slice specific network data
analytics to a NF. NWDAF provides network analytics information (i.e., load level information) to a NF on a network
slice instance level and the NWDAF is not required to be aware of the current subscribers using the slice. NWDAF
notifies slice specific network status analytic information to the NFs that are subscribed to it. NF may collect directly
slice specific network status analytic information from NWDAF. This information is not subscriber specific.
In this Release of the specification, both PCF and NSSF are consumers of network analytics. The PCF may use that data
in its policy decisions. NSSF may use the load level information provided by NWDAF for slice selection.
NOTE 1: NWDAF functionality beyond its support for Nnwdaf is out of scope of 3GPP.
NOTE 2: NWDAF functionality for non-slice-specific analytics information is not supported in this Release of the
specification.

6.3 Principles for Network Function and Network Function Service
discovery and selection
6.3.1

General

The NF discovery and NF service discovery enables one NF to discover a set of NF instance(s) for a specific NF service
or a target NF type. NF service discovery is enabled via the NF discovery procedure, as specified in TS 23.502 [3],
clause 4.17.4 and 4.17.5.
Unless the expected NF and NF service information is locally configured on the requester NF, e.g. when the expected
NF service or NF is in the same PLMN as the requester NF, the NF and NF service discovery is implemented via the
NRF. The Network Repository Function (NRF) is the logical function that is used to support the functionality of NF and
NF service discovery as specified in clause 6.2.6.
In order for the requested NF type or NF service to be discovered via the NRF, the NF instance with its NF service
instance(s) need to be registered in the NRF (e.g. when the producer NF instance and its NF service instance(s) become
operative for the first time) as specified in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.17.1.
In order for the requester NF to obtain information about the NF and/or NF service(s) registered or configured in a
PLMN/slice, the requester NF may initiate a discovery procedure with the NRF by providing the type of the NF or the
specific service is attempting to discover. The requester NF may also provide other service parameters e.g. slicing
related information. For the detailed service parameter(s) used for specific NF discovery refer to clause 5.2.7.3.2.
Depending on the chosen message routing model, the NRF may provide the IP address or the FQDN of NF instance(s)
or the Endpoint Address(es) of relevant NF services instance(s) to the requester NF for target NF instance selection. The
NRF provides a list of NF instances and NF service instances relevant for the discovery criteria. The result of the NF
discovery procedure is applicable to any subscriber that fulfils same discovery criteria. A requester NF may store the
result of the NRF discovery procedure received from the NRF.
The requester NF uses the discovery result to select one specific NF instance or a NF service instance that is able to
provide a particular NF Service (e.g., an instance of the PCF that can provide Policy Authorization). The requester NF
may use the information from a previously stored discovery result for subsequent NF service selections (i.e. the
requester NF does not need to trigger a new NF discovery procedure to perform the selection).
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The requester NF may subscribe in the NRF to receive notifications of newly registered/updated/de-registered NF/NF
service instances of target NF/NF services using Nnrf_NFManagement_NFStatusSubscribe/Notify service operations as
defined in TS 23.502 [3].
For NF discovery across PLMNs, the requester NF provides the NRF the PLMN ID of the target NF. The NRF in the
local PLMN reaches the NRF in the target PLMN by forming a target PLMN specific query using the PLMN ID
provided by the requester NF.
NOTE:

See TS 29.510 [58] for details on using the target PLMN ID specific query to reach the NRF in the target
PLMN.

For NF discovery across PLMNs in the context of Network Slicing, the NRF in the local PLMN interacts with the
appropriate NRF in the target PLMN identified as specified in clause 4.17.5 of TS 23.502 [3] and, for SMF in
clause 4.3.2.2.3.3 of TS 23.502 [3].
The NRF in the local PLMN interacts with the NRF in the target PLMN to retrieve the FQDN or the identifier of
relevant services of the target NF instance (s). For topology hiding, see clause 6.2.17.

6.3.2

SMF discovery and selection

The SMF selection function is supported by the AMF and is used to allocate an SMF that shall manage the PDU
Session. The SMF selection procedures are described in clause 4.3.2.2.3 of TS 23.502 [3].
The AMF shall utilize the Network Repository Function to discover the SMF instance(s) unless SMF information is
available by other means, e.g. locally configured on AMF. The NRF provides the IP address or the FQDN of SMF
instance(s) or Endpoint Address(es) of SMF service instance(s) to the AMF. The SMF selection function in the AMF
selects an SMF instance based on the available SMF instances obtained from NRF or on the configured SMF
information in the AMF.
NOTE 1: Protocol aspects of the access to NRF are specified in TS 29.510 [58].
The SMF selection function in AMF is applicable to both 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.
The SMF selection for Emergency services is described in clause 5.16.4.5.
The following factors may be considered during the SMF selection:
-

Selected Data Network Name (DNN).

-

S-NSSAI.

-

NSI-ID.

NOTE 2: The use of NSI -ID in the network is optional and depends on the deployment choices of the operator. If
used, the NSI ID is associated with S-NSSAI.
-

Subscription information from UDM, e.g.
-

per DNN: whether LBO roaming is allowed.

-

per S-NSSAI: the subscribed DNN(s).

-

per (S-NSSAI, subscribed DNN): whether LBO roaming is allowed.

-

per (S-NSSAI, subscribed DNN): whether EPC interworking is supported.

-

Local operator policies.

-

Load conditions of the candidate SMFs.

-

Access technology being used by the UE.

If there is an existing PDU Session and the UE requests to establish another PDU Session to the same DNN and SNSSAI and the UE subscription data indicates the support for interworking with EPS for this DNN, the same SMF
should be selected. Otherwise, if UE subscription data does not indicate the support for interworking with EPS for this
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DNN, different SMF may be selected. A different SMF may be selected, for example, to support a SMF load balancing
or to support a graceful SMF shutdown (e.g., a SMF starts to no more take new PDU Sessions).
In the home-routed roaming case, the SMF selection function selects an SMF in VPLMN as well as an SMF in
HPLMN.
When the UE requests to establish a PDU Session to a DNN and an S-NSSAI, if the UE MM Core Network Capability
indicates the UE supports EPC NAS and optionally, if the UE subscription indicates the support for interworking with
EPS for this DNN and S-NSSAI, the AMF selects a combined SMF+PGW-C. Otherwise, a standalone SMF may be
selected.
If the UDM provides a subscription context that allows for handling the PDU Session in the visited PLMN (i.e. using
LBO) for this DNN and S-NSSAI and, optionally, the AMF is configured to know that the visited VPLMN has a
suitable roaming agreement with the HPLMN of the UE, the SMF selection function selects an SMF from the visited
PLMN. If an SMF in VPLMN cannot be derived for the DNN and S-NSSAI, or if the subscription does not allow for
handling the PDU Session in visited PLMN using LBO, then both a SMF in VPLMN and SMF in HPLMN are selected,
and the DNN and S-NSSAI is used to derive an SMF identifier from the HPLMN.
If the initially selected SMF in VPLMN (for roaming with LBO) detects it does not understand information in the UE
request, it may reject the N11 message (related with a PDU Session Establishment Request message) with a proper N11
cause triggering the AMF to select both a new SMF in the VPLMN and a SMF in the HPLMN (for home routed
roaming).

6.3.3
6.3.3.1

User Plane Function Selection
Overview

The selection and reselection of the UPF are performed by the SMF by considering UPF deployment scenarios such as
centrally located UPF and distributed UPF located close to or at the Access Network site. The selection of the UPF shall
also enable deployment of UPF with different capabilities, e.g. UPFs supporting no or a subset of optional
functionalities.
For home routed roaming case, the UPF(s) in home PLMN is selected by SMF(s) in HPLMN, and the UPF(s) in the
VPLMN is selected by SMF(s) in VPLMN. The exact set of parameters used for the selection mechanism is deployment
specific and controlled by the operator configuration.
The UPF selection involves:
-

a step of SMF Provisioning of available UPF(s). This step may take place while there is no PDU Session to
establish and may be followed by N4 Node Level procedures defined in clause 4.4.3 of TS 23.502 [3] where the
UPF and the SMF may exchange information such as the support of optional functionalities and capabilities.

-

A step of selection of an UPF for a particular PDU Session; it is followed by N4 session management procedures
defined in clause 4.4.1 of TS 23.502 [3].

6.3.3.2

SMF Provisioning of available UPF(s)

SMF may be locally configured with the information about the available UPFs, e.g. by OA&M system when UPF is
instantiated or removed.
NOTE 1: UPF information can be updated e.g. by OA&M system any time after the initial provisioning, or UPF
itself updates its information to the SMF any time after the node level interaction is established.
The UPF selection functionality in the SMF may optionally utilize the NRF to discover UPF instance(s). In this case,
the SMF issues a request to the NRF that may include following parameters: DNN, S-NSSAI, SMF Area Identity. In its
answer, the NRF provides the IP address(es) or the FQDN of the N4 interface of corresponding UPF instance(s) to the
SMF.
UPFs may be associated with an SMF Area Identity in the NRF. This allows limiting the SMF provisioning of UPF(s)
using NRF to those UPF(s) associated with a certain SMF Area Identity. This can e.g. be used in the case that an SMF
is only allowed to control UPF(s) configured in NRF as belonging to a certain SMF Area Identity.
The NRF may be configured by OAM with information on the available UPF(s) or the UPF may register itself onto the
NRF. This is further defined in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.17.
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Selection of an UPF for a particular PDU Session

If there is an existing PDU Session, and the SMF receives another PDU Session request to the same DNN and SNSSAI, and the UE subscription data indicates the support for interworking with EPC for this DNN, the same UPF
should be selected. Otherwise, if UE subscription data does not indicate the support for interworking with EPS for this
DNN, different UPF may be selected.
The following parameter(s) and information may be considered by the SMF for UPF selection and re-selection:
-

UPF's dynamic load.

-

UPF's relative static capacity among UPFs supporting the same DNN.

-

UPF location available at the SMF.

-

UE location information.

-

Capability of the UPF and the functionality required for the particular UE session: An appropriate UPF can be
selected by matching the functionality and features required for an UE.

-

Data Network Name (DNN).

-

PDU Session Type (i.e. IPv4, IPv6, IPv4v6, Ethernet Type or Unstructured Type) and if applicable, the static IP
address/prefix.

-

SSC mode selected for the PDU Session.

-

UE subscription profile in UDM.

-

DNAI as included in the PCC Rules and described in clause 5.6.7.

-

Local operator policies.

-

S-NSSAI.

-

Access technology being used by the UE.

-

Information related to user plane topology and user plane terminations, that may be deduced from:
-

AN-provided identities (e.g. CellID, TAI), available UPF(s) and DNAI(s);

-

Information regarding the user plane interfaces of UPF(s).This information may be acquired by the SMF using
N4;

-

Information regarding the N3 User Plane termination(s) of the AN serving the UE. This may be deduced from
AN-provided identities (e.g. CellID, TAI);

-

Information regarding the N9 User Plane termination(s) of UPF(s) if needed;

-

Information regarding the User plane termination(s) corresponding to DNAI(s).

NOTE:

6.3.4

How the SMF determines information about the user plane network topology from information listed
above, and what information is considered by the SMF, is based on operator configuration.

AUSF discovery and selection

The AMF performs AUSF selection to allocate an AUSF that performs authentication between the UE and 5G CN in
the HPLMN.
The AMF shall utilize the NRF to discover the AUSF instance(s) unless AUSF information is available by other means,
e.g. locally configured on AMF. The AUSF selection function in the AMF selects an AUSF instance based on the
available AUSF instances (obtained from the NRF or locally configured in the AMF).
The AUSF selection in AMF is applicable to both 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.
The following factors may be considered during the AUSF selection:
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-

SUPI.

-

Home network identifier (e.g., MNC and/or MCC) of SUCI (by an NF consumer in a VPLMN) and optionally,
Routing ID part of SUCI may be used.

6.3.5

AMF discovery and selection

The AMF selection functionality is applicable to both 3GPP access and non-3GPP access. The AMF selection
functionality can be supported by the 5G-AN (e.g. RAN, N3IWF) and is used to select an AMF for a given UE. An
AMF supports the AMF selection functionality to select an AMF for relocation or because the initially selected AMF
was not an appropriate AMF to serve the UE (e.g. due to change of Allowed NSSAI). Other CP NF(s), e.g. SMF,
supports the AMF selection functionality to select an AMF from the AMF set when the original AMF serving a UE is
unavailable.
5G-AN selects an AMF Set and an AMF from the AMF Set under the following circumstances:
1) When the UE provides no 5G-S-TMSI nor the GUAMI to the 5G-AN.
2) When the UE provides 5G-S-TMSI or GUAMI but the routing information (i.e. AMF identified based on AMF
Set ID, AMF pointer) present in the 5G-S-TMSI or GUAMI is not sufficient and/or not usable (e.g. UE provides
GUAMI with an AMF region ID from a different region).
3) AMF has instructed AN that the AMF (identified by GUAMI(s)) is unavailable and no target AMF is identified
and/or AN has detected that the AMF has failed.
Other CP NFs selects an AMF from the AMF Set under the following circumstances:
4) When the AMF has instructed CP NF that a certain AMF identified by GUAMI(s) is unavailable and the CP NF
was not notified of target AMF, and/or CP NF has detected that the AMF has failed.
The AMF selection functionality in the 5G-AN may consider the following factors for selecting the AMF Set:
-

AMF Region ID and AMF Set ID derived from GUAMI.

-

Requested NSSAI.

-

Local operator policies.

AMF selection functionality in the 5G-AN or CP NFs considers the following factors for selecting an AMF from AMF
Set:
-

Availability of candidate AMFs.

-

Load balancing across candidate AMFs (e.g. considering weight factors of candidate AMFs in the AMF Set).

When the UE accesses the 5G-AN with a 5G-S-TMSI or GUAMI that identifies more than one AMF (as configured
during N2 setup procedure), the 5G-AN selects the AMF considering the weight factors.
When 5G-S-TMSI or GUAMI provided by the UE to the 5G-AN contains an AMF Set ID that is usable, and the AMF
identified by AMF pointer that is not usable (e.g. AN detects that the AMF has failed) or the corresponding AMF
indicates it is unavailable (e.g. out of operation) then the 5G-AN uses the AMF Set ID for selecting another AMF from
the AMF set considering the factors above.
The AMF or other CP NFs shall utilize the NRF to discover the AMF instance(s) unless AMF information is available
by other means, e.g. locally configured on AMF or other CP NFs. The NRF provides the IP address or the FQDN of
AMF instance(s) or the Endpoint Address(es) of AMF service instance(s) to the AMF or other CP NFs. The AMF
selection function in the AMF or other CP NFs selects an AMF instance based on the available AMF instances
(obtained from the NRF or locally configured in the AMF or other CP NFs).
In the context of Network Slicing, the AMF selection is described in clause 5.15.5.2.1.
-

AMF selection functionality in AMF or other CP NFs use GUAMI, TAI to discover the AMF instance(s), the
NRF provides the IP address, or the FQDN of the associated AMF instance(s) or the Endpoint Address(es) of the
associated AMF service instance(s) if it is available. If the associated AMF is unavailable due to AMF planned
removal, the backup AMF used for planned removal is provided by the NRF. If the associated AMF is
unavailable due to AMF failure, the backup AMF used for failure is provided by the NRF. If no AMF instances
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related to the indicated GUAMI can be found or AMF Pointer value used by more than one AMF is found, a list
of candidate AMF instances in the same AMF Set together with additional information (e.g. priority) is provided
by the NRF. In addition, NRF may provide the TAI(s), if available. In this case, other CP NF can select any
AMF instance from the list of candidate AMF instances.
-

AMF selection functionality in AMF use AMF Set ID to discover the AMF instance(s), the NRF provides a list
of AMF/AMF service instances in the same AMF Set together with additional information (e.g. priority).

-

At intra-PLMN mobility, the AMF selection functionality in source AMF use source AMF Set ID, source AMF
Region ID, and the target location information, S-NSSAI(s) of Allowed NSSAI to discover target AMF
instance(s). The NRF provides the target AMF instance belonged to the target AMF set in target AMF Region
which can be the mapping of the source AMF set in source AMF region.

-

At inter PLMN mobility, the source AMF selects an AMF in the target PLMN via the PLMN level NRF. After
the Handover procedure the AMF may select a different AMF as specified in clause 4.2.2.2.3 in TS 23.502 [3].

6.3.6
6.3.6.1

N3IWF selection
General

When the UE supports connectivity with N3IWF but does not support connectivity with ePDG, as specified in
TS 23.402 [43], the UE shall perform the procedure in clause 6.3.6.2 for selecting an N3IWF.
When the UE supports connectivity with N3IWF, as well as with ePDG, as specified in TS 23.402 [43], the UE shall
perform the procedure in clause 6.3.6.3 for selecting either an N3IWF or an ePDG, i.e. for selecting a non-3GPP access
node.
In both cases above the UE can be configured by the HPLMN with the same information that includes:
1) ePDG identifier configuration: It contains the FQDN or IP address of the ePDG in the HPLMN, as specified in
TS 23.402 [43], clause 4.5.4.3. This is used only when the UE supports connectivity with ePDG and attempts to
select an ePDG. It is ignored in all other cases.
2) N3IWF identifier configuration: It contains the FQDN or IP address of the N3IWF in the HPLMN.
3) Non-3GPP access node selection information: It contains a prioritized list of PLMNs and for each PLMN it
includes (i) a "Preference" parameter which indicates if ePDG or N3IWF is preferred in this PLMN and (ii) an
FQDN parameter which indicates if the Tracking/Location Area Identity FQDN or the Operator Identifier FQDN
(as specified in TS 23.402 [43], clause 4.5.4.4) should be used when discovering the address of an ePDG or
N3IWF in this PLMN. The list of PLMNs shall include the HPLMN and shall include an "any PLMN" entry,
which matches any PLMN the UE is connected to except the HPLMN.
The ePDG identifier configuration and the N3IWF identifier configuration are optional parameters, while the Non3GPP access node selection information is required and shall include at least the HPLMN and the "any PLMN" entry.
If the ePDG identifier configuration is configured in the UE, then, when the UE decides to select an ePDG in the
HPLMN (according to the procedure in clause 6.3.6.3), the UE shall use the ePDG identifier configuration to find the IP
address of the ePDG in the HPLMN and shall ignore the FQDN parameter of the HPLMN in the Non-3GPP access
node selection information.
If the N3IWF identifier configuration is configured in the UE, then, when the UE decides to select an N3IWF in the
HPLMN (according to the procedure in clause 6.3.6.3), the UE shall use the N3IWF identifier configuration to find the
IP address of the N3IWF in the HPLMN and shall ignore the FQDN parameter of the HPLMN in the Non-3GPP access
node selection information.

6.3.6.2

Stand-alone N3IWF selection

The UE performs N3IWF selection based on the ePDG selection procedure as specified in the TS 23.402 [43]
clause 4.5.4 except for the following differences:
-

The Tracking/Location Area Identifier FQDN shall be constructed by the UE based only on the Tracking Area
wherein the UE is located. The N3IWF Tracking/Location Area Identifier FQDN may use the 5GS TAI when
the UE is registered to the 5GS, or the EPS TAI when the UE is registered to EPS. The Location Area is not
applicable on the 3GPP access.
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-

The ePDG Operator Identifier (OI) FQDN format is substituted by with N3IWF OI FQDN format as specified in
TS 23.003 [19].

-

The ePDG identifier configuration and the ePDG selection information are substituted by the N3IWF identifier
configuration and the Non-3GPP access node selection information respectively. The UE shall give preference to
the N3IWF in all PLMNs in the Non-3GPP access node selection information independent of the "Preference"
parameter.

Network slice information cannot be used for N3IWF selection in this Release of the specification.

6.3.6.3

Combined N3IWF/ePDG Selection

When the UE wants to select a non-3GPP access node (either an N3IWF or an ePDG), the UE shall perform the
following procedure:
The UE shall first select a PLMN in which the non-3GPP access node should be selected by using the procedure
specified in TS 23.402 [43], clause 4.5.4.4 with the following modifications:
-

Instead of using the ePDG selection information the UE uses the Non-3GPP access node selection information.

In the selected PLMN the UE shall attempt to select a non-3GPP access node as follows:
1. The UE shall determine if the non-3GPP access node selection is required for an IMS service or for a non-IMS
service. The means of that determination are implementation-specific.
2. When the selection is required for an IMS service, the UE shall choose a non-3GPP access node type (i.e. ePDG
or N3IWF) based on the "Preference" parameter specified in clause 6.3.6.1, unless the UE has its 5GS capability
disabled in which case it shall choose an ePDG independent of the "Preference" parameter setting.
If the "Preference" parameter for the selected PLMN indicates that ePDG is preferred, the UE shall attempt to
select an ePDG. If the "Preference" parameter for the selected PLMN indicates that N3IWF is preferred, the UE
shall attempt to select an N3IWF.
If the selection fails, including the case when, during the registration over non-3GPP access, the UE receives the
IMS Voice over PS session Not Supported over Non-3GPP Access indication (specified in clause 5.16.3.2a), the
UE shall attempt selecting the other non-3GPP access node type in the selected PLMN, if any. If that selection
fails too, or it is not possible, then the UE shall select another PLMN, according to the procedure specified in
TS 23.402 [43], clause 4.5.4.5.
3. When the selection is required for a non-IMS service, the UE shall perform the selection by giving preference to
the N3IWF independent of the "Preference" parameter setting. If the N3IWF selection fails, or it is not possible,
the UE should select another PLMN based on the procedure specified in TS 23.402 [43], clause 4.5.4.4, and shall
attempt to select an N3IWF in this PLMN. If the UE fails to select an N3IWF in any PLMN, the UE may attempt
to select an ePDG according to the procedure specified in TS 23.402 [43], clause 4.5.4.5.
In the above procedure, when the UE attempts to construct a Tracking/Location Area Identifier FQDN either for ePDG
selection or for N3IWF selection, the UE shall use the Tracking Area wherein the UE is located and shall construct
either:
-

an ePDG or N3IWF TAI FQDN based on the 5GS TAI, when the UE is registered to the 5GS; or

-

an ePDG or N3IWF TAI FQDN based on the EPS TAI, when the UE is registered to EPS.

NOTE:

6.3.7
6.3.7.0

A UE performing both a selection for an IMS service and a selection for a non-IMS service could get
simultaneously attached to a N3IWF and to an ePDG in the same PLMN or in different PLMNs.

PCF discovery and selection
General principles

Clause 6.3.7.0 describes the underlying principles for PCF selection and discovery:
-

There may be multiple and separately addressable PCFs in a PLMN.
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-

The PCF must be able to correlate the AF service session established over N5 or Rx with the associated PDU
Session (Session binding) handled over N7.

-

It shall be possible to deploy a network so that the PCF may serve only specific DN(s). For example, Policy
Control may be enabled on a per DNN basis.

-

Unique identification of a PDU Session in the PCF shall be possible based on the (UE ID, DNN)-tuple, the (UE
IP Address(es), DNN)-tuple and the (UE ID, UE IP Address(es), DNN).

6.3.7.1

PCF discovery and selection for a UE or a PDU Session

The AMF selects the PCF for a UE, the SMF selects the PCF for a PDU Session. The selected PCF may be the same or
may be a different one, following the principle below:
-

The AMF utilizes the NRF to discover the PCF instance(s) for a UE unless PCF information is available by other
means, e.g. locally configured on AMF based on operator policies or received from old AMF during an AMF
change. The AMF selects a PCF instance based on the available PCF instances (obtained from the NRF or
locally configured in the AMF). In the roaming case, the AMF selects the H-PCF in addition to the V-PCF for a
UE and, based on operator policies, the AMF may send the selected H-PCF to the V-PCF during the policy
association establishment procedure. In addition, the AMF may, based on operator policies, forward the selected
PCF to the SMF during the PDU Session Establishment procedure to enable the usage of the same PCF for AMF
and SMF.

-

The SMF utilizes the NRF to discover the PCF instance for a PDU Session unless PCF information is available
by other means, e.g. locally configured on SMF or received during the PDU Session Establishment procedure
from the AMF. The SMF selects a PCF instance based on the available PCF instances (obtained from the NRF or
locally configured in the SMF).
The following factors may be considered during the PCF selection:
a) Local operator policies.
b) Selected Data Network Name (DNN).

6.3.7.2

Providing policy requirements that apply to multiple UE and hence to multiple
PCF

An authorized Application Function may, via the NEF, provide policy requirements that apply to multiple UE(s)
(which, for example, belong to group of UE(s) defined by subscription or to any UE). Such policy requirements shall
apply to any existing or future PDU Sessions that match the parameters in the AF request, and they may apply to
multiple PCF(s).
NOTE:

Application Function influence on traffic routing described in clause 5.6.7 is an example of such
requirement.

After relevant validation of the AF request (and possible parameter mapping), the NEF stores this request received from
the AF into the selected UDR as the Data Subset of the Application data. The possible parameter mapping includes
mapping UE (group) identifiers provided by the AF to identifiers used within the 5GC, e.g. from GPSI to SUPI and/or
from External Group Identifier to Internal-Group Identifier. Parameter mapping may also includes mapping from the
identifier of the Application Function towards internal identifiers such as the DNN and/or the S-NSSAI.
PCF(s) that need to receive AF requests that targets a DNN (and slice), and / or a group of UEs subscribe to receive
notifications from the UDR about such AF request information. The PCF(s) can be configured (e.g. by OAM) to
subscribe to receive notification of such AF request information from the UDR(s). The PCF(s) take(s) the received AF
request information into account when making policy decisions for existing and future relevant PDU Sessions. In the
case of existing PDU Sessions, the PCF's policy decision may trigger a PCC rule change from the PCF to the SMF.
The PCF subscription to notifications of AF requests described above may take place during PDU Session
Establishment or PDU Session Modification, when the PCF(s) receive request from the SMF for policy information
related to the DNN (and slice), and/or the Internal-Group Identifier of UEs. For the PCF(s) that have subscribed to such
notifications, the UDR(s) notify the PCFs of any AF request update.
The NEF associates the AF request with information allowing to later modify or delete the AF request in the UDR; it
associates the AF request with:
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-

When the AF request targets PDU Sessions established by "any UE": the DNN, the slicing information target of
the AF request,

-

When the request targets PDU Sessions established by UE(s) belonging to an Internal-Group: the DNN, the
slicing information and the Internal-Group Identifier target of the application request.

-

The AF transaction identifier in the AF request.

6.3.7.3

Binding an AF request targeting an IP address to the relevant PCF

Binding an AF request to the relevant PCF as described in TS 23.503 [45].

6.3.8

UDM discovery and selection

The NF consumer performs UDM discovery to discover a UDM that manages the user subscriptions.
The NF consumers shall utilize the NRF to discover the UDM instance(s) unless UDM information is available by other
means, e.g. locally configured on NF consumers. The UDM selection function in NF consumers selects a UDM instance
based on the available UDM instances (obtained from the NRF or locally configured). The UDM selection function in
NF consumers is applicable to both 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.
The following factors may be used during the UDM selection in the HPLMN (by an NF consumer in a VPLMN):
-

Home network identifier (e.g. MNC and/or MCC) of SUCI and optionally, Routing ID part of SUCI.

-

SUPI.

In addition, the following factors may be used during the UDM selection within a PLMN:
-

SUPI.

-

GPSI or External Group ID (e.g., by the NEF).

-

Routing ID part of SUCI.

6.3.9

UDR discovery and selection

Multiple instances of UDR may be deployed, each one storing specific data or providing service to a specific set of NF
consumers as described in clause 4.2.5.
The NF consumer shall utilize the NRF to discover the appropriate UDR instance(s) unless UDR instance information is
available by other means, e.g. locally configured on NF consumer. The NF consumer shall select a UDR instance based
on the available UDR instances (obtained from NRF or locally configured). The UDR selection function in NF
consumers is applicable to both 3GPP access and non-3GPP access.
The NF consumer shall select a UDR instance that contains relevant information for the consumer, e.g. UDM selects a
UDR instance that contains subscription data, while NEF (when used to access data for exposure) selects a UDR that
contains data for exposure; or PCF selects a UDR that contains Policy Data and/or Application Data.
The following factors may be considered for UDR selection:
-

SUPI or GPSI or External Group Identifier.

-

A Data Set Identifier (see UDR service definition in TS 23.502 [3] clause 5.2.12).

6.3.10

SMSF discovery and selection

The SMSF selection function is supported by the AMF and is used to allocate an SMSF that shall manage the SMS.
If the "SMS supported" indication is included in the Registration Request, the AMF checks SMS subscription from the
UDM for the UE on whether the SMS is allowed to the UE.
If the SMS is allowed and the UE Context stored in AMF includes an SMSF address, the AMF retrieves the SMSF
address included in UE Context (according to Table 5.2.2.2.2-1 of TS 23.502 [3]).
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If the SMS is allowed and the UE Context stored in AMF doesn't include an SMSF address, the AMF discovers and
selects an SMSF to serve the UE.
The SMSF selection may be based on the following methods:
-

SMSF's address preconfigured in the AMF (i.e., SMSF FQDN); or

-

SMSF information available in the serving PLMN if received from an old AMF or the UDM; or

-

The AMF invokes Nnrf_NFManagement_Discovery service operation from NRF to discover the SMSF address
as described in clause 5.2.7.1.2 of TS 23.502 [3].

For roaming scenario, the AMF discovers and selects an SMSF in VPLMN.

7

Network Function Services and descriptions

7.1

Network Function Service Framework

7.1.1

General

An NF service is one type of capability exposed by an NF (NF Service Producer) to other authorized NF (NF Service
Consumer) through a service-based interface. A Network Function may expose one or more NF services. Following are
criteria for specifying NF services:
-

NF services are derived from the system procedures that describe end-to-end functionality, where applicable (see
3GPP TS 23.502 [3], Annex B drafting rules). Services may also be defined based on information flows from
other 3GPP specifications.

-

System procedures can be described by a sequence of NF service invocations.

7.1.2

NF Service Consumer - NF Service Producer interactions

The interaction between two Network Functions (Consumer and Producer) within this NF service framework follows
two mechanisms:
-

"Request-response": A Control Plane NF_B (NF Service Producer) is requested by another Control Plane NF_A
(NF Service Consumer) to provide a certain NF service, which either performs an action or provides information
or both. NF_B provides an NF service based on the request by NF_A. In order to fulfil the request, NF_B may in
turn consume NF services from other NFs. In Request-response mechanism, communication is one to one
between two NFs (consumer and producer) and a one-time response from the producer to a request from the
consumer is expected within a certain timeframe.
NF_B
(Producer)

NF_A
(Consumer
)
Request
Response

Figure 7.1.2-1: "Request-response" NF Service illustration
-

"Subscribe-Notify": A Control Plane NF_A (NF Service Consumer) subscribes to NF Service offered by another
Control Plane NF_B (NF Service Producer). Multiple Control Plane NFs may subscribe to the same Control
Plane NF Service. NF_B notifies the results of this NF service to the interested NF(s) that subscribed to this NF
service. The subscription request shall include the notification endpoint (e.g. the notification URL) of the NF
Service Consumer to which the event notification from the NF Service Producer should be sent to. In addition,
the subscription request may include notification request for periodic updates or notification triggered through
certain events (e.g., the information requested gets changed, reaches certain threshold etc.). The subscription for
notification can be done through one of the following ways:
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-

A separate request/response exchange between the NF Service Consumer and the NF Service Producer; or

-

The subscription for notification is included as part of another NF service operation of the same NF Service;
or

-

Registration of a notification endpoint for each type of notification the NF consumer is interested to receive,
as a NF service parameter with the NRF during the NF and NF service Registration procedure as specified in
TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.17.1.
NF_B
(Producer)

NF_A
(Consumer
)
Subscribe
Notify

Figure 7.1.2-2: "Subscribe-Notify" NF Service illustration 1
A Control Plane NF_A may also subscribe to NF Service offered by Control Plane NF_B on behalf of Control
Plane NF_C, i.e. it requests the NF Service Producer to send the event notification to another consumer(s). In
this case, NF_A includes the notification endpoint of the NF_C in the subscription request. NF_A may also
additionally include the notification endpoint of NF A associated with subscription change related Event ID(s),
e.g. Subscription Correlation ID Change, in the subscription request, so that NF_A can receive the notification of
the subscription change related event.
NF_B
(Producer)

NF_A
(Consumer)

NF_C
(Consumer)

Subscribe
Notify

Figure 7.1.2-3: "Subscribe-Notify" NF Service illustration 2

7.1.3

Network Function Service discovery

A Control Plane Network function (NF) within the 5G Core network may expose its capabilities as services via its
service based interface, which can be re-used by Control Plane CN NFs.
The NF service discovery enables a CN NFs to discover NF instance(s) that provide the expected NF service(s). The NF
service discovery is implemented via the NF discovery functionality.
For more detail NF discovery refer to clause 6.3.1.

7.1.4

Network Function Service Authorization

NF service authorization shall ensure the NF Service Consumer is authorized to access the NF service provided by the
NF Service Provider, according to e.g. the policy of NF, the policy from the serving operator, the inter-operator
agreement.
Service authorization information shall be configured as one of the components in NF profile of the NF Service
Producer. It shall include the NF type (s) and NF realms/origins allowed to consume NF Service(s) of NF Service
Producer.
Due to roaming agreements and operator policies, a NF Service Consumer shall be authorised based on
UE/subscriber/roaming information and NF type, the Service authorization may entail two steps:
-

Check whether the NF Service Consumer is permitted to discover the requested NF Service Producer instance
during the NF service discovery procedure. This is performed on a per NF granularity by NRF.
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NOTE 1: When NF discovery is performed based on local configuration, it is assumed that locally configured NFs
are authorized.
-

Check whether the NF Service Consumer is permitted to access the requested NF Service Producer for
consuming the NF service, with a request type granularity. This is performed on a per UE, subscription or
roaming agreements granularity. This type of NF Service authorization shall be embedded in the related NF
service logic.

NOTE 2: The security of the connection between NF Service Consumer and NF Service Producer is specified in
TS 33.501 [29].
NOTE 3: It is expected that an NF authorization framework exists in order to perform consumer NF authorization
considering UE, subscription or roaming agreements granularity. This authorization is assumed to be
performed without configuration of the NRF regarding UE, subscription or roaming information.

7.1.5

Network Function and Network Function Service registration and deregistration

For the NRF to properly maintain the information of available NF instances and their supported services, each NF
instance informs the NRF of the list of NF services that it supports.
NOTE:

The NF informs the appropriate NRF based on configuration.

The NF instance may make this information available to NRF when the NF instance becomes operative for the first time
(registration operation) or upon individual NF service instance activation/de-activation within the NF instance (update
operation) e.g. triggered after a scaling operation. The NF instance while registering the list of NF services it supports,
for each NF service, may provide a notification endpoint information for each type of notification service that the NF
service is prepared to consume, to the NRF during the NF instance registration. The NF instance may also update or
delete the NF service related parameters (e.g. to delete the notification endpoint information). Alternatively, another
authorised entity (such as an OA&M function) may inform the NRF on behalf of an NF instance triggered by an NF
service instance lifecycle event (register or de-registration operation depending on instance instantiation, termination,
activation, or de-activation). Registration with the NRF includes capacity and configuration information at time of
instantiation.
The NF instance may also de-registers from the NRF when it is about to gracefully shut down or disconnect from the
network in a controlled way. If an NF instance become unavailable or unreachable due to unplanned errors (e.g. NF
crashes or there are network issues), an authorised entity shall de-register the NF instance with the NRF.

7.2

Network Function Services

7.2.1

General

In the context of this specification, an NF service is offering a capability to authorised consumers.
Network Functions may offer different capabilities and thus, different NF services to distinct consumers. Each of the
NF services offered by a Network Function shall be self-contained, reusable and use management schemes
independently of other NF services offered by the same Network Function (e.g. for scaling, healing, etc).
NOTE:

There can be dependencies between NF services within the same Network Function due to sharing some
common resources, e.g. context data. This does not preclude that NF services offered by a single Network
Function are managed independently of each other.
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Figure 7.2.1-1: Network Function and NF Service
Each NF service shall be accessible by means of an interface. An interface may consist of one or several operations.

Figure 7.2.1-2: Network Function, NF Service and NF Service Operation
System procedures, as specified in TS 23.502 [3] can be built by invocation of a number of NF services. The following
figure shows an illustrative example on how a procedure can be built; it is not expected that system procedures depict
the details of the NF Services within each Network Function.

Figure 7.2.1-3: System Procedures and NF Services
The following subsections provide for each NF the NF services it exposes through its service based interfaces.

7.2.2

AMF Services

The following NF services are specified for AMF:
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Table 7.2.2-1: NF Services provided by AMF
Service Name
Namf_Communication

Namf_EventExposure

Namf_MT

Namf_Location

7.2.3

Description
Enables an NF consumer to communicate with
the UE and/or the AN through the AMF.
This service enables SMF to request EBI
allocation to support interworking with EPS.
Enables other NF consumers to subscribe or
get notified of the mobility related events and
statistics.
Enables an NF consumer to make sure UE is
reachable.
Enables an NF consumer to request location
information for a target UE.

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.2.2

5.2.2.3

5.2.2.4

5.2.2.5

SMF Services

The following NF services are specified for SMF:
Table 7.2.3-1: NF Services provided by SMF
Service Name
Nsmf_PDUSession

Nsmf_EventExposure

7.2.4

Description
This service manages the PDU Sessions
and uses the policy and charging rules
received from the PCF. The service
operations exposed by this NF service
allows the consumer NFs to handle the PDU
Sessions.
This service exposes the events happening
on the PDU Sessions to the consumer NFs.

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.8.2

5.2.8.3

PCF Services

The following NF services are specified for PCF:
Table 7.2.4-1: NF Services provided by PCF
Service Name
Npcf_AMPolicyControl

Npcf_SMPolicyControl
Npcf_Policy Authorization

Npcf_BDTPolicyControl

7.2.5

Description
This PCF service provides Access Control,
network selection and Mobility
Management related policies, UE Route
Selection Policies to the NF consumers.
This PCF service provides session related
policies to the NF consumers.
This PCF service authorises an AF request
and creates policies as requested by the
authorised AF for the PDU Session to
which the AF session is bound to. This
service allows the NF consumer to
subscribe/unsubscribe to the notification of
Access Type and RAT type, PLMN
identifier, access network information,
usage report etc.
This PCF service provides background
data transfer policy to the NF consumers

UDM Services

The following NF services are specified for UDM:
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Table 7.2.5-1: NF Services provided by UDM
Service Name
Nudm_UECM

Nudm_SDM

Nudm_UEAuthentication

Nudm_EventExposure

7.2.6

Description
1. Provide the NF consumer of the
information related to UE's transaction
information, e.g. UE's serving NF
identifier, UE status, etc.
2. Allow the NF consumer to register and
deregister its information for the serving
UE in the UDM.
3. Allow the NF consumer to update some
UE context information in the UDM.
1. Allow NF consumer to retrieve user
subscription data when necessary
2. Provide updated user subscriber data
to the subscribed NF consumer;
1. Provide updated authentication related
subscriber data to the subscribed NF
consumer.
2. For AKA based authentication, this
operation can be also used to recover
from security context synchronization
failure situations.
3. Used for being informed about the
result of an authentication procedure
with a UE.
1. Allow NF consumer to subscribe to
receive an event.
2. Provide monitoring indication of the
event to the subscribed NF consumer.

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.3.2

5.2.3.3

5.2.3.4

5.2.3.5

NRF Services

The following NF services are specified for NRF:
Table 7.2.6-1: NF Services provided by NRF
Service Name
Nnrf_NFManagement

Nnrf_NFDiscovery

7.2.7

Description
Provides support for register, deregister and
update service to NF, NF services. Provide
consumers with notifications of newly
registered NF along with its NF services.
Enables one NF service consumer to
discover a set of NF instances with specific
NF service or a target NF type. Also enables
one NF service to discover a specific NF
service.

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.7.2

5.2.7.3

AUSF Services

The following NF services are specified for AUSF:
Table 7.2.7-1: NF Services provided by AUSF
Service Name
Nausf UEauthentication

Description
The AUSF provides UE authentication
service to requester NF. For AKA based
authentication, this operation can also be
used to recover from security context
synchronization failure situations.
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NEF Services

The following NF services are specified for NEF:
Table 7.2.8-1: NF Services provided by NEF
Service Name
Nnef_EventExposure

Description
Provides support for event exposure

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.6.2

Nnef_PFDManagement

Provides support for PFDs management

5.2.6.3

Nnef_ParameterProvisio
n
Nnef_Trigger

Provides support to provision information
which can be used for the UE in 5GS
Provides support for device triggering

5.2.6.4

Nnef_BDTPNegotiation

Provides support for negotiation about the
transfer policies for the future background
data transfer
Provide the ability to influence traffic routing.

5.2.6.6

Nnef_ TrafficInfluence

7.2.9

5.2.6.5

5.2.6.7.2

SMSF Services

The following NF services are specified for SMSF:
Table 7.2.9-1: NF Services provided by SMSF
Service Name
Nsmsf_ SMService

7.2.10

Description
This service allows AMF to authorize SMS
and activate SMS for the served user on
SMSF.

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.9.1

UDR Services

The following NF services are specified for UDR:
Table 7.2.10-1: NF Services provided by UDR
Service Name
Nudr_DM

7.2.11

Description

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]

Allows NF consumers to retrieve, create,
update, subscribe for change notifications,
unsubscribe for change notifications and
delete data stored in the UDR, based on the
set of data applicable to the consumer.
This service may also be used to manage
operator specific data.

5.2.12.2

5G-EIR Services

The following NF services are specified for 5G-EIR:
Table 7.2.11-1: NF Services provided by 5G-EIR
Service Name
N5g-eir_Equipment
Identity Check

Description
This service enables the 5G-EIR to check
the PEI and check whether the PEI is in the
black list or not.
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NWDAF Services

The following NF services are specified for NWDAF:
Table 7.2.12-1: NF Services provided by NWDAF
Service Name

Description

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]

Nnwdaf_Events_Subscri
ption

This service enables the NF service
consumers to subscribe/unsubscribe for
different type of analysis information (i.e.,
load level information of Network Slice
instance) from NWDAF.
This service enables the NF service
consumers to request and get different type
of analysis information (i.e., load level
information of Network Slice instance) s from
NWDAF.

5.2.11.2

Nnwdaf_Analytics_Info

7.2.13

5.2.11.3

UDSF Services

The following NF services are specified for UDSF:
Table 7.2.13-1: NF Services provided by UDSF
Service Name

Description

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]

Nudsf_UnstructuredData
Management

Allows NF consumers to retrieve, create,
update, and delete data stored in the UDSF.

5.2.14

7.2.14

NSSF Services

The following NF services are specified for NSSF:
Table 7.2.14-1: NF Services provided by NSSF
Service Name
Nnssf_NSSelection
Nnssf_NSSAIAvailability

7.2.15

Description

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]

Provides the requested Network Slice
information to the Requester.
Provides NF consumer on the availability of
S-NSSAIs on a per TA basis.

5.2.16
5.2.16

BSF Services

The following NF services are specified for BSF as described in TS 23.503 [45]:
Table 7.2.15-1: NF Services provided by BSF
Service Name
Nbsf_management

7.2.16

Description

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]

Allows a PCF to register/deregister itself and
to be discoverable by NF service consumers.

5.2.13

LMF Services

The following NF services are specified for LMF:
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Table 7.2.16-1: NF Services provided by LMF
Service Name
Nlmf_ Location

7.2.17

Description
This service enables an NF to request
location determination for a target UE. It
allow NFs to request the current geodetic
and optionally civic location of a target UE.

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.15.1

CHF Services

The following NF services are specified for CHF.
Table 7.2.17-1: NF Service provided by CHF
Service Name
Nchf_SpendingLimitCont
rol

7.3

Description
This service enables transfer of policy
counter status information relating to
subscriber spending limits from CHF to NF
consumer

Reference in
TS 23.502 [3]
5.2.17

Exposure

Network exposure is described in clause 5.20 and in TS 23.502 [3] clause 4.15.

8

Control and User Plane Protocol Stacks

8.1

General

Clause 8 specifies the overall protocol stacks between 5GS entities, e.g. between the UE and the 5GC Network
Functions, between the 5G-AN and the 5GC Network Functions, or between the 5GC Network Functions.

8.2

Control Plane Protocol Stacks

8.2.1

Control Plane Protocol Stacks between the 5G-AN and the 5G Core:
N2

8.2.1.1

General

NOTE 1: N2 maps to NG-C as defined in TS 38.413 [34].
Following procedures are defined over N2:
-

Procedures related with N2 Interface Management and that are not related to an individual UE, such as for
Configuration or Reset of the N2 interface. These procedures are intended to be applicable to any access but may
correspond to messages that carry some information only on some access (such as information on the default
Paging DRX used only for 3GPP access).

-

Procedures related with an individual UE:
-

Procedures related with NAS Transport. These procedures are intended to be applicable to any access but
may correspond to messages that for UL NAS transport carry some access dependent information such as
User Location Information (e.g. Cell-Id over 3GPP access or other kind of User Location Information for
Untrusted Non 3GPP access).

-

Procedures related with UE context management. These procedures are intended to be applicable to any
access. The corresponding messages may carry:
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-

some information only on some access (such as Handover Restriction List used only for 3GPP access).

-

some information (related e.g. with N3 addressing and with QoS requirements) that is to be transparently
forwarded by AMF between the 5G-AN and the SMF.

-

Procedures related with resources for PDU Sessions. These procedures are intended to be applicable to any
access. They may correspond to messages that carry information (related e.g. with N3 addressing and with
QoS requirements) that is to be transparently forwarded by AMF between the 5G-AN and the SMF.

-

Procedures related with Hand-Over management. These procedures are intended for 3GPP access only.

The Control Plane interface between the 5G-AN and the 5G Core supports:
-

The connection of multiple different kinds of 5G-AN (e.g. 3GPP RAN, N3IWF for Un-trusted access to 5GC) to
the 5CG via an unique Control Plane protocol: A single NGAP protocol is used for both the 3GPP access and
non-3GPP access;

-

There is a unique N2 termination point in AMF per access for a given UE regardless of the number (possibly
zero) of PDU Sessions of the UE;

-

The decoupling between AMF and other functions such as SMF that may need to control the services supported
by 5G-AN(s) (e.g. control of the UP resources in the 5G-AN for a PDU Session). For this purpose, NGAP may
support information that the AMF is just responsible to relay between the 5G-AN and the SMF. The information
can be referred as N2 SM information in TS 23.502 [3] and this specification.

NOTE 2: The N2 SM information is exchanged between the SMF and the 5G-AN transparently to the AMF.

8.2.1.2

AN - AMF

Legend:
NG Application Protocol (NG-AP): Application Layer Protocol between the 5G-AN node and the AMF.
NG-AP is defined in TS 38.413 [34].
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP): This protocol guarantees delivery of signalling
messages between AMF and 5G-AN node (N2). SCTP is defined in RFC 4960 [44].

Figure 8.2.1.2-1: Control Plane between the 5G-AN and the AMF
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AN - SMF

Legend:
N2 SM information: This is the subset of NG-AP information that the AMF transparently relays between
the AN and the SMF, and is included in the NG-AP messages and the N11 related messages.

Figure 8.2.1.3-1: Control Plane between the AN and the SMF
NOTE 1: From the AN perspective, there is a single termination of N2 i.e. the AMF.
NOTE 2: For the protocol stack between the AMF and the SMF, see clause 8.2.3.

8.2.2

Control Plane Protocol Stacks between the UE and the 5GC

8.2.2.1

General

A single N1 NAS signalling connection is used for each access to which the UE is connected. The single N1
termination point is located in AMF. The single N1 NAS signalling connection is used for both Registration
Management and Connection Management (RM/CM) and for SM-related messages and procedures for a UE.
The NAS protocol on N1 comprises a NAS-MM and a NAS-SM components.
There are multiple cases of protocols between the UE and a core network function (excluding the AMF) that need to be
transported over N1 via NAS-MM protocol. Such cases include:
-

Session Management Signalling.

-

SMS.

-

UE Policy.

-

LCS.

RM/CM NAS messages in NAS-MM and other types of NAS messages (e.g. SM), as well as the corresponding
procedures, are decoupled.
The NAS-MM supports generic capabilities:
-

NAS procedures that terminate at the AMF. This includes:
-

Handles Registration Management and Connection Management state machines and procedures with the UE,
including NAS transport; the AMF supports following capabilities:
-

Decide whether to accept the RM/CM part of N1 signalling during the RM/CM procedures without
considering possibly combined other non NAS-MM messages (e.g., SM) in the same NAS signalling
contents;

-

Know if one NAS message should be routed to another NF (e.g., SMF), or locally processed with the
NAS routing capabilities inside during the RM/CM procedures;
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-

Provide a secure NAS signalling connection (integrity protection, ciphering) between the UE and the AMF,
including for the transport of payload;

-

Provide access control if it applies;

It is possible to transmit the other type of NAS message (e.g., NAS SM) together with an RM/CM NAS message
by supporting NAS transport of different types of payload or messages that do not terminate at the AMF, i.e.
NAS-SM, SMS, UE Policy and LCS between the UE and the AMF. This includes:
-

Information about the Payload type;

-

Additional Information for forwarding purposes

-

The Payload (e.g. the SM message in the case of SM signalling);

There is a Single NAS protocol that applies on both 3GPP and non-3GPP access. When an UE is served by a
single AMF while the UE is connected over multiple (3GPP/Non 3GPP) accesses, there is a N1 NAS signalling
connection per access.

Security of the NAS messages is provided based on the security context established between the UE and the AMF.
Figure 8.2.2.1-1 depicts NAS transport of SM signalling, SMS, UE Policy and LCS.

Figure 8.2.2.1-1 NAS transport for SM, SMS, UE Policy and LCS
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UE - AMF

Legend:
NAS-MM: The NAS protocol for MM functionality supports registration management functionality,
connection management functionality and user plane connection activation and deactivation. It is also
responsible of ciphering and integrity protection of NAS signalling. 5G NAS protocol is defined in
TS 24.501 [47]
5G-AN Protocol layer: This set of protocols/layers depends on the 5G-AN. In the case of NG-RAN, the
radio protocol between the UE and the NG-RAN node (eNodeB or gNodeB) is specified in TS 36.300 [30]
and TS 38.300 [27]. In the case of non-3GPP access, see clause 8.2.4.

Figure 8.2.2.2-1: Control Plane between the UE and the AMF

8.2.2.3

UE – SMF

The NAS-SM supports the handling of Session Management between the UE and the SMF.
The SM signalling message is handled, i.e. created and processed, in the NAS-SM layer of UE and the SMF. The
content of the SM signalling message is not interpreted by the AMF.
The NAS-MM layer handles the SM signalling is as follows:
-

For transmission of SM signalling:
-

-

The NAS-MM layer creates a NAS-MM message, including security header, indicating NAS transport of SM
signalling, additional information for the receiving NAS-MM to derive how and where to forward the SM
signalling message.

For reception of SM signalling:
-

The receiving NAS-MM processes the NAS-MM part of the message, i.e. performs integrity check, and
interprets the additional information to derive how and where to derive the SM signalling message.

The SM message part shall include the PDU Session ID.
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Legend:
NAS-SM: The NAS protocol for SM functionality supports user plane PDU Session Establishment,
modification and release. It is transferred via the AMF, and transparent to the AMF. 5G NAS protocol is
defined in TS 24.501 [47]

Figure 8.2.2.3-1: Control Plane protocol stack between the UE and the SMF

8.2.3
8.2.3.1

Control Plane Protocol Stacks between the network functions in
5GC
The Control Plane Protocol Stack for the service based interface

The control plane protocol(s) for the service-based interfaces listed in clause 4.2.6 is defined in the TS 29.500 [49]

8.2.3.2

The Control Plane protocol stack for the N4 interface between SMF and UPF

The control plane protocol for SMF-UPF (i.e. N4 reference point) is defined in TS 29.502 [59].

8.2.4

Control Plane for untrusted non 3GPP Access

Figure 8.2.4-1: Control Plane before the signalling IPsec SA is established between UE and N3IWF
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Figure 8.2.4-2: Control Plane after the signalling IPsec SA is established between UE and N3IWF
Large NAS messages are fragmented by the "inner IP" layer. If there is a protocol between the NAS layer and the "inner
IP" in the UE, is defined in stage-3 specifications.

Figure 8.2.4-3: Control Plane for establishment of user-plane via N3IWF
In the above figures 8.2.4-1, 8.2.4-2 and 8.2.4-3, the UDP protocol may be used between the UE and N3IWF to enable
NAT traversal for IKEv2 and IPsec traffic.
The "signalling IPsec SA" is defined in TS 23.502 [3], clause 4.12.2.

8.3

User Plane Protocol Stacks

8.3.1

User Plane Protocol Stack for a PDU Session

This clause illustrates the protocol stack for the User plane transport related with a PDU Session.
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Legend:
PDU layer: This layer corresponds to the PDU carried between the UE and the DN over the PDU Session.
When the PDU Session Type is IPv4 or IPv6 or IPv4v6, it corresponds to IPv4 packets or IPv6 packets or
both of them; When the PDU Session Type is Ethernet, it corresponds to Ethernet frames; etc.
GPRS Tunnelling Protocol for the user plane (GTP-U): This protocol supports multiplexing traffic of
different PDU Sessions (possibly corresponding to different PDU Session Types) by tunnelling user data
over N3 (i.e. between the 5G-AN node and the UPF) in the backbone network. GTP shall encapsulate all
end user PDUs. It provides encapsulation on a per PDU Session level. This layer carries also the marking
associated with a QoS Flow defined in clause 5.7.
5G Encapsulation: This layer supports multiplexing traffic of different PDU Sessions (possibly
corresponding to different PDU Session Types) over N9 (i.e. between different UPF of the 5GC). It
provides encapsulation on a per PDU Session level. This layer carries also the marking associated with a
QoS Flow defined in clause 5.7.

Figure 8.3.1-1: User Plane Protocol Stack
-

-

5G-AN protocol stack: This set of protocols/layers depends on the AN:
-

When the 5G-AN is a 3GPP NG-RAN, these protocols/layers are defined in TS 38.401 [42]. The radio
protocol between the UE and the 5G-AN node (eNodeB or gNodeB) is specified in TS 36.300 [30] and
TS 38.300 [27].

-

When the AN is an Untrusted non 3GPP access to 5GC the 5G-AN interfaces with the 5GC at a N3IWF
defined in clause 4.3.2 and the 5G-AN protocol stack is defined in clause 8.3.2.

UDP/IP: These are the backbone network protocols.

NOTE 1: The number of UPF in the data path is not constrained by 3GPP specifications: there may be in the data
path of a PDU Session 0, 1 or multiple UPF that do not support a PDU Session Anchor functionality for
this PDU Session.
NOTE 2: The "non PDU Session Anchor" UPF depicted in the Figure 8.3.1-1 is optional.
NOTE 3: The N9 interface may be intra-PLMN or inter PLMN (in the case of Home Routed deployment).
If there is an UL CL (Uplink Classifier) or a Branching Point (both defined in clause 5.6.4) in the data path of a PDU
Session, the UL CL or Branching Point acts as the non PDU Session Anchor UPF of Figure 8.3.1-1. In that case there
are multiple N9 interfaces branching out of the UL CL / Branching Point each leading to different PDU Session
anchors.
NOTE 4: Co-location of the UL CL or Branching Point with a PDU Session Anchor is a deployment option.
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User Plane for untrusted non 3GPP Access

Figure 8.3.2-1: User Plane via N3IWF
Large GRE packets are fragmented by the "inner IP" layer.
Details about the PDU Layer, the N3 stack and the N9 stack are included in clause 8.3.1. The UDP protocol may be
used below the IPsec layer to enable NAT traversal.
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Annex A (informative):
Relationship between Service-Based Interfaces and
Reference Points
Service-Based Interfaces and Reference Points are two different ways to model interactions between architectural
entities. A Reference Point is a conceptual point at the conjunction of two non-overlapping functional groups (see
TR 21.905 [1]). In figure A-1 the functional groups are equivalent to Network Functions.
A reference point can be replaced by one or more service-based interfaces which provide equivalent functionality.

NFA

NFA

RP1

Nnfb

NFB

NFB

Nnfa

Figure A-1: Example show a Reference Point replaced by two Service based Interfaces

NFA

RP1

NFB

NFA

Nnfb

NFB

Figure A-2: Example showing a Reference Point replaced by a single Service based Interface
Reference points exist between two specific Network Functions. Even if the functionality is equal on two reference
points between different Network Functions there has to be a different reference point name. Using the service-based
interface representation it is immediately visible that it is the same service-based interface and that the functionality is
equal on each interface.
RP1

NFB

RP2

NFC

Nnfa

NFB

Nnfa

NFC

NFA

NFA

Figure A-3: Reference Points vs. Service-based Interfaces representation of equal functionality on
the interfaces
A NF may expose one or more services through Service based interfaces.
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Nnfa_serv1
NFA

Nnfb_serv1

NFB

Nnfa_serv2
Nnfb_serv2

Figure A-4: One or more Services exposed by one Network Function
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Annex B (normative):
Mapping between temporary identities
When interworking procedures with N26 are used and the UE performs idle mode mobility from 5GC to EPC the
following mapping from 5G GUTI to EPS GUTI applies:
-

5G <MCC> maps to EPS <MCC>

-

5G <MNC> maps to EPS <MNC>

-

5G <AMF Region ID> and 5G <AMF Set ID> maps to EPS <MMEGI> and part of EPS <MMEC>

-

5G <AMF Pointer> map to part of EPS <MMEC>

-

5G <5G-TMSI> maps to EPS <TMSI>

NOTE:

The mapping described above does not necessarily imply the same size for the 5G GUTI and EPS GUTI
fields that are mapped. The size of 5G GUTI fields and other mapping details will be defined in
TS 23.003 [19].

To support interworking with the legacy EPC core network entity (i.e. MME), it is assumed that the 5G <AMF Region
ID> and EPS <MMEGI> is partitioned to avoid overlapping values in order to enable discovery of source node (i.e.
MME or AMF) without ambiguity.
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Annex C (informative):
Guidelines and Principles for Compute-Storage Separation
5G System Architecture allows any NF/NF Service to store and retrieve its unstructured data (e.g. UE contexts)
into/from a Storage entity (e.g. UDSF) as stated in clause 4.2.5 in this release of the specification. This clause highlights
some assumptions, principles regarding NF/NF services that use this Storage entity for storing unstructured data:
1. It is up to the Network Function implementation to determine whether the Storage entity is used as a Primary
Storage (in which case the corresponding context stored within the NF/NF Service is deleted after storage in the
Storage entity) or the Storage entity is used as a Secondary Storage (in which case the corresponding context
within the NF/NF Service is stored).
2. It is up to the NF/NF Service implementation to determine the trigger (e.g. at the end of Registration procedure,
Service Request procedure etc) for storing unstructured data (e.g. UE contexts) in the Storage entity but it is a
good practice for NF/NF service to store stable state in the Storage entity.
3. Multiple NF/NF service instances may require to access the same stored data in the Storage entity (e.g. UE
context), around the same time, then the resolution the race condition is implementation specific.
4. In case of AMF, all AMFs within the same AMF Set are assumed to have access to the same unstructured data
stored within the Storage entity.
5. AMF planned removal with UDSF (clause 5.21.2.2.1) and AMF auto-recovery (with UDSF option in
clause 5.21.2.3) assume that a storage entity/UDSF is used either as a primary storage or secondary storage by
the AMF for storing UE contexts.
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Clarification of UE Requested NSSAI
Emergency Services Support indication per RAT
N4 User Plane Path
SSC Mode Selection
Proposal of QER, URR and FAR
UE specific DRX parameters for CM-CONNECTED with Inactive
state
Slicing configuration update
Update of Mobility Restrictions
Addition of PDU Session type IPv4v6
Mapping of Requested NSSAI clarification
Clarification of the interworking between 5G and
GERAN/UTRAN/E-UTRAN when UE is in RRC-inactive state
Select the same SMF+UPF for PDU sessions of the same DNN
within one slice
Subscription Permanent Identifier
Clarification of interworking procedures without N26 interface
Clarification on the use of the indicator for the support of
interworking without N26
Controlled support of (AF) session binding for Ethernet PDU
Session Type
Use of Priority parameters for scheduling
Temporary restriction of Reflective QoS
5_16_6_Mission Critical Services - Reference Update
5_16_6_Mission Critical Services - Editorial Changes
Fixing Incorrect References to the Service Request Procedures
SUPI based paging
Mobile Terminated SMS over NAS: 5GS Access Selection
Discovery and Topology Hiding
Changed length and mapping of 5GS Temporary Identifiers
Slice configuration change
Defining NWDAF in 23.501
Corrections to PFD management
Update on UE mobility event notification
Identification and update of UE derived QoS rule
Clarification of traffic steering control in the case of interworking
Updates to System Enablers for Priority Mechanism
AMF Selection aspects
AMF functionality clarification - to add SUCI
EPS Interworking Principles - SR mode with N26
UDM services - addition to Nudm_UEAuthentication
UDM functionality support for SUCI
MFBR Enforcement for GBR QoS flows
NF Registration via the NRF
Abbreviations supplement
3GPP PS Data Off Clarification
Network Sharing and Interworking Clarification
Clarification on MT SMS domain selection by SMSF
TS 23.501: Clean-up for the RRC Inactive related procedure
Correction on Control Plane protocol stacks
Clarification on NSSAI related functionality in 5G RAN
Clarification on Application data
AMF UE area of interest reporting in RRC inactive state
Clarification on RAT fallback
Clarification on notification message
Editorial correction in clause 5.9.2 Subscription Permanent
Identifier
Correction to DNN subscription
Clarification on the support of Delay Critical resource type
Network slicing clause cleanup
UE and network shall override the Core Network type restriction for
regulatory prioritized services
Clarification to the usage of Internal-Group Identifier
Different types of Ethernet services and N4
Providing AF with information on the N6 User Plane tunnelling
information
SMF getting UE location from the AMF for NPLI when no QoS flow
to create/Update/modify
Removal of network restriction for eight concurrent S-NSSAIs
when serving a UE
Removal of duplicated requirements for Allowed/Configured
NSSAI
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Correction to AMF and S-NSSAI overload control
AMF Name and AMF N2AP UE ID
Correction for support of the Ethernet Type PDU Session
Correction on aspects for LADN
Subscription status notification for Event Exposure service
Clarification on SMF selection
Clarification on SMSF selection
Update for providing policy requirements to multiple UEs
Clarifying handling of reachability state
Dual Registration mode of operation from E-UTRA cell connecting
to both EPC and 5GC
Consolidation of UE Network Capabilities
NAS level congestion control for emergency and high priority
access
Coexistence of RRC Inactive and Dual Connectivity
Mapped parameters in case of No N26
Clarification on the use of shared AMF Pointer value
ReAuthentication by an external DN-AAA server
LADN configuration of UE
Clarification of S-NSSAI based congestion control
Add indication of Notification Control to QoS rules sent to UE
Local deactivate MICO for emergency service
How the SMF validates UE location when requested for LADN
PDU Session establishment
AUSF clarification and alignment
Correction to references
Clarification on N3GPP TAI
Correction on capability negotiation on "SMS over NAS"
Alignment of the name of the network function
Correction on NAS level congestion control
Clarification on AMF management
S-NSSAI check for activation of UP connection of PDU Session
Clarifications required resulting from 6-bit QFI limit
Missing "redirection" to E-UTRA connected to 5GC
Clarification of high priority access
Dual connectivity support for network slices
Clarification to the NRF Roaming architecture
Slicing information and RFSP
TS 23.501: UE DL Signalling handling in RRC Inactive State
Some TADs fix's
Handling of maximum supported data rate per UE for integrity
protection
NF/NF service registration and status subscribe/notify description
updates
Use of results of NF/NF service discovery for NF/NF service
selection
Subscribed SMSF address
SEPP fully redundant and next-hop IPX proxy
SMF selection factor
IPsec SAs in tunnel mode
Determining interworking support for PDU sessions in case of
interworking without N26
Fixing the definition of signalled QoS rule
Clarify GUTI aspects for single-registration mode UEs for
interworking without N26
N9 missing in some figures
NF instance and NF service instance definitions
Correction to UE Radio Capability handling
Further QoS clean-up
Coordination of reference point allocation
Handling of Configured NSSAIs in Roaming Scenarios - 23.501
Update and correction of table for AMF, UDM, UDR, NSSF, UDSF
and BSF services
Update of FAR
NEF Services
Editor's note clean-up
Compute - Storage split principles
Emergency Services Fallback Support indicator validity in the
Registration Area
LMF Services
UDM-AUSF Discovery
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Clarification on usage of PLMN ID received via PCO during PDN
connection establishment
Correction to the mapping to the Subscribed S-NSSAI(s)
Provisioning NSSP
Tracking Area in 5GS
Correction to S-NSSAI congestion
Clarification to PDU Session Types: MTU
Alignment of radio capabilities procedure
CN type indicator in AS signalling
Correction to eCall Support by NR
Bit rate enforcement
Clarification on TAC format at inter-system handover
Add table of CHF Spending Limit Control service in 7.2.x
S-NSSAI of VPLMN when HO from 4G to 5G
SSC Mode Selection clarification
How Peer CP NF sends notification to target/new AMF after AMF
planned removal
AF influence on traffic routing for Ethernet type PDU Session
Avoid the case the one UE MAC shared by multiple Ethernet PDU
Sessions
How AMF provides LADN Information to UE
Non-3GPP access node selection information
Clarify RAT restrictions are not provided to the UE
Including GUAMI in RRC message of related procedures
Clarification on CN assistance information
Clarify the relationship between GFBR and MDBV
Clarification on support of MFBR greater than GFBR
Clarification on requested NSSAI usage by RAN
Clarification on SMSF checking subscription data
S-NSSAI back off timer for UE requested PDU session release
Clarification on AF influence on traffic routing
Combined SMF+PGW-C Selection
Resume procedure in the equivalent PLMN
Alignment of selective activation of UP connection of existing PDU
Session
Alignment of PCF selection description
QNC during Handover
Reflective QoS in interworking
Use of Network Instance
Update of N4 Parameter Descriptions and Tables
Clarification on LADN 5.6.5
Network slicing subsription change and update of UE configuration
Clarification note on Network Slice limitation
Adding default value for Averaging Window
Mobility restrictions
Capturing subsequent mobility to and from GERAN/UTRAN
GFBR is applicable only for GBR QoS flows
NSSAI handling in PDU Session Establishment procedures in
roaming
Correction to identifiers in Registration procedure
Radio capabilities after 5GS registration
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